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PREFACE

This thesis was anticipated to some extent by researc' undertaken

in partial fulfilment of the K.Litt. degree of the University of

Edinburgh, awarded in June 1969. As its title suggests - 'Dickens and

Religion: A Preliminary Survey' - the earlier work was largely

preliminary, a review of previous criticism of Dickens's religion, and

an analysis of the biographical evidence, especially that relating to the

novelist's associations with the Unitarians. The present thesis

concentrates on Dickens's novels, so there has been little danger of

overlap; where I have felt it necessary to draw on my earlier thesis, in

a few paragraphs in the Introduction and Chapter V, this has been clearly

indicated.

It is essential for a proper understanding of Dickens's beliefs as

they are expressed in his novels to study their emergence chronologically,

as well as thematically. This would lead to an intolerable amount of

repetition if one were to attempt to cover every one of his works with

the same seriousness and depth; moreover, as I shall argue, Dickens's

fundamental position becomes clear by the time of Little Dorrit. his most

searching exploration of religion. I have therefore relegated the

last four novels to relatively brief comment in my Conclusion, although

at least Great Expectations and Our hutual Friend deserve as full a

treatment as their predecessors. Some indication of the direction in

which a discussion of one of these works might proceed may be found in

my article, 'Dickens and Religion: Great Expectations'. Proteus. I

(Nov. 1977), 7-20, to which I have occasionally referred.

Like all students of Dickens, my greatest debt is to other scholars

and critics in the field, and especially to my supervisor, Professor

K.J. Fielding.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Throughout this thesis the place of publication for works referred to

is London, unless otherwise stated.

The following abbreviations are used for the titles of books by Dickens:
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For Dickens's letters, speeches and journalism, the following editions have

been used and are cited by these abbreviations:
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SUMMARY

This thesis is a study of the different aspects of Dickens's religion

as these are expressed in the novels from the earliest works onwards.

The central argument is that the different beliefs reflecting Dickens's

position emerge with unique force at different times during his career;

and that this becomes apparent to a close, historically informed and

sensitive reading of the important scenes in his works. The approach is

a combination of the chronological and the thematic, beginning with an

account of the 'fall' of innocent goodness in Pickwick Papers, and ending

with an exploration of religion itself as a theme in Little Dorrit.

Dickens's most profound attempt to find a religious 'answer' to life's

painful mysteries. The last novels, from A Tale of Two Cities to Edwin

Drood. are dealt with briefly in a concluding chapter, as further examples

of the expression of themes and attitudes already discussed in depth.

The intervening chapters explore different aspects of the novelist's

fundamental position as a liberal, even radical Protestant with Romantic

leanings: the affirmation of Christian charity in Oliver Twist; the

growing obsession with death and the possibility of establishing a

personal, unorthodox but representative faith in immortality in The Old

Curiosity Shot): the complex treatment of contemporary fanaticism and

Catholicism in Larnaby Rudge and related non-fiction; the overriding

belief in the need for a 'change of heart' in the Christmas Books,

i-iartin Chuzzlewit and Dombey and uon: and the demand for a 'social gospel'

in David Copperfield and Bleak House.



INTRODUCTION

•With a deep sense of my great responsibility always upon me
when I exercise my art, one of my most constant and most
earnest endeavours has been to exhibit in all my good people
some faint reflections of the teachings of our great Master,
and unostentatiously to lead the reader up to those teachings
as the great source of all moral goodness. All my strongest
illustrations are derived from the New Testament; all my
social abuses are shown as departures from its spirit; all
my good people are humble, charitable, faithful, and forgiving.
Over and over again, I claim them in express words as disciples
of the Pounder of our religion; but I must admit that to a man
(or woman) they all arise and wash their faces, and do not
appear unto men to fast'

(To David Macrae, ?186l, uome and Abroad,
Glasgow, 1871)

•The unity of a human life, like the unity of the writings which
express it, is not something fixed and unchanging. A /iUman
life is a dynamic process which moves through various phases,
while returning often to earlier ones, in the search for a full
comprehension of its "organizing principles"'

(j. hillis killer, The Disappearance of God,
Cambridge, Mass., 1963)
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I

Anyone threatening to add to the daunting outflow of material

continuing to gush, apparently inexhaustibly, from the well of Dickens

studies, must have good reason for doing so. On the scholarly front

alone, the last two decades have seen the beginning of a definitive

edition of the novels, of full and authoritative texts of the speeches,

public readings and letters, of extensive research into Dickens's

manuscripts and number plans, and even of additions to the canon, salvaged

from fugitive journalistic sketches and collaborative ventures. As for

criticism, a staggering amount of commentary, ranging in approach from

Marxist to Jungian to structuralist, has found its way into print,

revealing again and again the richness of Dickens, as well as, at times,

the eccentricity of his readers.

What, then, remains to be done? Existing undertakings need to be

advanced, of course: less than a third of the novels have yet appeared

in the Clarendon Edition, less than a quarter of the letters in Pilgrim;

the journalism, plays and poems still require proper editing, as do such

lesser items as Dickens's everyday book. Critical discussion will carry

on unceasingly, if only because each new generation of readers must

reinterpret the novelist afresh for itself. But there remains one area

of both scholarly and critical concern in which barely a beginning has

been made, and this is the subject of the present study: Dickens's

religion.

Astonishingly, it is now some fifteen years since this, 'the greatest

gap (that might be filled) in our knowledge about Dickens', was identified
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in the pages of The Dickenaian.1 And yet, despite a growing number

of voices repeating the claim - sometimes, indeed, making fruitful
2

advances in response to it - nobody ins come near filling the gap.

I hasten to add that it is not ray purpose here, even assuming it were

possible, fully to fill this gap myself. Rather, this is an attempt

to further our knowledge and understanding of different aspects of

Dickens's religion as these emerge in different novels, I have

adopted a modified version of the chronological approach by analysing

the fiction from Dickens's earliest works onwards, concentrating at

each stage upon striking congruences between individual novels, or groups

of novels, and particular religious themes. At the same time, to
3

provide a controlling perspective, I have drawn throughout on the

religious views expressed elsewhere in Dickens's writings (he was

usually more explicit, if less profound, in the lesser fiction and

1. 3y K.J. Yielding, 'Dickens Criticism: A Symposium', Dick.. LIX
(May 1963), 76.

2. The most fruitful advances have been made by Steven Marcus, Dickens:
from Pickwick to Doabe.v (1965) and Alexander Welsh, The Cit.v of
Dickens (Oxford. 1971): but incidentally helpful, too, have been
J. Hillis Miller, Cliarles Dickens: The World of Kis Novels (Cambridge,
Mass. 1958), Edward Wagenknecht, The Man Charles Dickens: A Victorian
Portrait, rev.ed. (llorman, Oklahoma, 1966), F.R. and Q.D. Leavis,
Dickens the Novelist (1970), Angus Wilson, The World of Charles
Dickens (1970). and A.E. Dyson, The Inimitable Dickens (1970). Only
Humphry House's chapter on 'Religion' in The Picken3 World. 1941,
2nd ed. reptd. (1965), pp.106-132, may be described as indispensable.
The unpublished works I have found most useful, while not sharing
their approaches, nor most of their conclusions, are: Rev. C.B.V.
Bowkett, 'The Place of Religion in some of the Major Hovels of
Charles Dickens', II.A. thesis (Durham, 1967), a brief survey from
the Anglican point of view; and G.3. Larson, 'Religion in the Hovels
of Cliarles Dickens', Ph.D. thesis (Massachusetts, 1969), a brisk run-
through the obvious topics from a largely uncritical and unhistorical
viewpoint. Other material will be referred to below,

3. Conspicuously absent from two recent American attempts to explore
Dickens's religion, i.e., Joseph Gold, Charles Dickens: Radical
Moralist (Minneapolis, 1972), and Jane Vogel, Allegory in Dickens.
Studies in the Humanities Ho.17 (Alabama, 1977)•
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non-fiction), and have related his themes to the contemporary context

of belief - a context often most sharply evident in contemporary

religious periodicals, which were at the time 'Next to the Bible in

authority.'^

This combination of chronological and thematic approaches is, I

feel, peculiarly fitting for a writer whose genius (as John Porster

recognised) typically expressed itself through single, large, dominating

conceptions, embodied successively in works appearing at different

phases of his career. Dickens himself told his wife in 1853 that 'the

intense pursuit of any idea that takes complete possession of me, is

one of the qualities that makes me different - sometimes for good;
2

sometimes I dare say for evil - from other men'. Another distinctive

trait is reflected in the fact that his beliefs cannot be tied very

closely to any particular doctrine, creed, or sect, although,

inevitably, they fit broadly into the common Christian inheritance of

European culture. This might be, indeed, has been seen as a weakness

on Dickens's part, a failure to commit himself to a clearly defined

and excogitated faith. Yet it is also a source of strength, for it

permits that freedom of sympathy and imaginative involvement in widely

differing attitudes to life essential for a great novelist. Further,

it allows for the development of a broad and comprehensive vision, one

which crosses the doctrinal or sectarian boundaries within which

spirituality often lies trapped.

1. Maurice J. Quinlan, Victorian Prelude; A History of English Manners
1700-1850 (New York, 1941), p.185.

2. Mr. & Mrs. Charles Dickens: His Letters to Her, ed. Walter Dexter
(1935), p.227: 5 Dec. 1853. See also Forster, Life, p.657. John
Carey misuses this insight to belabour Dickens for inconsistency in
The Violent Mffigy: A Study of Dickens's Imagination (1973), pp.8-9.
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In orthodox Christian terms, there is much that is missing, or at

best negatively expressed, in Dickens's works. The role of priest

and church is minimal, while certain kinds of chapel-going and

sermonising are represented as ludicrous and reprehensible. The Bible

is drawn on more than any other source outside Shakespeare, not as a

literally inspired text, nor even always with veneration, but mainly

as a guide to those elements of the Christian ethic (largely from the

New Testament) which the novelist professed to admire. Prayer, or

other overt manifestation of the religious spirit, is more often shown

to be hypocritical and self-seeking than a genuine attempt to communicate

with the deity. He has no sympathy with the missionary movement.

Puseyism, the workings of the Calvinist conscience, and any attempt to

inculcate anybody (but especially the young) with stern views of man's

reprobate nature, are all abhorred. Intolerant of intolerance, Dickens

was at the same time frequently blind in his prejudice towards Jews,

Roman Catholics, or the views of other races."''

But these aspects of Dickens's position should not be put forward

as if they constituted a total view of it. To try and define his

religion within the terms of conventional belief would be to cripple

such a study from the start. The weaknesses of his religion have been

sufficiently commented upon, and it is the strengths which now need

1. Dickens's attitude towards Jews, initially an unthinking reflection
of the stereotypes of his time, which he tried to adjust by the
portrayal of Riah in OMF, has been thoroughly discussed by Harry
Stone in 'Dickens and the Jews', VS. II (March 1959), 223-255. His
attitude to Roman Catholicism, a much more interesting and complex
matter, will be discussed in Chapter IV below. On his attitude
towards other races, see D.H. Simpson, 'Charles Dickens and the
Empire I - II', Royal Commonwealth Society Library Notes, n.s. Nos.
162-3 (June-July, 1970), 1-28; and W. Oddie, 'Dickens and the
Indian Mutiny', Dick.. LXVIII (Jan. 1972), 3-15.
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emphasizing. Thus, in P-io-WwinV Pnnern. v/e see Dickens discovering the

value of innocent goodness in a 'fallen' world. In Oliver Twist, he

stresses the need for charity to protect the innocent and good; testing

public, 'respectable' religion and attitudes to the poor in the light

of this fundamental Christian concept. The Old Curiosity Shop reveals

a growing obsession with defeat and death, and yet also confirms earlier

hints of visionary, dream-like paths to a transcendent world which, it

is suggested, exists beyond this one. Even in a novel widely taken to

reflect the negative qualities of Dickens's religion, it can be seen

that he is trying to establish a faith at once his own, and represen¬

tative of recognizable beliefs and feelings in our culture. And

throughout the works which follow, we can trace religious elements,

motifs, obsessions, interacting with Dickens's creative imagination to

produce a generous and comprehensive vision, until finally, in Little

Dorrit. the novelist makes his moot profound attempt to find and express

a religious 'answer' to life's painful mysteries. As we shall see,

his basic position - a liberal Protestant within the English tradition

of tolerant commonsense and everyday Christian ethics, imbued at the

3ame time with an essentially Romantic conception of faith as a matter

of subjective intuition and yearnings after the infinite - Iiardly alters

during his life. But different aspects of it emerge at different

time3.

Inevitably, as Dickens's career proceeds, my approach must become

more selective. The early novels are important, and well repay

scrutiny; but the later works are more complex, and ask for corres¬

pondingly more attention, which simply cannot be given to them all on

the same scale. There is also a tendency for certain beliefs or
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attitudes to recur, for instance, Dickens's interest in the possibility

of a radical 'change of heart', which first emerges strongly during

the eighteen-forties, but which continues to grip his imagination much

later, in A Tale of Two Cities and Great Expectations. For these

reasons, and because of the part played by Little Dorrit as the climax

of Dickens's discovery and reflection of his religious beliefs, I shall

not dwell at any great length on the novels which succeed it, confining

myself to brief comment.

II

Most conspicuous of those recent critics who have recognised the

existence of a gap needing to be filled in our knowledge about Dickens

has been Angus Wilson, who has stated that

For a very long time now the Christian aspect of
Dickens's work has been badly neglected. It is in
fact an absolutely essential part of his development
as a novelist. He thought of himself as centrally a
Christian. Two of the most important foreign writers
who were influenced by him, namely Dostoevsky and
Tolstoy, both speak of him as 'that great Christian
writer'. He is Christian not merely in the formal
sense of the word; in profound ways the Christian
religion makes sense of his work.-*-

All this is true, although not without qualification. To begin with,

it is more helpful to talk about the 'religious' aspect, or aspects,

of Dickens's work,than the specifically Christian. The broader term

begs fewer questions, and enables one to draw the kind of distinction

1. A.E. Dyson and Angus Wilson, 'Charles Dickens', The English Hovel,
ed. C. Watts (1976), p.55.
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Wilson himself begins to make, between 'formal' and other senses of

•Christian'.

Angus Wilson's assertions are not followed by any evidence. This

is not to slight him, for it is typical of those who have commented upon

Dickens's religion, from whatever standpoint. Until recently, the

common view v;as simply, as Samuel Johnson remarked of Milton's religion,

'we know rather what he was not, than what he was'."'' Sir Arthur

Quiller-Couch's advice to Cambridge undergraduates to whom he was

lecturing on Dickens, was that 'To begin with, we must jettison religion'.

For, he continued, what the novelist 'simply disregarded' required no

further comment: the Tractarian movement, the Unitarians, the claims

and counter-claims of Wiseman, Newman, Gorham, Colenso, the ideas of

Darwin and Huxley; in short, all that was 'agitating men's thoughts' at
2

the time. But which men? In fact, Dickens was well aware of what

stirred the thinkers of his time, especially those at the liberal end
3

of the religious spectrum, such as the Unitarians. More important,

he did not write for those who aspired to the subtlety and abstraction

of Wiseman, Newman, Gorham and the rest, nor did he approve of their

interest in theoretical questions. For Dickens and his readers, the

1. 'Milton', Lives of the English Poets. 1783, intro. and ed. J. Wain
(Everyman's Library, 1975), p.84.

2. Charles Dickens and Other Victorians (Cambridge, 1925), pp.72-3.

3. On his return from America in 1842, Dickens took up sittings in
Edward Tagart's Unitarian chapel in Little Portland Street for 'two
or three years' (For3ter, Life, p.298); his friendship and associat¬
ion with radical, unorthodox Christians such as John Forster, Leigh
Hunt, W.J. Fox and Thomas Carlyle suggest the area of contemporary
intellectual life to which he felt he belonged, at least during the
eighteen-forties. See below, Chapter V,pp. 250-261.
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details of Tract XC, for example, or of Bishop Vilberforce's clash

with Huxley over evolution, were of far less interest and concern than,

say, the fate of The Dairyman's Daughter, a piously sentimental account

of the death of a young girl written by the chaplain to Queen Victoria's

father, and probably the most successful tract ever published, purveying

a kind of 'natural religion' which may be found hovering about the

death of little Nell.'*"

As George Kitson Clark has observed:

Since the religious history of the nineteenth century
presents a series of extremely important and extremely
interesting intellectual problems it is natural for
historians to place these problems in the foreground
and to consider most carefully the very remarkable men
who became involved in them. But viewed from, so to
speak, more nearly the ground level of the ordinary
not very intelligent, not very erudite, human being
the scene changes, the intellectual issues raised -
the problems propounded by biblical criticism or the
question of the whereabouts of authority in religion
or even the challenge of evolution - fade into the
background agd other equally important problems take
their place.

This is equally applicable to literary critics who, when poaching on

the grounds of their colleagues in other disciplines such as history,

tend to take over what has already become outmoded. Even the able

and informed Humphry House wrote of Tom Pinch at the organ in Liartin

Chuzalewit. of Amy Dorrit asleep in church, and of other, similar

moments in the novels, that

1. Legh Richmond first published the final version of this tract in
his Annals of the Poor in 1814. On its reception, see Louis
James, Fiction for the Working Man: 1850-50 (Penguin University
Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1974), p.143. See below, Chapter
III,p p. 149-156; 164-5.

2. The Making of Victorian England (1966), p.147.
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A theologian would find little in all this to justify
the claim that Dickens was a Christian; a historian
could hardly gather from his books that during the
years in which they weje written the English Church
was revolutionized ...

Of course not. It is not as theologians or historians that we

contemplate such images (although even if we did, House's judgement is

questionable - what kind of theologian? what kind of historian?), but

as readers of the novels, trying to grasp their contribution to a total

imaginative effect.

Dickens articulates hi3 beliefs by the methods of a novelist, by

means of the typical elements of his chosen medium - plot, character,

scene and image. His beliefs are rarely explicit, but are character¬

istically embodied in the texture of his work. Hence it is fundamental

to my approach to concentrate not on the explicit, easily abstractable

statements of his religious position, but to explore the implications

of certain significant episodes, in relation to contemporary expectations

where possible, so as to elicit the sometimes deeply embedded thoughts

and feelings of the writer. In the words of Thomas Hardy, 'a novel is
2

an impression, not an argument'; and to press novels into becoming

explicit may well reveal intellectual confusion or contradiction. But

this is a risk worth taking.

Further, Dickens's beliefs are those of a popular novelist, who

created a unique kind of fiction, and a unique relationship with his

readers, by the absorption and transformation of less respectable

1. The Dickens World, pp.110-111. This view reappears in the other¬
wise judicious, brief account of Dickens's beliefs in Philip
Collins, Dickens and Education, corr. rept. (1965), pp.53-69»

2. Preface to the Fifth and Later Editions, Teas of the D'Urbervilles.
1892 (1965), p.vii.
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narrative kinds into his medium, such as fairy-tale and romance, and

even non-literary sources, such as tracts and prints. This is

reflected in, for example, the tendency of his good characters,

especially the women, to be simplified into icons, two-dimensional and

unreal, but evocative in their appeal to a religious consciousness

nurtured on Scripture prints and simple tracts; or, in his preference

for 'mixed', romance forms, as in the Christmas Books, designed to

suggest to an audience familiar with fairy tales, German romances and

other kinds of 'low' art, a sense of the reality of the supernatural.

There is a radical impulse behind this, too. Dickens, like many

practising Christians in his day and ours, was less interested in

problems of doctrine and theological enquiry, than in broadening the

social base and application of his faith so as to reach the needs of

the new populations in the great towns. His use of popular art forms is

a way of doing this, as is his urgent demand for a 'social gospel'."'"

Ill

We all tend to reshape what we study according to our own

preconceptions, and no account of the religious aspects of Dickens's

work can pretend to be free of bias. If I were asked to define

religion - something notoriously difficult to do, given the enormous

variety of its historical manifestations, from the most primitive to

the most sophisticated, as well as the diversity of ideas and practices

1. Dickens, like the Christian Socialists such as Charles Kingsley,
wished to free Christianity from what F.D. Maurice called its
'caste morality*: quoted in K.S. Inglis, Churches and the Working
Classes in Victorian England (1974), p.l9» See below, Chapter VII,
on the novelist's expression of a 'social gospel'.
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in the world today - then I would refer to William James's explanation

of it as

the feelings, acts, and experiences of individual men in their
solitude. so far as they apprehend themselves to stand in
relation to whatever they may consider divine. ^

This sense of religion stands prior to the 'theologies, philosophies,

and ecclesiastical organizations' which may grow out of it, although

naturally a study of any man's religion rau3t include this secondary

meaning, too. The drawback of this definition is its reliance on the

term 'divine', itself almost as problematic as 'religion', and James

does not quite solve the problem when he goes on to suggest that it is

what is seen as 'godlike', the limits of which are very roughly defined

so as to include i-iaersonian optimism on the one hand, and Buddhist
2

pessimism on the other. But the advantage of James's definition is

that it begins with a man's personal response to whatever he considers

divine, with his subjective apprehensions, which is surely where his
3

literary imaginings have their source. In the Victorian period,

renowned not only for theological and intellectual activity, but also

for great institutional developments in religion - in and among the

churches, between denominations, and beyond, in the missionary movement -

1. The Varieties of Keli/rious Experience. 1902 (Collier Books, New
York, 1970), p.42.

2. Varieties of Religious Experience, pp.43-5.

3. In modern jargon, this is called the 'experiential' dimension of
religion: see Hinian Smart, The .Religious Experience of Mankind
(l97l), p.21. Compare Martin Jarrett-Kerr, Studies in Literature
nnH Belief (1954), p.13: 'since man is a whole, his basic attitudes
to life, his "ultimate presuppositions", and therefore his beliefs,
run into his behaviour (public and private) at one point, into his
imagination and drea 3 at another, and so at yet another into his
language, imagery and (if he is a poet) versification'.
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there is an inevitable tendency to concentrate on the secondary sense

of religion. James's definition is historically appropriate: it

was Friedrich Schleiermacher (1786-1854), the great German Romantic

theologian, who first established this subjective conception of

religion; and it was taken up by, amongst others, Dr. William Ellery

Channing (1780-1842), the famous Boston Unitarian, and one of the few

contemporary religious figures for whom we know Dickens showed

admiration and respect."'"

I would like to think that I have not tried to enrol Dickens as a

member of any particular camp, religious or anti-religious, although

this in itself can be seen as a kind of bias. But it has been the

besetting flaw of attempts to comment on, or investigate the novelist's

religion, to do so from a partisan viewpoint, invoking inappropriate

criteria. In his own time, Dickens could not have avoided noticing

the impact of his religious views - or lack of them - upon committed

readers, ecstatically welcomed as he was by the liberal Christians,

especially in America, and reviled and rejected by the more evangelical

wing of the faith. As early as 1842, the Boston Christian Examiner

was praising him for showing what 'Fancy, baptised with a truly
2

Christian spirit, may achieve'; and by the time of his death in 1870,

'eulogies, almost idolatrous' could be heard, 'every Unitarian and
— 3

Universalist pulpit in Boston /sending/ him to heaven immediately'.

1. See M, ch.iii, p.26; and, for a full account of the association
between Dickens and Channing, my unpub. M.Litt. thesis, 'Dickens and
Religion: A Preliminary Survey' (Edinburgh, 1969), Chapter III. I
have drawn on Chapter I of this thesis for some of my examples in
the following three paragraphs.

2. Quoted in House, The Dickens V/orld. p.112.

5. Ada Nisbet, Dickens and Ellen Ternan (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1952),pp.1-2,
^ub*tlhg from Literary World, and Tribune (New York, July 1870).
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But from the High Church Christian Remembrancer to The Eclectic and

Congregational Review. other allegiances led to accusations of 'mere

pagan sentimentalisin', or, 'Mr. Dickens knows as much of the ways and

manners of religious people as a Hottentot'.1 Stiggins, Little Bethel,

Chadband and Mrs. Clennan in particular rankled with the faithful, and

death brought no forgiveness: he was, exclaimed a Nonconformist minister

from his pulpit the Sunday after Dickens's death, a man who 'never
2

ceased to sneer at and vilify religion'. Even the Dublin Review, less

upset than the others by his depiction of narrowness, bigotry and hard¬

hearted Calvinism, but still stinging from what it considered an inade¬

quate representation of 'faith in the Catholic church' in Barnaby Rudge

(with what accuracy we shall see), cried that Dickens's works were 'as

false as any of those of the undisguisedly materialistic writers of the

day'.3

In time, all this died down. And, as Broad Church liberalism of

the Dean Stanley stamp advanced - the Dean thought Dickens's a 'simple
4

but sufficient faith' - the novelist's religion became more acceptable.

Indeed, it inspired lay-preacher C.H. Mackenzie to write the first

book-length study of the subject, in proof of Dickens's 'vital religious

character, which, though a fact, is so strangely ignored, misunderstood,

1. 'Modern Novels', Christian Remembrancer. IV (Dec. 1842), 595;
'Charles Dickens' Great Mxoectations'. The he lectio and C orurre/rational
Review. n.s. I (Oct. 1861), 459.

2. See Lily Watson, 'Charles Dickens and Dissenters', N&h. 11th series,
V (29 June 1912), 512.

5. /Mrs. P.C. Koey/, 'Two English Novelists: Dickens and Thackeray',
Dublin Review, n.s. XVI (April 1871), 318«

4. Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, ■jorr.on on the Funeral of Charles Dickens
(1870), p.10. See also Arthur A. Adrian, 'Charles Dickens and Dean
Stanley', Dick.. LII (Sept. 1956), 152-6.
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and actually denied, in places'."'' It is, perhaps, less strange that

Dickens's beliefs should be ignored, misunderstood, and 'actually

denied' nowadays, although the lapse in time between Dickens's critics

and those of our own day might have been expected to generate more

objectivity and less bias.

But bias there continues to be. William Kent's Dickens and

Religion, despite an unusually detailed and thorough account of the

novelist's views, in the end distorts them by trying to hail Dickens as

a complete humanist, like himself, 'nearer to our position than that of
2

the Churches'. Throughout his study, Kent plays down Dickens's

religious affiliations and sympathies with this aim in mind. Paradox¬

ically, his criteria for a simple but sufficient faith are too high.

Perhaps this is because he is an agnostic, On the other hand it has

recently become clear that some critics have very low demands for what
3

may constitute a faith: this is especially true of American commentators.

In this country, following Quiller-Couch's gentlemanly, disdainful lead,

but injecting a little religious bias of our own, Anglican or Nonconformist,

the general tendency has been to attack Dickens for doctrinal incoherence,

intellectual naivety and sentimentality, rather than to turn him into

a complete humanist. For A.O.J. Cockshut, Dickens's religion is 'a

kind of loose, moralistic Anglicanism-cura-unitarianism', 'perfectly

1. The Religious Sentiments of Charles Dickens (1884), p.8. This 'study'
is little more than a loose anthology of 'religious' extracts. There
have been other naive anthologisers, e.g., Rev. W.C. Procter, Christian
Teaching in the Novels of Charles Dickens (1930); Dean J.S. Stevens,
'Dickens' Use of the English Bible', Dick.. XXI (Jan. 1925), 32-4, 93-5,
et passim.

2. Dickens and Religion (1930), p.6.

3. E.g., Hilli3 Miller, Gold and Vogel, cited above.
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sincere', but inconsistent and, worse still, 'cut off from the

spiritual and intellectual treasures of the Christian tradition.'1
This tradition seems to exclude the work alluded to in the sub-title

of Oliver Twist: 'The Parish Boy's Progress*, obviously a part of

the oooular Christian tradition in which Dickens wrote. Valentine

Cunningham, who approves Dickens's incursion into intellectual,

middleclas3 Nonconformism, that is, into Unitarianism, fails to notice

the novelist's significant links with the popular religious tradition

represented by Bunyan's great classic. If this suggests bias of a

different kind from that of Cockshut or House, it is also revealing

to find Cunningham repeating almost verbatim House's attack on the

supposed lack of religious experience reflected in Jo's death in
2

Bleak house. Neither House nor Cunningham give any reason for

supposing that Dickens himself believed Jo's repetition of the Lord's

prayer would be any more useful than the viaticum of Bnagsby's half-

crown. lior is any attempt made to appreciate what was central for

Dickens, the function of such scenes as part of his 'social gospel'.

It is difficult not to feel that particular religious and cultural

commitments have prevented critics from actually looking at what

Dickens was trying to do, and seeing what he achieved, in the religious

dimension of his work. I hope here to offer a more moderate and

objective perspective, approximating to that suggested by Dean Stanley,

who could appreciate Dickens's achievement because he could feel in

1. The Imagination of Charles Dickens. 1961 (University Paperback,
1965), p.13.

2. See the Dickens ..orld. pp.131-2; and Cunningham, LVerwhere Spoken
Against: Dissent in the Victorian hovel (Oxford, 1975)» p.11.
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his works that -union of religious sentiment and humanitarian concern

which was central for the Victorian conscience, and which is not

irrelevant today.

IV

This study does not set out to prove that Dickens was a religious

novelist; nor that any of his novels is primarily religious in

intention or effect. It is important to remember this, particularly

in light of the fact that during Dickens's lifetime a very large

number of religious novels was produced. This is most obvious from

the eighteen-forties onwards, when, as Kathleen Tillotson has pointed

out,^" the novel becomes such a dominant literary form that almost

everything anybody wants to say on any subject, including religion,

finds its way into prose fiction. 'This is the age of Religious

Novels', announced the Dublin Review in 1846, calculating that at

least a third of the novels published the previous year were 'either

directly religious, or at all events possessed more of religious

character than would have been sufficient, ten years ago, to damn any

novel'.^

There were 'theological romances', 'Oxford Movement Tales', Low

Church Novels, Broad Church Novels, spiritual autobiographies thinly

1. Novels of the Eighteen-Forties, corr. ed. (Oxford, 1962), pp.14,
115-6, 128.

2. 'John Bull and the Papists...', Dublin Review. XXI (Sept. 1846),
261. I have used this and the following extract, from George Eliot,
in my article, 'The iovel .and Religion: Great Expectations'.
Proteus. I (Nov. 19<?7), 7-8.
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disguised as fiction, and even the testimonies of so-called Catholic

'perverts', very popular in a Protestant country. 'Perversion' had
2

a religious, not sexual significance, and meant apostasy. We are

told there was an underground press of anti-Papist pornography,

including The Convent School. or uarlv Experiences of a Youn/?
3

Flagellent. Moreover, all these books were read, if sometimes only

in the manner of Mrs. Linnet, who confined her perusal of non-

pornographic religious works 'to the purely secular portions, which

bore a very small proportion to the whole', and so could make 'rapid
4

progress through a large number of volumes'.

Dickens thought this kind of writing a sliam. Attacking Charlotte

Mary Yonge'o popular 'Pusey-Novel•, The heir of Redclvffe (1853) for

its lifeless personifications and 'want of experience of human nature',

he identified the 'two classes* which, he claimed, such a book

addressed:

The first class, drawn from a large and wealthy
section of the so-called religious world, which
looks to the obtrusively professed intention of
a book solely, and knows and cares nothing about
the execution. The second class, represented by
a body of romantic young ladies, whose ideal Kan

1. See the useful survey in Margaret Maison, Search- Your Soul. Eustace
(l96l); also, on a more critical and scholarly, if narrower plane,
Joseph E. Baker, The Hovel and the Oxford Movement (Princeton, 1932).

2. As one might gather from Rev. W.J. Conybeare, Perversion: or. The
Causes and Consequences of Infidelity (1856).

3. Steven Marcus, The Other Victorians (1966), pp.74-5.

4. George Eliot, 'Janet's Repentance', Scenes of Clerical Life. 1857,
ed. D. Lodge (Penguin English Library, Harmondsworth, Middlesex,
1973), ch.iii, p.270.
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(name and all) is exactly represented by such a
character as Sir Guy Morville.

Perhaps the most notable fact about these Victorian religious

novels, including The Heir of Redclyffe, is that they are no longer

widely read. The reason is clear from Dickens's remarks: execution

does matter, and so does the ability to penetrate the beliefs and

attitudes of one's time to an extent extending beyond the mere wish-

fulfilments of the age. Thackeray wrote that we prefer 'romances

which do not treat of algebra, religion, political economy, or other
2

abstract science'. But religion need not be abstract, indeed, it

will not be, if it is to move our feelings. More recently, D.H.

Lawrence observed that 'Philosophy, religion, science, they are all

of them busy nailing things down', and, 'If you try to nail anything

down, in the novel, either it kills the novel, or the novel gets up

and runs away with the nail'. 3 Again, religion need not 'nail things

down', and, as I hope to show, it is the achievement of Dickens's

fiction that it avoids the limitations this implies. Nothing like an

ideology can be expected to emerge from a study of the religion in

his novels - or they will get up and run away with it.

1. /Charles Dickens and Wilkie Collins/, 'Doctor Dulcamara, M.P.',
HV, XIX (18 Dec. 1858), reptd. in Stone, Uncollected Writings,
II, 624-5, where it is assumed that Dickens wrote the passage quoted.

2. 'Sybil. By Mr. Disraeli, M.P.', Morning Chronicle. 15 May 1845,
reptd. in Hilliam Makepeace Thackeray: Contributions to the
Morning Chronicle, ed. Gordon N. Ray (Urbana, Illinois, 1966), pp.77-8.

5. 'Morality and the Novel', 1925, reptd. in Novelists on the Novel,
ed. Miriam Allott (1965), pp.101-2.



CHAPTER I

MR. PICKWICK AND THE INNOCENT FALL

•Dickens went into the Pickwick Club to scoff, and Dickens
remained to pray* (G.K. Chesterton, Charles Dickens. 1906)

'Lest there should be any well-intentioned persons who do not
perceive the difference (as some such could not, when OLD
MORTALITY was published) between religion and the cant of
religion, piety and the pretence of piety, a humble reverence
for the great truths of scripture and an audacious and
offensive obtrusion of its letter and not its spirit in the
commonest dissensions and meanest affairs of life, to the
extraordinary confusion of ignorant minds, let them understand
that it is always the latter, and never the former, which is
satirized here .(Preface to the Cheap Edition, Pickwick
Papers, Sept. 1847)
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I

It may seem daring, not to say foolhardy, to begin this

exploration of Dickens's religious position with his first complete

novel, Pickwick Papers (1836-7). Nothing would seem to be furthef

from the profoundly serious experience we usually associate with

religion than this irreverent comedy. One cannot altogether blame

Carlyle for his amused horror at the 'strange profane story* of the

clergyman who had been administering 'ghostly consolation' to a sick

person, only to hear the latter exclaim, as he left the room, 'Well,

thank God, Pickwick will be out in ten days any wayi'"*" Nor can one

blame E.B. Hamley for provoking the verger and two churchwardens who

solemnly marched him down the aisle and out of church one Sunday, after

he had failed to conceal the mirthful convulsions occasioned by a

2
sudden memory of the Wellers during the service.

On the other hand, perhaps we can blame those who, like the 'very

dyspeptic and evangelical* Reverend Duke in George Eliot's 'The Sad

Fortunes of Amos Barton', considered 'the immense sale of Pickwick

Papers. recently completed, one of the strongest proofs of original
3

sin'. Or even those who, like Thomas Arnold and Dean Stanley, for

all their tolerant and broad theology, thought Pickwick Papers 'unduly
4

relaxing' to the rising generation. For they miss something which

must be admitted at the outset of a study of Dickens's position.

Namely, that it is in the humorous, the eccentric, even the grotesque,

at least as much as in the earnest, decorous and idealizing parts of

1. Forster, Life, p.91.

2. /II.B. Hamle^, 'xiemonstrance with Dickens', Blackwood's Magazine.
LXXXI (April 1857), 491.

3. Scenes of Clerical Life, p.92.

4. Arthur Penrhyn Stanley, The Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold.
P.P.. 4th ed . (1845), II. 161-2; Sermon (1870). p.9.
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Dickens's work, that he reveals some of his deepest and most important

convictions. And Pickwick Papers is no exception to this.

It was Thackeray who remarked that we 'would do wrong to put that

great contemporary history of Pickwick aside as a frivolous work'.1
This is not to say that the main value of the novel lies in its

profound analysis of the life of its time, or that it goes so far as

to express some deep, spiritual disquiet. H&ther, despite its

delightfully innocent, even facetious surface, Pickwick shows the nature

of Dickens's religious position at the start of his career. It

reveals some of the beliefs Dickens most wished to affirm, and some of

those he most wished to attack, though at times it is only in

retrospect, with a knowledge of the later works, that we can see this.

Yet, evangelizing in his own way, on behalf of his own beliefs, Dickens

should at least be assumed less naive than his own tubby, middle-aged

hero.

The religious meaning of the novel is expressed in two ways: by

affirming the value of innocent benevolence, embodied mainly in the

adventures of Mr. Pickwick} and ty attacking oertain forms of

evangelicalism, embodied in the deputy shepherd, Mr. Otiggins. These

two aspects of the novel can be seen as two sides of the same coin,

too, a point critics have been reluctant to concede. Further, we

here witness Dickens beginning to recognise his actual beliefs, coming

to scoff but staying to pray, as Chesterton put it, but doing so more

consciously than has generally been allowed. Although, at the same

time, as he may not have been fully aware, Pickwick Papers also reflects

a very fundamental transition in social attitudes, from the carefree.

1. W.M. Thackeray, The Paris Sketch Book (1840), in Porks, Biographical
Edition (1898-9), V, 80.
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coarse physicality of Regency manners, with all their duelling,

drunkenness and lechery, to a new refinement, a new stress on

earnestness, duty and bourgeois family values, largely brought about

by the pervasive impact of evangelicalism upon the middle and upper

classes in England.^"

In fact, of course, Dickens's position in relation to evangelicalism

is complex; and when he attacks its malign features, he attacks

something with which he is intimately connected, as Humphry House,
2

Steven Marcus and Alexander Welsh have argued. Part of the problem

is determining what one means by 'evangelicalism', and it may not be

out of place to discuss this for a moment. According to the OED.

•Evangelicalism' consists in the 'doctrines and mode of thought peculiar

to the Evangelical party; adherence to that party'; and the doctrine of

the 'Evangelical party' is defined as a doctrine of salvation by faith

in the atoning death of Christ, denying that either good works or the

sacraments have any saving efficacy. The 'Evangelical' Protestant,

we are told, insists on the totally depraved state of human nature

consequent on the Pall, asserts the sole authority of the Bible over

church or cleric, denies that any supernatural gift is imparted by

ordination, and views the sacraments merely as symbolic of an

appropriate state of mind. This religion grew out of the Methodist

revival in the first half of the eighteenth century, and was associated

rather with the Calvinist than the Arminian branch of that movement.

One might add to this account, the fact that at the heart of 'Evangelical'

theology, as at the heart of Methodism, stood the doctrine of conversion,

1. As George Ford has put it:'In his hands, the novel of high spirits
became the novel of good spirits', Dickens and iiiis Readers. Norton
Library Edition (New York, 1965), pp.12-13.

2. See House, The Dickens World, p.121; Marcus, Dickens:from Pickwick
to Dombev. p.49; Welsh, The City of Dickens, p.73-4.
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a belief in the intense and dramatic personal change which occurred

when the 'Evangelical', burdened down by his sense of sin and

inadequacy, threw himself on God's mercy and was regenerated.

The difficulty of applying all this to a single 'Evangelical1

party within the Church of England should be obvious. Evangelicalism,

enormously important in its influence upon English culture and society,

was so complicated, so diffuse and so widespread, that it can hardly

be identified solely with the revival within Anglicanism, even if that
2

seems to be where it began. Nor can it be identified with any single

denomination, for it was found among different Dissenting sects as well

as within the Church. And it might even be said to have continued to

pervade the views of confessed agnostics such as George Eliot, and even

influence Christians who opposed it, such as Dr. Arnold (called
rz

•evangelical without knowing it' ), or Dickens. The least one can do

is draw a distinction between the capitalized terms, 'Evangelical' and

'Evangelicalism', designating by them the party within the Church .of

1. The most recent and helpful short account of the movement may be
found in Ian Bradley, The Call to Oeriousness: The Evangelical
Impact on the Victorians (1976): for more partial views, see;Ford
K. Brown, Fathers of the Victorians: The Age of Ivilberforce
(Cambridge, 1961), a largely antagonistic, but very full treatment;
Ernest Marshall Howse, Saints in Politics; The CI ipham Sect and the
Growth of Freedom (1953), gives the other side.Owen Chadwick, The
Victorian Church. 2 vols. (Part I, 2nd ed. 1970, Part II, 1970),
pasaim. I have also found useful. The 'class' dimension is scrutinised
in detail by Alan D. Gilbert, Religion and Society in Industrial
England: Church. Chapel and Social Change 1740-1914 (1976), which goes
well beyond the emphasis on the leaders of evangelicalism current
until very recently.

2. The point is made by most commentators and religious historians; a
contemporary example mgry be found in Mark Pattison's contribution to
Essays and Reviews (i860), 'Tendencies of Religious Thought in England,
1688-1750', where it is observed that the influence of the Evangelical
party 'both in our religious ideas, and on our Church life, has
penetrated far b .yanl ... party limits': Essays by the late Mark
Pattison, ed. Henry Nettleship (Oxford, 1889), II, 45.

3. Quoted in J.S. Reynolds, The Evangelicals at Oxford 1735-1871; Ai
Record of an Un-Chronicled. Movement (Oxford. 1953). P.159. from the
Life of William Marsh.
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England, and the uncapitalized 'evangelical' and 'evangelicalism',

using the latter to refer to the much broader movement of ideas and

feelings which crossed religious boundaries but which yet maintained

some links with the 'doctrines and mode of thought' of the original

movement.

But if, then, Dickens is intimately connected with evangelicalism,

in the sense of sharing the emphasis on earnestness, duty and family

piety that the movement brought with it, in Pickwick Papers he is trying

to propose an alternative doctrine, based on a more cheerful and

optimistic view of human nature than the characteristic evangelical

outlook involved, whatever its effect upon bourgeois manners.

The first impression most readers take from the novel has little

enough to do with religion, much less evangelicalism. Its initial

impact is one of barely controlled anarchy, rather than of purposeful

indoctrination. Indeed, the teeming proliferation of character and

incident, the hazy waywardness of plot, the vast size of the work - all

these make it something almost unmanageable. Some would go so far as

to deny it the title of novel altogether, although to assume, as, for

instance, John Lucas does, that only a narrative exhibiting a certain
2

degree of 'coherence' and 'integrity' may be so honoured, seems to me

both aesthetically narrow and easily challenged on historical grounds.

Pickwick Papers takes after its picaresque predecessors, from Don

Quixote to Gil Bias, from The Vicar of Wakefield to Jorrocks's Jaunts

1. E.g. George Gissing, Charles Dickens: A Critical Study (1898),
p.43, G.K. Chesterton. Charles Dickens (1906). p.79.

2. John Lucas, The Melancholy Man: A Study of Dickens's Novels (1970),
p.5.
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and Jollities, in its looseness of form and mixture of levels.

Perhaps the most successful and convincing approach to the novel

had emerged from critics such as G.K. Chesterton and W.H. Auden, who

explore it in terms of myth.1 Auden, in particular, has offered an

ingenious and persuasive account of the novel in his essay on 'Dingley

Dell & The Fleet', and it is this which I would like to take up despite

the fact that it is vulnerable in a number of ways. First, there is

Auden's lack of any sense of the contemporary reality out of which

pjt«h<wiek Papers sprang, a gap which leads to the total omission of the

Stiggins sub-plot. Certainly no reader in Dickens's lifetime who was

at all sensitive to the religious aspect of the novel would have made

the same omission, and the remarks made by Dickens in the Preface to

the Cheap Edition, in defence of his religious satire, indicate the

novelist's own (possibly belated) awareness of this. Second, Auden

claims that the 'real theme of Pickwick Papers - I am not saying that

Dickens was consciously aware of it and, indeed, I am pretty certain he

was not - is the Fall of Man'. He goes on to assert that the novel

contains the story of an innocent man living in an Edenic state (which

Auden defines according to no less than ten categories), who then eats

of the Tree of Knowledge, and falls - not from innocence into sin, but

1. The characteristic alternative approach may be found in Barbara
Hardy's The Moral Art of Dickens (1970), pp.81-99* although there,
too, it is admitted that Pickwick Papers is 'more like a fable than
any of Dickens's other long works of fiction' (p.8l), before the
'bits' that do not fit the mythical pattern are detailed. See also
John Killham, 'Pickwick. Dickens and the Art of Fiction', Dickens and
the Twentieth Century, ed, John Gross and Gabriel Pearson (Routledge
paperback, 1966), pp.35-47.
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from 'an innocent child into an innocent adult'.* Dingley hell and

the Fleet, respectively, represent the realas of innocence, pre- and

postlapsarian. What is one to make of this claim? An immediate

difficulty is raised by the parenthetical remark that Dickens was

unaware of what he was doing. Not that the suggestion is untypical.

In more subtle form, it may be found in John Bayley's remark that 'No

novelist has profited more richly than Dickens from not examining what

went on in his own mind. His genius avoids itself like a sleep-walker
2

avoiding an open window*. There is, of course, a familiar sense in

which a novelist may be unaware of elements in his work. But can this

include his 'real theme'? A novelist's themes are expressions of the

way in which he sees the world, of his beliefs: can beliefs be

unconscious? This depends on what one means by 'belief'. In everyc$y

usage, beliefs may be conscious or unconscious, or both. And we

usually judge the extent of conscious awareness according to the manner

in which the beliefs are expressed. Similarly with novels: if a

belief is expressed as a strongly organised and felt theme in the work,
3

then surely it may be called a conscious belief? When Auden talks

about the 'real theme' of Pickwick Papers. something continuously

present as a shaping pattern in the work, he is, I think, talking about

the expression of a belief of which Dickens was conscious. To accept

that he was not conscious would also be to feed the popular

1. W.H. Auden, 'Dingley Dell & The Fleet', The Dyer's Hand and Other
Essays (1963), pp.408-411.

2. John Bayley, 'Oliver Twist: "Things as they really are"', Dickens
and the Twentieth Century, p.49.

3. For a short, penetrating analysis of 'belief', see David Hume's
enquiry Concerning Human Understanding. 1777» Section 5, Part II,
reptd. in Enquiries Concerning Human Understanding and concerning
the Principles of Morals, ed. L.A. Selby-Bigge, rev. P.H. Nidditch,
3rd ed. (Oxford, 1975),pp.47-50.
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misconception that Dickens was little more than a comic journalist

happily creating droll anecdotes in response to the requirements of

serial publication. This image has been superseded as far as the

later works are concerned; but, as Trevor Blount has well said, we

ought to remember that 'the early novels, if not masterpieces, are the

work of a master'.1

Yet Pickwick Pacers also suffers from being regarded as a work

apart even from the rest of the early canon, not only because of its

looseness of form, but also because the greater proportion of the

narrative is devoid of the darker preoccupations of such novels as

Oliver Twist or The Old Curiosity Bhon. Despite the many incidents

that stem from the folly or wickedness of society, or the weakness of

human nature, the prevailing mood is sunny. The satire may be more

than incidental, but it is good-humoured. The farcical treatment of

the Eatansvill election sharply contrasts with the savage ridicule of

the rioting populace in Barnabv Rudge. or the jokey horseplay of the

Wellers and Mr. Stiggins with the fierce attack on Little Bethel in

The Old Curiosity dhoti. Even the legal chicanery of Dodson and Fogg

is depicted more leniently than the abuses so bitterly assailed in

Oliver Twist or Nicholas Nickleby. This might be explained by Dickens's

youth: he had not yet had time to get soured. But, as every Dickens

critic knows, he had already experienced the darker side of life when

his father was imprisoned for debt and he himself was sent out to work

in a blacking factory. And the gloomier view of human nature and

society could already be found in some of the sketches he contributed

1. Dickens: The Early Hovels. Writers and Their ork series No.204
(1968), p.38.
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to periodicals from 1833 onwards,1 as well as in the novel he began

even before completing Pickwick, namely Oliver Twist. Nor is it

entirely absent from Pickwick Papers. for it pervades the nine inter¬

polated tales. These tales, apparently irrelevant intrusions in the

main narrative, have always been a curious, problematic feature of the
2

novel. They show up the darker side of Dickens's vision, his early

preoccupation with themes of ingratitude, heartlessness, revenge and

death; they also express at times a tritely Christian faith, although

in the old clergyman's tale, this is at least apt. To some extent

they act as contrasting parallels to the happy family (especially

father-son) relationships celebrated in the main story. But they are

always qualified by their context, and may be seen as a kind of filter,

drawing off the mawkishness and gloom which would otherwise mar the

novel. Certainly they cannot be ignored.

So overall, one can say that the 'cheerful view', the 'Shakespearian
3

view, of humanity' which, as Miss Mitford observed, the novel expresses,

must surely have been a matter of Dickens's conscious purpose. The

chapters are, as he said in his Preface to the 1847 Edition, what they

were 'designed to be'. If the familiar words, 'I thought of Mr.

Pickwick, and wrote the first number', accurately represent the initial,

improvisatory impulse behind the novel, it is an attitude which is

1. See, e.g., 'Criminal Courts' (1st publ. as 'The Old Bailey' in
Horning: Cteonicle, 23 Oct. 1834), 'Gin-Shons'(Bvening Chronicle. 7
Feb. 1835), *A Visit to Newgate' (Sketches by Boa. First Series, 8
Feb. 1836), 'The Drunkard's Death'(Sketches by Boz, Second Series,
17 Dec.1836), reptd. in SB, pp.196-200, 182-7, 201-214, 484-494.

2. See Edmund ilson, 'Dickens: The Two Scrooges', in The Sound and The
Bow, rev.ed. 1952 (Methuen Paperback, 196l), pp.9-11; ilobert L. Patten,
'The Art of Pickwick's Interpolated Tales' ELI1. XXXIV (1967), 349-66;
Christopher Herbert, 'Converging Worlds in Pickwick Parers'. NCF. XXVII
(June 1972), 1-20.

3. Extract from Life of Ilary Russell Ritford (1870), from a letter of
30 June 1837, quoted in Dickens: The Critical Heritage, ed. Philip
Collins (1971), p.36. — -
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unlikely to have continued throughout the novel's growth. For Dickens,

if Pickwick Papers induced only one reader to 'think better of his fellow

men, and to look upon the brighter and more kindly side of human nature',

then he would have ielt 'proud and happy to have led to such a result'."*"
If we can identify a 'fall' as the 'real theme' of Pickwick Papers, then

it must not only have been intended, but in some sense intended to have

been a happy one - an innocent fall.

II

A closer examination of this aspect of Pickwick Pacers must begin

with a consideration of Mr. Pickwick. The idea of a 'fall' raises the

much-discussed question of whether or not kr. Pickwick's character does
2

actually change. Dickens himself defended Mr. Pickwick's apparent

change by arguing that in 'real life' we learn to see the 'better part'

of a person as we get to know them, and that the same thing happens with
3 u

his hero. This defence is usually scoffed at for its naivety, as well

as for the characteristic Dickens ploy of offering realist grounds to

explain a character not entirely realist in conception. But I think

one can argue that it is not Mr. Pickwick who changes during the cours^
4

of the narrative, rather it is our perception of him.1 it is important

to be clear about this point, for it throws into relief those

characters in Dickens's fiction who do change, a change which, as

1. Preface to the Cheap Edition, 1847, Preface to the Original Edition,
1837, in Charles Dickens, The Pickwick Papers, ed. Robert L. Patten
(Penguin English Library, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1972),pp.43»44,42.

2. Among those vho have denied any change: George Orwell, 'Charles Dickens'
(1940),ijptd. in Decline of the English Murder and Other assays(Penguin
Books, armondsworth. Middlesex,1965).pp.117-8: Hardy. The Moral Art of
Dickens,p.83; and affirming it: Johnson, Dickens.1,171-3» K.J. Fielding,
Charles Dickens: A Critical Introduction 2nd ed.(1965),p.20; H.M. Daleski,
Dickens and the nrt of ^inalo/c/ (1970). P.32.

3. Preface to the Cheap Edition,1847,reptd. in The Pickwick Papers, ed.
Patten, p.45.

4. Philip Rogers, 'Mr. Pickwick's Innocence',NCF.XXVTl(June 1972),21-37»
agrees, but concentrates on the way Mr. Pickwick is seen by Dickens, not
distinguishing_the different elements which make up the novelist's view,
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we shall see, is usually quite startling and dramatic, a virtual

•change of heart', rather than the gradual process of growth to be

found in Trollope or George Eliot The distinction between

characters who remain the same and those who change is fundamental to

Dickens, and he is usually clear about which kind he has in mind.

If, then, Mr. Pickwick does not change, but rather, our attitude

to him, how does this come about? Dickens's primary concern is how

we react to hi3 central character. The principal development or

transformation he wants is intended to take place in us, leading us to

a brighter, more optimistic view of mankind and its prospects. It is

no coincidence that Mr. Pickwick is consistently associated with

sunlight, from that very first 'ray of light which illumines the gloom,

and converts into a dazzling brilliancy that obscurity in which the

earlier history of the public career of the immortal Pickwick would

appear to be involved1 (i,l), to our 'last parting look at the visionary

companions of many solitary hours, when the brief sunshine of the world

is blazing full upon them' (lvii, 799). Well before Mr. Pickwick

begins his eccentric career round the English countryside, his stock

companions in tow, he comes alive in his creator's hands, like Don

Quixote or Parson Adams before him: the opening account of the

Pickwick Club's transactions is admittedly somewhat dusty parody,

whether of the British Association or Parliamentary proceedings or

2
both; but when we next see Mr. Pickwick, in his altercation with the

1. See below, Chapters V and VI.

2. The narrator merely remarks that Mr. Pickwick's oration to the Club
and the debate thereon both bear *a strong affinity to the discussions
of other celebrated bodies*(i,3), but Dickens went on to satirize the
British Association in 'The Mudfog Papers' in Bentlev's Miscellany
(1837-8), and it seems quite probable that the exchanges between the
Pickwickians had a Parliamentary origin (see Johnson, Dickens. 1,158-9).
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suspicious cabbie Sam., the juxtaposition of cockney knowingness and

Mr. Pickwick's gentlemanly naivety begins to give the narrative that

particular quality of rich humour and cheerful humanity which

dominates it thereafter. The gently comic treatment of the drinking

and duelling at Rochester confirms the lighthearted tone, as it

indicates Dickens's urge to ridicule the manners of an age now passing.

The arrival of the 'loquacious stranger' who so farcically deceives the

Pickwickians by always telling them what they want to hear - or think

they do ('Philosopher, sir? ... 'Ah, so am I. Host people are *fhen

they've little to do and less to get' (ii, ll)) - deepens our interest

and enjoyment, although it is perhaps only when Lam Weller makes his

entry as Boots at the White Hart that the reader is finally won over.

The introduction of Lam initiates a stream of hilarious and

deflating commentary on Mr. Pickwick's otherwise stock adventures. He

also brings what one might call the sardonic vision from beneath the

arches of Waterloo Bridge to bear on Kr. Pickwick's world. Mr.

Pickwick never again stands alone in his battles with recalcitrant

reality, and it is Lam's encouraging viewpoint which subsequently directs

our response to his master's story. Lam's initially cool attitude to

his new 'sitiwation' i3 soon transformed into a veneration for Mr.

Pickwick described as a 'steady and reciprocal attachment which nothing

but death will terminate' (ivii, 801). In the same wuy, our uncertain

response to the man we first see simply as the ludicrous author of

studies on the source of the Hampstead ponds and the nature of the

Tittlebat, the shallovly philanthropic clubman observer of the 'gallant'

drunks staggering about the streets of Rochester, becomes transformed

into a strong and lasting attachment to 'our old friend', lust seen in
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•one of those moments of unmixed happiness, of which, if we seek them,

there are ever some, to cheer our transitory existence here* (lvii,

799)* The process of this change in Sam's and our viewpoint is

gradual but unmistakeable. Hillis Miller explains the change in

terms of our acceptance of the narrator's position, as he moves from

detached superiority to affectionate banter towards Mr. Pickwick.1
But that is only part of what happens. As well as the narrator, there

is Sam's developing response tov/ards Mr. Pickwick, and this may be

more accurately gauged from, for example, the kind of wry comment Sam

makes upon discovering his master wandering helplessly and hopelessly

in the dark passageways of the inn at Ipswich, after his misadventure

with the lady in the yellow curl-papers: 'You rayther want somebody to

look arter you, sir, wen your judgement goes out a visitin", he says

(xxii, 312).

Mr. Pickwick's dependence upon Sam highlights the older man's

childlike irresponsibility, but it also draws us closer to him. We

laugh at his predicaments, but we are warmed by his well-meaning outlook,

his assumption that everyone must be as benevolent as he is - including

a lady in a state of undress, caught contemplating her reflection by a

gentleman in a nightcap. Anticipating his later entanglements with

the law, Mr. Pickwick gets hauled before the irascible magistrate

Iiupkins after his innocent escapade with Miss Witherfield. He i3 more

successful in Ipswich than he will be in the Court of Common Pleas,

partly because of Sam's helpful sha -pness, but also because at this

distance from London, the weakened arm of the law apparently cannot

1. Charles Dickens, p.34.
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withstand hi3 stout claim to be heard 'until I am removed by force',

a claim which gains Sam's and our applause: 'Pickvick and principle'

(xxv, 342),

It is this adherence to 'principle' increasingly evident in Mr.

i. ickwick's dealings with the world, which endears him yet further to

oom and us, and increases his stature in our eyes. e concur quite

happily when, for instance, Jam reproves the foolish ..inkle after his

escape from the supposed fury of Mr. howler, for 'involving your precious

governor in all sorts o* fanteegs, wen he's made up his mind to go

through every think for principle' (xxxviii, 541-2). Mr. 1ickwick has

come to have more serious concerns than before, when he would automati¬

cally have followed .,'inkle on any 'fanteegs' which came up. Yet Mr.

Pickwick is evidently unaware of the effect the Fleet will have on him,

much less the possibility that hodson and Fogg will try elsewhere for

their expenses when he refuses to pay, and so cause Mrs. fardel1 to be

incarcerated in her turn. This implies that r. Pickwick's innocence

has its limitations, for all its initial attractiveness; nd hence that

he needs to 'fall' i to a more mature or knowledgeable view of things.

One of Sam's functions is to clarify the weaknesses in ilr. Pickwick's

innocence. Thus, after the Bardell-Fickwick trial, ic ought to have

shown Mr. ickwick that his innocent benevolence could not succeed before

Serjeant Buzfuz's expert manipulation of judge, jury and witnesses, Sam

reveals his deeper insight - 'Hooroar for the principle, s the money¬

lender said ven ] vouldn't renew the bill' (xxv, 489). Again, more

explicitly, when he joins his master in prison, he does so 'on principle*

too, which puts him 'in mind o' the man as killed his-self on principle'

(xliv, 615-6). Sam's commitment is to the principle of
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loyalty and affection towards Mr. Pickwick, not at all the same thing

as Mr. Pickwick's commitment to preventing Dodson and Fogg from

recovering their ill-gotten gains. Ironically, as Auden points out,

Sam has had, after all,

his own kind of innocence: about the evil in the
world he had learned as much as anybody, but his
experience had never led him to suspect that a
person so innocent of evil as Mr. Pickwick could
inhabit it.^

This is the crux of the matter, and it is hard to think that Dickens

was not fully aware of it. MJp. Pickwick, by contrast, remains

innocent of evil, although about to be rudely awakened. This experience

does not entirely destroy his innocence, however; on the contrary, his

innocence miraculously includes and transcends what happens to him when

he is sent to the Fleet.

Dickens gives no explicit, theological definition of Mr. Pickwick's

new state, but there is no question of its force. We are led to feel

that there can be innocent happiness in this transitory world, as

Dickens calls it. We can surely agree with Dostoevsky's assertion

that Mr. Pickwick, though a 'weaker conception* than that most perfect
2

good type in Christian literature, Don Quixote, is 'still immense*.

He is, as Sam V/eller calls him, a kind of 'angel in tights and gaiters'

(xlv, 642), the necessary articles of clothing implying always his

comically mortal limitations, too.

1. Auden, The Dyer's Hand, p.420.

2. Quoted in IS.II, Carr, Dostoevskv 1821-1881 (1962), p.160
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III

This point requires more detailed examination. When Sam calls

Mr. Pickwick an angel, he has just learnt from Jingle's hypocritical,

hymn-hook carrying, chapel-going associate, Job (a contrast between

Job's false religiosity and Pickwickian goodness being implicit here),

that it is his own master who has been providing for their former

deceivers in the Fleet prison. Mr. Pickwick has come to realise that

the world contains dishonest, even malevolent people, like Jingle and

Dodson and Fogg; and, what is more, people who suffer, like the

imprisoned debtors, In Auden's terms, he becomes debtor to those less

fortunate than himself, a form of guilt he expiates by forgiving his

enemies, Jingle and Job, and relieving their suffering. In this way,

innocent childhood becomes innocent adulthood. While this helps us

understand that what is involved in Mr. Pickwick's virtue is more than

merely passive goodness, it creates some difficulties. For instance,

how can he experience guilt, and yet remain innocent, as this implies?

And why does he not forgive Dodson and Fogg, too? It is true, they do

not repent, whereas Jingle and Job Trotter have 'suffered much - very*

(xlii, 593), and become contrite. Perker suggests a reason: he argues

that 'the more they gain, the more they'll seek, and so the sooner be

led into some piece of knavery that must end in a crash' (xlvii, 662).

In short, they can be left to Providence, with the underlying implication

that evil destroys itself without direct conflict with good. This

becomes a characteristic emphasis: goodness is usually untainted by any

battle with evil.

But to return to Mr. Pickwick's 'guilt': it seems not so much Mr.

Pickwick as we who are made to feel guilty. For, rather than anything
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we can tell from his reactions, it is our view of the good man in his

new context, which changes. To begin with, we have been encouraged by

Dickens to delight in the childlike but irresponsible innocence of

parlour games at the Manor Farm or apres-cricket drinking in Muggleton;

but within the protected, idyllic scene there lurks the nefarious Jingle,

the invader of this J3den, a 'Prince of Darkness' gliding after the

maiden aunt (viii, 103), The parody and joking here should not blind

us to the more serious overtones, the limitations of the Dingley Dell

world implied by this. Then, too, there are the tales told on the

two crucial occasions when we see the happy crowd at Dingley Dell,

•The Convict's Return*, and 'The Story of the Goblins who stole a

Sexton*. Both reveal an aspect of life far from that celebrated so

easily at the Dell, a reality of loneliness, suffering and murderous

impulses which the reader simply cannot forget, even if the Pickwickians

pay it no attention. Our sympathetic enjoyment of their activities is

ultimately qualified by our ironic awareness of the actualities that

have been excluded from their world.

These different aspects of life are expressed in almost entirely

secular, human terms, although Dickens also adds the hint of a re .igious

dimension to tilings for those willin, to respond. e are certainly

not obliged to believe in this dimension, however. Manor Farm would,

it seems, be incomplete v.ithout its 'benevolent clergyman'. But what

does he do? He looks

pleasantly on; for the happy faces vhich surrounded
the table made the good old man feel happy too; and
though the merriment was rather boisterous, still it
came from the heart and not from the lips: and this
is the right sort of merriment after all, (vi, 71)
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He is evidently somebody brought in to ratify the otherwise notably

pagan r4vels of the Dell. What can one make of his further

contribution to the entertainments? His song, entitled 'The Ivy Green',

tells of the decay and death associated with the local parish church,

but balances this by its stress upon the ivy's capacity to survive:

•The brave old plant in its lonely days/Shall fatten upon the past'

(vi, 73). This seems to imply that the church will survive too,

maintaining its links with old memories and associations. ..ardle

claims that, with the 'old houses and fields', the 'little church' is

like a living friend to him. To some extent, Dickens apparently

accepts the almost feudal set-up which obtains at Lanor Parm, with the

old clergyman playing his allotted part in the local squire's circle,

as he has done since time immemorial. It is a situation Dickens

praises elsewhere in Ms writings at this time: in his pamphlet on

Sunday Under Three heads, published at the same time as the Dingley

Dell scenes in June 1836, the ideal form of religious observance on

Sundays involves a secluded little village church 'distant about seventy

miles from London', to wMch the 'whole population* hasten with cheerful

good-humour to hear the 'impressive service of the Church of England'

spoken, 'not merely read' by the elderly, grey-headed minister, to whom

they respond 'with an air of sincere devotion as far removed from

affectation or display, as from coldness or indifference'. The old

gentleman, we learn, i3 intimately acquainted with all Ms parisMoners'

circumstances, likes Ms little joke, and may be found watching the

local lads playing cricket the same evening, 'with evident satisfaction'

1. 'Timothy Hparks' /Charles Dickens/, Sunday Under Eurec . ioada (June 1836),
reptd, in HP, pp.658-660. Dickens evidently tries to steer a path
between favouring extempore sermoMzing, introduced by the evangelicals
(who opposed sermons simply read), and favouring the lazy indifference
of the past. Elsewhere in this pamphlet he attacks both the 'disgusting
and impious familiarity' of a less orthodox preacher, and the lazy
complacency of a fasMonable young clergyman of 'noble family and elegant
demeanour• who suits Ms reading of the service to the comfortable
expectations of Ms auditors (pp.640-1). Similarly, see 'Our Parish'
(1st publ. Evening Chronicle. 18 June 1835), SB, pp.7-9.
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Somewhat surprisingly, perhaps, in terms of our familiar image of

the effects upon England of the Industrial Revolution, this apparently

anachronistic and escapist scene was historically accurate. The

English villages were Anglican in this traditional way until well into

the eighteen-sixties.^" They clearly represented a part of Dickens's

early background of rural or small town Anglicanism which he was loath
2

to forget. Churches appear infrequently in Dickens's fiction, as we

shall see, but when they do so, it tends to be as a stable and ancient
3

feature of the landscape. London churches are viewed differently,

as we might expect. So, too, are Dissenting or 'lay' chapels. But,

as the appearance of Rochester Cathedral at the symbolic centre of his

last, incomplete novel, Edwin Drood. suggests, Dickens seems to have

remained tied, no matter how tenuously, to the familiar, small town or

village Church of England institution. (The Pickwickians visit

Rochester Cathedral, but Dickens uses this simply to take a quiet stab

at Popery by means of Jingle's staccato account of its 'confessionals

like money-takers* boxes at theatres' (ii, 13)»)

1. See e.g., Flora Thompson, Lark Rise to Candleford. 1st publ. 1939-43
(Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1976), ch.xiv, 'To Church
on Sunday•; Chudwick, The Victorian Church. I, 515-6.

2. See 'Lying Awake', IW, VI (30 Oct. 1852), reptd. in BP, pp.433-4:
'a country church - my first church'. At 'eight or nine years old',
newly arrived in London, Dickens was still 'devotedly attached to
the Church of England's 'Gone Astray', ffl, VII (13 Aug. 1853). reptd.
in KP, p.396.

3. In this respect, Dickens was close to Trollope, whose ideal clergy¬
man was also the rural parish parson, described, for example, in
his Clergymen of the Church of England. 1st publ. 1866 (Leicester
University Press reprint, 1974), pp.61-5.
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The benevolent old clergyman's tale offers little more than an

artless expression of conventional Christian morality. It is

interesting in that, as a tale within a tale, it is qualified from the

start as a rather special form of discourse, anticipating to some extent

Dickens's later preference for mixed-level or 'romance' forms for his

more explicitly religious and usually Christian, although not orthodox,

expressions of belief, for instance in the Christmas Books. Indeed,

the 'Germanic' feel of some of the interpolated tales,^ mixing dream,

magic and morality, suggests Dickens's early enthusiasm for the kind

of fiction he was to exploit to much more significant effect in the

eighteen-forties, in his Christinas stories and in The Old Curiosity Shop.

But the clergyman's tale is less ambitious. In strong contrast to the

happy family atmosphere generated by the main narrative, the tale tells

of a woman and her son who are battered by the moral and physical

assaults of the reprobate head of the family.

The woman is a regular attender at the old clergyman's church in

Dingley Dell, a place which sustains her feelings of calm resignation

and endurance. Such Christian stoicism emerges once again in later

figures like Hrs. Budge, or the younger Florence Dombey and Amy Dorrit.

It seems that even before the death of Mary Hogarth, which interrupted

the June 1837 number of Pickwick Papers, an event usually taken to be

the source of Dickens's idealization of suffering women, he wishes to

affirm those 'feelings of forbearance find meekness under suffering ...

1. Most notably, 'The Bagman's Story' (ch.xiv), with its antique chair
becoming a moralizing old man, the brief 'romance' of Clifford's
Inn (told by a little old man who prefaces his tale with 'Talk of
your German universities ... there's romance enough at home' (xxi,
280t)» and 'The Story of the Goblins who stole a Sexton' (ch.xxxix).
For further discussion of Dickens*3 debt to German Romanticism, see
below, Chapter III.
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to which all God's creatures, hut women, are strangers' (vi, 74).

'Her sufferings were known to man; her virtues to God', the clergyman

continues, unaware, of course, that Dickens will subvert this attitude

towards women on a later page, when he lets the elder Heller admonish

his son: 'Hot's the good o' callin' a young 'ooman a Wenus or a

angel, Sammy?' (xxxiii, 453).

But the woman in the clergyman's tale is not young, nor is this

the only time Dickens will enjoy this kind of paradox. With her illness

and death, we witness the workings of a retributory Providence upon her

son, in apparent contrast to the benign workings of Providence in the

main story. But, as we might have predicted, she forgives her son and

blesses him on her deathbed. Soon, we are told, her soul takes flight,

'I confidently hope', exclaims the clergyman, 'and solemnly believe, to

a place of eternal happiness and rest' (vi, 77), a hope, a belief and

a slight confusion Dickens shared, though this must be the only occasion

on which he permits a man of the cloth to express it. Not even Prank

Kilvey, the novelist's most favourably depicted clergyman (Septimus

Crisparkle is equally enthusiastically drawn, but lacks Kilvey's

important social awareness), is given more than a troubled reading out

of the lines from the Burial Service which give thanks for delivering

'this our sister out of the miseries of this sinful world'.^ Elsewhere,

Dickens brings in lay mediators, for instance Harriet Carker, who
2

presides at the death of Alice Marwood in Dombev and Son.

Much closer to hand, in Pickwick Papers itself, there is the scene

of the Chancery prisoner's death, aptly labelled (by Gissing) the

1. OHF. Book III, ch.ix, p.514.

2. D&S. ch.lviii, pp.826-7.
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earliest instance of 'true pathos' in Dickens.1 Here the lay mediator

is the 'fortunate legatee', who, in his cobbler's apron, sits 'reading

from the Bible aloud' (we are not told which passages, Dickens

preferring to leave such things unsaid).

•Open the window,' said the sick man.

He did so. The noise of carriages and carts,
the rattle of wheels, the cries of men and boys,
all the busy sounds of a mighty multitude instinct
with life and occupation, blended into one deep
murmur, floated into the room. Above the hoarse
loud hum, arose from time to time a boisterous
laugh; or a scrap of some jingling song, shouted
forth by one of the giddy crowd, would strike upon
the ear for an instant, and then be lost amidst the
roar of voices and the tramp of footsteps; the
breaking of the billows of the restless sea of life
that rolled heavily on, without. Melancholy sounds
to a quiet listener at any time; how melancholy to
the watcher by the bed of death.' (xliv, 627)

One of the finest passages in the novel, surprising us with what becomes

a familiar experience in Dickens's fiction, of being taken by a sudden

deepening of the narrative flow into a profound perception of life.

The pain and loss associated with death are not mitigated by trite

allusions to release from pain, or a better world to come; yet, at the

same time, there is someone there to read the Bible's message.

The whole subject of Dickens's attitude towards and treatment of

death will be taken up in a later chapter. At this point it is worth

stressing that whereas the clergyman's tale reflects a conventionally

expressed faith in immortality, the Chancery prisoner's death scene

explores the complex feel of the event taking place, conveying both

the anguish of mortality as well as an unforced suggestion of quiet

faith in the source of hope for Christians in the face of death.

1. Charles Dickens, p.176.
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There is no hint of a response from Mr. Pickwick. Nor do we need

one. He is never more transparently the innocent glass through which

we are being shown what Dickens wishes us to see. His innocence is

both a desirable feature of his character, a part of his benevolent

attitude towards mankind, and a strategy whereby Dickens manipulates

his readers. This manipulation, of course, is related to a long

tradition in satire, where many a holy fool who has failed to come to

grips with reality and suffered for it, has at the same time implicitly

offered readers a high ideal in contrast to the deceitful world he

shows us. One may say, with Matthew Hodgart, that Mr. Pickwick is, in

some ways, the 'finest flower' of this tradition^ And he is so by

virtue not only of what he is, but of what he sees.

IV

Thus it is important to follow the lead of Auden and others insofar

as they concentrate on Mr. Pickwick's function in the novel as a whole.

Otherwise it is too easy, for instance, to fall into the trap of

overvaluing the Dingley Dell episodes, which Steven Marcus for one

thinks assert that the kingdom of God is within each man, no less, and

fchat the little company at Manor Parm represent 'the life promised by
2

the Gospels'. Not that Dickens explicitly denies such a reading; but

he certainly does not encourage it. What he does is more modest and

limited, despite his creation of one of the most lasting depictions of

innocent good cheer and companionship in English literature in the

Dingley Dell idyll, with its marriages, its communal games and love

!• Satire (1969), p.218.

2. Dickens:from Pickwick to Dombe.v. p.51.
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rituals, its celebration of Christmas.

Indeed, the famous Christmas cheer of Dickens, often referred to

as containing, in some sense, the essence of his view of life, if not

his entire religion,* here obtains its first extensive treatment. He

had already touched on the subject in a sketch for Bell's Life in

London. 27 December 1835» where the cheerful, spirit of Christmas was

said to do

more to awaken the sympathies of every member of the
party in behalf of his neighbour, and to perpetuate
their good feeling during the coming year, than all
the homilies that have ever been written, by all the
Divines that have ever lived. 2

This attitude to the festival is repeated in Pickwick Papers, as may be

inferred from Dickens's ironic chapter-heading:

A good-humoured Christmas Chapter, containing an
Account of a Wedding, and some other Sports beside:
which although in their way, even as good Customs
as Marriage itself, are not quite so religiously kept
up in these degenerate Times. (xxviii, 374)

A hit, a palpable hit against the contemporary evangelical emphasis

upon earnest piety and serious views to the exclusion of 'sports', and

substituting Dickens's own form of piety, a religion of natural human

1. See, e.g., Andre Maurois, Dickens (l934)» pp.156-9.

2. Reprinted in Sketches by Boz. First Series (1836); and in 1850, the
final phrases were altered to: 'than half the homilies that have
ever been written, by half the Divines that have ever lived' (SB.
p.224). Dickens's sensitivity, presumably in response to that of
his audience, on such points of possible profanity or indelicacy,
is more fully dealt with in chapter ii of: John Butt and Kathleen
Tillotson, Dickens at »ork (1957, 1963).
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relationships, of joy through love, friendship and marriage.This

much is implied by the i'leldingesque chapter title. But liardly an

account of the life promised in the Gospels.

The kind of religion dickens affirms is revealed first in his

decision to make the vedding of Trundle and Isabella Wardle take place

at Christmas. His attitude to marriage may seem unexpectedly serious

here, although perhaps his own wedding to Kate Hogarth some six months

before the appearance of this chapter concentrated his iaind on the

subject:

A wedding is a licensed subject to joke upon, but
there really is no great joke in the matter after
allj - v.e speak merely of the ceremony, and beg it
to be distinctly understood that we indulge in no
hidden sarcasm upon a married life. (xxviii, 384)

In other v.-ords, what is sacred to dickens here i3 not so much the church

ritual - although he is careful not to omit it - as the human r suits.

The breaking up ofoone set of relationships, 'the tears of paring

between pi rent and child, the consciousness of leaving the dearest and

1. Hot that evangelicalism was against love, friendship and marriage;
but that the puritan element in the revival, which Dickens attacked
wherever he saw it (and perhaps even where he did not), led to an
all-or-nothing contrast between the evil of man's nature and the
creation on the one hand, and the redeeming offer of Christ on the
other, with a consequent devaluing of ordinary human pleasures.
Hating, drinking and sliding on the ice ho,/ever, are a part of what
Dickens celebrates, the 'natural' human affections. The image of
what he is opposed to may be found in, for example, the figure of
Kicodemus dumps, the surly bachelor who hates children, subscribes
to ./ilberforce's Society for the Suppression of Vice 'for the
pleasure of putting a stop to any harmless amusements', and
contributes 'towards the support of two itinerant methodist parsons';
his mine suggests all. See 'The Bloomsbury Christening' (1st publ.
in .lonthlv Magazine. April 1834)» SB. p.467. In 1861, a provincial
clergyman objected to a proposed reading of this piece, much to
Dickens's ironic amazement: see 'An enlightened Clergyman', AYE.
VII,(8 .larch 1362), reptd. in HP. pp.7©2-3. On the hethodists,
see below, pp. 55-67.
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kindest friends of the happiest portion of human life', the beginning

of a new and untried set, this is what matters. There is something

hallowed about human ties, the novelist is saying, and the church's

formal recognition of this is no more than - a formal recognition.

So Dickens's attitude to it. is perfunctory: 'Let us briefly say,

then, that the ceremony was performed by the old clergyman, in the

parish of Dingley Dell, and that Mr. Pickwick's name is attached to

the register' (zxviii, 384), Mr Pickwick acts as presiding spirit,

Bow the essential features of Christmas are the same as those of

a wedding, only everyone can share them. Thus, at Christinas, the

season of 'hospitality, merriment, and open-heartedness1, his

emphasis is on the reunification of families and on the beginning of

new and hopeful relationships all round. The value Dickens places

on the festival's human effects could not be more emphatic, and it is

this which casts what religious light there is over the proceedings.

Initially addressed in pagan terms, as the time when 'the old year

was preparing, like an ancient philosopher, to call his friends around

him', and pass aivay, Christmas brings gaiety and merriment to the

hearts of the four Pickwickians. And, continues Dickens,

numerous indeed are the hearts to which Christmas
brings a brief season of happiness and enjoyment.
How many families, whose members have been dispersed
and scattered far and vide, in the restless struggles
of life, are then reunited, and meet once again in
that happy state of companionship and mutual good-will,
which is a source of such pure and unalloyed delight,
and one so incompatible with the cares and sorrows of
the world, that the religious belief of the most
civilised nations, and the rude traditions of the
roughest savages, alike number it among the first joys
of a future condition of existence, provided for the
blest and happy! How many old recollections, and how^
many dormant sympathies, does Christmas time awakenl (xxviii,374)
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This paean goes on for another paragraph. But it is already-

clear how far Dickens wishes to invoke 'religious belief', a phrase

used here for the first time in his work, and applied to the idea of

blissful reunification after death. It is not, as he points out

himself, a particularly Christian idea, but it is nonetheless one

universally held. In this sense, Christmas provides a momentary,

earthly reflection, a glimpse, of the paradisal world beyond.

Dickens once wrote to Forster that he hoped they might enjoy

together 'fifty more Christmases, at least, in this world, and

eternal summers in another'."'" The idea took a powerful hold upon

his mind, not only, perhaps, because of his yearning to reunite with

Mary Hogarth, but because he shared the belief itself. The most

notable feature of the above passage is the breadth of what Dickens

will accept as religious. He seems deliberately to override the

distinction between pagan superstition and Christian faith. But

this is in line with something fundamental to his religious position,

namely its closeness to popular forms of belief. His views are

never likely to encourage those who struggle to distinguish between

the vague pieties to which most people have held, and the orthodoxly

Christian. It surely implies some awareness of this when Dickens

refers, a few lines further on, to 'this saint Christmas', a phrase

hardly calculated to win the approval of his contemporary 'saints',

as they were called, the evangelicals. It should not be too surpris¬

ing to find, as we will, that he is strongly criticised by such

readers, or indeed, by Christian readers generally, when he offends

against basic Christian dogma.

1. Forster, Life, p.162.
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It is notable that the sitting room at Manor Farm, where the

Christinas festivities take pi ce, is said by Dickens to be just where

'any of the old English yeomen' who might have 'turned into fairies

when they died ... would have held their revels* (xxviii, 388). He

evidently feels a very close affinity with that level of belief which

involves fantasy, magic and superstition, a popular romanticism which

he invokes particularly in the interpolated tale for Christmas, the

story of how the aptly-named Gabriel Grub (combining the hopefully

angelic and the basely animal in man) is, like ^crooge, converted

from misanthropy to a new, innocent, optimism and benevolence. As

Robert Patten h s noticed, this tale may be said to epitomise the whole

novel.That Dickens quite consciously considered it the most

important t- le may be gathered from its placing t the structural centre

of Pickwick P-.oers. where it acts as a condensed version of the

Pickwickian pilgrimage, presenting by means of a dre i vision various

representations of reality to persuade the protagonist to set ' 11

the good of the world .gainst the evil' (xxix, 404).

Grub'3 vision, though 'supernatural', is by no mean3 specifically

Christian. Allusions to a Ore tor are only conventional. But its

purpose within Dickens's evolving structure of belief is fairly clear:

the scenes of suffering nd penury to which Grub is exposed, and to

which we, too, will be exposed in the Fleet prison, are a part of

that darker world hovering about Pickwick Papers, and yet which, in

this first novel, is always held at bay lest it undermine fundamental

optimism. The interpol ted tales, with their drunks, dying clowns,

1. 'The Art of "Pickwick's" Interpolated Tales', DLH. AXXIV (Dept.
1967), 362-3.
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their vicious parents and children, their murders and madness,

precisely because they are interpolated, seem to filter out life's

darker side, leaving only the light. As tales within the tale, their

impact is lways qualified. Mr. Pickwick's response to the first

tale-teller's characteristically dismal comment one bright morning

on Rochester Bridge, 'Did it ever strike you, on such a morning as

this, that drovming would be happiness and peace?', corresponds to our

own: 'God bless me, nol* he replies, 'edging a little from the

balustrade, as the possibility of the dismal man's tipping him over,

by way of experiment, occurred to him rather forcibly' (v, 58). Sam

Weller's series of blackly comic anecdotes are similarly qualified.

It is true that they could reveal to Mr. Pickwick 'Sights, sir ... as

•ud penetrate your benevolent heart, and come out on the other side'

(xvi, 210). But they do not.

Thus if the Dingley Dell scenes suggest a paradise, it is also

an earthly one, in which the brilliancy of the Pickwickian joy is

moderated by the shadows of actuality, even while those shadows are

prevented from darkening the whole picture.
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V

The effective climax of Pickwick Papers occurs at the point

when Mr. Pickwick's innocent good-will sympathetically involves him

in the discarded humanity of the Fleet. But the novel is, in the

end, abom.: discovering evil rather than about acting upon that

discovery. This is reflected in its circularity, in its tendency to

expand into great static set-pieces which merely confront innocence

with experience, as in the Bardell-Pickwick trial. It is also

reflected in the shifting narrative focus, which begins with a self-

conscious editor revealing the limited, self-enclosed but delightful

Pickwickian world, and which goes on to present a multiplicity of

levels as scene after scene and character after character emerge,

gradually undermining the initial, illusory world of the Pickwick Club,

until finally we are brought into the Fleet, to be sternly informed,

•This is no fiction' (xlii, 595). It is reality. But though Mr.

Pickwick's sympathetic involvement with the imprisoned debtors in

the Fleet is made immediately apparent by his aid to Jingle and Job

Trotter, his eventual reaction to the sight of such misery is to do

nothing: to shut himself up for three months in his ovn room. His

retiral implicitly acknowledges his 'fall' from a false view of reality

to a true o le.^"

The 1'3-jet scenes in fact sharpen our sense of what constitutes a

false attitude to reality in Pickwick Papers. This may be summed up

as Lovtenism in the law, and Stigginsism in religion. Both are tied

1. Critics tend to play down either one or other aspect of Mr.
Pickvick'3 response, initially sympathetic and practical, finally
powerless in the face of such misery; Dickens's im is to help us
experience both aspects, as a complex reaction. Compare Daleski,
Dickens and the Art of Analogy, pp.35-6.
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to that contemporary reality which Auden and those who follow his

approach tend to avoid, and while the Stigglns sub-plot is more

immediately relevant in considering Dickens's religious position, it

is worti pausing for a moment to look at the philosophy of the legal

profession as Pick-wick Papers reveals it. Lev ten, kr. Perker's

assistant, explains to Mr. Pickwick what that philosophy boils down

to: 'damn hurting yourself for anybody olse, you know' (liii, 743).

Lowten 1 as just informed Pickwick that Job Trotter has chosen against

financial advantage to follow Jingle to Demerara. a-. Pick ick say

hardly be said to have hurt himself paying for Jingle's new lease of

life in Jenerara, of course: his unspecified but evidently ample

means take care of that. Put this is only true on the material

level. Pore important to Dickens are the impulses referred to by

the worldly-wise Perker when he remarks to Mr. Pickwick that his two

former enemies are

'... unquestionably penitent 11011'; but then, you know,
they have the recollection of very recent suffering
fresh upon them, .hat they may become, when that
fades away, is a problem that neither you nor I con
solve, however, my dear air,' added Perker, laying
his hand on r. Pickwick's shoulder, 'your object is
equally honourable, whatever the result is. »hether
that species of benevolence which is so very cautious
and long-sighted that it is seldom exercised at all,
lest;its owner should be imposed upon, and so wounded
in j.is self-love, be real charity or a worldly
counterfeit, I leave to wiser heads than mine to
determine. But if those two fellows were to commit
a burglary to-morrow, my opinion of this action would
be equally high.' (liii, 746)

And so should ours be, is Dickens's point, made the .ore emphatic by

being delivered by an extraordinarily eloquent and earnest Porker,

thus ratifying Mr. Pickwick's innocent charity.
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Dickens's position is unambiguous. He attacks again and agfi i

'cautious' raid 'long-sighted* benevolence, a Benthamite conception

which approves good actions as a matter of cold self-interest. Hence,

to take a much later case, the depiction of Mr. Jarndyce's ch rity

towards Skimpole as good to a fault in its blindness to the undeserving

nature of the recipient. It was an attitude in which Dickens must

have carried along many readers, not least those of the Edinburgh

hoview. which v.- s quick to salute the tendency of his works to 'make

us practically benevolent' and sympathetic towards the 'aggrieved and

suffering in all classes', but without the 'meretricious cant of

spurious philosophy' ,'L

Later, -Iter Bagehot explained Dickens's emphasis on this kind

of benevolence as the product of a temporary reaction to the 'unfeeling
2

harshness* of the immediately post-Napoleonic period. In fact,

Dickens grew more, rather than less interested in encouraging sympath¬

etic benevolence, but he also came to alio, that there were forces

at work in man and society which had a terrible power to nullify its

efficacy. r,1he ambivalence of hi3 final position is suggested by his

depiction, in the last complete novel, of : character ho turns

suddenly from open-hearted benevolence to cunning calculation, only to

have this finally revealed as - we hive to believe it - a well-

intentioned trick: Noddy Boffin, in Our Kutual kiend.

1. JPhomas . ister,"", '.ketches (1st and 2nd Deries), 'ickvrick.
Nioklebv. and Oliver Twi3t'. Ddinburreh Review. LXVIII (Oct. 1858), 77.

2. Iter Bagehot/*, ' diaries Dickens', IT tional Dovie . VII (Oct.
1853), rentd. in B. gehot, -iterary studies. ( very:www Library, 1911),
II, 190.
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VI

The attitude of the ijflinburgh Review tovrards 'spurious philosophy*

was not all that Dickens would have shared with it. In the days

before Pickwick Papers. when Dickens was probably reading this and

other reviews as a young reporter intent on educating himself, the

Review was typically fulminating against the

immediate and intolerable mischief in turning God's
service from the heart, and from actions of piety
and virtue, to the improbably, unnecessary, and
useless forms 'of a fantastic and hypochondriacal
religion.' 1

In short, against Stigginsisn, or evangelical cant. It would be

foolish to ignore this aspect of Pickwick Papers, or the contemporary

reality out of which it sprang, if only because of the heated

response it generated - and still generates - among the religiously

committed. 2ven the sympathetic Methodist minister in Philadelphia

who wrote to Dickens in 1867 to say that he had 'learned more of the

divine in man' from his works 'than from the divines themselves',

went on to "complain in person that the 'satirical dress' with which

the novelist had clothed some of his religious characters, namely

Stiggins, Chadband, and Mrs. Clennam, would lead many, 'especially

the young and uncultivated, to treat the strictest types of Christian
2

conduct with suspicion*.

1. /Gilliam Dmpson/, 'Pretended Miracles - Irving, Scott, and
Erskine', Edinburgh Review, LIII (June 183l), 304.

2. G.D. Carrow, 'An Informal Call on Charles Dickens by a Philadelphia
Clergyman', University: A Princeton Quarterly. XXVII (Pinter,
1965-6), rentd. in Dick.. LXIII (May 1967). 112.118. There are
many examples: see also The Methodist Quarterly. IV (Sept. 1870),
214-5> which, while admitting the existence of Stiggenses, felt
Dickens should not have introduced the satiric 'type' in a novel.
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Dickens seems likely to have shared the suspicions of the young

and uncultivated in this respect. He replied to the clergyman:

My view has been to make transparent the design of
my writings, and my belief is that by my readers
generally I am perfectly understood. Ours is an
age of great religious activity. There is much zeal
for the common cause of Christianity, but more for
the success of particular denominations. Rivalry
added to zeal h; 3 led to the employment of improper
persons as Christian teachers. To endeavour to
check this tendency seemed to me could not be other¬
wise than good service to the real truth ... 1

In Pickwick Paners. his aim was more specifically related to the novel's

overall purpose, s is evident .hen Stiggins appears in the .Fleet.

In contrast with Mr. Pickwick, who forgives those who erred against him

(although against his will with regard to Mrs. Bardell, and not at

all with regard to Dodson and Fogg), and tries to relieve their

suffering, the representative of religion who should be most sympathetic

towards the imprisoned debtors is the red-nosed hypocrite who, on his

arrival in the - le t, delivers an 'edifying discourse for the benefit

of 4he company', adjuring Sam Weller 'in moving terms to be on his

guard in th t sink of iniquity into which he was cast' (xlv, 636).

This is precisely the kind of hilarious, ironic play on

evangelical religious rhetoric which earned for Dickens the opprobium of

seme committed readers. Not even his disclaimer a few lines later, to

the effect that 'false prophets and wretched mockers of religion',

such as Dtiggins, cast scorn nd contempt upon the sacred, and brought

•into partial disrepute large bodies of virtuous and well-conducted

persons of many excellent sects and persuasions' (xlv, 637); not even

this could prevent those many well-conducted persons from feeling they

!• Carrow, 'An Informal Call', Dick.. LXIII (May 1967), 118.
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had been tarred with the same brush as Stiggins. For, as the

evangelical Eclectic Review pointed out on the appearance of

Pickwick Papers. Dickens had undertaken the 'dangerous task of making

sport of fanaticism and hypocrisy' when many who did not know what

the 'true religion' was, might be tempted to apply to'every thing

which bears its impress, the name of cant, hypocrisy, and fanaticism.'^"

But what was 'true religion' for the Eclectic Review was probably

just the kind of religion which Dickens thought liable to lead to

cant, hypocrisy and fanaticism. The 'true religion' of Pickwick

Papers, reflected in Mr. P&akwick's innocent fall, conceives of human

nature as essentially innocent and benevolent; whereas the ev. ngelical

position, as enunciated by, for example, William ilberforce's

Practical View, saw mankind as 'fallen creatures, born in sin, and

naturally depraved', and Christianity as a system which recognized 'no

innocence or goodness of heart, but in the remission of sin, and in
2

the effects of the operation of Divine grace'. This stark message

was not one which Dickens could support, and so, inevitably, alluding to

the Fleet '3ink of iniquity' could not be other than hypocritical

cant for him. Later critics have obscured this fundamental point in

much the same way as the Eclectic Review. Valentine Cunningham, for

instance, who finds Dickens's treatment of cant in Pickwick Papers

'unalleviated' by a glimpse of 'true religion', by which he seems to

mean, again, evangelical Christianity, rather than Dickens's form of

religion.

1. 'Posthumous Papers of the Pickwick Club'. Eclectic and Congregat¬
ional iteview. n.s. I (April 1837). 554.

2. A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of Professed
Christians.... 1st publ. 1797 (1834). p.284.

3. Everywhere opoken Against, p.15.
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Kore serious is the charge that the novelist, in his zeal to

expose certain kinds of fanaticism and hypocrisy, 'unconsciously'

ridicules'doctrines and expressions which do not originate vith the

extravagancies of enthusiasts, but .re part and p reel of the sacred

Scripture'^" - namely the idea of being 'born again', which the elder

Teller claims his second i/ife has 'got hold of*. House's comment

suggests critical outrage; remarking that the allusion made Dickens

seem little more than 'a clever journalist playing to the drunk
2

Church-and-Xing mobs hired to jeer at esleyons'. This at least

recognises that Dickens might have been aiming at a fairly specific

area of contemporary belief, rather than at the doctrine of rebirth

itself, which he was to make a central theme in his work during the

eighteen-forties, although admittedly in a form by no me ns strictly

orthodox. As he said to a critical correspondent, David Dickson, on

10 Kay 1343, 'That every man who seeks heaven must be born again, in
3

good thoughts of his Maker, I sincerely believe', defending the

allusion in terms which might seem heterodox, but which are not

necessarily a: Christ told Nicodemuo, 'Dxcept a man be bora ag. in,

he cannot see the kingdom of God', and explained the rebirth s 'of
4

water and of the Spirit'; Paul, who had himself experienced adult

conversion on the Damascus road, wrote to the It mans, 'be ye transformed

by the renewing cf your mind, t» t ye may prove w t is th t r od, and

1. clectic .Review. 355.

2. The Pic]cons orld, p,114.

3. ilgri ..'iters. III, 485.

4. John, 3:3-5.
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acceptable, and perfect will of God'."1" Dickens was putting in plain

words a complex and subtle spiritual demand, the force of which he

did seem to feel.

But House's criticism of Dickens on this point is misguided.

Apart from the unlikelihood of the novelist ever supporting a pro-

Establishment nob, his remarks miss completely that element of

traditional fun which characterizes much of the Stiggins-Teller

relationship, and which comes to an apt conclusion when the self-

seeking deputy Ehepherd receives a baptism by total immersion in a

horse trough from the explosive elder Weller. The Etiggins sub-plot

is closely bound up with the Hellers from the start. Their subversive

cockney humour establishes the basic tone of Dickens's treatment of

evangelical cant in the novel, and it is a form of humour which is

rooted in a long tradition of popular anti-clerical and anti-religious

satire going back to the medieval fabliaux. Indeed, as Keith Thomas

has recently reminded us, it is a post-Reformation development to

associate religion inexorably with poker-face solemnity, a development

resisted by popular culture well into the nineteenth century, when the

new puritanism of the evangelicals reasserted the impropriety of
2

laughing at godliness. For the Eclectic Review, fanaticism and

hypocrisy nay exist, but they should never be made the subject of 'mere
3

jest'. For Dickens, high seriousness and folk humour could inter-

1. Epistle to the Romans, 12:2. See also illiam Barclay, Tic Plain
Han Looks at the Apostles' Creed (l974)» p.248, where it is pointed
out that the word for repentance in the New Testament is 'natanoiat,
which literally means a change of mind.

2. 'The El. ce of Laughter in Tudor and Stuart England', TLs. 21 January
1977, pp.79-80.

3. Eclectic Review. 355. As an indication of how careful a writer who
d red treat religious or clerical error had to be, see: The Life md
Times of Lord Brougham, kitten by Himself (Edinburgh, 1871), I, 262-
3, where it is remarked that the Edinburgh Review 'suffered...from the
tone of levity on sacred subjects almost unavoidably assumed by anyone
arguing against great and manifest errors'. The errors are not denied.
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mingle, especially when he wished to attack what he saw as in huso.

Thus, the exchange between 2 ia heller and Mo lather on the

subject of oai'ds •mother-in-law' must be taken as a conic interlude,

as innocuous fun:

... 'How'3 nother-in-law this mornin'?•
'Queen Sammy, queer,* replied the elder Mr* eller, . ith

impressive gravity. 'She's been gettin' ryther in the
I ethodistical order lately, Sammy? and she is imcor ion pious,
to be sure. She's too good a ereetur for ne, 2 :;<ny, I feel
I don't deserve her.'

'ah,' said Mr. Saauel, 'that's very Belf-denyin' o' you.'
' ery, • replied Ms parent, with a sigh. 'She'3 got hold

0' some invention for grown-up people being born again, 3 mmy;
the nea birth, I thinks they c. lis it. 1 should very much
like to 3ee that system in haction, Mammy. I should very much
like to see your mother-in-law born again, wouldn't I put
her out to nurse1* (xxii, 297)

Mr. V/eller's literal interpretation of the doctrine is, in fact, not

far from hieoderaus's error: 'How can a nan be born when he is old?

can he enter the second tine into his mother's womb, nd be bom?'"*"
But Mr. Wtller'a function here is to act as a subversive, proletarian

2
Pickwick, equally subject to the monstrous regiment of v;ido s.

This is also reflected in the fact that Mrs* 'heller turns out to

be the forerunner of whole tribehof deluded matrons, whose religious

excesses perplex their menfolk and lead to domestic discord. home

are we k 'vessels', like Mrs. Nubbles, others re stronger, like Mrs.

KncStinger or Mrs. Yardon, or more complex portraits 3uch 0 Kiss

1. John, 3:4.

2. It is worth dding th t Dickens's treatment of the Pickwick -
' eller - Ptiggins part of the story is vastly superior to h t
vf s ttempted by his popul r imitators: comp re G. .K. leynolds,
'The Pious Tr vellers', in Mysteries of the Court of London, 1st
series II (1847), 101-7, crude depiction of the mis dventures
of the religious hypocrites, P xvwx and Sne ksby, manifestly on a
level below that of the Stiggins sub-plot. Or, on level little
higher, compare Mrs. Gaskell's huth. 1853 (hverym n's Library,1967),
ch.xvi, p.174: '"Oh, ma'am," says 1, "I'm a miserable sinner, nd
I'm tr v iling in the new birth." "Was that the re son," s ys she,
"why the pudding was so heavy to-d;y?"'
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Murdstone and Mrs. Clenn; m, cold and heartless exemplars of where

evangelical rigidity might lead. Interestingly, Percy Fitzgerald,

the young companion of Dickens's 1, ter years, who thought the 'new

birth* jest 'unfortun. te', suggested that the determining f ctor in

the novelist's antagonism towards Stiggins and his followers was n

'early religious tyr nny', involving his mother.1 Fitzgerld offers

no hard evidence for this, beyond the familiar account Dickens 1 ter

gave of ttending church or chapel as small boy, 'c ught in the palm

of a female hand by the crown', and taken off to be regaled by the

powerful 'Boanerges Boiler', thereafter 'catechised' respecting the

minister, his 'fifthly, his sixthly, and his seventhly, until 1 hi ve

regarded that reverend person in the light of most dismal and
2

oppressive charade.' hose 'female hand' was it? Mary v/eller's?

Mrs. Dickens's? The Dickens's 'Aunt Fanny'? We do not, perhaps

cannot, know. Nor is it clear where the young Dickens had this

unpleasant early experience: the Providence Baptist Chapel, next door

to the Dickenses, when they were living at 18 St. Mary's Place, Chatham?

or the Rever r>d Mr. Giles's supposed other place of worship, the Lion
3

Baptist Ch pel, also in Chatham? All one can say is that trie novels

1. Percy Fitzgerald, The Life of Charles Dickens as Revealed in his
Writings (1905)» I, 60, 59.

2. 'City of London Churches', AYR. Ill (5 May I860), reptd. in UT. p.82.
The title, 'Boanerges', quite possibly derived from Scott, who in
Old Mortality. 1816 (Everyman's Library, 1968), ch.xvii, p.181,
refers to the f natic 1 Covenanting pre cher, Gabriel Kettledrummle,
as 'an < bsolute Boanerges, or son of thunder, in the pulpit'. See
also Mark, 3:17.

3. See Johnson, Dickens. I, 11-12; 13; 16; 19-20; 23. Johnson issumes
that the experience recorded in 'City of London Churches' 'laid the
found tions for his lifelong hatred of nonconformity and his revul¬
sion from any formal religious ffiliation*(1,20). It is very large
assumption. Christopher Hibbert, The Waking of Charles Dickens(1968).
pp.30-3, speculates even further, to the effect that Dickens's parents,
known to be Church of England, although admittedly unconscientious,
took the young boy to their friend Mr. Giles's nearby Baptist chapel,
and so gave him his 'permanent distaste for Nonconformism'. These
specul tions are unhelpful, and involve a very free idei about Noncon¬
formity. And they seem to be establishing themselves as ccepted
truths, without any evidence: see, for example, A.II. Gomme, Dickens.
Literature in Perspective Series (l97l), p.13. By contrast, we know
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iridic te a lasting aversion to feminine religious zeal in Dickens,

which may or Day not have been derived, from his early childhood,

although the likelihood is th t it was, and that some female member

of the Dickens household may have been the source of the long history

of xitagonism towards excessive piety in the home which begins with

Mrs. -eller in Pickwick Papers.

But wh t, exactly, is ;irs. teller? Mrs. hubbies and rs.

M '■J, rs. V ;..2a i: a • - ;.

Clennum Church of hngland; but Mrs. eller's association seems to be

Methodistic.l*. h t does this term mean? According to the ODD:

'Of or pert ining to the Methodists or Methodism; usully ith

disparaging implication'. And this is how, for example, the nglican

Christian .hx.-ct tor later took it, remarking that Dickens could only

account for Methodism by 'conceiving of Btiggins*.1 It may be that

iinglican readers were intended to take it this way: even had he

wanted to, Dickens could hardly have got away with c tirising Church

of mngland parson, whereas the Methodists were an easy target, fter

decades of buse, most of it imed at the untrained, uneduc. ted, and,

to their social superiors if not their own class, often un ppe ling

ministers. George whitefield, former tapster at the Bell Inn,

Gloucester, vas 'the man who did most to create the image of the

Methodist preacher', and, unlike desley, he was a fierce nd dramatic

............ »

that Th cker y's antagonism towards evangelicalism was rooted in
his experience of his mother's gloomy persistence in th t form of
Christianity: see Gordon N. nay, Th ckeray: The Uses of
Adversity: 1811-1846 (l955)» p.110.

1. ^ "nom , 't i.r Mutu. 1 riend'. christian haect .tor n. VI (Dec.
1865j, 722.
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C.lvinist with an unfortunate squint, rough manners, much vanity, and

a habit of appealing for money to supply his 'tabernacles', 11 of

which it was only too easy for Anglican critics to att ck.* The

V.esleys never went in for Whitefield's wild brand of revivalist oratory,

and whereas whitefield's splinter group was convinced that God had

from eternity predestined the majority of mankind to damnation, and a

few to salvation through Christ, the Vesleys rem ined convinced that

Christ had died for ,11 men. The Calvini3tic Methodists therefore

held a doctrine which Dickens opposed, unlike the Wesleyan or rminian

branch (# distinction Mouse's rash comment Iso misses;• In ddition,

the Calvinistic Methodists tended to be more puritanic 1, and were in

closer contact with the development of the v&ngeliccl party within
2

the Church than the Wesleyans.

The ei rliest use of the term 'I'.ethodistical' noted by the MMD

makes its derivation plain, as well us offering likely source for

Dickens's application of it. The word appears in Tom Jones. Jones

and ? rtridge are brought to ..hitefield's actual birthplace, the Bell

Inn, Gloucea, , where they meet Mrs. .Vhitefield, ife to tin, brother

of the famous preacher, a woman who is 'at present as free from

Methodistical opinions as her husband*. But, adds Fielding,

I say at present; for she freely confesses that her
brother's documents made at first some impression
upon her, and that she had put herself to the expense
of a long hood, in order to attend the extr ordinary
emotions of the Cpirit; but having found, during n

1. Anthony Armstrong, The Church of An/rl nd. the Methodists nd
Mocietv 1700-1850 (1973)» pp.122-3. fee also Albert Lyles,
Methodic, , ..poked: Tne satiric Reaction to methodise in t:u
Miurhtconth ontu.rv (1960J.

2. A brief ; ccount of the movement may be found in .Rupert ... Davies,
MetiiodisL. (1963).
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experiment of three weeks, no emotions, she says,
worth a farthing, she very v/isely laid by her hood,
and abandoned the sect. 1

This three-week experiment nay well be the source of .jtq. oiler's

rather lengthier entanglement with Methodism, if that is what it is,

terminated in her case only by her final illness when, as her husband

reports to o a, she began to see

•that if a married 'ooman vishes to be religious, she
should begin vith dischargin* her dooties t hone,
.:md aakin* them as is about her cheerful and happy,
and that vile she goes to church, or chapel, or wot
not, at all proper times, she should be wery careful
not to con-vert this sort o' thing into a excuse for
idleness or self-indulgence.' (lii» 733)

t this late st ge in the narrative, Dickens seems to be rating against

any kind of religious seal which might interfere with ifely 'dooties'.

Fielding would have greed vith Dickens's stress on muted piety as

opposed to 'enthusiasm'; but he ssociated disruptive seal specifically
2

vith the 'pernicious principles of Methodism', where: s Dickens seems

to have something broader in mind.

On the other hcoid, Dickens certainly encourages us to think of

ts. eller s Methodist t first, not only by means of the llusion
3

to the 'new birth' doctrine which wa s central to Methodism, but also

1. Henry fielding, History of Ton Jones. 1749 (aVeryman's Library,
1963Jf Vol.11, Book 0, ch.viii, p.342.

Ibid., p.342.

The doctrine became 'obnoxious' to Mesley himself, one of the things
hich 'embarrassed him in his sober and oaturer years': Robert
wouthey, Thu Lifo of John -eslev. 2nd ed. (1820), II, 171. The
excesses to which the 'new birth' doctrine led became common

fe ture of ttacks upon the Methodists: for a recent nalysis of
the emotional and social factors involved, see M.F. Thompson, The
M:Jq.n,-: ox the .nrlish orkiiur 1 ss. rev. ed. (Penguin Books,

, r ond.a orth, Middlesex, 1963), pp.402-411.
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by following this with an account of a traditionally Methodist 'love

feast' (froct the New Testament awane). These services v. ere .

borrowing from the Moravians, and became widely practised by the

Methodists. They were not fixed in form, and the 'feast' (e ke and

w ter) was of less significance than the spiritual testimony from

individuals which was supposed to follow. In Tony eller's hilarious

account, we see what humbug was possible, with events initiated by a

'kiss of peace' from the Shepherd (an early Jhadbnd, 'with gret

white face, a o&ilin' avay like clockwork'), followed by a hymn, then

'such a grace, such eatin' and drinkin", and finally, amidst much

groaning, the cry 'Where is the sinner; where is the mis'ruble sinner^'

ddressed to that 'vessel of wrath', the elder Weller, who responds

by knocking the Mhepherd down, to the utter confusion of the 1 dies

(xxii, 297-9).

This knockabout farce is clearly intended to suggest the

Methodists.^ The same is true of the domestic scene which greets

Mam on his first meeting with Mrs. Weller and the Deputy Shepherd,

Mtiggins, that 'uncouth' man with the 'semi-rattlesnake sort oi eye'

(xxvii, 365), busy with tea and hot buttered toast, not to mention

rum. One contemporary account of this kind of 30-called 'tea- nd-

toast* minister is provided by Theodore Watts, referring to the time

of his childhood in the eighteen-twenties and oighteen-tliirties:

1. For contemporary account of the excesses, the 'screams, the
shouts, the jarring songs, the disorders and indecencies', into
which Methodist revival meetings might f 11, see The Life of
Jose ■ h. rhor, ritton by himself (l880), pp.135-191. Barker v s
brought up a Wesleyan, became an itinerant preacher for the New
Connexion until in 1341 he turned to Unitarianism, then finally
returned to Methodism as a Primitive Methodist preacher, -.is
ccount is therefore that of both an insider and an outsider.
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While the piles of toast were fading before the
unctuous faces of the parsons like mist before
the sun, the children, as they helped to wait
upon them, were being tortured on one side of
the table with abstruse questions of Bible
chronology, and on the other with harrowing
enigmas about their latter end. 1

A scene one might have supposed only Dickens could invent; but this

was no invention. atts identifies it with 'all dissenting bodies'.

That Dickens had Methodists in mind, and indeed, quite probably

that particular breakaway group known as the Primitive Methodists, is

indicated by the pineapple rum aspect of Stigginsism, which reaches

its climax : t that meeting of the Brick Lane Branch of the United

Grand Junction Ebenezer Temperance Association which has the

predictably sleek and perspiring Anthony Humm in the chair, ' converted

fireman, now a schoolmaster, and occasionally an itinerant preacher'

(xxxiii, 457). In contrast with the main body of the movement, which

was more moderate about the pleasures of the flesh, the Primitive

Methodists were especially strong on temperance, and were calling for

complete abstinence at the time of 1'ickwick Papers, a call hich,
2

inevitably, led to dramatic backslidings among the weaker brethren.

Dickens later confessed that he knew little of the temperance

movement at the time, although the confession came some twenty-five

years later, and in response to an ardent temperance worker who
3

complained to him of the 'libel'; in general, he was always in favour

1. Theodore atts, 'Ebeneser Jones', The Athenaeum(21 Sept.1878),p.369.
See also the so-called 'T and B' (Tea and Bible) sessions referred
to in Memoirs of Charles Mathews, ed. Mrs. Mathews (l833),I,22. Mathews,
the comedian, was brought up in an atmosphere of religious fanaticism
and bigotry, embodied in the Methodist lay preachers known to his
•serious' father. He approved of Veiley, however.

2. Chadvick, The Victorian Church,I,390-1. Ernest A. Payne, The Free
Church Tradition in the Life of Sngland. rev. ed.(1965) >p.113, confirms
that there was evidence to justify the 'scornful references in the
pages of Dickens' to Methodists involved in temperance.

3. Letter from A. Stiles in Dick.. V (June 1909), 163.
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of 'Moderate' drinking and against what he saw as the interfering

purit nisri of those v?ho believed in abstinence. This is reflected

in, for example, his treatment of Stephen Blackpool's degraded wife

in Hard Tines, or the pathetic father of the doll's dressmaker in Our

I.utual Friend, s it io in his antagonism towards those who v.ould

refuse the v orking man his drink on a Sunday.1 Tolerance and

moderation -ere his watchwords, in this respect ns in others.

But, it nay be said, he hardly shov3 much tolerance tot :rds the

Methodists or othodisn in Pickwick Pancro. for 11 th t he seems

otherwise sytap-; thetic to popular belief. i oreover, if the ex loitation

of the vfeak and ignorant by some of these preachers as undeniable, it

was also true that 'some of them had gifts no educ tion could liave

given': while their religion was 'simple and crude', it brought more

'comfort and support' to its followers than the Church was able to
2

provide. That Dickens does not recognise this must be counted a

failure on his part.

1. See ..uau.q/ Under inrce ao ds. reptd. in HP, .635-663. The re-
introduction of Sir Andrew Agnew's bill against Sund y tr ding in
ril 4-vo s, lor ickens, sign 1 ex ; ale cf religious hypocrisy

directed g inst 'the amusenents nd recre tions of the ;oor' who,
ccording to him, would be more likely to drink to excess on a
Sunday c de d y of 'general gloom nd austerity', th- n on . d y
of f mily excursions .nd sports. The 'extreme cl ss of Dissenters'
who constitute the m in supporters of the Bill, s ys Dickens, ought
to remember the 'Master's' text: 'The S, bb th ; s m de for man,
nd not r: n to serve the Sabb th'. See lso Dickens's letter to
:rs. ilson, 25 •• rch 1847, rept. in The Listener. hVXII (l5 Dec.
1957), 1346, defending coder to drinking by referring to ' cert in
m-arri. ge feast in Galilee*; AN, ch.xi, p.163; "-hole iiogs', Hkf. Ill
(23 aug.1851), reptd. in MP, pp.323-9 nd * Pie for Tot 1
Abstinence', ;.YH. n.s.II June 1869), reptd. in HP, pp.358-62,
for Dickens's scorn of Teetot lism. On Sabb t ri nism, see
CP; t r Vffj. , pp.402-8.

2. Plor Thompson, eark to iindlcford pp... 18-9. Din .. .orris
nd ..eth node in George .liot's d .m hadv. (1859J rovide fictional
example of the h pay workings of Methodism.
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On the other hand, this is oversimplifying little. The

Stiggins-Weller scenes are s tire, and, aa Swift remarked, satire is

'a sort of glass. wherein beholders do generally discover anybody's

face but their own1,end it does seem as if Dickens was tr ding on

this by allowing his readers to blame the Methodists (or, more easily,

the Primitive Methodists), while at the same time gr dually infiltrat¬

ing his more fundament; 1 objections to the misdirection of energy

apparent among zealots in general. This explains the gener lised

nature of Mrs. seller's deathbed recantation. It also explains such

remarks as Tony Weller's on the shepherds and their flock making

clothes for 'copper-coloured people as don't want 'em', t king no

notice of 'flesh-coloured Christians s do' (xxvii, 371), which

identifies an abuse hardly apparent among Methodists alone. . That

Dickens wished to draw in a much larger area of contemporary religious

hypocrisy is suggested, too, by that arbitrary outburst early in the

novel on the subjectaof Iluggleton,

an ncient and loyal borough, mingling a zealous
ad^c cy of Christian principles with a devoted
tt chment to commercial rights; in demonstration

whereof, the mayor, corporation, and other
inhabitants, h<,ve presented at divers times, no
fewer than one thousand four hundred and twenty
petitions against the continuance of negro si; very
abroad, nd an equal number against any interference
with the f -ctory system at home; sixty-eight in
f«• vour of the s le of livings in the Church, and
eighty-six for abolishing Sunday trading in the
street. (vii, 87-8)

Dickens, focussing on ev ngelical hypocrisy, just as Cobbett did

before him - the Cobbett who wrote in 1830 of ilberforce s tlx t

1. Jonath n Swift, 'The Preface of the Author', The battle of the
Books

t 1710 , reptd. in Swift: Gulliver's Travels and Other
Writings, ed. and intro. M. Starkman (B.'uitam Books, New York,
1962), p.397.
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'I'assa Vilby who voted and spoke even for the continuation of the

Dun^oon-bill'.1 A3 for the Factory Act, there had been evangelicals

on both sides, although there were al30 some whose guilt over

conditions in England had perhaps been displaced to a concern for
2

foreign blacks, as Dickens implies here. The novelist no doubt added

to this, memories of parish meetings he had reported for the . orning

Chronicle, at which the 'odious and oppressive tithe system' was

attacked for its tendency to bring religion and its ministers into
3

contempt. Huggleton's weakness upon the corruption of the Church

(the sale of livings and ecclesiastical sinecures led to Peel's

cclesiastical Commission at tli3 tine) is combined with precisely the

kind of Sabbatarianism which Dickens attacks in Sunday 'Jnder u rue

heads, a mingling of commercial and religious impulses which was

anathema to him, and which he felt certain lay behind the supporters

of Jir Andrew Agnew's notorious bill.

But even more persuasive of the broader intentions which underlie

the novelist's religious satire in Pickwick Papers, is the fact that

the term 'i ethodistieal', which he applies to In's. heller's association

with Stiggins, had long become virtually synonoaous with 'evangelical*.

1. illiam Cobbett, Cynosure of the Practices of the Protended Friends
t- e Blacks (Cobbett's Register. 26 June 1830). Quoted in drown,
t; ?ro of the Victorians, p. 112. bilberforce in fact supported

Peel's extension of the Factory Act of 1818; the tensions ithin
the evangelical movement as a whole, between othervorldliness on the
one band, and practical reforms on the other, ' ere present • ithin
men like '.'ilberforce, certainly conservative and gradualist, yet
attempting to improve the lot of the poor to a limited extent.

2. Pee . .lie aldvy, ..istcrv of the .uimlisa , eoule in tie hinoteentb
Centum'-. Vol.Ill; The Triumph of Reform (1830-1841,'. trans S.
atkin (1961), p.115, n.l,

3. JJkarles Dickens/, . .orning C■ -.ronicle. 5 Dec. 1834. T! e- attribution
to Dickens is made by Pilgrim Letters. I, 49 note 1.
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Two years before the elder Weller's words appeared in print, Dickens

himself wrote to Henry Austin that they would have to go out and get

their own dinner on the morrow (a Sunday), for some 'Iiethodistical

ruffian' had been among the 'laundresses' (caretakers) at Furnivall's

Inn, 'and they have all got the cant about "profaning the 3abbath"(

And as long ago as 1808, Sydney Smith's notorious attack upon

Methodism in the Edinbhrgh Review did not trouble with the 'finer

shades' of 'lunacy', treating Calvinist and Arminian, Methodist and

Evangelical, a3 all 'in one general conspiracy against common sense,

2
and rational orthodox Christianity'. By 1830, John Foster was

referring to the undiscriminating scoffers among the literary and

cultivated, whose aversion to his form of Christianity was expressed
3

equally by the terms, 'Fanatical, Calvinistical, Methodistical'.

So one can see what Dickens meant when, defending his religious satire,

e identified the source of the evil 'in Exeter Hall, or Ebeneser

Chapel, or both'. Stigginsism, or evangelical cant in general, was

the evil, rather than any single sect, group or persuasion.

1. Pilgrim Letters, I, 51:20 Dec. 1834.

2. Sydney Smith, 'Causes of the Increase of Methodism and Dissension'.
Edinburgh Review. MI (Jan. 1808). reprinted in Works (1859). I. 88.
Smith was followed soon afterwards by Leigh Hunt's An attempt to Shew
the Folly and Danger of Methodism (1809) and William Hazlitt's On the
Causes of Methodism (1817). equally scathing and indiscriminate. See
also Gilbert, Religion and Society in Industrial England, p.74:
Hannah More was being called 'Kethodistical' early in the century for
her evangelical activities. There was a clear class bias involved
in the abuse, almost always aimed at clergy or laity working among
the lower middle or working classes.

3. 'On the Aversion of Men of Taste to Evangelical Religion', Essays.
In a Scries of Letters. 1st ed. 1830 (1889), p.194.
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VII

Jvil in i'icAwick raners is severely limited in scope. It

exists only in the machinations of a strolling player using the

gullibility nd snobbery of others to keep himself alive; in tue

hypocrisy and self-seeking of provincial press and society; and in

the scandalous, but not overwhelming injustices of religion and the

law. r. ..ick ick is, in effect, the innocent purveyor of his

author's evangelising intentions on behalf of a fundament lly

optimistic outlook on life, an outlook which Dickens always tried to

pr serve, although he could perhaps never again do so ith quite the

I uo/ant conviction of Pickwick Papers. As Angus Piison has said,

there is a 3ense in which the history of Dickens's fiction may be seen

as the story of his attempt, 'often near despair but never wholly

forsaken, to retain something of the vision of Pickwick i-aoers gainst

the inflow of the knowledge of evil's power*. '

So it is only in a fairly broad sense that Dickens's preoccupations

in this first novel may be called religious. Insofar as there is a

Christian aspect to his interest in innocent good will and forgiveness,

it nowhere chieves explicit formulation. In some v ys the difficulty

of defining his position with any accuracy is the same as it would be

with the eighteenth century novelists upon whose v?orks he was nurtured,

and some of whose basic assumptions he absorbed, in the absence of

any more powerful guidance from his Laodician family (excepting, of

course, the negative effect of that female member who may have hauled

him to Boanerges Boiler}• Like - enry ielding ( i'ter who;:: as to

1. 'C arL a Dickens: ... uniting', in aickens. od. . . Dyson (1968),
p.36.
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name one of his sons), for example, he believed that innocent good

nature rather than a subtle moral intelligence on the one hand, or

an ardent faith in the unredeemed depravity of man on the other, v?as

what made the good man. As Fielding defined it:

Good-N; ture is that benevolent and amiable Temper of
Mind which disposes us to feel the Misfortunes and
enjoy the happiness of others; and consequently
pushes us on to promote the latter, and prevent the
former; and that without any abstract Contemplation
on the e uty of Virtue, and without the Allurements
or Terrors of Ileligion. 1

This may sea; pre-reli ;ious, hardly ; part of any recognizable structure

of belief. Yet, as Lartin Batteatin's study of Fielding's position

has 3hown, there is a specific religious dimension to it; the innate

predisposition to virtue underlying Fielding's Parson d ms or Bquire

Allworthy derives from the doctrines of Latitudinarian divines such

s John Tillotson (whom wickens knew of ), v/ho constructed an

alternative to the strictly Christian view of this world s • v le of
3

tears, ina bited by a r ce of men irremediably corrupt. nd their

enlightened optimism became a view possible for nglicns to hold,

despite its heretical antecedents.

Nov it seems to me that the creation of r. Pickwick, as of his

1. Henry Fielding, Assay on the Knowledge of the Characters of Ken.
1743 > quoted in Bernard rrison, henry Fielding's Tom Jones:

The Novelist as Moral Philosopher (l975)» p.89.

2. The ..or; 1 m.asis of Fielding's rt (iliddletown, Connecticut, 1959).
Bee law w, i; . - eke, Tillotson: ^ study in B&v...-t.;onti Century
-literature (Copenhagen, 1954).

3. Ceo Contts Letters, p.106: 3 Nov. 1647.
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several successors, Brownlov, the Cheerybles and Jarndyce, stems

ultimately from the same source. Jo that if Dickens's conception

of philanthropy falls 3hort of the evangelical demand that giving

was a prelude to conversion, his humanitariani3ia is not thereby

unchristian, much less irreligious. It is of a kind with the broad,

unorthodox position of Fielding before him.1 here Dickens comes to

side most obviously , ith the evangelicals;is in the refor ist urge.

For him, too, in the end (as we sh 11 see), cheerfulness nd good will,

though essential, are not sufficient, but must be transl' ted into

something more practical. The prime virtue becomes charity. Hence,

when Mr. Pickwick leaves the Fleet, turning to look t the throng of

debtors gathered to see him off, v e are left in no doubt tint in ' .11

the crowd of won, emaciated faces, he saw not one which • s not the

happier for his sympathy and charity' (xlvii, 666).

1. Daleski argues that in Pickwick Papers. Dickens took over 'whole
comic technique' from ielding's Joseph ndrows: Dickens nd the
-.rt of ,.n Iokv. pp.22-6. This is convincing as f r as certain of
the obvious set-piece scenes, such as the bedroom farce t Ipswich,
are concernedj but I am suggesting a deeper influence, upon the
conception of the good man and, indeed, the nature of goodness, in
Dickens. Dickens had Fielding's Porks, ed. A. Chalmers (1806),
in his library: see Pilgrim Letters ^Appendix C, p.718. Tom
Jones was, of course, one of those be oka which, as he said in an
autobiographic 1 pass, ge in DC, ch.iv, p.55, 'kept live* is
imagination; and Fielding, -long with the other eighteenth century
writers, Goldsmith, Swift and Smollett, is n. typical companion on
h lid y in 1039: ilgrim .etters. I, 576: To G. Cattemol -,
1



CHAPTER II

OLIVER WIST AND CHARITY

•I know what charity is, better than to give to vagabonds'
(Parson Trulliber in Henry Fielding,
Joseph Andrews. 1742, Book 2, ch.xiv)

'Then cherish pity; lest you drive an angel from your door'
(William Blake, 'Holy Thursday', Songs
of Innocence and Experience. 1789, 1794)
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I

The fundamental film of Dickens's next novel, Oliver Twist (1837-9),

is to move us, as Mr. Pickwick was moved in the Fleet, into sympathy and

charity for the poor. To realise this aim, Dickens reveals the

sufferings of the poor to us, since, as Henry Fielding put it:

The Sufferings of the Poor are indeed less observed th* n
their Misdeeds; not from any Want of Compassion, but
because they are less known; and this is the true Reasoi
why we so often hear them mentioned with Abhorrence, and
so seldom with Pity ... They starve, and freeze, and
rot among themselves; but they beg, and steal, and rob
among their Betters. 1

Coming from a kind of good Mr. Fang, 'the first of a succession of London

magistrates who were active social reformers with an expert knowledge
2 3

of the difficulties of the poor', this has much force. Dickens, too,

later wished to become a magistrate, so as to concern himself practically
4

with the affairs of the metropolitan poor, who were always 'his clients.'

But in Oliver Twist, this concern is expressed less directly, if no less

urgently, by obliging us to observe their wretched lives through the

medium of his tale of one pauper orphan, the child Oliver, set in a

world of workhouse and slum barely touched on in Pickwick Papers.

Yet the method, at least, of Dickens's second novel may be said to

derive from its predecessor. In fact, the novelist began work on

1. A Proposaj. for Making an Effectual Provision for the Poor Ttt (1753),
pp.9-10.

2. Dorothy George, England in Transition (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, 1969), p.67.

3. And the ignorance of contemporaries, many of whom were deeply shocked
by the revelations in OT, is clear, and has often been commented upon:
see Fielding, Charles Dickens, pp.39-40.

4. Forster, Life, pp.347, 388.
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Oliver Twist before completing Pickwick Papers, indeed, before

describing Mr. Pickwick's 'innocent fall' in the Fleet prison, with his

(and our) exposure to the reality of poverty and suffering. But,

whereas in Pickwick Papers the innocent hero is only temporarily confined

to prison in order to glimpse the sufferings of the poor, in Oliver Twist

the oblivious Oliver is actually born in a kind of prison (the workhouse),

and is repeatedly forced against his will into a world of indigence and

vice. Taken out of the hands of the workhouse authorities who imprison

him for asking for more, he is soon sold into apprenticeship to the

parish undertaker, a career which begins in a 'stone cell' (iv, 24);

while his life in London may be said to start with the threat of

imprisonment for theft, a threat he escapes only to be recaptured by the

gang of thieves trying to train him for a criminal future. This

recurrent pattern of imprisonment exercises a powerful grip on the reader,

to the extent that we are quite ready to allow Oliver his escapist

fantasies of 'a calm and lasting sleep in the churchyard ground: with

the tall grass waving gently above his head: and the sound of the old

deep bell to soothe him in his sleep' (v, 26). But such consoling
2

moments are few. The overall mood of Oliver Twist is more like one

long, oppressive nightmare, in which even the everyday takes on the

quality of gloomy hallucination. This is a very significant shift in

emphasis from the sunny, optimistic vision of Pickwick Papers, and it is

expressed not only in Oliver's repeated incarceration in the world of

the poor and criminal, but also in such scenes as the prostitute Nancy's

1. On the evolution of the novel, see Kathleen Tillotson, 'Oliver
Twist'. Essays and Studies, n.s. XII (l959)» 87-90.

2. They are much more frequent in PCS, which, as we shall see in the
next chapter, represents the culmination of this kind of death-
directed dream-vision in Dickens.
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encounter with Mr. Brownlow and Rose Maylie on London Bridge at mid¬

night, when she remarks that a coffin passed her by:

'There is nothing unusual in that,' said the
gentleman. 'They have passed me often.'

'Real ones.' rejoined the girl. 'This was not.'
(xlvi, 312)

Trapped within her loyalty to the robber Sikes, Nancy's fearful

imaginings transform her surroundings into a vision of death in life.

The presence of Noah Claypole to overhear her conversation and report

it to Pagin, thus initiating the train of events which culminates in

her murder, only enhances the grim intensity of the moment.

However, we should not be misled into detecting in this pervasive

darkness of tone, what Graham Greene has called 'the eternal and

alluring taint of the lianichee, with its simple and terrible explanation

of our plight, how the world was made by Satan, and not by God'.''' It

is true, as Greene points out, that this forbidding atmosphere is

strikingly reinforced by the diabolic overtones surrounding Pagin,
2

Oliver's main antagonist, and by the comparatively weak depiction of

goodness in his benefactors, lira. Brownlow and the Haylies.

1. 'T. - Lost Childhood*;, Collected Essays (Penguin Books, Hariaondsworth,
Middlesex, 1970), p.86. His remarks make 0T 'sound like a novel
by Graham Green': L. Lerner, 'Graham Greene', Critical Quarterly.
V (Autumn 1963), 218. G. Ingli James, 'Dickens: An Essay in
Christian Evaluation', Blackfriars. XXXVIII (1957), 466-73, finds
Greene's conclusion 'interesting but essentially bizarre', and
prefers the simpler explanation, that Dickens is uninterested in
'ultimate values', and deals exclusively in human ones.

2. Pagin, whom we first meet leering malevolently from beneath his
matted red hair, toasting-fork in hand, is labelled 'the old gentle¬
man' to reinforce his diabolic appearance (viii, 43,50). It is no
surprise that he should wish to instil in Oliver's 'soul' the
'poison which he hoped would blacken it, and change its hue for ever'
(xviii, 120). See further Lauriat Lane, Jr., 'The Devil in Oliver
Twist. Dick.. LII (June 1956), 132-6.
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But it is unlikely that Dickens should so soon - indeed, almost

simultaneously - contradict the ultimately hopeful view of human

destiny expressed in Pickwick Papers. More probably, Dickens had

become much more aware of the dangerous power of evil, and the

inevitability of suffering, and it is this that he expresses in Oliver

Twist. The point can hardly be overstressed. The orderly, tolerant,

finally secure world of Pickwick Papers has been overtaken by the

novelist's awareness that reality is more varied and unstable, even

frightening, than he was at first prepared to admit. Moments in which

evil becomes terrifyingly close as a force in life are no longer

relegated to interpolated tales, subsidiary fictions, but are made

central to the main narrative itself. Evil is now directly faced, and

by no means easily subdued. It is one of the abiding strengths of

Dickens's vision of life, that, unlike most of his great contemporaries

in the English novel, such as Thackeray, Geroge Eliot or Trollope, he

had a profound apprehension of evil which extended v/ell beyond the
II

merely domestic or social. Only Emily Bronte shared this sense of

evil.

This is not to ignore (as Greene ignores) the fact that the hero

of Oliver Twist is, finally, saved. He is saved by the sympathy and

charity, the freely-given loving aid of those good Christians

(explicitly identified as such) into whose hands he is cast 'by a

stronger hand than chance' (xlix, 335). If God permits evil to flourish

in Oliver Twist - and there can be no denying the initial power of the

parish authorities, of Fagin and his gang - then he also ensures its

ultimate failure and destruction. The turning-point is quite clear:
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not only do we see Bumble, symbol of parish authority, reduced and

humbled by his wife (xxxvii), but Sikes and Nancy pale, cadaverous and

ill (xxxix, 256-7)» after Oliver's recovery with the Maylies. Thence¬

forward, evil is set on a downward path. It is too simple to be

overwhelmed by Oliver's earlier suffering, and to forget that, far

from sharing the fate of that other parish orphan, little Dick, he is

to survive and flourish in the end. Dickens's intention is expressed

in the Preface, the most extended defence of any of his works. He

'wished to show', he said, 'in little Oliver, the principle of Good

surviving through every adverse circumstance, and triumphing at last'

Not only does he continue to believe in the ultimately hopeful ordering

of human affairs, despite the suffering of the poor and destitute, but

also, as the manner of this formulation implies, in the existence of

good as a transcendental value, a 'principle' to be embodied in symbolic

rater than realistic form. In Oliver Twist Dickens moves towards

thet. expression of both good and evil as forces having their origin

beyond the material world, so that in reading the novel we are often

aware of some metaphysical drama, as it were hovering about the events

of the surface-narrative. When Fagin tells Sikes of his plan for

using the innocent Oliver for the Chertsey robbery which will in fact

turn into their downfall, he cries:

'... Once let him feel that he is one of us; once
fill his mind with the idea that he has been a thief;
and he's ours! Ours for his life! Oho! It couldn't
have come about better!*

•Ours!' said Sikes. 'Yours, you mean.'

'Perhaps I do, my dear,1 said the Jew, with a shrill chuckle.
(xix, 126)

1. Author's Preface to the Third Edition (l84l), OT, p.lxii.
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Fagin is interested in more than the exploitation of one 'chalk-faced

kid' (which is all he is, in realistic terms) for gain: he wants

Oliver's soul.

To recognise this is not to say, as has been said, that 'it seems

impossible to understand the novel without a religious! or theological

explanation'.1 It is to say that it is impossible to understand

fully what happens in Oliver Twist without responding to the implications

of 3uch moments, and relating them to the developing structure of

Dickens's beliefs.

It i3 by mems of charity that goodness ultimately triumphs in

Oliver Twist. This is the central theme, explored in both its private

and (no less important) public aspects. Dickens expresses the belief

that, at the last, acts of individual love, sympathy and good will may

provide for the suffering poor, if not the thoroughly wicked, and that

it is the duty of good Christians to carry out such acts; while the

public manifestation of this duty, supposedly encouraged by church and

state and embodied in the poor laws, he shows to derive from no truly

Christian spirit, but rather from the coldly well-meaning, yet
2

inhumane attitudes sponsored by Malthusian and Benthamite 'philosophy'.

If he doubted that working men shared this attitude, he would have been

much encouraged by John Overs's letter to him:

1. Geoffrey Thurley, The Dickens Myth: Its Genesis and Structure
(1976), p.42. Thurley fails to provide such an interpretation
himself, preferring his own mythological, structuralist approach.

2. Maithus and Bentham were, of course, both dead by the time of
writing of OT; but their influence lived on, particularly in the
New Poor Law of 1834. See J.R. Poynter, Society and Pauperism:
English Ideas on Poor Relief. 1795-1834 (1969), pp.323-8.
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Better to sin on the side of sympathy and benevolence
than with the ferocious spirit of Utilitarianism and
Expedience. That is indeed a poisoned valley from
which Hope flies, Love enters not; and which Charity
and a good honest heart fears and detests. 1

Charity is, of course, a Cliristian virtue, and Dickens treats it

as such. Insofar a3 Oliver Twist insists upon its importance in

meeting the needs of the poor, the novel carries a more noticeably

Christian hue than most of his fictional works, except perhaps the
2

Christmas Books and the last novels. The term means more than the

simple human virtue of benevolence, or giving alms to the poor; it

implies the more general motive of Christian love, expressed as a love
3

of God and one's neighbour. This distinction has been used to argue

that Dickens's charitable characters are not strictly Christian in

their performance of benevolent acts towards others, since these seem

no more than spontaneous expressions of their good nature, rather than
4

reflections of a will dedicated to God. But Dickens wishes to avoid

the premeditativeness of doing good as a duty, as well as any hint of

1. Reprinted in Sheila M. Smith, 'John Overs to Charles Dickens: A
Working-Man's Letter and its Implications', VI, XVIII (Dec. 1974),
203. Overs (1808-1844) was a London cabinet-taker whom Dickens
helped greatly with his literary and other endeavours, correcting
and writing a Preface for his Evenings of a V.orking Man (1844):
see Pilgrim Letters. I, 504, note 2, and passim.

2. See below, Chapters V, IX. Steven Marcus asserts that the 'parabolic'
element in OT makes Dickens 'of course a Christian', and that his
•moral and religious feelings' find'overt expression in a kind of
primitive Christianity whose foremost article of faith is that the
meek shall inherit the earth' (Dickens: from Pickwick to Dombey.
pp.68,73). He fails to make a convincing case from tliis novel,
however, a case which requires closer focus on its basic theme.

3. See under 'charity' in the Oxford Dictionary of the Christian Church,
ed. P.L. Cross (1957).

4. By, for example, House, The Dickens world, p.39; and alter Houghton,
The Victorian flrame of Mind 1830-1870. 1st publ. 1957 (New Haven
and London, I966), p.275.
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excess - or even merely open - piety, preferring a modest, self-

effacing yet direct goodness which may be shown as emerging as the

natural expression of the personality. He reveals virtue implicitly,

in terms of the essential being of a character, rather than in terns of

its motivation. If his good people love God - and he often implies

that they do - this is revealed only implicitly, through imagery and

action, and not by allotting characters any overtly Christian motives.

For Dickens, charity is 'the one great cardinal virtue, which,

properly nourished and exercised, leads to, if it does not necessarily

include, all the others'.^ Nourishing and exercising charity involves

other people: it is a social, as well as a Christian virtue. St.

Paul provides a comprehensive account of it as an impulse directed

primarily towards God, but Christ made it clear that we owe it to
2

ourselves, and our neighbours too, as the objects of God's love. Who

exactly are our neighbours? Oliver Twist concentrates our attention

upon the answer: indeed, Dickens pointedly alludes to the parable

Christ used to supply it, when he has the parish beadle explain that

the 'parochial seal' on the brass buttons embellishing his coat is a

representation of the Good Samaritan 'healing the sick and bruised

man' (iv, 2l). The parable, in fact, enjoins us to succour him who
3

'fell among thieves*.

Oliver, plainly, falls among thieves. But his needs are evident

1. M, ch.xviii, p.215.

2. I Corinthians, 13; Matthew, 22:37-40.

3. Luke, 10:29-37.
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even before he does so. From the moment of his arrival in the world,

a nameless, illegitimate orphan, he is left to 'the tender mercies of

churchwardens and overseers', as the narrator bitterly remarks (i, 3).

The opening chapters of the novel constitute a fiercely satirical

attack upon those public authorities who signally fail to care for the

poor in their charge, in direct contradiction to the message of their

seal. The social dimension of this has been fairly well accounted for,

but the religious dimension has been largely ignored.1 This is despite

Dickens's attempts to suggest it, by means of his allusion to the Good

Samaritan, despite, too, the involvement of contemporary religious

figures in the revision of the poor laws which was particularly the

object of his attack. Perhaps the best point at which to begin a

closer study of charity in Oliver Twi3t would be with this, its public

aspect.

II

To understand and respond to this aspect of the novel, it is

essential to clarify the immediately topical, historical situation

which inspired Dickens's opening chapters. It may 3eem that this has

been sufficiently expounded by, for instance, Humphry House, whose

very thorough analysis in The Dickens orld has been adopted by most

1. See Arnold Kettle, An Introduction to the angllsh Hovel. 1951
(Arrow Books, 1962), I, 136; and Ford, Dickens and His Readers,
pp.38-42.
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later critics.^" Yet, as Steven Marcus has suggested., there is more

to Dickens's attack upon the poor laws than has so far been made
2

apparent. Further, as we shall see, Dickens was tapping a specific

contemporary source in the newspapers of the time for the views, even,

to some extent, the techniques, adopted in his anti-poor law satire.

The way in which such material is transformed, in Oliver Twist, from

fact into fiction, to create the maximum impact among his readers,

lias not been fully accounted for; much less the relation of all this

to a deep distrust of the religious establishment becoming apparent in

Dickens. The Church, as well as the Poor Law Commissioners, is

brought within range of the novelist's critical exposure.

Marcus picks up the fact that one of 'the most warmly contested'

proposals of the New Poor Law was an amendment abolishing a provision

of the old law known as 'search for the father', so that under the new

law an illegitimate child was to be charged solely to its mother, who
3

was compelled to alter the workhouse to obtain relief. Mother and

child were thus effectively separated from the father, and thus from

outdoor relief, the reduction of which was one of the main aims of the

new law. Marcus suggests a link here with Oliver's story, and the

final inheritance of status and name from his father, although without

1. House indicated how Dickens picked up details of a contemporary
workhouse pauper's diet, how he went to an existing court to copy
an unjust magistrate from the life, even how Oliver is supposed
to have been born before the Poor Law Amendment Act of 1834,
arriving at his eighth or ninth birthday (his age is altered from
Bentlev's Miscellany to later versions) after its implementation:
The Dickens World, pp.92-105.

2. Marcus, Dickens:from Pickwick to Dombey. p.89, note 1.

3. Ibid.. p.89, note 1.
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exploring this beyond remarking that 'for Dickens, to abolish the

search for the father was to contradict nature'."*" He assumes that

Dickens knew of such details of the poor lav debates through his

attendance at Parliament as a young reporter.

His assumption is probably justified, and its application to the

book more than a coincidence. But there is a difficulty with this

view. As Humphry House (whom Marcus cites) points out, we know very

little of Dickens's work in Parliament, beyond being able to say that

he 'must have attended many of the chief debates between 1832 and 1836,

but it is impossible to say exactly which'. Mgar Johnson (also cited

by Marcus), claims Dickens 'certainly heard' the debates on the New

3
Poor Law, citing in his turn Edwin Pugh and Robert Langton. Only

the latter approaches real evidence by citing Dickens's young journalist

protege of later years, G.A. Sala, who wrote in 1870 that Dickens 'must

have listened to and taken down the words of the speeches of nearly
4

every public man of the last generation'. Exaggerated as this is,

it hardly takes us any further than House's judicious remark, certainly

not as far as Johnson supposes - a supposition which, it is disturbing
5

to note, continues to be repeated.

1. Ibid., p.89, note 1.

2. The Dickens 'orld. p.37.

3. Johnson, Sickens, I, 88, and note 2; Edwin Pugh, Charles Dickensi
The Apostle of the People (1908), p.5; Robert Langton, The Childhood
and Youth nf Charles Dickens (1912), p.105.

4. George Augustus Gala, Charles Dickens /I8707. p.36.

5. By, for example, Paul Schlicke, 'Bumble and the Poor Law Satire of
Oliver Twist'. Dick.. LXXI (Sept. 1975), 152, and note 11.
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It seems to have been forgotten that if Dickens reported a debate,

he would not have heard it all, since reporters worked in relays,

although the best, like him, may have kept up with topics by reading

full reports in the newspapers the day after a debate; nor does it seem

to have been noticed that the debates on the hew Poor Law during the

period when Dickens was a Parliamentary reporter (1834-6) were

relatively slight, although, they included the clashes over the bastardy

proposals referred to by Marcus.* The Whig government was in a hurry

to push the reform through, allowing a mere six months to elapse from

the issue of the Report of the lioyal Commission in February 1834, to

the passage of the third reading of the bill (introduced in April)

by the Lords; and thorough Parliamentary discussion may be said to have

begun only with John niter's motion in February 1837 for a Select
2

Committee to enquire into the working of the new law. This was the

month in which Oliver Twist began appearing in Bentlev's Miscellany,

which reveals in what sense exactly Dickens's 'glance at the new poor
, *2

Lav, Bill' (as he put it himself) was topical. The early months of

1837 marked the extension of the Hew Poor Law into the London metro¬

politan area, arousing great popular controversy, as the pages of the

1. Dee Fielding, Speeches. pp.346-7, and note 1, where Dickens gives
an account of his early reporting years in a speech to the
Newspaper Press Fund, 20 Kay 1865, A good summary of the events
leading up to the Act of 1834 may be found in Iialevy, The Triumph
of Reform, pp.119-129#

2. See O.K. Young and W.D. Hancock, eds., lirwrliah Historical Documents
1833-1874 (1956), p.695. Walter was chief proprietor of The Times,
and M.P. for Berkshire.

3. Pilgrim uetters. I, 231i To Thomas Beard, 28 Jan. 1837.
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Morning Chronicle or The Times testify.^ It seems likely that it

was these events, rather than the early debates on, or even the actual

passing of, the new law, which directly inspired the writing of

Oliver Twist.

But that Dickens must have been very soon aware of the broader

implications of the bill is undeniable: indeed, he later recalled how

he and the editor of the Morning Chronicle, John -lack, used to quarrel

about its effects, the paper having been acquired in 1834 by the Whig
2

John Easthope in order to support the bill. The novelist's views

were, in fact, much closer to those of The Times which, under John

Walter's direction, consistently opposed the bill and its results,

becoming a veritable 'compendium of poor-law crimes', not all of them
3

based on real evidence. A typical leader of February 1837 refers to

the 'BENTHAMITE cant' then current, according to which the policy

designed to produce 'the greatest happiness to the greatest number' was

'unquestionably' the best, yet was 'most difficult to reconcile with
4

Christianity or civilization'. This contrast between the utilitarian

1. Almost any issue of either newspaper during the months of Jan. and
Feb. 1837 provides evidence of this. But see, for example, The
Times. 27 Jan. 1837, p.6. for a direct response from a self-styled
•Practising Guardian' of St. George's |pirish, London, to a report
in the Morning Chronicle of 23 Jan. (no page nos.) on the money
saved through the new law's provisions on bastardy. A good overall
account of the press response may be found in S.E. Finer, The Life
and Times of Sir Edwin Chadwick (1952), Book 2, ch.iv. it should be
noted that the severe winter of 1836-7 added its weight to the
burden of the poor at this time, whereas the years immediately after
the passing of the bill had been relatively prosperous. Moreover, by
the beginning of 1837 the Poor Law Commissioners prepared to turn to
the north, after completing their basic reconstruction of the system
of relief in the southern, Opeenhamland counties, and found there
vociferous opposition, which developed into the Chartist movement:
see J.J. and A.J. Bagley, The English Poor a,aw (1968), p.49«

2. Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 275: To John Forster, 29 April 1841.

3. David Roberts, 'How Cruel was the Victorian Poor Law?* The Historical
Journal. VI (1963), 98.

4. The Times. 2 Feb. 1837» p*4, quoting Lord Nuffield.
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cant of the 'philosophers' and the claims of Christian civilization

runs right through The Times'3 criticism, in leading articles, letters,

even fiction - extracts from Oliver Twist's opening chapters were

published as soon as they appeared, and the heavy irony Dickens indulges

in fits well within the newspaper's page.^" In fact, it seems not

unreasonable to suppose that, even if Dickens did attend some of the

early debates on the new law, most of his information, and the basic

attitude informing his satire, derived from The Times. The narrator

who remarks of the members of the 'board' who bring in the new 'system'

in Oliver Twist that they are 'very sage, deep, philosophical men'

(ii, 9) shares the tone and attitude of the newspaper which opened its
2

extracts from this novel with the very same words.

At the same time, Dickens is careful to purge his work of specific

dates, places or names - even the fictional 'Mudfog', used for

Oliver's place of birth, he drops after its first appearance. He

tries to avoid the accusation of bias and sensationalism inevitable

when dealing with such a live issue as the New Poor Law, by avoiding

the explicitness of a journalist - or, one may add, of a typical
3

'social problem' novelist such as Frances Trollope. But even if he

1. Two extracts from OT were published in The Times. 31 Jan. 1837» p.3.
Examples of The Times's opposition from 1834 onwards abound; but
see especially The Times. 13 May 1334» pp»2-3; 14 May 1334, p.6; and
3 January 1837» p.2.

2. The Times. 31 Jan. 1837> p.3.

3. Who wrote, in the course of her attempt to deal with the New Poor
Law in Jessie Phillin3. published shortly after the renewal of the
law in 1342, that

It is very difficult to touch on any of the most mischievous
points of this ill-digested law without being led to dwell
upon them till the thread of the story is dropped find almost
forgotten ...

Quoted by Sheila M. Smith in 'Truth and Propaganda in the Victorian
Social Problem Novel', Renaissance and Modern studies, VIII (1964)#
80.
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could not entirely avoid such accusations, his approach was

successful in preferring symbolic generalisation to detailed analysis,

and this is true of aspects of the reform such as the bastardy issue,

as it is of the overall attitude he felt was embodied in the new law.

So, one may now return to ask, what, if anything, is there to the

specific link Marcus thinks exists in Oliver Twist between the

proposals to abolish 'search for the father' and Oliver, assuming

Dickens knew about the proposals from newspaper reports if not his

own reporting? Marcus does not go so far as to consider whether or

not Oliver's parish tries to carry out its duty to try and find his

father; though in fact, it does. According to Bumble, the authorities

have carried out their traditional duty: 'Notwithstanding the most

superlative, and, I may say, supernat'ral exertions on the part of this

parish', he informs Mrs. Mann, 'we have never been able to discover who

is his father, or what was his mother's settlement, name, or cc&editioil'

(ii, 7). A glance at the complicated unravelling of Oliver's family

history towards the end of his story suggests a reason for this failure,

but the point remains that at least the parish did try to fulfil its

traditional duty - a duty established by the Elizabethan Poor Law, which

instructed midwives to find out the names of the fathers of illegitimate

children, mainly to relieve the parish of their upkeep, orders being
2

made by Justices against the fathers for payment. It was a system

1. For instance, from The Examiner, which strongly favoured the new 1 ',
and which attacked him for his 'unwarrantable and unworthy' use of
•certain bugbears of popular prejudice and vulgar cant' connected iith
the law (10 Sept. 1837, p.581). If this review was by John Forster,
it is interesting that he later found the novel 'did much to help out
of the world the social evils it portrayed', and that Dickens was
evidently the 'least didactic of writers' (Forster, Life, pp.113-4)•

2. See Bagley, The English Poor Lav;, p.21. And in general, the magisterial
survey in S. and B. Webb, English Local Government, vol.VII, English
Poor Law History. Part One. The Old Poor Law (l927j» but especially
pp.308-313•
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clearly open to abuse; and. the situation v;as complicated in the late

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries by iialthusian fears of

population increase among paupers; in addition, during the years

immediately preceding the Report on the Poor Laws which put forward

the bastardy proposals, illegitimacy was known to be on the increase.^"
Hence the solution recommended by the Report, that 'the mother of an

illegitimate child bom after the passing of the Act, be required to

support it', and that the former provisions against the father 'shall,
2

as to all bastards born after the passing of the act, be repealed'.

Since Oliver is born before the passing of the act, the provisions

could not, in fact, have applied to him in any case. What Dickens

doe3, is to reflect the bastardy clause in terms of the general denial

by the 'board' of the rights of parents and children to maintain their

natural and (he implies) essentially Christian ties. The board's new

•system', implementing the new law, and brought into 'full operation'

only after Oliver's removal from the branch-workhouse to which he was

farmed out as a babe, introduces, over and above the notorious dietary

restrictions, 'a great many other wise and humane regulations hav|ng

reference to the ladies, which it is not necessary to repeat' (ii, 10).

That this must allude to the bastardy clause is confirmed by the

facetious narrator's further remark that the board, 'instead of

compelling a man to support his fanily, as they had theretofore done,

took his family away from him, and made him a bachelor!• (ii, 10).

Marcus is right insofar as he implies that it is a part of Dickens's

1. J.D. Marshall, The Old Poor Law 1795-1854 (1968), p.37.

2. Quoted in: Webb, .kiglish Local Government, vol. VIII, i-jcxglaish Poor
Law History. Part Two, The Last Hundred Years. I (1929), 60.
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basic concern in Oliver Twist to confirm the sanctity of the family,

and, moreover, to insist that this includes illegitimate children,

such as Oliver, or, indeed, Rose Maylie, who carries the •shame1 of

illegitimacy despite the fact that, as we later learn, this was a

slander against her and her mother (li, 355)• When the truth about

Oliver and Rose finally emerges, the embrace between the two orphans

becomes 'sacred', for 'A father, sister, and mother, were gained, and

lost, in that one moment' (li, 356). Dickens endorses Harry Maylie's

sacrifice of Parliamentary ambition in order to marry the apparently

•stained' Rose, just as he endorses the view expressed by Mr. Brownlow

to Monks, sternly correcting the latter's use of the phrase 'bastard

child' for Oliver: 'The term you use ... is a reproach to those who

long since passed beyond the feeble censure of the world', it 'reflects

disgrace on no one living, except you who use it' (li, 350). Not for

Oliver or Rose - any more than for the other illegitimates who appear

in Dickens's works - the stigma laid down by the Old Testament: *A

bastard shall not enter into the congregation of the Lord; even to his

tenth generation shall he not enter into the congregation of the Lord'

Dickens consciously aligns himself against the contemporary Puritan

attitude to sexual morality which had developed since the seventeenth

century, but which was given new force by the evangelicals, to the

effect that children begotten in sin would inherit their parents'

1. Deuteronomy, 23:2. And compare Dickens's treatment of Hugh in BR.
Esther Lummerson in BH. Later he wrote: 'long ago I tried hard
to improve the treatment and bringing-up of such children by
enlisting more public sympathy in their behalf... That too many
women are dreadfully cruel to their sister-women who have illegitimate
children is painfully true* (Dexter Letters, III, 358-9: To Mrs.
Mary Nichols, 5 Aug. 1863). We may remember, too, that Dickens first
reported for The Mirror of Parliament, run by his uncle John Henry
Barrow, every single one of whose many children was illegitimate.
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weakness. Hence, he concludes Oliver Twist by having the two orphans

visit a memorial stone 'within the altar' of the 'old village church',

hallowed to the memory of Oliver's mother, Agnes, and where her 'shade'

may hover, for all that she was 'weak and erring' (liii, 368).

The strength of contemporary feeling about the bastardy clause,

and, indeed, about the whole attempt of the Hew Poor Law to 'break

those bonds which naught but death should break', may be gauged from

the remarks of one 'Honest Jack*, complaining to John Gotch, first

guardian elected under the new law in Northamptonshire, in a letter of

26 March 1838. How, he asked, could men who had expressed sympathy

for the poor in the past now follow the 'tyrannical* Commissioners of

the new law in this way? Lven more difficult to understr nd was

how High Professors of the religion of him who want
about doing good, can act like those brutal beings
in the west Indies and tear asunder Fathers, Mothers,
and Children the same time they read the command to
love one another ... 2

Mho were these 'High Professors' of religion? Most conspicuous

among those 'honest Jack' was indicting, must have been Bishop Blomfield

of London, who became more unpopular by the aid eighteen-thirties than
3

any other English bishop of the time. It was he who chaired the

Commission whose Report into the Poor Laws recommended throwing out

'search for the father', and the separation of families in the new

vorkhouses; it was he who, when it came to debate the new bill in the

1. Bee I. Pinchbeck and M. Hewitt- Children in -nr-liah Mociety. I
(1969), 200-222; II (1973), 58?f.

2. Quoted in ,H. Tate, The Parish Chest (Cambridge, 1951), pp.237-8.

3. Chadvick, The Victorian Church. jf 133.
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House of Lords with fellow prelate Phillpotts of Exeter, argued as

strongly as he could in favour of the Report's original recommendations

on bastardy, and against any compromise."*" This was the debate to

which Marcus and others refer. Blomfield's attitude was clear: as

The Times reported, it would be a great disappointment to him if the

Commissioners to be appointed under the new law did not 'frame such

regulations as would make workhouses schools of moral reformation, and
2

not of moral degradation*. Doubtless he had in mind the familiar

horrors of the old 'general mixed' workhouse, in which the sick, the

3
elderly, the insane, the unemployed, and children all lived together.

For him, the old law regarding illegitimacy put a premium on perjury

and unchastity; the new law would sweep all this away in a wave of

righteousness. And, he carried the day, despite having roused so much

feeling against himself that he had to go to the trouble of having his

speeches corrected and published, hoping to explain to the growing

number of critics of the Church, how he and several episcopal colleagues

could endorse the inhumane and unchristian measure of driving mothers

to the workhouse to support their illegitimate children, thereby

separating them from the father,/ruining any future prospects for them
4

and their children.

Blomfield was not unknown to Dickens, who must have been aware

1. See R.A. Soloway, Prelates and People: Ecclesiastical Social
Thought in England 1783-1852 (1969), pp.172-6.

2. The Times. 1 Aug. 1834, p.3. See also A Memoir of Charles James
Blomfield. ed. A. Blomfield, 2nd ed. (1864), pp.132-4.

3. For details, see S. and B. Webb, The Last Hundred Years, I (1929),
256-7.

4. Soloway, Prelates and People, pp.172-3.
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that his defence of the bastardy clause was only one facet of 'a

continuing campaign to pass legislation correcting the wanton and

dissolute behaviour of the lower orders*.1 Although a high Churchman,

he was as dourly moralistic in his attitude to the behaviour of the

poor as any evangelical within or outside the Church. His prominence

as a Sabbatarian, for instance, earned him the ironic dedication of

Dickens's Sunday Under Three Heads, which appeared two years after the

clashes over the bastardy issue in the Lords, and eight months before

Oliver iwist. The Dedication concludes:

That your Lordship would ever have contemplated Sunday
recreations with so much horror, if you had been at
all acquainted with the wants and necessities of the
people who indulged in them, I cannot imagine possible.
That a Prelate of your elevated rank has the faintest
conception of the extent of those wants, and the nature
of those necessities, I do not believe. ^

Dickens's condemnation here suggests how deeply he suspected the

religious establishment in its involvement with legislation for the

poor, whose spiritual guardians it was supposed to be. And this is

reflected in Oliver Twi3t. too, although no individual representative

is named in his indictment; since in Oliver Twist it is plainly a sin

as well as a crime for an illegitimate pauper orphan to demand charity.

Oliver's famous demand for more is followed in the novel by the

1. Ibid., p.174.

2. BP, p.636. Blomfield is more favourably referred to later in the
Preface to the Cheap Jidition of OT (1850), reptd. in OT. Appendix
B, pp.382-4, in which Dickens attacks the Marylebone vestry for
claiming that Jacob's Island, the river-side district where oikes
is brought to bay, existed only in fiction. See also Fielding,
Speeches. pp.104-110: Metropolitan Sanitary Association, 6 Feb.
1850. Blomfield's subsequent career proved him to possess many of
the virtues he seemed to lack earlier, and Dickens was at least
partially reconciled to him through the efforts of Miss Burdett
Coutts: see Coutts Letters, pp.90, 98: 12 June, 28 Oct. 1847.
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description of a punisluaent which repays attention:

For a week after the commission of the impious
and profane offence of asking for more, Oliver
remained a close prisoner in the dark and solitary
room to which he had been consigned by the wisdom
and mercy of the board. (iii» 12)

•Impious', 'profane1, 'wisdom*, 'mercy': responsibility extends

beyond the politicians and administrators; it is evidently an offence
1

against Christianity to ask for more. We must read passages such as

this one in the context of the time, when the Churchmen who nominally

represented the interests of "the poor on the Poor Law Coramission and in

the House of Lords, were quite as eager jus Benthamite 'philosophers'

like Nassau Cenior or Hdwin Chadwick, to transform workhouses from

refuges for the needy and infirm into houses of correction in which

unemployed and able-bodied paupers were treated as if they were depraved

criminals. hat happens to Oliver is an indication of viler social

and religious attitudes, of the wider lack of sympathy and charity

towards the poverty-stricken.

Ill

Dickens's satiric exposlire of the attitudes of those public

authorities into whose hands the poor were liable to fall clearly goes

well beyond the specific issue of the bastardy clause, or Oliver's

status as illegitimate pauper. Dickens's 'glance' at the New Poor

Law has a wider focus, mid this is true of its religious as it is of

1. It is notable that after the serving of the gruel, and before
Oliver's famous plea, 'a long grace was said over the short
commons • (ii, 11).
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its social implications. lie makes the religious implications more

obvious at times, for instance during the new board's interview with

Oliver on the child's arrival from the branch-workhouse:

•I hope you say your prayers every night,* said
another gentleman in a gruff voice; 'and pray for
the people who feed you, and take care of you, like
a Christian.'

•Yes, sir,' stammered the boy. The gentleman who
spoke last was unconsciously right. It would have been
very like a Christian, and a marvellously good Christian,
too, if Oliver had prayed for the people who fed and
took care of him. But he hadn't, because nobody had
taught him. (ii, 9;

Allowing the board unwittingly to condemn itself for its lack of

Christian charity, Dickens reveals his view overtly enough. But he

hints at a further lack: 'nobody* has taught Oliver to pray.

For Dickens, this is a very important lack. But he could hardly

blame the new law as such. According to section 19, the different

religious creeds in a workhouse were to be protected, and provided

with ministers of their own persuasion should the inmates require it.

Not much of a provision. But the Commissioners to be appointed were

to add further regulations where they saw fit; and they saw fit to

add considerably. Divine service had to be celebrated in the

workhouse, the Bible and catechism taught, a chaplain appointed; and

dissenting ministers might visit to teach their own flock."1" At first,

it was ruled that inmates were not to leave the workhouse on Sundays,

one Commissioner reporting that there had on occasion been too many

paupers in the local church, causing complaint by the officiating

1. See Appendix A, Fifth Annual Report of the Poor haw Commissioners
(1839), pp.71ff, for a full discussion of the Commissioners*
instructions, as well as a reprint of the original Section 19.
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clergyman - a sorry state of things indeed.But by 1839, paupers

were again allowed to attend church outside the workhouse. Religion

was to be the groundwork of the education of pauper children, and

Edwin Chadwick made sensible suggestions according to which, for

example, clerical discourse might be adapted to the capacities of the

children.^

Dickens does not completely ignore these provisions. But he

hardly represents them as being favourable executed. Oliver, so far

from being denied 'the advantages of religious consolation' after his

offence of asking for more, finds himself

kicked into the same apartment every evening at prayer-
time, and there permitted to listen to, and console his
mind with, a general supplication of the boyg: containing
a special clause, therein inserted by authority of the
board, in which they entreated to be made good, virtuous,
contented, and obedient, and to be guarded from the sins
and vices of Oliver Twist: whom the supplication
distinctly set forth to be under the exclusive patronage
and protection of the powers of wickedness, and an
article direct from the manufactory of the very Devil
himself. (iii» 13)

Oliver will shortly find himself under the exclusive patronage of Pagin,

directly as a result of his ill-tre?tment by the parish authorities,

the further irony being that this i®. no way affects his essential

goodness. Like Blake, Dickens condemns what he sees as a false

religion, which imposes, upon the innocent that traditional Calvinist

1. E.C. Tufhell, in second Annual Report of the Poor Law Commissioners
(1336), p.495.

2. See Appendix A, fifth Annual Report, p.79. Chadwick, with two
Assistant Commissioners, E.C. Tufnell and James Kay (later Sir
James Kay-Shuttleworth), was particularly keen to promote
educational improvements in the system, a policy which landed him
and his supporters into a feud with the other Commissioners, not
to mention reluctant Boards of Guardians: see Finer, Edwin
Chadwick. pp.150-3.
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doctrine of the depravity of human nature. Nothing rouses his ire

more than such attempts to frighten little sinners into virtue. That

there was some truth in his charge, may be gathered from the otherwise

sympathetic Assistant Commissioner Kay's insistence that some children

in the workhouse might be found too depraved to mix with and contaminate

their associates.^"

Dickens shows the Christian alternative he envisages when Oliver

is taken up by Mr. Brownlow and Mrs. Bedwin, the latter nursing the

sick boy with 'a small Prayer Book and a large nightcap', after which

he is revealed, for the first time 'fervently* praying to Heaven (xii,

69)• We do not actually see him being taught to pray; this appears

to be the instantaneous effect of being succoured by good Christians.

Later, when he finally arrives in the rural paradise presided over by

the Maylies, we learn that he is not only taught his letters by a

certain 'white-headed old gentleman' (evidently a retired clergyman of

the Dingley Dell stamp), and present at the 'homely' local church on

Sundays, after which he carries out hi3 charitable duty of calling at

the 'clean houses* of local labourers; but that he devotes his Sunday

evenings to reading *a chapter or two from the Bible: which he had

been studying all week' (xxxii, 211). We presume his prayers continue

to be suitably devout. The insipid, ideal quality of this vision,

beside the vigour of Dickens's attack upon the parish authorities,

should not be allowed to obscure the novelist's clear desire to offer

an alternative attitude towards teaching religion to pauper children.

It will not be the last time when, as we shall see, Dickens's

1. Appendix A, Fifth Annual Report, p.77.
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conception of goodness emerges as an expression of willed rather than

felt belief. But the existence of the will must be acknowledged.

Again, as with the bastardy clause, the provisions of the new

law as regards religion were strictly inapplicable to Oliver before

he appears in front of the board. As this implies, Dickens was not

only critical of the Dew Poor Law as such, but of the whole attitude

to the poor which pervaded the poor laws in his time. The link

between the social philosophy of the Utilitarian political economists

and the religious outlook of the evangelicals, implicit in the new

law, was forged long before its appearance, and not only among

economists or evangelical ministers: it had long been the general

conviction that the visible inequality of rewards was a part of the

Providential plan; that vice and misery were God-given checks upon

population growth; above all, that providing relief for the poor was

simply interfering with the severe but necessary conditions for social,
1

economic and moral progress. This is implicit in all that happens

before the appearance of the board's new 'system'• Oliver's first

cry in the workhouse advertises the fact of 'a new burden having been

imposed upon the parish* (i, 2), a phrasing immediately suggestive of

the prevailing attitude. Poverty is a vice to be cured by firmness,

not compassion. Oliver's mother'3 death, we learn, is brought about

as much by the indifference of the authorities, as by her fear of

disapproval. Pound lying in the street, and brought in by the over¬

seer's order, her confinement has been attended by a pauper old woman

'rendered rather misty by an unwonted allowance of beer', and by the

1. Lee Poynter, Society and P- uoerisn. p.229; also Pinchbeck and
Hewitt, Children in Lnglioh Lociet.v, 1, 308.
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parish surgeon, who 'did. 3uch matters by contract' (i, 1-2). The

ignorant inhumanity of the one, the uncaring professionalism of the

other, are summed up in the surgeon's curt: 'It's all over, Krs.

Thingummy1' (i, 2). Oliver's condition is that of a total outcast,

illegitimate and naked, without identity; as such, he represents a

fundamental challenge to the authorities to do something about him;

they immediately ensure he is 'badged and ticketed' a 'parish child',

henceforward to be 'despised by all, and pitied by none' (i, 3).

Life at the branch-workhouse to which he is farmed out confirms thi3

prospect for him, as it does for the 'twenty or thirty other juvenile

offenders against the poor-laws', rolling about the floor starving and

naked (ii, 4)# By appropriating the greater part of their weekly

stipend for herself, the aptly-named Krs. Mann proves herself 'a very

great experimental philosopher', remarks Dickens, 'finding in the

lowest depth a deeper still' (ii, 4).

The hew Poor Law did not originate the practices it 3et out to

further, any more than its underlying assumptions were limited to its

acknowledged supporters. The only entirely new feature was the

centralisation of poor relief, which does not concern Dickens in

Oliver Twist, and the justice of which he may well have appreciated,

given the chaotic state of public charity under the old laws.1 The

workhouse, the board (as a local, not a national body), the closely

1. Dickens's opposition to Utilitarian philosophy did not extend to
its reformist implications; indeed, he shared many of the feelings
of those such as his friend Dr. Southwood Smith, formerly Bentham's
private secretary, and 'a type of the utilitarian reform commiss¬
ioner, in his work on regulations for housing and public health,
which Dickens warmly and centrally supported' - Raymond iilliams,
•Dickens and Social Ideas', in Dickens 1970. ed. M. Slater (1970),
p.89.
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watched diet, separation of the sexes, harsh treatment of children,

especially the illegitimate - all were present before 1834.1 Even

the abolition of 'search for the father' represents a continuation,

rather than a reversal, of earlier attitudes and treatment. It is

therefore misguided of critics to assume, as Harriet Martineau did,

that Dickens is uncertain or confused, mixing the abuses of the old
2

system with those of the new. His chronology is hazy, but he was

quite clear enough about the abuses, specific and general, that he

wished to attack, as well as about the way to attack then - by a

symbolic heightening and intensification of reality, and not by a

3
journalistic or merely literal account. Nor did this concern subside

once the immediate provocation was past: in 1849 he was quick to

denounce the continuing inadequacies in the system highlighted by the

Tooting baby-farm scandal, calling the place a 'disgrace to a

4
Christian community'; and to his last complete novel he added a

Postscript condemning the poor laws from the time of the Stuarts

onwards, after allowing in the elderly Betty Higden's .paranoid fear of

public charity, what a 'Christian improvement* had been carried out by

1. As the ebbs and the Bagleys testify; for specific examples of pre-
Nerw Poor Law workhouse conditions, see English Historical Documents
1703-1832. ed. A. Aspinall and E.A. Smith (1959), passim, especially
two extreme types cited on pp.439-468.

2. See House, The Picken3 world. p.96, who quotes from Harriet Martineau's
Autobiography (1877), written in 1855. Hartineau would have felt
obliged to defend the new law, having been one of its proponents at
the time, and having smarted under the censure of political economists
which Dickens's novel obviously encouraged. See also the Spectator.
.X.I (24 November 1838), 1116: 'Boz has combined the severity of the
ne system with the individual tyranny of the old'.

3. Kathleen Tillotson points out that *IJo version of the novel gives us
a time-scheme that it is completely consistent on the literal level',
OT, Introduction, p.xxxiv.

4. •The Paradise at Tooting', The -xaminer. 20 Jan. 1849. reptd. in
EL, p.146.
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making 'a pursuing Fury of the Good. Samaritan•,1

Mr. Bumble, the parish beadle, is hardly a pursuing Fury; but

Dickens's basic concern to show how far the parish functionary is

from fulfilling the demand of the parable of the Good Samaritan, may

be gathered from Bumble's casual remark to the undertaker, Soverberry,

to the effect that the un anted Oliver is *a dead-weight; a mill-stone,

as I may say; round the parochial throat' (iv, 21), Bumble unwittingly

condemns both himself and those he represents by means of this echo

of the words of Christ: 'But whoso shall offend one of these little

ones which believe in me, it were better for him that a millstone were

hanged about his neck, and that lie were drowned in the depths of the
2

sea'. As if to confirm this judgement on themselves, the parish

are eager that Oliver may come to be hanged, or at least despatched to

sea to be killed (iii, 19; iv, 19-20). But the nearest we ever get to

what might have happened to Oliver emerges in the fate of his surrogates,

little Dick, who dies before escaping the baby-farm, and Noah Claypole,

the 'charity-boy' who runs away to London, there to fill the position

his superior status determines, and who finally becomes, in ironic

testimony to encroaching puritanism, an informer against 'charitable

publicans* who open on Sundays (liii, 366).

Oliver is the touchstone for the lack of mercy and charity in

society. His plight absorbs the main force of the narrative, at

times to a profoundly moving extent, as when he expresses the agony

of his childish grief on being brought away by Bumble from the wretched

1. OHF. Postscript, p.322; Book 3» ch.viii, p.506.

2. Matthew, 18:6.
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baby-farm, associated only with deprivation, but containing also his

companions in misery: he is, he cries, 'So lonely, sirj So very

lonelyJ' causing even Bumble to lose his composure (iv, 23).

Isolated from those who can offer him the compassion and security for

which he so desperately longs, Oliver is a pitiful, if largely passive

object. Consistent with the public dimension of the satire, he is

imagined less as an individual than as a type, the primary function

of which is to reveal the neglect and corruption of those around him.

©lis is at its most obvious in the set-piece on 'Death and Poverty'

(running-title added in 1867) which follows his apprenticeship to the

undertaker, Sowerberry. Oliver is taken to the squalid dwelling of a

poor family who have suffered a bereavement. His own sufferings are

ignored, he i3 simply the device whereby we are to be stirred into an

awareness of the unobserved 'Sufferings of the Poor', as fielding put

it. The bereaved nusband, somewhat melodramatically falls into an

hysterical fit of mourning on the arrival of his visitors; but e then

move into an account of the pauper woman's funeral, for which Oliver,

howerberry, the woman's husband and old mother, four bearers pressed

into service from the workhouse, and the beadle, provide the company.

They have to hurry, for 'it won't do, to keep the clergyman waiting!

(v, 33)• Yet, they wait for more than an hour, the two pauper mourners

in the rain, before, at length,

Mr. Bumble, and Sowerberry, and the clerk, were seen
running towards the grave. Immediately afterwards,
the clergyman appeared: putting on his surplice as
he came along. Mr. Bumble then thrashed a boy or two,
to keep up appearances; and the reverend gentleman,
having read as much of the burial services as could be
compressed into four minutes, gave his surplice to the
clerk, and walked away again.

'How, Bill!' said Soverberry to the grave-digger. 'Fill upJ'
(v, 33-4)
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Dickens makes no comment. He does not have to. Andoone can be

certain that the feeling expressed here concerning the failure of the

Church in relation to one of its fundamental offices for the poor is

grounded on more than the novelist's imaginings. According to Marcus

Stone, Dickens said to him, one day as they were walking in Cooling:

You see that church? That is where I saw the pauper's
funeral in Oliver Tvist. exactly as it is written in
the book. Here is something more interesting still.
A few months afterwards I received a letter from the
clergyman who behaved in an unseemly way on that occasion,
asking me whether I conceived it possible that such a
thing could ever occur. I wrote back to him and said,
•Thou art the man.' 1

Dickens's criticism of the inadequacy of religious as well as

social institutions is stronger and more direct in Oliver Twist than in

Pickwick Papers. Ptiggins's posturings in the Fleet provide an easy

scapegoat by comparison with the anonymous clergyman indicated above.

Criticism of the Established Church and its representatives had already

begun in Dickens, as his comments in, and Dedication to, Sunday Under

Three Heads, suggest; and there is also the peremptory behaviour* of the

1. 'Dome Recollections of Dickens', Dick.. VI (Jan. 1910), 62-3. The
allusion is to II Samuel, 12:7, where Nathan tells David (who has
taken Bathsheba from Uriah) a tale of a poor man robbed by a rich
man, rousing David's anger at the rich man's lack of pity, upon
which it is revealed that he is the rich robber himself. Compare
'The Poor Man's Burial' in The Times. 5 April 1838, p.5. T.H.
Lister, in a review of 'Dickens's Tales'. Edinburgh Review. LAVIII
(Oct. 1838), 88, thought this funeral scene 'tragic', and provided
an extract for readers. It is clear from Stone's account that,
whoever the clergyman was, it was not R.II. Barham, as has been
suggested (Barham was a gentle Tory clergyman satirist who wrote for
Bentlev1 s Miscellany): this confirms the view of >..G. Lane, 'R.H.
Barham and Dickens's Clergyman of "Oliver Twist"', NOP, A (Sept. 1955),
159-162, who argues that the connection made by Mass i'i. Littlevood
in 'a Victorian Magazine'fContemporary Review. CLI (1937) 335, between
Barham and the irreverent clergyman is very unlikely, especially
since her case amounts to no more than Dickens's supposed resentment
of Barham's friendship with Bentley, and his power of satire.
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clergyman in 'The Bloomsbury Christening', vho has 'two churchings,

three christenings, and a funeral' to perform in less than an hour.*"
But the novelist seems to be more and more aware of the Church's

shortcomings. Perhaps, this is not surprising, since there as a

large increase in public criticism of the Church during the eighteen-

thirties, and not only over its involvement with the New Poor Law;

this is reflected in Dr. Arnold's anguished cry, 'The Church as it now

2
stands, no human power can save'. Arnold, like Dickens, felt that

the narrowness and rigidity of the Evangelicals who seemed to dominate

the Church militated against its ability to fulfil the practical,

saving role demanded of it by the gospels. He contemplated addressing

the poor directly, by means of a magazine, 'Cobbett-like in style -
3

but Christian in spirit', an ambition which we may say Dickens

fulfilled with the writing of Oliver Twist for Bentley's iscellany.

although this magazine had as its audience the more literate middle

class, rather than the poor themselves.

Dickens was still prepared to promote an optimistic view, while

moving his audience to sympathy and active charity towards the poor.

His satiric attack upon the authorities and, indeed, all those who

fail to respond to the demands made by Oliver and those he represents,

reaches its climactic final statement when the child recounts the

•vreary catalogue of evils and calamities' which 'hard men had brought

upon him', to Mr. Losberne and the Kaylies. 'Oh!* cries Dickens,

1. first published in Monthly Magazine, April 1334, reptd. in SB,
p.476.

2. Stanley, Life of Thomas ..mold. I, 326: To Rev. J.E. Tyler, 10
June 1832. See also Chadwick, The Victorian Church. I, chaps. 1-2.

3. Ibid., I, 294: To Rev. . ugustus Hare, 24 Dec. 1830.
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if, when we oppress and grind our fellow-creatures,
we bestowed but one thought on the evidences of
human error, which, like dense and heavy clouds, are
rising, slowly it is true, but not less surely, to
Heaven, to pour their after-vengeance on our heads;
if we heard but one instant, in imagination, the deep
testimony of dead men's voices, which no power can
stifle, and no pride shut out; where would be the
injury and injustice: the suffering, misery, cruelty,
and wrong: that each day's life brings with itl (xxx,193)

Fusing an almost evangelical earnestness of tone1 with his Romantic

vision of a day of judgement, Dickens appeals to us as strongly as he

can to respond to the plight of our 'fellow-creatures' which, he

suggests, we are finallyuunable to ignore.

Despite, then, the breadth and penetration of Dickens's attack

upon the public lack of charity, he is unwilling to envisage a

pessimistic attitude to life. Since

Hen who look on nature, and their fellow-men, and cry
that all is dark and gloomy, are in the right; but
the sombre colours are reflections from their own

jaundiced eyes and hearts. The real hues are delicate
and need a clearer vision. 2 (xxxiv, 226)

This is borne out by the indestructibility of Oliver's goodness, and

by the self-destractiveness of parish functionaries such as Bumble

(who ends up, appropriately, in the workhouse), as well as, on the

more 'metaphysical' level, the self-destructiveness of Fagin and

Sikes. Further, if there is little to be hoped for, in Oliver Twist.

from public charity, at least on the private level there are signs

that sympathy and aid for a pauper orphan may be forthcoming.

1. Compare, for a truly evangelical tone, John Newton's observation
that the accumulated stock of human misery seemed to him to be
rising like 'that cloud of sin which is continually ascending with
a mighty cry in the ears of the Lord of hosts' - quoted in arown,
Fathers of the Victorians, p.27.

2. Compare the merry-faced gentleman's message, always to 'look at
both sides of the question, applying a magnifying glass to the
best one • (M, ch.vi, p.75).
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IV

It is hard to raise much enthusiasm for those in Oliver Twist

who, like Hose Kaylie and her foster-mother, offer Oliver the 'charity

/which/ had rescued /Kijg/ from misery, or death' (xxxii, 205). The

Kaylies, Kr. Brownlow, and, to a lesser extent, Mr. Losberne and the

tedious Ilarry Kaylie, ^ represent the unofficial, -private benevolence

which alone seems capable of responding to Oliver's needs. They are

not especially associated with the Church, although. Harry Haylie

eventually becomes a clergyman; but they are a little more than the

•soft-hearted psalm-singers' Sikes calls them (xvi, 102), Christian by

nature rather than by formal adherence. It is this which enables

thorn to recognise, instinctively, the 'noble nature and warm heart'

planted in Oliver by 'that Power which has thought fit to try him

beyond his years', and whioh inspires their aid (xli, 273). It is

arguable that this lessens the value of their charity, since they are

not faced by the more realistic problem posed by a ragged, smelly and
2

offensive urchin such as Jo, the crossing-sweeper of Bleak House.

This is true, but as far as Oliver is concerned, Dickens prefers a

more symbolic form of characterisation, although, as we shall see, in

Nancy he creates a more challenging and complex case.

The overtly 'good' characters, Brownlow and the Baylies, are not

1. An attempt has been made to suggest that Harry is more interesting
than moot readers are willing to accepts see Colin illiamson,
•Two hissing Links in iliver Twist'. L'CP.. XXII (Doc. 1907), 229-
234. Williamson's argument relies on the assumption that it is
Dickens's intention to show up ilarry as a man of powerful hidden
violence, violence which emerges at the death of Sikes, when, it
is further assumed, he is the anonymous man on a horse who urges
the bloodthirsty crowd forward. If these assumptions are true,
one can only say that Dickens has hidden his aims for Ilarry
remarkably well.

2, See below, Chapter VII.
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alone in offering charity to Oliver. The painful central irony of

the novel is that, on the pauper orphan's arrival in London, penniless

and starving, it is the Artful Lodger who feeds and takes him in - as

Fagin is quick to remind Oliver after his recapture by the gang later

(xviii, 114J.1 It is this irony which effectively connects the poor-

law sections of the narrative with the succeeding account of Oliver's

adventures in London. The criminals who aim to exploit pauper

children such as Oliver are, apparently, on a par with, if not initially

preferable to, the parish management. This link is made quite explicit

when the Dodger and Charley Bates allow Oliver to be caught and blamed

for their pick-pocketing expedition: Fagin's lads thereby exhibit a

selfishness corroborated, says Dickens, by those 'profound and sound-

judging philosophers' for whom self-interest provides the motive behind

all action, contrary to considerations of 'heart', or 'generous impulse

and feeling' (xii, 73).

On the other hand, this providentially unsuccessful robbery brings

Oliver to the attention of his potential benefactor, Brownlow, a

2
further irony. Brownlow seems a kind of Pickwick. He is elderly,

1. The Dodger's aid comes after Oliver 'would most assuredly have
fallen dead on the king's highway', like his mother, if he had not
been helped by 'a good-hearted turnpike-man, and a benevolent old
lady' (viii, 45-6).

2. Ilis name may have been derived from that of John Brownlov, a foundling
who became Treasurer's Clerk in 1828, and then Secretary in 1849» of
the Foundling Hospital in Great Coram Field near Doughty Street, where
Dickens lived while writing OT. Dickens is said to have been a
'regular attendant' at the chapel in the Foundling Hospital while
living in Doughty Street: see R.H. Kichols and F.A. ray, History of
the Foundling Hospital (1935.', p.285. He received a letter from
Brownlow, written as 'Collector of Pew Rents', to which he replied
that he had forgotten 'to give notice' at the Foundling, and regretting
that the chapel was not too far for him to attend (Pilgrim Letters. II
33-4: To John Brownlow, 26 Feb. 1840). See also the article by Dickens
and l/.II. Jills, 'Received, A Blank Child', HW, VII (19 March
18531 rcptd. in ^tone, Uncollected .. ritings. 11,456, where the Foundling
chapel services are described as 'free from the stage-playing of any
ism, not forgetting schism', and the preaching as unconventional, but
sensible, eloquent and earnest. It has been suggested that Brownlow*s
Hans Sloane: A Tale Illustrating the History of the Foundling Hospital
(1851). influenced Dickens'sOT: see Robert A. Colby. Fiction with a

Pur-pose (Bloomington, Indiana, 1967), pp.125-7.
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short-sighted, blissfully unaware of the worlds 'it was plain, from

his utter abstraction, that he saw not the book-stall, nor the street,

nor the boys, nor, in short, anything but the book itself* (x, 58).

This limited vision is more culpable in Oliver Twist than in Pickwick

Papers. however, since Mr. Pickwick's blundering innocence nanus no

one more than himself, while Brownlow's blindness can indirectly harm

others, for instance when he sends the newly-recuperated Oliver on an

errand, solely to satisfy tlie doubts engendered by Ms irascible friend

Grirawig, and which leads (although of course he was not to know this)

to the boy's recapture by fagin'3 gang. Yet, when this 'absent old

gentleman* is obliged to press a case against Oliver for theft, he

takes pity on the fainting boy, defends him as vigorously as he can

against the brutally inept Mr. Pang (the law is as blindly ignorant here

as is Pickwick). and thereafter becomes deeply involved in his fate.

Cruikshank's depiction of the Good Samaritan in a print above Brownlow's

fireplace (xii, 7l) reinforces our sense of the virtue of Ms action.

It has been argued that Brownlow is really 'a man of organized

experience who reacts in a vigorous manner to any affront to human

order he encounters'.'5' This is to exaggerate the po~ er of his

character, although it is true that he exhibits 'experience', or a

past, something which is absent from Mr. Pickwick. It is his previous

experience •. hich provides him with the indefinable memory (of Oliver's

father's only sister) which disposes liiia to trust Oliver; it also

thro1 s some uncertainty over tliis trust, since ho ha3 been 'deceived,

before, in the objects whom I have endeavoured to benefit' (xiv, 85).

1. Joseph K, Duffy, Jr., '/mother Version of Pastoral: Oliver Prist ' f
JLn. aaaV (Dept. 1968), 419.
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Brownlow's ambivalent feelings reflect an advance in Dickens's

conception of goodness in terms of realistic characterisation, an

advance not matched by his depiction of Rose Maylie who, like Oliver,

is more of an icon than a convincing human being. As a character, Rose

never quite recovers from Dickens's idealising, indeed, otherworldly

intentions (her pointless sickness unto death reinforces this), From

tiie first she is a young lady 'in the lovely bloom and spring-time of

womanhood', at an age when, apparently, 'if ever angels be for God's

good purposes enthroned in mortal forms, they may be, without impiety,

supposed to abide in such as hers' ( ;xxix, 186) - the unorthodoxy of

which supposition does not prevent Dickens from suggesting it.

Doubtless her origin lay partly in the novelist's feelings towards his

recently deceased sister-in-law, Mary Hogarth.^ What she offers is

an image of unqualified, absolute Christian love, a spiritual ideal

beside which Brownlow'S more e-rthly benevolence seems, if more

accessible, nevertheless limited. Thus, for example, when she and

Brownlow are confronted by the desperate Nancy that fateful night on

London Bridge, he is at first disposed simply to 'humour' her, whereas

Rose unhesitatingly asks that he speak to her 'kindly ... Poor creature!'

(xlvi, 312). Nancy's response indicates how Dickens classifies Rose:

'Your haughty religious people would have held their
heads up to see me as I am tonight, and preached of
flames and vengeance... Oh, dear lady, why ar'n't
those who claim to be God's own folks as gentle and as
kind to us poor wretches as you, who, having youth,

1. Dickens's opening description of Rose is followed in the MS by the
deleted sentence: 'Oh! Where are the hearts (that) which following
some halting description of youth and beauty, do not recal a loved
original that (Death) Time has sadly changed, or Death resolved to
dust', OT. ch.xxix, p.187, note 4. Mary Hogarth died on 7 May 1837,
eleven months before Rose Maylie's first appearance in Bentley's
Miscellany. On the continuing effect of this event upon Dickens's
beliefs, see next chapter.
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and beauty, and all thut they have lost, might be
a little proud instead of so much humbler? (xlvi, 312)

hose represents Christian forgiveness and mercy, a3 opposed to the

vengeful wrath of a stricter tradition. Earlier, at the first meeting

of the two women in Rose's West End 'family hotel*, we havo seen Rose

appealing to Nancy: 'It is never too late ... for penitence and

atonement* (xl, 273). but Nancy can think only of her loyalty to

hikes, and 'God's wrath' (xl, 274). Brownlow supports her distinction

between 'haughty religious people* who preach vengeance upon sinners,

and humble Christians like Rose, who preach forgiveness, when he

explains where he, too, would expect to find the true faith:

'Ah!' said the gentleman. 'A Shirk turns his face,
after washing it well, to the East, when he says his
prayers; these good people, after giving their faces
such a rub against the World as to take the smiles off,
turn, with no less regularity, to the darkest side of
Heaven. Between the Mussulman and the Pharisee, commend
me to the first!' (xlvi, 312-3)

Dickens seems bent on exposing the difference between the more hopeful

and optimistic form of Christianity he believes in, and the evangelical

stress upon the innate depravity of 3inners which calls dovm

retribution on their heads; hence he deliberately overturns the evangel¬

ical commonplace, according to which the morality of the gospels is

•superior to that for which we look in a good deist, mussulman, or

hindoo', a superiority defined precisely by allowing for sins such as

Nancy's in 'no shape' or 'composition' whatsoever.

1. . ilberforce, A Practical View, pp.86,91. As Ian Bradley reminds us,
like all puritans, the evangelicals were particularly concerned to
try to stamp out sexual immorality: The C.^ll to Eoriousness. pp.97-8#
For Dickens, as for Parson Adam3, 'a virtuous and good Turk, or
he .then, are more acceptable in the sight of their Creator than a
vicious and 'wicked Christian, though his faith wan as perfectly
orthodox as dt. Paul's himself', Henry Fielding, Joseph Andrews. 1742
(Everyman's Library, 1962), ch.xvii, p.55. It is notable that The
Examiner, in an anonymous review of 0T, referred to the 'exquisite
truth and wisdom* of Nancy's 'haughty religious people* outcry:
25 Nov. 1838, p.740.
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Dickens's emphasis upon the offering of Christian charity -

as distinct from the condemnation of a vengeful God - to fallen

women such as Nancy, reappears later in tho depiction of Alice

Marwood in Donbey and Son and Emily in David Conuerfield. It

also appears in his conduct of Kiss Burdett Coutts*s Home for Fallen

Vomen, Urania House, over 3ome ten or twelve years, his most

prolonged involvement in any single charitable activity. Kiss Coutt3

tended towards a sterner approach, but Dickens was quite clear about

where he stood, and insisted that his views be followed, according to

which the former prcntitutes were to be, as he put it, 'termted to

virtue', not frightened off by reminders of their sinfulness and

degradation; and insofar as they were to receive spiritual enlighten¬

ment, this was to be from 'the New Testament* (his emphasis), not by

•injudicious use of the Old'.1" What is meant by this appears in the

treatment of Nancy, indicating that for Dickens, charity operates on

the assumption of original virtue: we are created in God's image,

which is good, and so there will remain at least a spark of divinity

1. Coutts Letters, pp.103,102: 3 Nov. 1847. And see Philip Collins,
Dickons and Crime. 2nd ed. (1965), pp.94-116, for a full account
of 'The Home for Homeless Women', and Dickens's involvement therein.
The novelist saw to it that the living-room in the Home had 'two
little inscriptions from the sermons of Jeremy Tcylor and Barrow*,
also 'a little inscription of my own, referring to the advantages
of order, punctuality, and good temper;jand another setting forth
the Daviour's exposition of our duty towards God, and our duty
towards our neighbour', Coutts Letters. p.l06:3 Nov. 1847.
Presumably the latter was Katthe-,22;37-40.
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1
in even the most depraved. Nancy is as important to Dickens as

Oliver, perhaps more so, since she reflects this belief. Hence,

too, his passionate defence of her against those who, like Thackeray,
2

found her improbable and sentimental: 'Prom the first introduction

of that poor wretch', wrote Dickens in his 1841 Preface,

to her laying her bloody head upon the robber's breast,
there is not one word exaggerated or over-wrought. It
is emphatically God's truth, for it is the truth He
leaves in such depraved and miserable breasts; the hope
yet lingering behind; the last fair drop of water at
the bottom of the dried-up weed-choked well. 5

Nancy first reveals her 'soul of goodness in tilings evil* in the

chapter to which Dickens gave this running-title in 1867, chapter xvi:

there she emerges, astonishingly, as the defender of the boy Oliver,

1. Dickens's view was shared by many contemporaries, notably among
the Romantics. Hazlitt wrote that

Even among the most abandoned of the other sex, there is
not infrequently found to exist (contrary to all that is
generally supposed) one strong and individual attachment,
which remains unshaken to the last. Virtue may be said
to steal, like a guilty thing, into the secret haunts of
vice and infamy; it clings to their devoted victim, and
will not be driven away. Nothing can destroy the human
heart.

Prom 'On Cant and Hypocrisy' (1828), reptd. in William Hazlitt:
selected , rititles, ed. R. Blythe (Penguin English Library,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970), p.447. The wretched sinner of
Wordsworth's Sonnet XXVI, composed 1857, publ. 1858, leads him to
reflect that 'far, far, within/Hers is a holy Being, freed from
Sin'; while Mrs. Gaskell, in a similar context, held that 'The most
depraved have also their Seed of the Holiness that shall one day
overcome their evil', Mary Barton. 1st pub. 1848 (Penguin English
Library, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970), ed. S. Gill, ch.viii,
p.152. Later, John Porster might be found enunciating the view that
he had 'faith in the hidden spark of divinity which few men or
women lose out of their hearts', in The Examiner. 15 Nov. 1852,
reptd. in Thackeray: The Critical Heritage, ed. G. Tillotson and
D. Haves (1968), p.146.

2. See /. . . Thackeray/, 'Going to see a man hanged', Eraser's Magazine.
XXII (Aug. 1840), 154-5. Thackeray had already attacked OT in Praser's.
as well as in the final paragraphs of Catherine: A tory~Tl859-4o4>. "*
See Pord, Dickens and his Readers, pp.59-40.

5# OT, p.lxv.
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whom she has just helped recapture for Pagin. The only real moral

battle in the novel is the one which takes place within her (it is

also one of the earliest instances in Dickens of a 'change of heart')•

When we first meet Nancy, she is merely one of a couple of young

•ladies' Oliver meets when he enters Pagin's 'school* of hopeful young

thieves, seeming to the innocent Oliver 'remarkably free and agreeable'

in manner (ix, 55)} she seems as callously disposed towards him as

Dikes,to whom she reports that 'the young brat's been ill' (xv, 95);

and when she meets him on his errand for Brownlow, she put3 on a

superlative act as his long-lost sister, to get him back into the gang's

clutches (xv, 95-7)• But, when Oliver is then tormented by his captors

into breaking loose, shrieking, with Pagin, the Dodger and Cliarley

Bates in pursuit, she springs to the door crying, 'Keep back the dog,

Bill*, to Dikes's amazement, 'the child shan't be torn down by the dog,

unless you lcill;ne first' (xvi, 102), It is as if some pen'.-up former

self lias emerged, with a shock that turns her almost insane, 'not speaking,

but pouring out the words in one continuous and vehement scream' (xvi,

104)• Apparently, Oliver lias reminded her of herself as a child, 'not

half as old as this', misled by Pagin, her 'Teacher in all Devilry',1
swept up into evil ways as Pagin hopes to sweep up Oliver, and hardened

until only the impact of seeing the child threatened with being torn
2

to pieces can bring back the recollection of what she once v. as. The

1*
.. > • i from the Reading Version of 1868.

2. Compare ordsvorth's 'Odes Intimations of Immortality from
Recollections of early childhood', line3 133-6: '

'0 joyi that in our embers
Is something that doth live,
That nature yet remembers
•hat was so fugitiveI'

Dickens is manipulating a characteristically Romantic psychology here.
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sight of the persecuted Oliver has 'turned vice itself', as Brownlow

explains to the baffled Honks later on, giving it 'the courage and

almost the attributes of virtue' (xlix, 336), Oliver's arrival

begins the erosion of Nancy's former, depraved self, leading eventually

to the climax of her dying cry to Bikes, as he batters her down after

her attempt to save the child has threat4ned her lover: 'It is never

too late to repent' (xlvii, 322), Her words echo Rose Haylie's, and

the martyrdom is complete when she draws out Rose's white handkerchief,

emblem of unspotted virtue, holding it up 'in her folded hands, as high

towards Heaven as her feeble strength would allow', breathing 'one

prayer for mercy to her Maker' (xlvii, 322-3)•

In response to John Forster's enthusiasm for Nancy as she appeared

in chapter xvi, Dickens wrote that he hoped 'to do great things' with
1 2

her; he seems to have succeeded. Her death reveals 'God's truth',

that good will come out of evil; this is further borne out by the

events which follow it, her murder leading to the death of Bikes and

the disruption and dispersal of Fagin's gang. It is not made clear

what, precisely, Fagin is condemned to death for, but in terms of

narrative logic, it is for his part in the corruption and death of

Nancy, as well as in tfe#.attemptedcorruption of Oliver, Our sense of

a providential ordering of things to ensure the triumph of charity and

1, Pilgrim Letters. I, 328: To John Forster, 3 Nov. 1837.

2. Some critics disagree, for instance, Angus Wilson, who finds her
the 'weakest' character in the book, 'finally null', in his
Introduction, Oliver Twist (Penguin Bnglish Library, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, 1966), p.22.But, on the other hand, Daleski, Dickens
and the Art of Analogy, p.72, finds her 'convincing enough',
certainly more so than Oliver. Neither critic attempts to vie1.,
her as she is viewed here.
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good will over evil is reinforced by moments such as that in which

Oliver, awaiting delivery to Sikes for the Chertsey robbery, pray3

•Heaven spare him' from evil deeds, begging on his knees to be

rescued, and asking that *if any aid were to be raised up for a poor

outcast boy, who had never known the love of friends or kindred, it

might come to him now; when, desolate and deserted, he stood alone

in the midst of wickedness and guilt* (xx, 130). At once, Nancy

arrives, and seeing him, feels confirmed in her secret, instinctual

determination to save the boy, despite her fears for herself and Sikes:

*God forgive me', she cries, 'I never thought of thi3* (xx, 130),

Thus prayer is answered, and charity offered, in Oliver iVist.

even when this involves the novelist in some fairly obvious plot-

raanipulation. Oliver must be brought into the bosom of tiiat cosy

•little society, whose condition approached as nearly to one of perfect

happiness as can ever be known in this changing world' (liii, 365),

and individual, private benevolence, even at the cost which fancy must

suffer, will serve this end. For Brownlow and the Kaylies, it is s

if Dickens himself recognised Benthaxa's assertion that one will only

sacrifice individual interest to others when those others are such

with whom one is •connected by some domestic or other private and

narrov; tie of sympathy',^ since they all turn out to be related to

Oliver; but fancy provides the sacrifice which is absolute.

1. Jeremy Bentham. The Book of Fallacies, 1824, quoted in future and
Industrialization, ed. A. Clayre (Oxford. 1977), p.303.
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V

There are some whom charity cannot reach. This is made quite

clear when Oliver visits Fagin in the condemned cell. As Fagin

dimly realises, the pauper orphan has been 'the - the - somehow the

cause of all this', but Oliver nevertheless offers to save t e doomed

villain's soul alive, as it were: 'Let me say a prayer. MJ Let me

say one prayer. Say only one, upon your knees, with me, and we will

talk till morning ' (lii, 363-4). But Fagin is not to be redeemed."'"
He lias already driven away priests 'of his own persuasion', even after

they 'renewed their charitable efforts' (lii, 361). He is too far

gone even to understand what Oliver is trying to do, and so all that

is left is for the boy to beg God's forgiveness for the man, which he

does. It is indeed a 'frightful scene' (lii, 364), but its meaning
2

should be clear. While prepared to condemn the doctrine of total

depravity when it is applied to children, or those who, like Nancy, show

some glimmerings of hope, Dickens seems to accept it as a description

of the soul of Fagin. This is not theological confusion: if Dickens

believes in the final triumph of good, he is too strongly aware of the

power of evil to allow any easy or unconditional tripiph. And, as he

remarked of Likes, 'I fear there are in the v/orld some insensible and

3
callous natures, that do become, at last, utterly and irredeemably bad'.

1. Compare Go, ch.lvi, pp.435-6, when Pip visits the condemned (and
dying) convict.

2. For • different interpretation, see Harcus, Dickens: from Pickwick
to Dombev. p.69. 4 id see below , Chapter 111, p. 158.

3. Preface to the Third Hdition, OT, p.lxiv. And compare 'brother
Charles' Cheeryble in NN on 'Natural affections and instincts',
which, Ae tells Nicholas, 'are the most beautiful of the almighty's
works, but like other beautiful works of His, they must be reared
and fostered, or it is as natural that they should be wholly obscured,
and that new feelings should usurp their place, as it is that the
sweetest productions of the earth, left untended, should be choked
with weeds and briars' (xlvi, 596).
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The key word is •become*• Dickens believed in the infinite

corruptibility of human nature, while holding that it is essentially

good in origin. At the same time, he evidently held that the fear

of death could be a significant factor in the regeneration of adult

sinners: witness Scrooge's confrontation by the Ghost of C, ristmas

fet To Cone.1 But Fagin and Bikes cannot save themselves, or be

saved.'

t Dickens reveals in the 1 ter part of Oliver l let, after

Nancy's murder, is the working out of divine retribution upon the

characters of Fagin and Dikes. At the same time, he invites us to

contemplate the inner workings of both men's conscience—stricken last

moments, providing vivid glimpses of the humanity which persists within

those we must nevertheless condemn. This is most striking in the

depiction of hikes, who first appears simply as a coarse, brutal thug,

much given to shouting oaths and kicking his dog across the room; but

after bludgeoning Nancy to death, he flees nondon, and we follow his

restless wanderings in some detail, pursued relentlessly by news of

the murder and the mental image of his victim's last moment -

as he left the town behind him, and plunged into the
solitude and darkness of the road, he felt a dread and
awe creeping upon him v/hich shook him to the core.
-very object before him, subsfcuice or shado' , took the
semblance of some fearful thing; but these fears were
nothing compared to the sense that haunted him of that
morning*3 ghastly figure following at his heels, ile
could trace its shadow in the gloom, supply the smallest
item of the outline, and note how stiff and solemn it

1« CD. p.70.

2. Co. ware 'A Visit to Newgate', sketches b.v aoa. First eries (1836),
re td. in BJ3, p.212: the condemned man 'has neither thoughts to
turn to, nor power to call upon, the Almighty Deing, from whom alone
he can seek mercy and forgiveness, and before whom his repentance
can avail *•
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seemed to stalk along. He could hear its garments
rustling in the leaves; and every breath of wind
came laden with that last low cry. If he stopped
it did the same. If he ran, it followed - not
running too: that would have been a relief: but
like a corpse endowed with the mere machinery of
life, and borne on one slow melancholy wind that
never rose or fell. (xlviii, 327)

Like Wordsworth's Peter Bell, Sikes is followed by a ruthless conscience,

which takes on a cosmic significance."'" 'Let no man talk of murderers

escaping justice, and hint that Providence must sleep', Dickens adds

ominously, as Sikes continues wandering (xlviii, 327). The next sight

to meet his eyes is a huge fire: there can be little doubt of his

ultimate destination, as there can be little doubt of Fagin's, sitting

huddled in the condemned cell, and starting up from time to time 'with

gasping mouth and burning skin', his flesh crackling with an imer

fever (lii, 361).

The idea of a divinity delivering warning messages by means of

signs and portents which are in effect reflections of a guilty

conscience, goes back at least to cbeth. and it is clear that Dickens

is working within a traditional Christian cosmology in his treatment
2

of evildoers in Oliver Twist. But this is also true of his treatment

of the good, especially Oliver. There is more than a hint of a

supernatural dimension to the narrative of Oliver Twist, confirming

the suggestion in the sub-title - 'The Parish Boy's Progress'

1. Lee 'i eter Bell* (1819), especially lines 501-315, 701-710. .lso
Leviticus, 26:36: 'The sound of a shaken leaf shall chase him'.

2. Thunder accompanies onks's meeting with the Bumbles, to dispose
of proof of Oliver's paternity - 'I hate the sound!' he cries (ch.
xxxviii, p.251). It is also clear that Dickens was not alone among
contemporaries in dealing with his criminals in this way: see my
article, 'Dickens and the Victorian Idea of Death', Lev. Edinburgh
nevie... La. (iifov. 1970), 5. H.P. Sucksmith compares Dickens's
treatment with Ainsworth's Jack Lheppard (l839)» in The narrative
art of Charles Dickens (Oxford, 1970), pp.295-7.
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thut on one level what we have in this novel is the familiar Christian

tala of man's journey to salvation, beset by the competing forces of

good and evil. It is easy to overstress this aspect of the novel.1
But to some extent there is a natural progression from the social

satire of the early chapters to the deeper issues at stake later when,

as Monks complains, whatever happens to Oliver seems 'contrived by

Heaven, or the devil'r (xl, 273). This progression may be said to

begin at a specific point in the narrative, namely, when Oliver first

learns of the true nature of his London associates. It is i traumatic

event, . kind of fall, comparable to Mr. Tickwick's in the Fleet, only

Oliver does not recover until finally settled in the rural paradise

awaiting him at the conclusion of the novel. The boy is horror-3truck

as the Dodger and Charley Bates set to work on the unconscious Mr.

Brownlow:

In an instant the whole mystery of the handkerchiefs,
and the watches, and the jewels, and the Jew, rushed upon
the boy's mind. He stood, for a moment, with the blood so
ttngling thro- gh all his veins from terror, that he felt
a if lie ..ere. in a burning fire; then, confused and
frightened, h<. took to his heels; and, not knowing what he
did, made off ,.s fast as he could lay his feet to the
ground. (x, 58)

The implications of Oliver's experience extend to a sudden, profound

r. arcn,a < : the closeness of evil, or hellfire. hro: nc . a, h

becomes a pawn in the hands of good and evil powers, persistently weak,

ill, even unconscious. At times, he desires to join his dead mother,

for all th t she is in 'Heaven' which, he feels, is 'a long way off'

(xii, ;3j. ke hell, leaven becomes accessible, ho ever, through

1. As 1 reus does: Dickens: from Pickwick to Dombey. pp.67-8.
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strange, dreamlike moments, when the 'mighty powers' of the mind spurn

'time and space' (ix, 51) - an expression of Romantic psychology which

Dickens offers to account for certain odd, trance-like moments of

recognition between good and evil, such as when Oliver sees Fagin

looking over his stolen hoard, or when he sees F gin and Monks at the

window of the Maylie house (ix, 51; xxxiv, 228)."'' But the transcendent

imagination offers consolation too, as when Brownlow falls into a

reverie of dead faces which 'the mind', superior to death's power

still 1 pressed in their old freshness and beauty:
calling back the lustre of the eyes, the brightness
of the smile, the beaming of the soul through its
mask of clay: and whispering of beauty beyond the
tomb, changed but to be heightened, and taken from
earth only to be set up as a light, to shed a soft
and gentle glow upon the path to Heaven. (xi, 62)

Or, as when Rose Maylie's tears fall upon Oliver's forehead, to stir

him in his sleep and awaken a dream 'of a love and affection he had

never known', a dream which, like 'dim remembrances of scenes that

never were, in this life', brings brief memories of 'a happier existence,

long gone by' (xxx, 191). As Hillis Miller points out, the novel

1. It is interesting to speculate on the origin of Dickens's interest
in the Romantic notion of waking dreams. In response to a query
about such passages from G.H. Lewes, Dickens wrote that they came
•like all my other ideas, such as they are, ready made to the point
of the pen' (Pilgrim Letters. I, 403: To G.H. Lewes, ?9 June 1838).
This may have been true, as far as it goes. Yet Dickens's library
contained J.H. Jung-8tilling*s Theory of rneumatology. transl. S.
Jackson (1834), which contains an extensive account of such dream
moments (pp.224 f): see Stonehouse, Catalogue, p.66. It is im¬
possible to prove any influence, but the novelist was clearly
interested in dream-visionary possibilities of reaching the spirit¬
ual realm, as were many contemporaries, fro C rlyle to De Quincey:
see oartor Resartus. 1st publ. 1833-4 (1871;, Book I, ch.xviii,
p.36, and C. ierbert, 'De Quincey and Dickens', /S. XVII (March, 1974),
257; and, further, the next chapter, which deals more fully with
Dickens's links with popular Romanticism.

2. Charles Dickens, pp.78-9. Miller goes on to suggest that Dickens
rather'wishes for the heavenly world than wholly believes in it'
(p.80).
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abounds in such intimations of immortality, promising escape out of

this world of pain, escape which Dickens allows Oliver in the end,

as the boy enters that rural paradise vith which the novel concludes.

Dickens modifies the common-sense, latitudinarian set of beliefs

v.ith which he began his writing career, by reaching towards more

subjective faith of inner apprehensions. But this should not be

allowed to obscure the fact that, as he proudly remarked to the

dissenting minister, himself once a workhouse boy, ho praised Oliver

IsisJb

hile you teach in your walk of life the lessons of
tenderness you have learnt in sorrow, trust me that
in mine, I will pursue cruelty and oppression, the
enemies of all God's creatures of all codes and
creeds, so long as I have the energy of thought and
the power of giving it utterance. 1

The fundamental aim of Oliver Twist is to reveal the sufferings of the

unknown poor, to overturn prevailing attitudes to their relief, and to

elicit our sympathy and charity on their behalf. Philip Collins and

others have tried to tie Dickens's religion down to a single formula,

to call him a 'New Testament', a 'Pour Gospels', or even just a 'Sermon
2

on the lount' Christian. But to call him a man who believed in

charity is not so simple: it is a belief which crossed all sectarian

boundaries, being based on the assumption that, a3 we are reminded in

the penultimate paragraph of the novel,

1. Pilgrim letters. II, 257: To Rev. Thomas Robinson, > ?ril 1841.

2. -del-ens .nC. ..due, tion. p.54. And compare . .. Robson, 'Late
Dickens and Great Dickens', Dick.. LXV (May 1969), 115 > who,
referring to the image of Oliver asking for more, remarks that at
such times Dickens 'is closer than any other of our great writers
to that very early Palestinian strain of Christianity which
survives in the Sermons on the Mount and on the Plain, in the
Didaehe. in the Npistle of James'.
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without strong affection, and. humanity of heart,
and gratitude to that Being whose code is Mercy,
and whose great attribute is Benevolence to
all things that breathe, true happiness can 1
never be attained. (liii, 368)

1. The Christian optimism of this message may be found echoed in the
conclusion of a review of 'Oliver Twist' by 'J.3.1).', in the
Boston luistian examiner. XXVII (Nov. 1839), 174: Dickens shows,
it says, 'how crime and depravity everywhere come, more than we
think, from our want of sympathy with the poor, our small respect
for man as man, our violation of the natural pledge of brotherhood.
This drives men into iniquity. Beware how thou judgest the
depraved, whom thou perchance hast helped to make I'



CHAPTER III

DEATH AND THE OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

•Were I certain of seeing my departed friends in another
life ... I know not anything that would detain me in this,
Pazienza! Those who hope much fear something.1

(Walter Savage Landor to Lady Blessington,
1834, quoted R.H. Super, V.1altar Savage
Landor (New York, 1954), p.2§51

•Do you believe such people are happy in the other world, sir?
I'd give a great deal to know.
I declined answering Mrs. Dean's question, which struck me as

something heteredox.•
(Emily Brontfe, Wuthering Heights(1847)
ch.xvi.)

•Religion, in fact, for the great majority of our own race means
immortality, and nothing else.'

(William James, The Varieties of
Religious Experience (1902). Postscript)
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I

The Old Curiosity Shop (1840-1) is the first of Dickens's novels

with an obviously religious subject at its centre: death, and the

consolation for death. Death was a preoccupation in Oliver Twist,

with its harrowing opening and Oliver's experiences as an undertaker's

mute, but here it becomes all-pervasive, from the narrator's initial

meditations to the long drawn-out decline of its heroine. It is 'that

story of good Kiss Nell who died' (chapter the last, p.554); Quilp also

die3, and his death contrasts and complements Nell's, in line with a

basic structural principle of the novel, expressed quite baldly as that

•everything in our lives, whether of good or evil, affects us most by

contrast.This principle is established by the opening image of

Nell, alone amidst all the 'lumber and decay and ugly age' of the shop,

'the beautiful child in her gentle slumber, smiling through her light

and sunny dreams'(i, 14) - an image which fired Dickens's imagination,

so that what was originally intended to be no more than one of Master

Humphrey's somewhat miscellaneous tales, grew to a lengthy narrative

with a profusion of scenes and characters; but all, as Forster pointed

out, more or less conforming to this striking contrast of Nell alone in
2

a dream, surrounded by ugliness and grotesque old age. Hood said

it was 'like an allegory', and Dickens agreed, inserting words to that

1# Master Humphrey's Clock (1840-1), II, 94 (the line is unaccountably
missing from the New Oxford Illustrated Edition, where it should
appear in ch. liii, p.397).

2. Forster, Life, p.152. On the genesis of the novel, see Robert L.
Patten, 'The Story-Leaver at his Loom: Dickens and the Beginning
of Cuyipsit.Y hhop', Dickens the Craftsman: strategies pf
Presentation, ed. Robert B. Partlow, Jr. (Carbondale, Illinois,
1970), pp.44-65.
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effect into the first chapter of the completed novel.^

Hence it would be a mistake to read The Old Curiosity Shop as if

it were a realistic social novel, and to query the 'reality* of either

Nell or her setting. Of course, none of Dickens's novels could be

accounted for simply in terms of a mimetic aesthetic. He character¬

istically manipulates a wide range of techniques to create his unique

imagined world, producing, in a novel such as Oliver Twist (as we have

seen) at once a social document, a melodrama, and a moral fable. But

in The Old Curiosity Shop we have a work that is, as one contemporary

reviewer recognised, 'more completely sui generis' than perhaps any

2
other of his novels. A proper understanding of its achievement depends

on admitting this. That Dickens himself felt the uniqueness of The Old

Curiosity Shop, in terms related to its concern with religious consolation,

is suggested by his choice of it as the one work of his to be reproduced

in braille for the benefit of the afflicted in America in 1868, who

normally had only the New Testament and Dr. Watts's hymns to hand - not
3

much, thought Dickens, despite his reverence for the former.

Compared with the novels preceding it, The Old Curiosity Shon

presents no easy task in the matter of teasing out the subtle strands

1. /Thomas Hood/", 'plaster Humphrey's Clock1. The Athenaeum. 7 Nov.
1840, p.887. This was three months before the completion of Nell's
story in serial form; when, later, Dickens altered the first chapter
on detaching it from the Clock, he added the four paragraphs preceding
the last (ch.i, p.13). See also Pilgrim Letters. II, 220-1, note 6;
and the reference to Hood's review in Dickens's Preface; also Coutts
Letters, p.67:18 March 1845.

2. 'Charles Dickens', Ecclesiastic and Theologian. XVII (Oct. 1855)» 467.

3. Which he called 'the one unfailing guide in life': see George Dolby,
Charles Dickens As I Knew Him (1885), p.229, for an account of this
incident. For the novelistsa view of Isaac Watts, see below, p.l6l.
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of feeling and implication involved in bringing Dickens*s religious

views to light. It is more elusive, and the issues raised are more

complex. Yet the task must be faced, since this is in a sense a test

case, for the novel has been used again and again (from Dickens's day

to our own) to denigrate the vague sentimentality of his beliefs, the

•relig on of the blue sky*which he is supposed to propagate, and

which therefore deprives it of any rationale for serious study. In

this chapter, I propose to begin by looking at the most straightforward

aspect of Dickens's treatment of religion, his anti-evangelical satire,

embodied in the events and characters surrounding Little Bethel. The

satire is isolable, but it is complemented by the subversive humour of

Sampson Brass's grapplings with pious solemnity, the 'still small

voice' which he finds 'a-singing comic songs within (lvii, 424) At

times, Dickens expresses a matter-of-fact acceptance of death providing

fine opportunities for ironic humour, even in a novel wliich is largely

given over to finding some religious framework for coping with man's

last enemy: hence such sly references as the grave-digger pausing to

clean his spade, 'scraping off, in the process, the essence of Heaven

knows how many Becky Morgans' (liv, 402); or, less sly, but equally

ironic, passages such as this:

1. The phrase is quoted approvingly in /.Frances Cashel Hoey^, 'Two
English Novelists: Dickens and Thackeray', Dublin Review, n.s.
AVI (April 1871), 331-2, where PCS i3 singled out for adverse
criticism.

2. See also Quilp's premature wake: 'Ah!" said Mr. Brass, breaking
the silence, and raising his eyes to the ceiling with a sigh, "who
knows but he may be looking down upon us now! Who knows but he may
be surveying us from - from somewheres or another, and contemplating
us with a watchful eye! Oh Lor!"' (xlix, 366).
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The clergyman's horse, stumbling with a dull blunt
sound, among the graves, was cropping the grass; at once
deriving orthodox consolation from the dead parishioners,
and enforcing last Sunday's text that this was what all
flesh came to; a lean ass who had sought to expound it
also, without being qualified and ordained, was pricking
his ears in an empty pound hard by, and looking with
hungry eyes upon his priestly neighbour. (xvi, 122)

It has been suggested that 'Hell's blank verse pathetics' ought not to

be listened to without attending to the subversive implications of

such derisive elements in the novel.This is so, but Nell's narrative

is sufficiently distinct even from Quilp's attempts to undermine its

impact, especially in the concluding portions of the story, for it to

be considered carefully on its own, that is to say, for its serious

religious significance.

In fact, the strongest interest of the novel, embodied in Nell's

story, lies in its ability to connect with our deeper beliefs and

imaginings about death - this was true in Dickens's own time, and, I

shall argue, it is still true, although our ability to appreciate this

has been obscured by haste to condemn what we dislike about Nell.

There remains a need to re-peruse the key chapters of The Old Curiosity

Shop, after which we may well find, with Gissing, that Nell's death has

been 'too hastily condemned', and that distaste for her is
2

•unintelligent*. But before scrutinising the responses of Dickens's

contemporaries, as well as more mddern commentators, I shall be looking

at the personal, biographical aspect of the novel, in particular the

effect upon the creation of Nell and her death of Mary Hogarth's death.

The newly inward orientation of The Old Curiosity Shop makes a

consideration of this aspect of the novel more appropriate than it

usually is with Dickens. Unlike its predecessors, or, indeed, many of

1. See Gabriel Pearson, 'The Old Curiosity Shop', in Dickens and the
Twentieth Century, pp.86-7.

2. Charles Dickens, p.176.
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its successors, The Old Curiosity Hhop opens on a curiously personal ,

ruminative note, with the young, vigorous and successful novelist

choosing to identify himself with a sorrowful and dull old man, Master

Humphrey, who lives off dreams and memories, and who reflects upon the

possibility of lying ill in the midst of the city's bustle, like one

•condemned to lie, dead but conscious, in a noisy churchyard, and ...

no hope of rest for centuries to comeJ* (i, l). In fact, this note

was established even before the story proper began, in the opening

paragraphs of its progenitor, iiaster Humphrey's Clock, which powerfully

express an impulse of retreat from society, an impulse embodied in the

old man, who is evidently emotionally crippled and unable to relate to

anybody but those like himself. He prefers dreams and romance to

reality.1 But this does prepare us for the tender story of Hell, a

dream-romance, a 'kind of allegory* (i, 13), in which a multitude of

effects will be shaped into a simple scheme.

Dickens seems to be intent on escaping from the social concern

which lias been emerging in his treatment of the law, debtor's prison,

workhouse and Yorkshire school. And in line with this subjective

approach, he puts forward in The Old Curiosity Shoo what may be called

his doctrine of memory, according to which a form of immortality is

guaranteed through the hearts and minds of the survivors of the dead.

As we shall see, for all that this doctrine clearly has its roots in

Dickens's personal experience, it was a part of what, in the novel

as a whole, 'touched something fundamental in the contemporary soul'.'

1. For an analysis of Humphrey's character in these terms, see Malcolm
Andrews, 'Introducing Master Humphrey', Dick.. LAV'II (May 1971),70-86.

2. J.C. Reid, The Hidden V/orld of Charles Dickens (Auckland, 1962),p.35.
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As I hope to show in what follows, Dickens was appealing to that area

of ordinary, unintellectual belief which is too often omitted from

any consideration of his attitudes and ideas. In particular, his

affinities with popular Romanticism have been ignored or, at best,

dismissed, yet this is precisely where we need to look if we are to

uncover what his religion really was, Finally, there is that aspect

of The Old Curiosity Shop which connects it with an older popular

tradition, that is, the closeness of its overall shape or design to

the familiar Protestant myth of The Pilgrim's Progress, already touched

on briefly in Oliver Twist.

What all this amounts to, is that Dickens's religion is,

essentially, that of a novelist, offering impressions derived from

personal, literary and popular sources, and organised by his artistry

into a richly distinctive shape which it takes a patient, informed and

responsive reading to discern.

II

Dickens's satire on Little Bethelism represents both a return to

the campaign against narrow, cheerless religion opened in Sunday Under

Three Heads and Pickwick Papers, and a new awareness of the pernicious

effects such religion may have on its followers. The point of

departure is familiar: Dickens attacks the tendency of religious

professors to suppress the harmless amusements of the poor. In The Old

Curiosity Shop, he concentrates on play-going, possibly for reasons

extrinsic to the novel. Thomas Hood suggested in January 1842 that
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there was a new •Zeul-of-the-land-Busy' spirit abroad, and that bigots

were 'ready to burn' not only Catholic institutions (he was referring

to the topicality of Barnabv Budge). but also 'Picture Galleries,

Museums, Literary Institutions, Her Majesty's Theatres, and the people's

Punch and Judy'.'*' This was also the time when Dickens's sister fanny

was being drawn away from the relaxed attitude of the Dickens household
2

regarding the theatre, by L..... Nonconformist husband, Henry Burnett;

and it may be that this confirmed the novelist's sense of an upsurge

in puritanism, which he therefore felt demanded further attack.

Dickens's treatment of the oppressive tendencies of the anti-joy

league has developed an intensity distinguishing it from the simple

facetiousness or rollicking humour of his earlier satire. Thus, when

Kit Nubbles, to this point a simile and not noticeably articulate lad,

promises his family that they shall all go to the play on his first

quarter holiday, and his mother objects ('I hope plays mayn't be sinful,

Kit, but I'm a'raost afraid'), Kit's response is strong:

1. /Thomas Hood/", 'Baraaby Pudge', The Athenaeum. 22 Jan. 1342, p.79.
Hood's readiness to be drawn out against 'pious cant or religious
bigotry' was as strong as Dickens's: see /P.P. Broderip and T. Hoo^/,
Memorials of Thomas Hood rev. ed. (1869), pp.346, 351; and J.C. Keid,
Thomas Hood (1963). pp.192-3. Hood and Dickens were both participat¬
ing in the long tradition of satiric invective against Puritanism
roused by Puritan attacks on literature and the arts, from Ben
Jon3on's time the theatre had been at the centre of this quarrel.
See lyles, Methodism Mocked, passim.

2. Henry Burnett considered the Sunday evenings he and Fanny spent at
Devonshire Terrace, 'though strictly moral... not congenial with his
feelings': see James Griffin, Memories of the Past (l883)» p.170.
Shortly afterwards the Burnetts moved to Manchester, where they
attended Mr. Griffin's Congregational Chapel. See also: Pilgrim
Letters. II, 37* note 1; II, 149» note 4; and W.J. Carlton, 'fanny
Dickens: Pianist and Vocalist', Dick.. LIII (Sept. 1957), 133-143.
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Can you suppose there's any harm in looking as cheerful
and being as cheerful as our poor circumstances will
permit? Do I see anything in the way I'm made, which
calls upon me to be a snivelling, solemn, whispering
chap, sneaking about as if I couldn't help it, and
expressing myself in a most unpleasant snuffle? on the
contrairy, don't I see every reason why I shouldn't?
Just hear this' Ha ha ha' An't that as nat'ral as

walking, and as good for the health? Ila ha hai An't
that as nat'ral as a sheep's bleating, or a pig's
grunting, or a horse's neighing, or a bird's singing?
Ha ha haS Isn't it, mother? (xxii, 167)

The exaggerated emphasis of Kit's speech, with its contemptuous

repetition of sound and image in 'snivelling', 'sneaking' and 'snuffle',

coupled with the reiterated assertion of his 'nat'ral' right to laugh,

reflects the intensity of Dickens's feelings. He is attacking not

just an anti-theatre lobby, but a religious attitude. 'Frequenting

plays affords a proof of the depravity of human nature beyond most

other things', said clergyman Henry Foster, a view characteristic of

the evangelical movement;'1' and it is this association between the

repression of the people's amusements and the Christian dogma of

original sin that Dickens is attacking. As Kit's words indicate,

Dickens opposes this view of human nature with a belief that all nature,

including human nature, is essentially good, because made by God, the

beneficent Creator.

1. Quoted in Brown, Fathers of the Victorians, p.445. The occasion
was a discussion by the Eclectic Society of the question 'On what
grounds should a Christian discountenance theatrical amusements?'.
In 1838, George Eliot, then a fervently Evangelical nineteen-year-
old, refused to attend the theatre on a visit to London, preferring
to spend her evenings reading Josephus's History of the Jews:
see Gordon S. Haight, George Eliot: A Biography (1968). p.22.
Hannah More had recently published an apologetic preface to her own
plays in which she attacked theatre-going, and cited at length
Jeremy Collier's notorious Short View of the Immorality and
Profaneness of the English Stage (l699): see Preface to the Works
of Hannah More (1837). vol. V.
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Thia belief permeates The Old Curiosity Shop. Thus there is the

manifest absurdity, as Kit puts it to his mother, of Little Bethel

attempting to train the Nubbles baby 'to call itself a young sinner

(bless its heart) and a child of the devil (which is calling its dead

father names)' (xxii, 167). And, as we shall see, there is the total

conception of Nell, who, even in death, seems *a creature fresh from

the hand of God' (lxxi, 539)«1 It is especially the poor in body who

are rich in this respect: Dickens hallows their virtue in providing

the Nubbles family as an index of those 'household affections and

loves* which, he says, 'bear the stamp of Heaven* (xxxviii, 281),

When Kit offers his home as a refuge for the Trents, Dickens eulogises

his character in these terms: 'Thank Heaven that the temples of such

spirits are not made with hands, and that they may be even more worthily

hung with poor patchwork than with purple and fine linen' (xi, 90).

If this seems sentimental, it is worth noting the words of a

contemporary Hast Knd curate who claimed that the 'steady poor* (that

is, the permanent residents) who 'occupied the free seats in his

church practised the highest standard of Christianity that he had
' 3

ever known.

It was on behalf of such people that Dickens opposed what he saw

as the religious exploitation of Little Bethelism. We are not told

1. Probably a conscious echo of :3aster Humphrey's words in ch.i, p.4.

2. Dickens draws on the parable of Dives and Lazarus, most appropriately,
here: see Luke, 16:19. There may also be an echo of I Corinthians,
6:19 - 'your body is the temple of the Holy Ghost which is in you...'
- or similar passages.

3. Quoted in Chadwick, The Victorian Church. I, 332.
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that the Nubbleses contemplated attending the parish church, and

occupying the free seats, but we may suppose that this: is where Dickens

would have preferred to see them: Barbara, Kit's future wife, is the

conspicuous possessor of a prayer-book, a hjcon-book and a Bible (xxii,

170); and Kit himself conquers any bitterness in prison by 'reading the

church catechism very attentively (though he had known it by heart

from a little child' (lxi, 454). Well attends the parish church,

crumbling and remote as it may be. But that is in the country, and

partly at least a reflection of Dickens's lack of confidence in urban

religion: the 'rank confusion' of the city Nell and the old man leave

includes both 'dissenting chapels', which teach 'with no lack of

illustration, the miseries of the Earth*, and 'new churches, ercted

with a little superfluous wealth, to show the way to Heaven' (xv, 115).

By no means only the dissenting chapels taught the miseries of the

Earth: there was little to choose, in this respect, between inspired

evangelicals within and outside the Church, Moreover, some dissenters

were more, rather than less liberal in doctrine than the Church, as

Dickens realised when he began attending Unitarian meetings shortly

after completing The Old Curiosity Shop. if not before.1 But the

attack in The Old Curiosity Shop does not pretend to aim more widely

than at the particular type of 'obnoxious conventicle' (xli, 305)^
where the 'steady poor' might be misled by narrow and harsh doctrine.

A case in point is provided by the subversion of Mrs. Nubbles's mind

(she is a weaker version of Tony Weller's 'widder'). illthough she and

1. In 1842. See below, Chapter V, on Dickens and Unitarianism.

2. The word 'conventicle* has, of course, been applied to Noncon¬
formist chapels since at least the passing of the Conventicle
Act in 1664.
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the family eventually enjoy themselves immensely when Kit takes them

to Astley*s, andenlivening experience to which Dickens devotes a whole

chapter,* Mrs. Hubbies cannot help suffering pangs of guilt later.

This is strikingly expressed when she travels alone (so she thinks)

on the London coach, back from the fruitless expedition to find the

Trents: Quilp suddenly appears on the roof of her coach, whence he

performs a series of typically grotesque contortions -

which ingenious tortures had such an effect upon I Irs. Hubbies,
that she was quite unable for the time to resist the belief
that Mr. Quilp did in his own person represent and embody that
LVil Power, who was so vigorously attacked in Little Bethel,
and who, by reason of her backslidings in respect of Astley's 2
and oysters, was now frolicsome and rampant. (xlviii, 361)

Kor is this the first occasion on which Quilp appears as if he were a

projection of the beliefs of others. The point about kittle Bethel's

teaching lias been made earlier in the novel, with a nice irony, when

Kit arrives at his mother's chapel to fetch her for the Nell pursuit,

creating a disturbance which the preacher capitalises on to rouse his

inert congregation, calling to Kit 'Stay, Satan, stayl':

•Stay, Satan, stayl* roared the preacher again. 'Tempt
not the woman that doth incline to thee, but hearken to the
voice of him that calleth. He hath a lamb from the foldI'
cried the preacher, raising his voice still higher and pointing
to the baby. He beareth off a lamb, a precious lambl He
goeth about, like a wolf in the night season, and inveigleth
the tender lambsl' (xli, 307)

1. Astley's evidently stood in Dickens's mind as an index of the joy
to be found in popular theatre: see 'Astley's', Evening Chronicle.
9 May 1835» reptd. in SB. pp.104-110; also BH, ch.xxi, p.302.

2. It is notable that John Wesley, for one, continued to believe in
the corporeal existence of the Devil: see J.H. Plumb, England in
the Kimhteenth Century (Penguin Book3, Ilarmondsworth, "'Uddlesex,
1963), p.95.
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This ludicrous misapplication of Scripture is underlined by Quilp's

diabolic presence, a conjunction which is then repeated in Mrs.

Hubbies*3 mind later. Evil manifestly exists, nor does Dickens's

conception of human nature deny this, as we have seen in Oliver Twist.

but it is not where such ignorant, misguided professors of religion

pretend to discover it.

Exhibiting that sectarian hatred which Dickens usually associates

with the lower reaches of Honconformism, Little Bethel's minister also

discovers evil in the parish church, whose broad means of access, in

contrast to the crooked ways by which his chapel is approached,

furnishes a 'favourite allusion* to where Paradise may and may not be

found (xli, 305Dickens does not call Little Bethal a Dissenting

chapel as such; and in Nicholas Hickleby he refers to a place of the
2

same name which could still have been attached to the Church of England.

The name, Bethel, was commonly used by both Baptists and Methodists,

and of course not all the latter had accepted separation from the

Church. But the preacher's favourite allusion makes it pretty clear

that Dickens had Dissent in mind, and this is how most readers have

taken it - including the daughter of a contemporary Baptist minister,

who testified to the resentment among Dissenters against Dickens's

Little Bethel, and who also suggested that Mrs. Nubbles's pastor

1. The allusion is to Matthew, 7:13-14.

2. See HH, ch.xvi, p.187. This in itself could almost be said to
disprove Gladstone's remark of NH that there was 'No church in the
book', although not his added, 'and the motives are not those of
religion': John Morley, The Life of William Swart Gladstone (1903),
I, 220. But Gladstone was a High Churchman, and hardly likely to
appreciate Dickens's form of belief in any case. Little Bethel in
HH is also used for satiric purposes, to attack the 'serious', that
is, evangelical, middle classes and their puritan hypocrisy.
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originated in a gentleman who used to hold forth in an old Baptist

meeting house called Zoar Chapel, situated in Goodman's Fields,

Whitechapel."'" The main connection between Dickens's preacher and the

man in question lies in them both having been shoemakers:'by trade a

Shoemaker, and by calling a Divine' (xli, 305) he remarks of Mrs.

Nubbles's minister. But it must be added that it was common for lay

preachers to be drawn from the ranks of artisanship. Sydney Smith

opened his second attack on the Methodists (the generic term he applied

to all shades of evangelical fervour) by calling them 'a nest of conse¬

crated cobblers'; and an article in Household Words later presented a

2
fanatical Brother Goosetrap Witness, a corrupt shoemaker preacher.

It is worth noting that in Barnaby Rudae this criticism is developed

to show precisely how it could lead to social upheaval on a large

scale, when Mrs. Varden comes to a dim realisation of the connection

between her narrow, joyless religion, and the bigotry and hatred which

sparks off the Gordon Riots. One of Henry Mayhew's interviewees

remarked that 'Punch and preaching is two different creeds -
3

hopposition parties, I may say'; and it is this dichotomy that

1. Lily B. Watson, 'Charles Dickens and Dissenters', U&Q. 11th series,
V (29 June 1912), 512. By an odd coincidence, the Reverend Maurice
Davies, investigating Unorthodox London: or Phases of Religious
Life in the Metropolis, 2nd ed. (1874), pp.227 ff, attended a 'little
chapel' in Goodman's Fields, which he found after great difficulty,
and which reminded him of PCS - but not of. Little Bethel, rather of
the dream-like scenes through which the Trents wander and discover
venerable old clergymen. See also Arthur A. Adrian, 'Dickens and the
Brick-and-Mortar Sects', NCF, X (Dec. 1955)» 190-1; Adrian accepts
Lily Watson's attribution without question, and assumes that all
Dickens's attacks are aimed at Dissenters.

2. Sydney Smith, 'Strictures on Two Critiques in the Edinburgh Review...',
Edinburgh Review. XIV (April 1809), reptd. in Works (1859). I. 138:
/Lilliam Howitt/, 'Volunteer Apostles', HW, V (5 June 1852), 261-6.

3. London Labour and the London Poor. 1851, reptd. in Mayhew's London,
ed. Peter Quennell (n.d.), p.435.
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Dickens'3 creation of Little Bethel is ultimately intended to destroy.

The fun of Astley's, as well a3 'the people's Punch and Judy', as Hood

calls it, affirm that the new puritanism is the divergence from the

noiro, and not the central thread in human belief and behaviour. It

is most ironically apt, as well as sublimely humorous, that the

leading dog of Jerry's troupe at the Jolly Sandboy's should be made,

in his disgrace, to apply himself with pathetic diligence to a

rendering of 'the Old Hundredth' on the organ (xviii, 142).

It is also true that Dickens, a man of his time, was influenced

by the spirit of what he attacked: the characteristic moral zeal

behind so much of his satire, the earnestness and piety he hoped to

promote by the depiction of a character like Nell, or even Kit, derive

from the same broad wave of change which produced the extremes of

Little Bethelism, or Stigginsism. This is felt in the treatment of

Dick Swiveller's profligacy: he could have ended up like Fred Trent,

we presume, killed abroad in a scuffle of doubtful circumstance; but

his feelings for the Marchioness, his honesty against the Brasses,

and, finally, his sickness unto death, enable Dickens to rescue him at

the last. Old Trent's dark vice, we notice, is gambling.1 A

similar complex involvement in the beliefs of his age is evident in

Dickens's treatment of the major theme of The Old Curiosity Jhop.

It is to this theme, and its personal roots for Dickens, that we must

now turn.

1. Y.hich Dickens, like any Wilberforcian reformer, describes as 'the
vice which ran so high among all classes (the fashion being of
course set by the upper)' in the 1770s (BR. ch.xvi, p.123).
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III

Within a few years of the first appearance of The Old Cariosity

Shop, long before the biographical facts on which modern critics base

their speculations emerged, it was said that Nell was 'meant to

represent the once living and beloved object of the author's affection'.^"
Of oourse, it has 'long been commonplace', as Philip Collins points

out, that the life and death of Nell 'owe something to Dickens's
2

feelings for his young sister-in-law', and perhaps we should now

dismiss this aspect of the novel in a few well-chosen phrases, for

example, Gabriel Pearson's remark that The Old Curiosity Shop can be

read as 'on immense, unruly wreath laid on the clammy marble of Kensal

3
Green Cemetary'. Yet even Pearson's basic concern with the 'life of

the novel', as opposed to the life of Dickens, does not completely rule

out comment on the significance of the Mary Hogarth experience in the

creation of Nell. For the fact is that Nell's character and story

have been placed firmly at the centre of the narrative, and to under¬

stand this fully, we have to consider what part Kensal Green cemetery

had to play in it. Although Pearson pretends to dismiss this approach,

he also wants to use it: 'Undoubtedly, the death of Mary Hogarth was

something like a religious crisis', he continues. 'Nell was an

unsuccessful attempt to grope and feel a way through this crisis, to

1. J. Cleghorn ?1Writings of Charles Dickens', North British
Review, III (May 1845), 70. Perhaps based on speculation about
the notices Dickens allowed to be published when his serials
(PP and OT) were interrupted.

2. ''Dickens and Education, p. 176.

3. 'The Old Curiosity Shop', Dickens and the Twentieth Century, p.78.
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locate death as a human event*.^ To call the (hath 'something like*
2

a religious crisis is not very helpful, hut we can see what is meant.

Dickens was deeply disturbed by the loss, and the effect of this

disturbance was to make him express his beliefs regarding death in

letters, in his diary, and, up to a point, in his fiction. It may be

useful to look first at the most direct evidence, before considering

the beliefs which seem to revolve around the fictional surrogate,

Nell.

Dickens's immediate reaction to the shocking event of 7 May 1837

was anguished grief, expressed in letter after letter informing

relatives, friends and associates of what had happened. 'I could

have better spared a much nearer relation or an older friend, for she

has been to us what can never be replaced', he wrote to George Thomson,
3

Mary's maternal grandfather, the day after her death. Work on the

current serials, Pickwick Papers and Oliver Twist, was interrupted,

and a public apology printed. Having arranged Mary's funeral, Dickens
4

removed to a cottage in Hampstead with his wife, to try to recover.

It is hardly an exaggeration to say that 'Mary's death was the most

shocking and painful event of Dickens's mature life; only his secret

childhood experiences in London had more powerful consequences in his

mind*

1. Ibid., p.79.

2. Perhaps critics ought to be more careful about labelling a crisis
'religious': emotional disturbance, no matter how profound, is not
necessarily evidence of religious upheaval, although it may lead to
a revelation of religious views.

5. Pilgrim Letters. I, 257. And see also I, 257-264.

4. Ainsworth called on the Dickenses there one Sunday morning, but they
were 'at Church'. Did he expect them not to be? It may be that the
Dickenses were attending more frequently at this time. See Pilgrim
Letters. I, 261: To W, Harrison Ainsworth, ?21 May 1837.

5. Marcus, Dickens: from Pickwick to Dombev. p.132.
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What consolatory hopes or boliefs arose to quell the pain and

grief? Dickens wrote of his wife that 'she knows that if ever a

mortal went to Heaven, her sister is there', and expressed similarly

pious views himself - 'she ha3 passed quietly away to an immortality

of happiness and joy', he wrote.* A less conventional manifestation

appeared in his diary, begun on 1 January 1338, perhaps through a need

to express these very feelings: 'she is gone, and pray God I may one

day through his mercy rejoin her*, runs the conclusion to the first

entry. A fortnight later, he returns from Sunday morning service to

write: 'She is sentient and conscious of my emotions somewhere: where

we cannot tell - how we cannot tell; yet I would not at tliis moment

renounce the mysterious yet certain hope that I shall see her in a

2
better world, for all that this world can give me'. Nowhere else

does Dickens express himself with such conviction.

Vhat the 'crisis* 3eems to have produced in terns of belief, then,

must include this idea that the dead survive somewhere, in a mysterious

realm where we will eventually rejoin them. This is, of course, a

common belief, often used as a consolation. Hood wrote to his friend

Samuel Phillips on the loss of the letter's wife, that the 'only

comfort' he could offer, the one he had found 'most consolatory under

the loss of dear relatives', was the belief that 'after some term,

longer or shorter, but a mere vibration of the great pendulum of

1. Pilgrim Letters. I, 260: To Thomas Beard, 17 May 1337; I, 268:
To Unknown Correspondent, 8 June 1837.

2. Ibid.. I, 629, 632. Dickens's continued belief in Mary's existence
somewhere is reflooted by his conviction at Niagara that 'the dear
girl whose ashe3 lie in Kensal-green• had been there too, 'many
times' (Porster, Life, p.270).
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1
eternity, we shall all be re-united*. As we saw in Pickwick Papers,

before the subject came to mean so much for him, Dickens described

the reunion of families after death as one of the 'first joys of a

2
future existence', anticipated by all peoples, civilised or savage.

And, it is worth stressing, this implies a belief not necessarily
3

Christian.

If Dickens could not renounce for himself the 'mysterious' yet

'certain' hope, he also felt, as a novelist, that care should be

exercised in providing for it too authoritatively. For example, it

is only children such as little Dick in Oliver Twist who are permitted
4

to articulate the idea of meeting their family in heaven; or, in

The Old Curiosity Shop, the little boy who communicates to Nell his

fervent belief that she will see his brother there (lv, 412). But

Nell herself has no such visions. She is permitted a dream of the

favourite pupil among angels, but not the certain knowledge of meeting,

say, her mother, that one might have expected. Dickens permits the

1. Memorialssof Thomas Hood, p.400.

2. PP, ch.xxviii, p.374.

3. Fanny Dickens told her brother on her death-bed that she could not
help thinking of meeting her family when they, too, died, but 'she
knew that was a mere human fancy, find could have no reality after
she was dead' (Forster, Life, p.522). She had become a Congregat-
ionalist, and doubtless accepted the Calvinist principle that it is
for God to save whom He has chosen. In fact, Jesus' teaching on the
subject has been understood in more than one way: he rejected the
literalism of the Sadducees about marriage in heaven, saying that
the resurrected 'neither marry, nor are given in marriage; but are
as the angels which are in heaven' (liark, 12:25); but also, the
miracles of Jairus' daughter, and the raising of Lazarus, imply a
hope of meeting again; and this persistent hope has been described
as holding 'an exceedingly high religious value', even while not
being certainly 'religious in itself* - by William Temple,
•Immortality in relation to Religion and Ethics', Religious Experience
and Other Essays and Addresses, ed. A.E. Baker (1958), p.115. In
the Pilgrim's Progress. 1678, Christian anticipates meeting his wife
and family in heaven: see edition ed. R. Sharrock (Penguin English
Library, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1965)» p.351.

4. OT, ch.xvii, p.109.
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•fancy' of belief in a reunion after death for young children, but for

older characters he hesitates about it. At the end of The Old

Curiosity ■-hop. Kit Nubbles teaches his children that Nell lias gone to

heaven, and promises them that if they are 'good, like her, they might

hope to be there too, one day, and to see and know her as he had done

when he was quite a boj* (chapter the last, p.554). But he is

addressing his children, not the reader; just as Dickens himself was

addressing his children when he wrote, in The Life of Our Lord, that

Jesus was 'now in Heaven, where we hope to go, and all to meet each

other after we are dead, and there be happy always together'.'1' Dickens's

strategy towards young children is clear; what is less clear is his

strategy towards older readers. If he felt the need to believe in

the reunion of families after death when he was in the midst of his

grief for Mary Hogarth, at other times he was only prepared to support

it in the mouths of babes and sucklings. Perhaps he felt that the

responsibility for accepting such a belief must finally be the reader's.

The clearest belief to emerge from the Mary Hogarth crisis, in

relation to death, is what one may call the schoolmaster's consolation.

If Mary's death posed the problem of how to come to terms with the
2

premature loss of one so 'Young Beautiful and Good', one answer was

that the memory of that person could finaction as a moral and spiritual

guide to those who remain, drawing them together in the common bonds of

1. The Life of Our Lord (1934), p.11. This was completed in 1846,
although the manuscript, not published until 1934, is marked 1349»
perhaps, as Philip Collins suggests, a fair copy or a revised
version (Dickens and Education, p.53, note 3). See also 'A Child's
Dream of A Star'. HW. I (6 April 1850), reptd. in iff, pp.387-390.

2. Part of the inscription on Hary's tombstone: see Pilgrim Letters.
I, 259, note 1.
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humanity, and providing for them the 'best and purest link oetween
1 2

this world and a better'. as Jack Lindsay has observed, the

phrase dickens composed for Mary's gravestone is echoed and re-echoed

in his works, just as an ideal vision of her qualities reappears time

and again in the pure, childlike, innocent heroines he creates. Her

memory was an inspiration, evidently linking her with the highest

values, and thus providing her with a form of immortality. This

belief in a subjective immortality was shaped by Dickens's reaction

to Mary's death: her memory haunted him for years after her death,

entering his dreams, and coming so much into his thoughts 'at all times

(especially when 1 am successful, and have prospered in anything)',

that her image became an 'essential' part of him, as 'inseparable' from
3

his 'existence' as the beating of his heart. At the same time, he

idealised her. Three weeks after her death, he wrote: 'she had not

a single fault, and was in life almost as far above the foibles and

vanity of her sex as she is now in Heaven'; soon she became 'the

4
gentlest and purest creature that ever shed a light on earth'. Nor

was this idealised memory permitted to disappear, otherwise its

uplifting function, and hence its ability to confer immortality, would

also disappear. As he told Mrs. Hogarth, Dickens was determined

1. The moral to 'The five Sisters of York', M, ch.vi, p.65.

2. Charles Dickens: A Biographical and Critical Study (1950), p.135.

3. Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 484: To Mrs. George Hogarth, 8 May 1843.
On the dreams of Mary, see Pilgrim Letters. I, 366: To Mrs. Charles
Dickens, 1 Feb. 1838. Dickens records dreaming of her again in
1844: see Porster, Life, pp.348-9.

4. Pilgrim Letters. I, 263: To Kichard Johns, 31 May 1837; I, 323:
To Mrs. George Hogarth, 26 October 1837.
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'never to shrink from speaking of her as if her memory vere to be

avoided'."''

The result of this determination is that when Dickens attempts to

embody his belief in subjective immortality in fiction, there is a

strong sense of willed acceptance behind it. Once Nell is to die

(established at least as early as chapter xliv^), Dickens is

determined that the consolatory theory of memory should be brought to

bear upon her stoiy, until we get to the point where expression of the

belief is undermined by this very determination. The first time

Dickens tried a fictional paradigm, he flinched away: hose Maylie's sup-

3
eierogatory illness in Oliver Twist. By the tine of The Old

Curiosity Shoo, he could allow the heroine to die. Part of the reason

may have been that he now felt more certain of the power of the

consolation offered by the idea of subjective immortality; yet, at the

last, it was extraordinarily painful for him to kill Nell, and he

admitted to Forster that his own consolatory beliefs were unable to
4

counteract this.

It is revealing to look at how the belief in memory as a foil for

death is established in The Old Curiosity Chop. The first major

1. Ibid.. I, 323 - in this letter he also describes keeping Mary's
ring on day and night (he did not ever remove it).

2. vhere v/e read: 'is there no turning back, my child?' (p.333),
echoed and emphasized in the running-title, and evidently written
beyond the half-way mark in the novel, which is when Forster claimed
to have suggested to Dickens the inevitability of a tragic ending
to Nell's career: see Pilgrim .betters. II, 125, note 3; H» 188s
To John Forster, 17 Jan. 1841.

3. OT, chap3.xxxiii-iv. Pee also W.J. Carlton, 'The Death of Mary
Hogarth - Before and After', Dick.. L4III (May 1967), 68-74.

4. Pilgrim Letters. II, 181: To John Forster, ?8 Jan. 1841.
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expression occurs after Hell has arrived, at the old church where she

will die. The scene is set by the bachelor, whose whimsical

reflections on altering history so that only the memories of good

deeds survive, prepare us for the schoolmaster's ideas. hut, first,

Hell converses with the sexton. He forcefully disposes of the

immortalising power of memory, by insisting that 'those who lie below'

are not remembered (liv, 403). Hell, in distress at his suggestion,

comes across the schoolmaster 'sitting on a green grave in the sun'

(liv, 405) - anticipating hopes of growth and renewal - and bursts into

tears. The schoolmaster proceeds to supply this passionate

reassurance:

Hell, Hell ... There is nothing ... no, nothing
innocent and good, that dies, and is forgotten.
Let us hold to that faith, or none ... There is
not an angel added to the Host of Heaven but does
its blessed work in those that loved it here.
Forgotten! oh, if the good deeds of human creatures
could be traced to their source, how beautiful would
even death appear; for how much charity, mercy, and
purified affection, would be seen to have their
growth in dusty graves! (liv, 406)

This i3 the faith Dickens wished to hold; but this is the faith that

seems to have defeated him. As he confided to Forster: 'I can't

preach to myself the schoolmaster's consolation, though I try*."'"

Dickens's uncertainty is revealed by contrasting the absence in

The Old Curiosity Lhop of any convincing demonstration of his doctrine

with its affirmation in Oliver Twist. Mr. Brownlow responds to Oliver

partly because he resembles the beloved aunt. Brownlow sums up his

1. Pilgrim Letters. II, 181-2: To John Forster, ?8 Jan. 1841.
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belief thus: 'I have not made a coffin of my heart, and sealed it up,

for ever, on my best affections'.^" Compared with this, Nell's wooden

response to the schoolmaster's reassurance, 'Who should feel its force

so much as I, in whom your little scholar lives again?' (liv, 406),

is unconvincing. The role of old Trent is equally weak. Dickens

tries to suggest that he always meant well, transferring his love for

a long-dead wife and daughter to Nell (lxix, 525). But this is long

after we have come to feel that he is nothing less than a blight on

his granddaughter's life. The novelist's uncertainty is further

revealed in his insistence after Nell's death on the immortalising

effect of memory. We are instructed that 'no man* may reject the

lesson of such deaths, hard as this is to accept (lxxii, 544)• Nell

i; meant to become for the reader what she and her mother, and her

i other's mother, were before her: an embodiment of the 'Good Angel

of the race - abiding by them in all reverses - redeeming all their

sins' (lxix, 524). We are shown old Trent redeemed, and repentant,

accordingly, before he, too dies.

One further element in Dickens's 'doctrine of memory' is suggested

By The Ola Curiosity Shop; recalling the dead is also a means of

preserving human ties. Nell's death reunites all the separated

brothers - Trent and the single gentleman, Mr. Garland and the

bachelor; and it seems that her memory is to confirm these ties for

life. do, too, ve hear of the village community coming together to

mourn the girl who dies in their midst - 'the deaf, the blind, the

lame, the palsied, the living dead* (lxii, 542). The memory of Nell

1. See OT, ch.xi, pp.61-2; ch.xiv, p.85.

2. An echo of Matthew, 15:30-1, doubtless deliberate.
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was felt by Dickens to have a similar effect upon himself, as he

revealed to Forster when he tried to bring Forster and Ainsworth

together:

In the midst of this child's death /i.e. Nell's/", I,
over whom something of the bitterness of death has
passed, not lightly perhaps, was reminded of many
old kindnesses, and was sorry in my heart that men
who really liked each other should waste life at
arm's length. 1

On yet another occasion he linked Nell with this belief, calling her

one of those 'fictitious creatures* who had 'endeared' him and his

audience to each other 'as real afflictions deepen friendship in

actual life'

It should be added that Dickens's 'doctrine of memory' is only

part of a complex state of mind. We may see this from certain

biographical facts revealed in his letters. Dickens apparently

assumed he would be buried in the same grave as Mary Hogarth; but when

her brother died in October 1841, he had to relinquish the idea. He

wrote to Forster:

It is a great trial to me to give up Mary's grave;
greater than I can possibly express. I thought of
moving her to the catacombs, and saying nothing
about it; but then I remembered that the poor old
lady /Mary's maternal grandmother^ is buried next
her at her own desire, and could not find it in my
heart, directly she is laid in the earth, to take her
grandchild away. The desire to be buried next her is
as strong upon me now as it was five years ago; and
I know (for I don't think there ever was love like
that I bear her) that it will never diminish.

1. Pilgrim Letters. II, 170-1: To John Forster, ?21 Dec. 1840.

2. Fielding, Speeches. p.9: To a Banquet in his honour in Edinburgh,
25 June 1841.
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That Dickens sensed, something morbid in these reflections himself is

attested by his exclamation, a few lines further on: 'I neither

think nor hope (God forbid) that our spirits would ever mingle there1.

But, he had to admit, it was 'very hard* to 'get the better of it'.*'
Dot for Dickens the .larvellian detachment of 'The Grave's a fine and

2
private place,/But none I think do there embrace'" And in this his

attitude was far from extraordinary. De Quincey recorded that in

•sick, frantic yearning' for 'the darling' of his heart, he stretched

him3el every night for 'more than two months running* on the grave of

3
Kate KorAsworth, who had died at the age of three. This inability to

accept death as the end to all human ties produced al30 the typical

Victorian memorial, massive, and apparently reassuring. hence Dickens's

need to etch the words 'God In His Mercy/ Numbered Her with His Angela'
4

above Mary'3 grave.

Un the other hand, Dickens strongly disliked what he was later to

call the 'sculptured horrors of the tomb', and much of his best comedy
5

has been made to serve this view. 'Real affliction, real grief and

1. Pilgrim Letters. II, 410: To John Forster, 25 Oct. 1841. Larlier,
in Pilgrim Letters. I, 516, writing to .Villiam Bradbury on 3 March
1839 to console him on the death of a young daughter, Dickens alluded
to his own loss adding, 'I have never connected her idea with the
grave in which she lies', yet going on to describe Mary's clothes
mouldering away 'in their secret places'. As Lteven Marcus suggests,
Dickens's emotions with regard to Mary Hogarth seem at times to
prefigure those of Heathcliff: Dickens: from Pickwick to Dombey.p.134.

2. 'To His Coy Mistress', lines 31-2.

3. 'Lociety of the Lakes - IV', from Tait's .xjinburg:h . a^;aaine (Aug. 1840),
reptd. in Recollections of the hakes and Lake Poets, ed. D. V.right
(Penguin Lnglish Library, H. rmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970), p.372.

4. Pilgrim netters. 1, 259, note 1.

5. Lee G/-. ch.xxxv, pp.264-6 for Trabb and Go's dismal ostentation; or,
nearer to CCS in time, the account of Mr. Mould's arrangements in
IC. ch.xix, pp.320-5.
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solemnity* were too often outraged, as he felt already when a child at

his first funeral;^ and the plainness that he demanded for himself in

his will was what he desired of others too - even the Duke of

2
Wellington. Nor was this view unique. Mrs. Gaskell's Mary Barton

contains many deaths, but, for example, Davenport's funeral is *a

simple walking funeral, with nothing to grate on the feelings of any;

far more in accordance with its purpose*, she continues, 'than the

gorgeous hearses, and nodding plumes, which form the grotesque funeral
3

pomp of respectable people'.

Other Victorians shared Dickens's view that a form of immortality

is supplied by memory of the dead. That great distiller of ineteenth-

century commonplace, Samuel Smiles, instructed his readers that

The example of a great death may be an inspiration
to others, as well as the example of a good life. A
great act does not perish with the life of him who
performs it, but lives and grows up into like acts in
those who survive the doer thereof and cherish his

memory. Of some great men, it might almost be said .

that they have not begun to live until they have died.

1. 'Medicine Men of Civilisation', AYR. X (26 Sept. 1363), reptd. in
UT, pp.283-5.

2. See 'Trading in Death', HD., VI (27 Nov. 1852), reptd. in MP, pp.349-
358: also Coutts Letters, P«208^ 2J Sept. 1852. For Dickens's will,
see Forster, Life, p.859: 'I emphatically direct that I be buried
in an inexpensive, unostentatious, and strictly private manner...'

3. Mary Barton. 1848, ed. S. Gill (Penguin Fnglish Library, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, 1970), ch.vi, p.112. See also Alan Walbank, 'With a Blush
Retire', Dick.. LVII (Sept. 1961), 166-173» on Dickens and Victorian
epitaphs. For a full account, lavishly illustrated, of Victorian
funeral horrors, see John Morley, Death. Heaven and the Victorians
(1971). '

4* Character. I878 (1888), p.363.
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Smiles, who considered himself a Christian expressing beliefs within

a Christian framework, was convinced that 'character, embodied in

thought and deed, is of the nature of immortality'."^ One thinks of

Nell, raised above the community by her saintliness, and living on in

the memory of those who cherished it. The secularist camp expressed

similar thoughts. Alexander Welsh has pointed out that the

Positivists also regarded death 'as a passage from life into the
2

memory of a surviving friend or relation'. George Eliot exclaimed

'0 may I join the choir invisible/Of those immortal dead who live
. 3

again/In roinds made better by their presence'; while Comte turned his

life into 'a perpetual hymn' to the memory of his beloved Clcthilde
4

de Vaux. The belief in a subjective version of immortality cut

across the lines of those who believed in God and those who did not.

1. Ibid.. p.21.

2. The City of Dickens, p.202. Welsh offers a valuable, if somewhat
hasty, account of the context of ideas in which Dickens's interest
in memory and death flourished.

3. Jubal and Other Poems. 1874, quoted Laurence Lerner, The Truthtellers:
Jane Austen, George Eliot, D.H, Lawrence (1967), p.45.

4. Quoted by Basil W'illey, Nineteenth Century Studies. 1949- (Penguin
Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1964), p.205.
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IV

Yet, for many contemporary readers, Dickens's treatment of death

in The Old Curiosity Shoo was highly objectionable - even blasphemous.

A High Church journal, the Christian Remembrancer, complained that

the gradual dying of his young heroine is worked up
through several numbers, and with minute touches;
and yet, if we except her haunting the old church,
not a single christian feature is introduced. The
whole matter is one tissue of fantastic sentiment,
as though the growth of flowers by one's grave, and
the fresh country air passing over it, and the games
of children near it, could abate by one particle the
venom of death's sting, or cheat the grave of any the
smallest element of his victory ... to work up an
elaborate picture of dying and death, without the only
ingredient that can make the undisguised reality
other than "an uncouth hideous thing" ... is not
dealing fairly by us. 1

This was a year after the novel appeared. Soon Harriet Beecher Stowe

was writing in the New-York Evangelist that while Nell might talk

•sentimentally of angels and heaven', and even 'delightfully' of dying,

Dickens did not appear to recognise 'such a person as Jesus Christ',
2

or 'such a book as the Bible'. Even the North British Review, rather

less committed to a religious standpoint, was disturbed:

'when our hearts are touched, it i3 not right, and to
a well constituted mind it is painful, to leave us
with a few vague sentiments scarcely even of natural
religion, and a picturesque sketch perhaps of a Bible
in the background, but with no reference to the
revelation it contains, and to those truths which

1. Modern Novels', Christian Remembrancer. IV (Dec. 1842), 592.

2. 'Literary Epidemics', New-York Evangelist. XIV (1843), quoted in
E. Wugenknecht, Harriet Beecher Btowe: The Known and the Unknown
(New York, 1965), p.150. Mrs. Stowe later held more favourable
views of Dickens: see Harry Stone, 'Charles Dickens and Harriet
Beecher Stowe', NCF.. XII (Dec. 1957), 188-202; and compare Nell's
death and the death of Little Eva in Uncle Tom's Cabin (1852),
ch.xxvi.
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furnish the only true ground of hope to the dying,
and of consolation to the bereaved. *

Can Dickens be defended against these allegations'? Ought he to be?

Is there a sense in which he did recognise the Christian religion in

his treatment of death in The Old Curiosity 3uoo?

In the first place, there is some justifications for these charges.

As we have seen, the mere doctrine of immortality articulated in the

novel, with its emphasis on secular resurrection through memory, cannot

accurately be described as Christian. Moreover, nowhere in the novel

does Dickens appear to provide specific support for the central

Christian belief in Christ as the Mediator and Redeemer. If Nell's

'artless prayers' are supposed to contain any such affirmation,

Dickens, like old Trent, has 'no memory for the words', knowing only

that 'they were very good* (xv, 116). Nell may have been asked to

'say a prayer that night for a sick child', when the favourite scholar

lies dying (xxiv, 135); and 3he and the schoolmaster may have 'read

some prayers aloud' in her church-home (lii, 388); but there seems to

be little convincing pressure of Christian belief behind these details.

Prayer in The Old Curiosity Shon is not related to the idea of

salvation; ana there appears to be no specific appeal to Christ on

behalf of the dying.

But Dickens does not attempt to put forward an explicit belief;

1. /£leghorn?7, Mcx'th British Review. Ill, 84-5. According to the
Prospectus of the first number, which appeared in May 1844, this
periodical was committed to 'those great principles upon which all
the Evangelical Communions are agreed', but reviewers seem to
have felt free of these principles in dealing with fiction on the
whole.
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nor is his religion very sympathetic to the formal elements in

Christianity. The Bible is present only through allusion, and it is

not assumed to be directly inspired, or a literal guide to the

faithful. There is still almost no hint of the church's role as a

Christian institution, beyond the idea that its buildings are fitting

places in which to die, offering tolling bolls and a burial service.

The old clergyman attached to Hell's church confirms this impression,

sinee he 'would rather see her dancing on the green at nights ... than

have her sitting in the shadow of our mouldering arches' (lii, 390), a

remark indicating the sentimental or 'natural* religion objected to by

some of the novel's critics. If, when Nell first arrives at her

church-home, she feels it is (with a shudder) *a place to live and

learn to die in* (lii, 3S6), the very next day she comes across a

sportive group of children gambolling among the graves. An infant

lies upon a new grave (an obvious emblem), and Nell, drawing nearer,

asks whose grave it is. The child answers.

that that was not its name; it was a garden - his
brother's. It was greener, ho said, than all the
other gardens, and the birds lovod it better because
he had been used to feed them. When he had done
speaking, ha looked at her with a smile, and kneeling
down and nestling for a moment with his cheek against,
the turf, bounded merrily awey. (liii, 394) '

There seems little here to defend Chickens against the accusations of

his more strictly religious critics. But how far doe3 he need

defending?

1. The archaic note struck here does not help Dickens: compare the
death-bed of the favourite pupil, at times moving, ae when 'the
hum of distant voices borne upon the evening air came floating
through the open window', but also marred by such phrases as 'And
then he laid hiir. softly down once more* (r.rv, 192). Archaisms are
not necessarily whimsical, but in Dickens they usually suggest
this weakness.
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A more conventional sense of religions belief is sometimes

conveyed. When Hell first visits the village church, she is granted

a vision: of the dead in a state of eternal, painless sleepy and then,

of joyful resurrection. At first, Dickens seems to be indulging' the

same sentimental or natural religion as before: Hell picks up a Bible,

which she reads (the texts unspecified), and then leys down, to think

of the summer days and bright springtime that would come -
ui tne rays of sun that would fall in aslant, upon the
sleeping forms - of the leaves that would flutter at the
winnow ... of the 3ongs of birds... What if the spot
awakened thoughts of death! Die who would, it would still
remain the same; these sights and sounds would still go
on, as happily as ever. It would be no pain to sleep
amidst them. (liii, 398)

The mere consolation obtained from the idea of a benevolent nature whose

timeless processes suggest continuity and happiness rather tiian

mortality, is in itself neither inspiring nor profound. The traditional

associations of spring and summer are invoked to prori ote the familiar

adage that though we die, life goes on. The conception of death as

sleep is common enough: *After life's fitful fever, he sleeps well'.

Yet it is Scriptural as well as literary: in the Old Testament, sleep

is used to suggest a state of shadowy semi-being in wiiich the dead

continue to survive ('So David slept with his fathers, and was buried

in the city of David*); and in the Hew, it is tied to the hope of

resurrection (.'.But now is Christ risen from the dead, and become the

first fruits of thera that slept')."*" And Dickens extends Hell's

church experience to include enacting a scene which points unequivocally

to the hope of resurrection. After leaving the chapel, she slowly

1. See I Kings, 2:10; I Corinthians, 15:20.
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climbs the church tower, winding up through the darkness, until she

stands upon the turret top:

Oh4 the glory of the sudden burst of light; the
freshness of the fields and woods, stretching away
on every side, and mooting the bright blue sky; the
cattle grazing in the pasturage; the smoke, that,
coming from among the trees, seemed to rise upward
from the green earth; the children yet at their
gs&bols down below - all# everything, so beautiful
paid happy J It was like passing from death to life;
it was drawing nearer Heaven. (liii, 393)

Although there is no specific reference to the Bible, or to the saving

efficacy of Christs this is a representation of the belief that after

death there is a resurrection, when man will ccae fne to face with

God, the source of all light. Nell's final 'assumption* is also

prefigured here, as it has been earlier, when, on her way to the village

which will witness her death, we look at the 'long bare road rising up,

up, up, until it stopped abruptly at a sharp high ridge as if there
JL

were no more road, and all beyond was sky* (xlvi, 345).

Thus Dickens has, in his own way, expressed an accepted Christian

belief, drawing on the common stock of literary and Scriptural

associations. To grasp this is to grasp one of the basic principles

of his method. His beliefs aro rarely explicit, but are character¬

istically embodied in the very texture of the work. In this case the

expression is unsophisticated partly because a child cannot be expected

to conceive of the resurrection in more adult forms. Early in the

novel Dickens has Nell reveal that the old man tried to make her

understand that her mother was not *lying in her grave, but had flown

1. Light, and t ie sky, aro repeated images in the novel: see, for
example, eh.^v, p.114: 'the light, creation's mind, was everywhere,
and all things owned its power; and ch.lxxi, p.539: 'When I die,
put near me something that has loved the light, find had the sky
above it always*.
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to a beautiful country beyond the sky, where nothing died or ever grew

old* (vi, 49)• After the death of the favourite pupil, we learn that

Well *thinks as a child', and so draws no more then a 'plain and easy

X
moral* from the event (xxvi, 134)•

We have always to recall that Dickens is a novelist, and works

through the medium of the novel. He is neither theologian (like, say,

Newman), nor didactic essayist (such as Garlyle or Arnold). Moreover,

he preferred childish expressions of a simple faith in life after

death to pious familiarity with the text of the Bible, theological

abstractions, or eatechistic complexities. He especially disliked the

idea that children should be imbued with a sense of death as fearful.

In a long, impassioned letter addressed to the authoress of a

collection of children's tales, he wrote:

I think it monstrous to hold the source of inconceivable
mercy mid goodness perpetually up to then as an avenging
and wrathful God who - making them in His wisdom children
before they are men and women - is to punish them
awfully for every little venial offence which is almost
a necessary part of tliat stage of life. I object
decidedly to endeavouring tc impress them with a fear of
death, before they can be rationally supposed to become
accountable creatures, and so great a horror do I feel
at the thought of imbuing with strict doctrines those who
have just reflection enough to know that if God be as
rigid and just as they are told He is, their fathers and
mothers and three fourths of their relations and friends
must be doomed to Eternal Perdition, and if I were left

1. Fred Trent says Nell is 'nearly fourteen', to which Dick Swiveller
replies, 'Fine girl of her age, but small* (vii, 35), but as she
becomes idealised, generically 'the child', she seems to become
younger. But there is an element of realism here: one is
reminded of the twelve-year-old referred to in an Examiner report
of 8 Dec. 1849, who, when questioned in court upon her knowledge
of religion 'betrayed the utmost ignorance upon the subject; and
although she sometimes went to church she said that she supposed
the people prayed to the minister, and that He prayed to them, but
she had never heard of God, and knew nothing of the existence of
an Almighty Creator' - quoted by K.J. Fielding and Alec W, Brice,
•Charles Dickens on "The Exclusion of Evidence" -I*, Dick.. L^IV
(Sept. 1968), 132.
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to choose between the two evils I would far rather that
my children acquired their first principles of religion
from a contemplation of nature and all the goodness
and beneficence of the Great Being Who created it, than
I would suffer them with such strict construction ever

to open a Bible or a Prayer Book, or enter a place of
Worship.

Dickens's priorities are plain: Christianity as it is usually taught

could and should be disregarded insofar as it endangered the basic

spirit of religion - the conception of God as a benign and merciful

being, the creator of all good things.

Thus Dickens's views differed in important respects from those

usually taught, we gather. As a novelist, he preferred not to make

his views too prominent, or to appear didactic; but, as we have seen

in Oliver Twist and Pickwick Papers, or in Kit Nubbles's remarks on the

teaching of little Bethel, he felt a strong sympathy for the doctrine

of the natural goodness and innocence of man, in opposition to the

notion that we are depraved sinners who ought to be frightened into

virtue. He is often sentimental and imprecise; but is, of course, no

less religious to say that children should not have the fear of

damnation held up to them as a warning, as it is to insist that they

should. It is no less religious, though from some points of view it

may be less orthodox, to stress natural religion rather than faith in

the teaching of the church. Nor was this emphasis entirely new: it

could be found, once again, in Dickens's much-admired Henry fielding,

1. Pilgrim betters. I, 568: To ?Mrs. Godfrey, 25 July 1839. Note the
schoolmaster's remark, as his pupils run shouting and laughing out
of the schoolhouse, despite his sorrow over his dying favourite,
that 'It's natural, thank Heaveni' (xxv, 190); and the bachelor's
absurd attempt to rebuke the village boys for their lively good-
heartedness when they have slept during sermons (lii, 392-3).
Collins, Dickens and Jducation. pp.57-8, points out the centrality
in Dickens's work of this attack on 'religious nastiness'.
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who opposed the orthodox Augustinian theology of his time in similar

terms."2"

The scenes leading up to Hell's death, with their emphasis on the

benevolent processes of nature offering 'assurances of immortality'

(ixii, 543), must be viewed .in the context of Dickens's antagonism

towards current trends in attitudes towards death and the young, before

they are criticised for lacking Christian features. Already in the

eighteenth century, a wide-spread literature for children had developed

which characteristically proclaimed the inevitable and dreadful fate

awaiting those who were anything but supernaturally good; and this

attitude became firmly entrenched in the first half of the succeeding

century. A typical verse ran:

I'i§ dangerous to provoke a God
Whose power and vengeance none r.n tell;
One stroke of His almighty rod ^
Can send young sinners quick to hell."

As Angus Wilson has pointed out, Dickens's response to the view that

death comes to children as a punishment, was to create child heroes

and heroines v»ho • exemplify the Heavenly Reward of the Good and

Innocent, as is graphically shown by the endpieee of The Old Curiosity

1. See Tom Jones. II, Book 3* cli.iv, p.81, where Parson Thwackum's
attempts to impose the doctrine of total depravity on young Ton
are revealed as neglectful of virtue and 'all natural goodness of
heart'. See again Battestin, The .ior; 1 Basis of Fielding's Art, on
Fielding's cheerful religion.

2. The Children's Friend, ed. Rev. Carus Wilson, quoted "by Jane M.
Bwbank, The Life and 'forks of iiliam~Caru3 Wilson 1791-1859 (Kendal,
1939)» p.7. Also ace Simon Yudkin, 'Death and the Young', in Wean's
Concern -iith Death, ed. A. foynbee (1968), especially pp.48-50.
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Shop with Nell, the child, being borne heavenward by angels (who are

also, of course, children of a kind)*.* Dickens was not alone among

novelists of his time in thinking the reprobate view of childhood

pernicious. The verse above comes from The Children's Friend, a

religious miscellany for the young, edited by the Reverend Carus Wilson,

who will be remembered as Brocklehurst catechising little Jane Eyre

on her posthumous destination, and foretelling the dread and awaiting

naughty children: he gives her a 'thin pamphlet*, urging her to 'read

it with prayer, especially that part containing "an account of the

awfully sudden death of Martha G—» a naughty child addicted to false-
2

hood and deceit"'. It has been said of Carus V«ilson that *in the

business of frightening little children into being Evangelical little

children he was a prodigious master*; find- grim inevitability with

which juvenile error is rewarded by death in his stories does little

to contradict this judgement. Truant Sabbath-breakers, for example,
4

were particularly prone to sudden death. Mary Haldane, a girl of

sixteen when The Old Curiosity Shop first appeared, wrote of the terrors

she experienced as a result of 'extreme evangelical influences*: 'We

can hardly be thankful enough to Charles Dickens and Charlotte Brontfe

1. 'Dickens on Children and Childhood', in Dickens 1970. ed. Michael
Slater, p.198.

2. Charlotte Brontfe, Jane Eyre. 1847» (Penguin English Library,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex 1966), ch.iv, p.67. See also Tie Children's
Friend. XVI (Feb. 1839)» 41: 'My dear child, you have come into the
world with as evil a heart as that of Cain...'

3. Brown, Fathers of the Victorians, p.463.

4. See, for example, The Child's Companion. 3rd series (1838), pp.176-9,
which contains the tale of a little boy who 'dares the anger of an
offended God', by sliding on the ice on a Sunday; he falls in and
drowns.
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for exposing these evils*. Steven Marcus, however, lias argued that

the scene in Oliver Twist, when Mr. Brownlow brings Oliver to view the

condemned Fagin 'inevitably ... recalls the memorable episode in The

? irchild Fanilr» in which Mr. Fairchild takes his disobedient children

out for a stroll to see a gibbeted criminal*•" But Sliver is brought

to Fagin to ask him about lost papers; Brownlow and the turnkey are

well aware it is *not a sight for children*, and Brownlow explains that

Oliver is deeply involved in Fagin*s fate; further, as we have seen,

3
Oliver even tries to improve the occasion by persuading Fagin to pray.

There is no true parallel with Mrs. Sherwood's cautionary scene. The

real interest lies in the contrast between Dickens and Mrs. Sherwood,

which brings out once again Dickens's distaste for the moral or

religious oppression of the young.

This is why Dickens omits the venom of death's sting from hell's

end. But he does not entirely remove it from the novel. Quilp's

final struggle against death provides us with a glimpse of terror.

The misshapen dwarf realises that he has trapped himself and, hearing

potential rescuers, he cries out

- with a yell, which seemed to make the huhired fires
that danced before his eyes tremble and flicker, as if
a gust of wind had stirred them. It was of no avail.
The strong tide filled his throat, and bore him on,
upon its rapid current.

1. /S.s. JlaldaneT, l.-.ry Elisabeth. H Idanes A Record of - 'hmdred
2m*. i n.d.) / PP.54-5)

2* Dickons: from Pickwick to Domboy. p.69.

3. 01. ch.iii, pp.362-4. Compare Mrs. Sherwood, The History of tiie
Fairchild Family (1818), p.57. By 1842, when Mrs. Sherwood wrote
a second volume of her 'History*, her views liad mellowed a little:
see Sara Keith, *Gruesome Examples for Children: The Heal Purpose
of Mr. Fairciiild', N&Q. n.s. XXX (Maqr 1565), 184-5.
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Another mortal struggle, and he was up again, beating
the water with his hands, and looking out, with wild and
glaring eyes that showed him some black object he was
drifting close upon. The hull of a shipi He could touch
its smooth and slippery surface with his hand. One loud
cry now - but the resistless water bore him down before
he could give it utterance, and, driving him under it ,
carried away a corpse. (lxvii, 510)

If thi3 is sensationalism, then it is skilfully managed. The fire on

the wharf becomes Qullp's premonition of hell; while the resistless

Thames, frequently suggestive in Dickens of time sweeping man to death,

here carries the defiant, mocking and apparently indestructible Quilp

(who has already survived a premature wake) to his appropriate end.

Whereas Nell dies gradually, peacefully and painlessly, surrounded by

friends and religious uplift, Quilp's death is thoroughly nasty, and

short. And while Nell is interred in holy ground, the dwarf's

waterlogged body is buried at last 'with a stake through his heart in

the centre of four lonely roads' (chapter the last, p.549)#''"

There are times when Nell succumbs to 'an involuntary chill - a

momentary feeling akin to fear' (lii, 389). But such moments are

immediately overcome by those 'blessed thoughts and hopes, which are

the portion of few but the weak and drooping' (lii, 388). Again, the

form taken by these consoling intimations may not be strictly Christian,

but they are moulded in the Christian tradition. Dickens provides

Nell with a dream-vision taken from what must have been a familiar

contemporary source, the religious print: she seems to see 'the roof

opening, and a column of bright faces rising far away into the sky,

a3 she had seen in some old scriptural picture once, and looking down on

1. A common way of disposing of suicides (which he is presumed to be),
in order to render their restless spirits pov;erless: see John
Ashton, The Dawn of the AIAth Century in England (1886), II, 282-3.
Ashton claims that the last of such burials took place in 1823.
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her, asleep* (lii, 389). Perhaps Dickens has in mind here the

occasion, on their second day's journey out of London, when Hell and

her grandfather observe, in a labourer's cottage, *a few common,

coloured scripture subjects in frames upon the wall and chimney' (xv,

119). It is striking how often Dickens conceives of his religious

subjects in terms akin to those of suoh prints, which, if their

appearance in his novels is anything to go by, were a common feature

of the home in his time. Master Humphrey, like Mr. Brownlow before

him, is given an appropriate scripture print over his fireplace.1
And there is the print above the stair's at Dr. Blimber's which

obsesses Paul Dombey, until he exclaims as he dies; 'tell them that
2

the print upon the stairs at school is not divine enough*. Adults

experience religion in similar terms. When Inspector Bucket turns his

lamp upon an infant lying in Tom-all-Alone's slum, his companion

Snagsby 'is strangely reminded of another infant, encircled with light,
3

that he has seen in pictures': his charitable impulses reflect the

belief that the memory of such prints may survive as a reservoir of

genuine religious feeling, to be tapped in later life,

Dickens's use of this visual material is not accidental. It

expresses a deep and consistent sympathy for the unsophisticated

religious conceptions of ordinary people. Hell illustrates this

1. See Master Humphrey's Clock. I, 25: the print appears to represent
Christ surrounded by children. Compare 01', ch.xii, p.71. And see
J.R. Harvey, Victorian novelists and their Illustrators (1970), p.
125, where it is pointed out, that the basic conception of PCS is
Very much a visual one'. Examples of popular Victorian religious
prints may be found in Scripture Prints: Intended Chiefly for
Distribution Among the Poor* eds. H.J, Rose and J.W. Burgon (Oxford
and London, 1351;.

2. D &S. ch.xvi, p.226.

3. BII. ch.xx, p.312. And compare David Cepperfield's imagS*of Agnesi
her hand always upraised towards heaven, for example, DC,ch.liii,p.768.
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clearly. She is not depicted calling upon the mercy of Christ as she

lies dying, but blessing those who helped her and her grandfather in

their wanderings (ixxii, 540). Her death may be seen as sanctifying

the charity of people like the prostitute at the races, who gives her

some money and begs her to 'go home and keep at home for God's sake'

(xix, 15l); or like the village labourers, itinerant showmen, the poor

schoolmaster - all on the fringes of society, or in some sense rejected,

be may sum up this aspect of The Old Curiosity Ehop in Forster's words:

the story, he wrote, was intended to 'awaken everywhere the sleeping

germs of good'

The same impulse may be seen at work in the exchange between Nell

and Miss Konflathers. The headmistress is associated with respectable

Evangelical religion through her approval of Hannah More, the poet

Cowper and Dr. Watts; and also with the forces of utilitarianism, in

her arraignment of Nell for being a mere 'wax-work child*, when she

might assist the progress of manufacturing and technology to the extent

of her 'infant powers' (xxxi, 235). But, significantly, it is Miss

Edwards who, 'being motherless and poor', and 'apprenticed* to Miss

Konflathers, is moved to brave her employees scorn and wipe away Nell's

tears (xxxi, 236-7). The effect of this emblematic contrast of

respectable religiosity with natural goodness, is reinforced by Mrs.

Jarley's reaction to the headmistress's threat of the Stocks and

1. Life, p.151.

2. The words, and the contrast, anticipate 11T. as one reviewer, Justin
McCarthy, noticed, when he came to write about the latter: see
'Modern Novelists: Charles Dickens', Westminster Heview, n.s.
XaVI (Oct. 1864), 421-4.
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Penance: the good v.'oman (anoth r charitable "traveller who pities

hell) bursts out t! c she is * A'most inclinet ... to turn atheist*

when she thinks ol *it (xxxii, o9). Por her, there is 'nothing else*

but to 'laugh' at ne respectably religious such as .iiss i onflathers.*
Thus Dickens's religious sympathies and affiliations clearly lie with

the natural, the humble, the ordinary; not with the respectable,

orthodox and dogmatic. And his techniques reflect this.

To conclude: in his treatment of hell's death-scene, Dickens is

attempting to engage with a level of belief not catered for by the

religious periodicals. He has primarily in mind, as one lone

revie\ er accurately observed, 'the vast extent of the number of Ids

readers *, the many who were 'not at all, or only slightly, imbued with
2

religious principles'.

V

Recent comment does not reveal much more appreciation of Dickens's

purposes in The Old Curiosity hhop than that of contemporary religious

reviewers. Thus, Q.D. Leavis, in an otherwise valuable analysis of

the role of illustrations in Dickens's works, remarks on

1. Again, the opposition of natural, good entertainer, and dogmatic,
severely respectable and utilitarian teacher anticipates HT.

2. ' ster Humphrey's Clock. By Boz. hos. aAAVI to vhlV',
Metropolitan Magazine, XAa (March 1841), 78.
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Cattermole's sentimental picture of Nell on her
death-bed, 'At Jiest', v.rith its very obvious and
trite appurtenances of the Madonna and Child
above her bed-head, the open window for the
departing soul, the hour-glass and the song-bird
on the window-sill, the prayer-book in the dead
girl's hand, the contrast between her youthful
simplicity and the decayed Gothic magnificence
of her surroundings - all easily taken in (because
conventional und hackneyed) even by the illiterate
who could only listen to instalments read aloud.

Yet it is not Catterinole's sentimentality, but Dickens's sense for

popular religion, which has charged Nell's death-bed with the familiar

emblems of immortality, so 'easily taken in' by the illiterate.

Of course, it is understandable that a modern reader should wish

to call Dickens's treatment of Nell's death sentimental, as much as a

reviewer in the Christian Remembrancer, though for different reasons.

e undoubtedly experience difficulty in accepting the simplified

formulations of an earlier age's conventions and beliefs. But, as

A.O.J. Cockshut has well observed: 'sentimentality is perennial, but...

in some periods, of which the present may be one, it conceals itself
2

with greater skill -than usual'. To take an instructive case:

Graham Greene's The Power and the Glory (1940), contains two child

death-beds, one of a Victorian 'sentimental' type, the other, forcibly

'modern'. The 'charming story' of a girl 'dying of consumption very

1. Dickens the Novelist, p.345. Mrs. Leavis ignores the fact that
Dickens gave Cattermole unusually detailed instructions for the
execution of this scene, and that lie believed Cattermole provided
the very first illustrations to 'touch and move him', to make him
feel they 'expressed the idea I had in my mind': Pilgrim setters.
II, 171-2, 199: To George Cattermole, ?22 Dec. 1840, 30 Jan. 1841.
bee ilso uarvey, Victorian Novelists, pp.118-121.

2. 'sentimentality in Fiction', Twentieth Century. CLaI ( .pril 1957),
355.
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firm in her faith at the age of eleven*, who has a vision of a figure

'with a golden crown*, belongs to the world of false, conventional

Christianity, according to Greene; while the boy, shot by a gangster

on the mm, who dies 'with a kind of fury of pain*, as his mother' and

the priest-hero watch *the eyeballs roll up and suddenly become fixed,

like marbles in a solitaire-board, yellow and ugly with death*,

belongs to the 'real' world, in which the priest who attempts to provide

the religious assurance expected of him, finds his prayers 'weigh him

down like undigested food* Greene asserts that the typical

Victorian death-bed is sentimental, while his is not. But the over-

emphatic imagery of disgust and ugliness indicates a characteristically

modern form of sentimentality. Thus, rather than condemning Dickens,

we should try to understand why he treated death as he did, which means

reading The Old Curiosity Shoo with a due sense of the expectations it

was intended to satisfy. As we have seen, popular scriptural prints

give us some sense of what these expectations were; another indication

is that hell's death is peaceful and consoling, carrying hints of

immortality, expressing Dickesns*s opposition to that strain in the

popular religious literature of the time which put death forward as a

scarifying judgement.

Alongside that branch of contemporary religious writing which

portrayed death as a dismal corrective, there was also a branch which

stressed the happiness of death, and in which little saints, filled

with the power of forgiveness, linger endlessly to provide touching

farewells and moving reflections in the assembled mourners. A

p
favourite *after the Bible' was Legh Richmond's The Dairyman's Daughter.

1. The Power and the Glory (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex,
1970), Part 2, chs.i, iv, pp.94, 15*-.

2. Chadwick, The Victorian Church, I, 451.
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which tells how the simple faith of a pure and innocent country girl

sustains her through consumption and death, the whole imbued with a

rustic charm strongly reminiscent of Nell's story. Richmond's

narrative is more explicitly Christian than Dickens's, as one might

expect from a clergyman, but there is a remarkably similar emphasis

upon the softening, consoling effect of nature in the face of death:

after a gleam of sunlight lights up his dying heroine's room,

'emblematical of the bright and serene close of this young Christian's

departing season', Richmond reflects that 'Natural scenery, when viewed

in a Christian mirror, frequently affords very beautiful illustrations

of Divine truths'."''

Readers familiar with, and sympathetic to, this kind of literature

could hardly have responded with the outrage of the religious journals

to Dickens's treatment of Nell's death, although Dickens went yet

further tovrards 'natural religion'. But, again, if his tendency in

this direction would not be dignified by them as religious or even

Christian, it relates to, and reflects an area of popular belief which

it is essential to try and reach if one is to understand the religion

he expresses in The Old Curiosity Shop.

Dickens did not mean his readers to escape the fear of death

entirely while contemplating Nell's fate: the growing shadow over her

story, as she moves through grave-yard after grave-yard, and then

1. 'The Dairyman's Daughter', Annals of the Poor. 1814 (n.d.), part vi,
pp.78-9. See also Samuel J. Pickering, Jr., The Moral Tradition in
English Fiction 1785-1850 (Hanover, New Hampshire, 1976), pp.110-113,
where further parallels between PCS and Richmond's tracts are
indicated. Pickering does not, however, draw the critical distinct¬
ion between hell-fire tracts and those of a more moderate theology,
in discussing the evangelical influence on Dickens.
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suddenly falls ill, to be taken to her last home, cannot be ignored.

The shadow is at its darkest precisely on the last page of the last

number in which the reader sees her alive - when the old sexton,

symbol of mortality, takes us with her into the crypt of her old church

to see the 'black and dreadful' well therein (iv, 413). The old man's

ominous gesture down this well is unmistakeable, its meaning brought

out the more dramatically by Maelise's dark and forbidding illustration,

strategically inserted in the original between the words, 'the child ...

gazed down into the pit*, and, 'it looks like a grave itself'. The

impact of this upon the novel's first readers may be gauged by the

fact that Dickens was 'inundated* with 'imploring letters recommending
2

poor little Dell to mercy*. They must have "been 'sanguine indeed*,

who thought Dickens might spare her, as the Christian Remembrancer.
3

for one, realised. But, if Dell was to die, it was to be a death

which might be read 'by people about whom Death had been, - with a

A
softened feeling, and with consolation'. xdke the wanderer's Friend

in dordsworth's Excursion. Dickens meant to utter 'endearing words' to

soothe the disconsolate:

... 'They to the grave
Are bearing him, my Little-one,' he said,
To the dark pit; but he will feel no pain.j-
His body is at rest, his soul in heaven.*

1. See Master Humphrey's Clock. II, 108, for the original position of
the plate.

2. Pilgrim Letters, II, 153: To Messrs Chapman and Hall, 24 Dov. 1840.

3. Christian Remembrancer. IV, 591-2.

4. Pilgrim Letters. II, 188: To John Forster, ?17 Jan. 1341.

5. The Excursion. I8I4 Book 2, lines 506, 508-511.
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Hell may be drawn to the 'dirk pit* (ar. image common in the Bible,

and elsewhere, for death or heir*"), may indeed finally die end be

placed in her vault, but Dickens will see to it that 'outward things'

and 'inward thoughts' will 'teesu with assurances of immortality*

(lxii, 543).

The association with Wordsworth is not haphaaard: the poet provides

one of the landmarks by which it is possible to orientate oneself in
2

the misty landscape of belief Dickens touches upon. Dickens does not

limit himself to the plain account of death as Wordsworth does. He

begins with a few simple phrases - 'She was dead. No sleep so

beautiful and calm ♦..* (lxxi, 538) - establishing her death in the

past. But he then surrounds this stark fact with a wealth of elaborate

comment, which concludes: 'Ghl it is hard to take to heart the lesson

that such deaths will teach, but let no man reject it ...' (ixxii, 544).

It is the 'lesson' that death frees virtue, through the action of

memory, familiar from the schoolmaster. The passage continues:

When Death strikes down the innocent and young, for
every fragile form from which he lets the panting
spirit free, a hundred virtues rise, in shapes of
mercy, charity, and love, to walk the world, and
bless it. Of every tear that sorrowing mortals shed

1. For example, Job, 33:18; 'He koepeth back his soul from the pit';
and J ne hyre'a 'orthodox* reply to the question, what is hell,
•A pit full of fire* - Jane h/re. ch.iv, p.64.

2. It has been said that by 1340, The Excursion 'had become almost
the Bible of the poetry-reading public', although some of the
•fiercer evangelicals' had attacked it from early on for its
system of 'natural religion*: iary Moorman, l.'illiam ' ordsworth:
A Biography. Part Two: Tiyp h:.,tey (Oxford, 1963),
pp •133 $ •
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on such groan graven, some good is born, soiae gentler
nature comes. In the Destroyer's steps there spring
up bright creations that defy hi3 power, and his dark .

path becomes a way of light to Heaven. (ixxii, 544)

Basil Hall, whose family collapsed into copious tears during the

reading of the final nuiaber of The Old Curiosity Shop, singled this

passage out as the one piece of writing he would rather have done

himself than anything else he had produced (which must presumably be

taken as the highest praise); not so much for the 'matchless beauty of

its diction - as for the useful, virtuous, reflections it is calculated
2

to excite in so many breasts'. Praise for the diction here seems

odd, when so much contempt lias been levelled at Dickens's attempts to

reach an e 41ted style, the common stricture being that he aspires to

blank verse, with painful results; but R.H. Home, probably the first

critic to raise the issue, found this 'brief homily' on Hell's death

•profoundly beautiful', quoted the exhortation in full, and divided it

up into blank verse himself, remarking that it was 'worthy of the best
3

passages in Wordsworth*. The modern reader, of course, has much

difficulty with this view, which seems to reveal an extraordinary

blindness to the difference in quality between Dickens's 'poetic* prose,

and Wordsworth's verse. But Home was not comparing the quality of

the writing, but rather its moral and religious inspiration. Such a

response seems likely to have come more easily for Dickens's early

1. Compare Matthew, 4:16: 'The people whioh sat in darkness saw great
light; and to them which sat in the region and shadow of death
light is sprung up*. Dickens once again uses a traditional, Biblical
and pictorial mode to express religious feeling.

2. Pilgrim Letters. II, 215, note 5, quoting Basil Hall to Dickens,
13 Peb. 1841.

3. 'Charles Dickens', A Hew St-lyit of the Age (1844), I, 67.
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readers, already sensitised by the Romantics to feel reassured,

consoled, inspired,

The points of contact between Dickens and Wordsworth bear

investigating. That tliere is a connection has been noticed: John

Lucas refers to dell as "the maid who dwells among untrodden ways',

and tells us that Dickens's search to identify the 'natural rhythms of

life, uncontaminated by human touch or the touch of years' in TheMA

Curiosity shoo is close to Wordsworth's idea of 'considered withdrawal*.^
And Angus Wilson writes of Dickens's conception of immortality in The

Old Cariosity dhow that *i-g are in Wordsworth's world of the Little

Maid in "We are Coven"*» He goes on to note Dickens's expressed

admiration for that poem, reported from a conversation at a dinner to
2

celebrate the completion of Nicholas .dcxlebv. how hell is indeed

like Lucy, in that she attains a state beyond time, in some other

dimension Dickens seeks through her: 'another world, where sin and

sorrow never came; a tranquil place of rest, where nothing evil entered*

(liv, 401). It seems to be a near, static dimension beyond the normal

stream of time, an idea reiterated tinrough a series of images

associating the dying girl with a slowing down of time: 'It was a very

aged, ghostly place* (xlvi, 348); 'even change was old in that old

place* (lii, 305); 'Time itself seemed to have grown dull and old*

(lxx, 529). It is, perhaps, surprising, in this context of deadening

sensation, that Hell does not end up like one of Mrs. Jarley's waxworks,

•always the same, with a constantly unchanging air of coldness and

1. The Melancholy Kan. p.82.
2. The. ..orId, of Cduj^-es.. L.ickeps, p.144. See ilson'e more extended

comments in his 'Dickens on Children and Childhood', Dickens 1970.
ed. M. Slater, pp.219-221. Also 'A.S.', 'Dickens's Love for .ordsworth*,
Dick.. kklA (Summer 1935), 197-8. The ifockleby dinner was on 5 Oct.
1839: see Pilgrim Letters, I, 590, note 2. According to Pilgrim
Letters. l¥. Appendix C, p.717, Dickens owned a copy of uordsworth*s
Poems. 1836, by May 1844.
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gentility* (xxvii, 203). But she retains a little life to the end.

More convincing sire thehparallels with *¥e are Seven'. There is

a close affinity between the ballad-like scene in the graveyard where

hell meets an old woman mourning her young lover, long since dead

(xvii, 129-130/, and the confrontation between Wordsworth's narrator

and the little girl; except that the roles are reversed. The world

of those children who have laid an infant on the grave of 'some little

creature, who, meek and patient in its illness, had often sat and

watched them, and now seemed, to their minds, scarcely changed • (liii,

394), is even closer to Wordsworth's sense of the 'perplexity and

obscurity which in childhood attend our notion of death, or rather our

1
utter inability to admit that notion'.

But Dickens's kinship with Romanticism in his treatment of Nell's

death is not limited to an affinity with Wordsworth. Shelley's *A

Siuamer Evening Church-Yard* concludes:

Thus solemnized and softened, death is mild
And terrorless as this serenest night:
Here could I hope, like some enquiring child
Sporting on graves, that death did hide from human sight
Sweet secrets, or beside its breathless sleep ,,

That loveliest dreams perpetual watch did keep/"

The tone and phraseology is unmistakeably kin to Dickens's graveyard

meditations. Philip Collins has suggested that the novelist probably

owed more to the Romantic 'middlemen' - the essayists, who mediated
3

the poets' ideas to a wider public - than to the poets themselves.

1. Prom Wordsworth's own comment on 'We are Seven', Preface of 1800,
Wordsworth and Coleridge, Lyrical Ballads. 1798-1800, ed. R.L.
Brett and A.R. Jones (1968), pp.247-8.

2. Alastor: or. The Spirit of Solitude: And other Poems. 1816, in
Shellev: Alastort Prometheus Unbound. Adonais. and other Poems, ed.
P.li. Butter (1970), p.46. — .

3. Dickens and iJducation. p.213.
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He does not mention Shelley, and though ^0 knc little of Dickens's

reading in this ares., there is no a priori reason for supposing that

he had no familiarity with Shelley. Certainly there ware essayists

who nay hare fuelled. Dickens's (and his readers') interest in the

lugubrious melancholia, of the grave-yards in The Old Curiosity Shoo.

Loith Hunt's Literary Examiner for 29 Kovettbor .1823, included the

typical reflection en 'Country Church-Yards:

... there is something 30 serene, so calming, and so
unworldly within the precincts of a church-yard, that
to rae it is impossible to pass one whore the rudely
built church is caught at intervals between the gloomy
yews, and perchance the well-grown oaks, and where the
moss-grown dwarf vail, running between the holy
sanctuary and the busy road, marks the boundary of
death and the never-failing sanctuary that gives peace
to trouble and rest to,fatigue, ilere the houseless
wanderer finds a home.

Weakly inspired, but evidently close in spirit find expression to The

Old Curiosity Shop. 'Country Church-Yards' tells of two houseless

wanderers who finally die in the serene surroundings of the remotest

rural church-yard of tfaeai all, the narrator exhibiting a tendency

similar to that of Master Humphrey of deriving mournful consolation

from dwelling on the past.

In general, Dickens's form of fioraanticism carries quite perceptible

echoes of Haslitt, Lamb, De Quincey, Leigh Hunt, Washington Irving and
2

Samuel Sogers. Little examination of these echoes has boon made, but

to raid Haslitt's 'On (lint and Hypocrisy', Lamb's 'Dream Children',

1. 'Bifrons', 'Country Church-Yards', Literary Mxaniner, no.xxii (29
Nov. 182?), 349. Compare 003. ch.xliv, p.327* 'AL| poor, houseless,
wandering, motherless child!*

2. One exception is Christopher Herbert, 'De Quincey and Dickens',
¥3, XVII (fttroh 1974), 247-263.
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Be Quincey's 'Suopiria Be Profundio', Irving's Sketches (especially
'Rural Funerals', 'The lidowjand her Son' and 'The Broken Heart'),

or Rogers's poetry, is to discover the same tendency towards a Belief

that God is in nature, and religion in the heart. Children ore

typically blessed with a natural, untrammeled piety. But no very

precise connections can be made between Dickens and these writers,

beyond the fact that Dickens owned some of their works, or, on occasion,

wrote letters expressing a sympathy of interest and feeling. Samuel

Rogers may have been one of the more important figures here, since

The Old Curiosity Shop was dedicated to him, and there is an allusion

to his "Ginevra" (from Italy, a Peeia) in the figure of the wandering

old man in eh.xii, p.91." But it is also interesting that Dickens had

a copy of Leigh Hunt's Religion of the Heart (l853)» first published

(with Forster's help) as Cliristianism in 1832; which was inscribed to
2

him 'from his constant admirer and obliged friend, Leigh Hunt*. The

boom preaches the Gospel according to the Romantics, drawing' freely

en both the New Testament and the Romantic poets for inspiration.

And, on receiving a 'very hearty' letter about Nell and The Old

Curiosity Shon from Irving, Dickens responded: 'There is no living

writer, and there are very few among the dead, whose approbation I

1. Incorrectly referred to as *ch.72* in Pilgrim Letters. II, 125,
note 2, where the link is made.

2. See Pilgrim Letters. I, 239, note 2; and Stonehouse, Catalogue,
p.63. Also Pilgrim Letters. I, 414: To Leigh Hunt, ?13 July
1838; I, 635-8: From Leigh Hunt, July 1838, in which Hunt claims
to love Dickens 'as a humanist'. as someone continuix;-''to iftculeate
the belief in goodness & beauty'.
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should, feel oo proud to earn*."

The issue is, admittedly, complex, with only a limited amount of

•hard* evidence. The adducing of parallels, analogies snd possible

echoes necessarily involves assertions of a mere debateable kind.

But one cannot read old Trent's 'wo will travel afoot through the

fields and woods, and by the side of rivers, and trust ourselves to

God in the places whore ile dwells* (xii, 94), without feeling that at

tills stage Dickens's beliefs drew deeply on contemporary Romanticism.

The novelist's affiliations with the Romantics, contemptuously hinted

at by his critics in the Phy^-y^g a-m^ibp^ncor and the liorth British

Review. should be seen in terms of his struggle to discover a form of

religion not merely acceptable to trie minority who could afford to

concern themselves with the niceties of doctrine. To insist that, in

his treatment of Hell's death, Dickens pays too little attention to

theological issues, is to miss his main point. Dickens felt he had

to move away from accepted beliefs, or 'forms*, when they came into

conflict with the needs of the poor and ignorant. What was required

was a religion 'so general in great religious principles as to include

all creeds', since 'such a thing as the Church Catechism is wholly

1. Pilgrim Betters. II, 267: To Washington Irving, 21 April 1341.
Dee also Pilgrim Letters. II, 269, note 1, for living's remarks on
the sympathy of feeling between himself and Dickons. It is
conceivable that Lastor Humphrey himself may have been based on
krving, a mournful, lonely, ruminative figure, obsessed with the
quaint, the eccentric, and the weakly morbid;although the name was
moat probably derived from 'Old Humphrey', i.e. George Kogridge,
author of dull tracts popular in the 1330s, such us the series
contained in Old Ilumuhre-y's Observations (n.d.),published by the
Religious Tract Lociety in 1339, and including in 'Visit to a
Church and Churchyard* evident enthusiasm for Gothic piles and
venerable portals, neglected corners and old, grey-headed wanderers
among the tombstones (pp.10—16).
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inapplicable to the state of ignorance that now prevails'The

religion of homanticism supplied at least one channel through which

this could be carried out, through being familiar, popular, and

apparently rooted in the primitive, pre-institutional apprehensions of

the race.

VI

'No other novel of Dickens has so obvious a religious design as

2
The Old Curiosity Shop', asserts Alexander Welsh. It is important to

remember that it is not only in terms of character, scene and image

that the novelist conveys his beliefs, but also in terms of the overall

structure and design of his work. In this respect, -The Old Curiosity

Shot) does not exhibit the complexity, richness, or detailed relevance

of Dickens*s later novels. Nevertheless, it does disclose certain

fairly clear patterns of organisation.

Thus, on one level, the novel seems to be another semi-picaresque

tale of innocence abroad, shaped according to a motif familiar from

Dickens's earlier works. But it is also more: Hell and her grand¬

father's journey is strongly reminiscent of a religious tradition in

which life, and death, are represented as a pilgrimage, a sr>iritual

journey from this world to the next. Hell and the old man. appear to

start their journey by rejecting the City of Destruction, and end by

1. Pilgrim Letters, III, 565: To Macvey iiapier, 16 Sept. 1843.

The City of Dickens, p.121.
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embracing a vision of the heavenly City of God. As Welsh points out,

The Old Cuyiosity Shop is •visibly modelled' on the most familiar,

popular expression of this view of life in the Protestant tradition,

Sfte. PjlmP's Pywess.1 A number of critics have observed this
2

connection. Dickens's knowledge of Bunyan is already apparent in

Oliver Twist, sub-titled 'The Parish Boy's Progress'. In The Old

Curiosity Show. he has hell remember 'an old copy of the Pilgrim's

Progress, with strange plates, upon a shelf at home', as she and her

grandfather pause to look back towards London, wliere the cross of St.

Paul's glitters above the smoke; *1 feel as if we were both Christian*,

sho says, 'and laid down on this grass all the cares and troubles we

brought with us; never to take them up again' (xv, 116-7). Inevitably,

the 'two pilgrims' are directed towards a path which begins at a wicket-

gate (xv, 114; xvi, 122), their trials and tribulations only just begun.

The course of their journey is structured to include many parallels

with Bunyan. The city that they escape from is a 'Babel', where 'pale*

figures dart about the 'long, deserted streets, from which, like bodies

without souls, all habitual character and expression had departed*

(xv, 114); it is a lost city, surrounded by a waste land 'blackened and

blistered* by the flames of the brickfields (xv, 115), and reminiscent

1, Ibid.. p.58. Thomas Arnold referred to The Pilgrim's Progress as
•a complete reflexion of Scripture, with none of the rubbish of the
theologians mixed up with it*: Stanley, Life of Arnold. II, 67:
To Justice Coleridge, 80 Nov. 1886,

2. See Fielding, Chnylas Dickens, p.66; and, especially, Rachel Bennett,
'Punch versus Christian in The Cld Curiosity dhow'. RES, n.3. aaII
(Nov. 1971), 428-434.
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of Gehenna, the Scriptural image of hell based on the perpetually

burning waste dump outside the walls of Jerusalem, as well as Bunyan's

City of Destruction, which Christian realises will be 'burned wich

fire from Heaven* .^ Through the wicket-gate, Hell and the old man

meet the itinerant showmen who take them to the races, a kind of Vanity

Pair, with all its hubub, its jugglers and its cheats. Again, like

Christian, they must escape, but there are further temptations; and

when the old man, Hell's burden of sin, thinks of stealing from Mrs.

Jarley to supply funds for his renewed gambling mania, Nell cries out:

'what shall I do to save him?' (xlii, 316), echoing- the opening lament

of Tha filgrim's Progress, with this difference, that her concern is

to save the old man, net herself.

This follows from the fact that Hell, like Oliver before her, is

not a sinner, but a child of grace. There is a sense in which she is

already saved, and therefore does not need to pray on her own behalf,

but instead for the hoary old pack of sins she carries around with her
2

in the form of the old man. The girl is always faithful and full of

hope, drawing him towards the ultimate goal, glimpsed as the 'blue

Welsh mountains far away' (xlvi, 347), like the Delectable Mountains, or

that 'sudden burst of light* she finds on the church tower (liii, 398),
3

suggestive of the Celestial City itself. Before gaining this end,

of course, there are many moments of despair to be endured, including

1. Bee David L. Edwards, The hast Things How (1969)» pp«54-5; and
Bunyan, The Pilgrim's Progress, ed. Sharrock, p.39.

2. The 'old man' is a common scriptural phrase for the devil: see, e.g.,
Romans, 0:13; I Corinthians, 9s2of. Trent's corrupt nature is finely
brought out in his theft from Hell, when he is a 'dark form ... a
mere blot upon the lighter darkness of the room', a 'dreadful shadow'
(xxx, 228-9).

3. See The Pilgrim's Progress, ed. Sharrock, pp.88, 161.
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the Bunyanesque hell of the Black Country, a Valley of the Shadow of

heath in which there is a 'roar of furnaces', and 'strange unearthly

noises', with men moving 'like demons among the flame and smoke,

dimly and fitfully seen, flushed and tormented by the binrniiig fires'

(xiiv, 330J.1

But if Dickens has drawn on traditional Christian metaphor, also

used by Banyan, for the design of The old Ciirioait:/ Bhoo. he has done

so with a significant change of emphasis. Bunyan's Christian knows

from the start that it is 'Life, life, eternal life' he seeks. He

knows where he is going: 'to go back is nothing but death, to go forward

is fear of death and life everlasting beyond it' But the predominant

note sounded as Nell and her grandfather set out seems to be of a

vague, if powerful, need to escape: 'Let us wander barefoot through

the world, rather than linger here*, Nell advises the old man (xii, 94).

Only when the gathering hints of Nell's fate become unavoidably explicit,

for instance, when she lies down, in a bed of warm ashes and tills is

said to be like a grave, does Dickens reveal this is the 'last journey*

(xliv, 329-330; xlv, 334). Nell knows no more than that she must

reject the corrupting life of the city, which is death, and take her

'sacred charge* ever further away from the 'guilt end. shame' associated

1. Compare The filarial*a Progress, ed. Sharrook, p.97. Note, too,
that the d-,rk pit, visions of angels, and sound of music connected
with Nell's death, Esay be found in Bunyan: pp.68, 202. Presumably
this imagery was familiar to Dickens from other popular sources,
too. Bunyan himself drew on 'the older traditions of figurative
sermon and moral anecdote that linked the nineteenth century village
pulpit with medieval habits of preaching' (Sharrook, Introduction,
The Pilgrim's Prct-yess, p.13).

2. Ibid., pp.41, 75.
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with it (xliv, 335). Yet, at the same time, the repudiation involved

in this escape from earthly things inevitably means that hell goes

towards a heavenly city. So Dickens comes round to the idea that her

direction is 'eternal life*, even, if this was not part of his initial

design.

If Dickens was at first uncertain about hell's direction, however,

he was clear enough about what she desired to escape. She flees the

corruption attaching to Quilp - because she is good, and because she

is threatened. Only when she reaches the most remote village can she

feel her salvation is secure. Of course, she also brings with her

the corrupt old man, whose salvation is more in doubt, which suggests

another difference between Dickens and Bunyan. The Pilgrim'3 Progress

opens on the traditional Christian note of a deep consciousness of sin,

and the depravity of man's nature. But, as we have seen, Dickens

has different views. He believes both in 'natural goodness of heart',

a conception he aha.red with Henry Fielding and earlier theologians suoh

as Tillotson, and in the possibility of corruption. For Dickens some

are good, ana need to escape evil, while those who are bad cannot

find salvation by a pilgrimage. There is no escape from oneself, so

unless one is good, there is little hope of salvation. This message

may be les3 clear than Bunyan's, writing within a clearer tradition,

?md more openly concerned with teaching a lesson; it is nevertheless

a message, and one genuinely religious, if not orthodoxly Christian.

Another prototype for the schema of The Old Curiosity ohon has

been put forward: its identification of 'the voyage from the city to

the country, from the present to the past, with death' makes it,

according to J. Hillis Killer, Dickens's 'most dreamlike novel, the
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only novel of his -which reminds one of the dream voyages of the German

romantics*.^ We have seen that the beliefs expressed in this novel

have ties with English Romanticism; it should also be viewed against
2

the background of the influx of ideas derived from German romanticism.

Indeed, the •German' element in The Old Curiosity 3hot> is surprisingly

pervasive, and it may well be that its peculiarly mixed form, the way

it hovers uncertainly between allegory, religious fable, fairy-tale

and surface realism, is derived from Dickens's debt to German Romantic

writings. This point has been barely remarked on, and rewards further

analysis.

R.: . Ilorne, writing in 1844 of the first appearance of the Clock
3

serial, remarked that its design 'had a sort of German look'. He was

not the only one of Dickens's contemporaries to notice this. Poe

thought L; otte Pouque's Undine (l81l) the only work to - ave approached

the pathos and 'ideality' of The Old Curiosity Chop, while hara

1. Ch.rles Dickens, p.95.

2. The English Romantics themselves were familiar with the German
Romantics: see !*V« Stokoe, German Influence in the .ngrlish Romantic
Period: 1788-1818 (Cambridge, 1926;. Crabb Robinson defended
ordsvorth's religion in The Excursion against the eclectic Review
by claiming that it was like that of 'the German metaphysicians, a
sentimental and metaphysical mysticism in which the language of
Christianity is used': Henry Crabb Robinson on Books and their
V.riters, ed. Edith J. Horley(1938), I, 158.

3. A hew spirit of the Age. I, 49; see also I, 50-1, where Home
describes the wood-cut which appeared wit. the end oi (in I aster
Humphrey's Clock. II, 228), and in which Master Humphrey is
represented 'seated in his chair, surrounded by elves, fairies, and
grotesque spirits', as 'all very much in the way of Ticek, and
Hoffmann, but out of Dickens's way, and he abandoned it' - although
he goes on to mention that the spirits in A Christmas Carol are
'high German', and the I-iarley-knocker 'taken from Hoffmann's "Golden
Pot"•.
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Coleridge felt Dickens's novel 'a good deal borrowed from Wilhelm

Meister'. and Nell 'no doubt ... suggested by Mignon'.^ We do not

know if Dickens had read Undine, and Forster states that Wilhelm

2
Meister was 'not then known' to the novelist. But it is significant

that these readers should have sensed an affinity between The Old

Curiosity Shop and the German romances with which they were obviously

familiar. Dickens could not read German, a fact for which he

3
expressed much regret. This was less of a disqualification than it

would seem, at least for the purpose of discovering the German romances,

since these were very soon translated and made widely available.

Already in 1826, Thomas Carlyle was observing that 'one of the most

striking features of our present literary spirit' was the 'decidedly

increasing attention' being paid to German literature: in the previous

year, there were 'four Selections of German Tales* in the press

(including Carlyle's own').^ This developing interest could be seen

best of all, perhaps, in the immense number of tales,
stories, and novels translated and reviewed in the
magazines. Many of them bear simply the legend, "from
the German," but in some cases even this is omitted.
The favourite writers are Pouque, Grimm, Pichler,
Richter, Spindler, and Tieck ... 5

1. 'The Old Curiosity Shon*. Graham's Magazine (May 1841), reptd. in
George H. Ford and Lauriat Lane, Jr., eds., The Dickens Critics
(Ithaca, New York, 1966), p.24; Forster, Life, p.723, note.

2. Forster, Life, p.723, note.

3. See E.N. Gummer, 'Dickens and Germany', MLR. XXX.III (April 1938),
140.

4. C.R. Sanders and K.J. Fielding, The Collected Letters of Thomas and
Jane Welsh Carlyle (Durham, North Carolina, 1970- ), IV, 161.

5. B.Q. Morgan and A.R. Hohlfeld, German Literature in British
Magazines 1750-1860 (Madison, Wisconsin, 1949), p.62.
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It is highly unlikely that all this simply passed Dickens by; although

to pinpoint exactly what he might have read is not easy.

At least one may be certain he had read The Story Without An End.

Sarah Austin's translation of Friedrich Wilhelm Carove's fairy-romance:

W.J. Carlton has demonstrated that the witty allegory, 'The Story

Without a Beginning', which appeared in the Morning Chronicle on 18

December 1834, was a parody of Carove's work written by Dickens; and

the novelist remained sufficiently impressed by the German romance to

model 'A Child's Dream of A Star' on it later (l850).^ This makes

it all the more likely that, as K.J. Fielding has suggested, Dickens

was influenced by Carove's semi-allegorical writing about 'the child',

the birds and the flowers, in passages such as that in which Hell is

made to bound into the woods, 'printing her tiny footsteps in the moss',

and pretending to follow 'some lone bird', as she draws her grandfather

on (xxiv, 181). The whole conception of Nell as 'so very young, so

spiritual, so slight and fairy-like a creature' (i, 13), smacks of the

German romance, not only of Carove; and the central idea of her journey

to death could well have been drawn from other, similar sources.

Thus, one of the translated romances in Thomas Roscoe's four volume

collection, German Novelists (1826), of which there were two copies in

Dickens's library, ran as follows: a fair, innocent and pious maiden

is driven by her cruel father to escape into the woods (led by a hind),

where she finds a remote retreat; her father eventually finds her, and

1. W.J. Carlton, '"The Story Without a Beginning" : An Unrecorded
Contribution by Boz to the Morning Chronicle'. Dick.. XLVI1 (March
1951), 67-70.

2. Charles Dickens, p.68, note 1.
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his heart softens when he realises how she has suffered, hut in vain,

since she dies anyway; but her death-bed involves a vision of her

beloved awaiting her in heaven, honour from the rural folk who sanctify

her, tolling churchbells, not to mention angels miraculously strewing

spring flowers (in autumn) upon her bier.^"

Dickens was very probably familiar with the contents of Roscoe'a

collection, including work by La Motte Fouque, Tieck, Hoffmann, the

Grimms;;and he may well have drawn upon their writings for the general

inspiration of the form of The Old Curiosity Shop (if not detailed

passages) - which began as a short romance among others in the serial,

Master Humphrey's Clock, a magnified interpolated tale. Earlier

interpolated tales, such as 'The Story of the Goblins who Stole a

Sexton1, or 'The Story of the Bagman's Uncle', in Pickwick Papers, or,

most obviously, 'The Baron of Grogzwig' in Nicholas Nickleby (vi. 66-75)>

reveal a continuing interest on Dickens's part in transplanting the

subjects and techniques of German romance into English fiction; but

with The Old Curiosity Shop it was the first time he did this for an

1. Gottshhalck, 'Notburga', in Thomas Roscoe, German Hovelists (1826)
II, 131-140. See also La Motte Fouque's 'Headmaster Rhenfried and
his Family', including the scene of little Margery asleep: 'Soon
she fell into a soft slumber, and lost all recollection of the
fearful occurrences of that dismal night: it had no longer power
over her gentle spirit, for the smile that played upon her lips
betokened innocent and angelic rest' (II, 38l). Roscoe's collection
was one of the four referred to by Carlyle; so, too, was Edgar
Taylor's translation of the Grimms, German Popular Stories. 1823,
illustrated by Cruikshank and familiar to Dickens, who praised the
artist while deploring his subsequent attempts to edit moralised
fairy-tales: 'Frauds on the Fairies', HW, VIII (l Oct. 1853)* reptd.
in MP, pp.406—412. Dickens's library included the 1826 ed. of
Roscoe as well as the 11 volume Spanish. Italian and German lovelists.
1826-36: Stonehouse, Catalogue, pp.98-9. Pilgrim Letters. IV,
Appendix C, p.724 shows he owned German Novelists before 18#4. His
childhood reading evidently included the German M&rchen in The
Portfolio: see G» Thomas, 'Dickens and The Portfolio'. Dick..
LXVIII (Sept. 1972), 170-1.
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extended narrative.*

Dickens's purpose in so attempting to recreate something of the

mixed form and fairy subject matter of German popular romance in

The Old Curiosity Shop was to express the pervasive aura of primitive,

natural spirituality of the tales. For Dickens, as for the German

Homantics, these humble fairy-tales and folk-stories contain a kind

of universal religion: the apprehension of powers for good and evil,

of a mysterious life present in all things, reselling back to God, the

creator. The traditional, popular forms of the romance could make

these apprehensions more immediately and widely recognisable than if

they were to be couched in the conventional formulae of orthodox

Christianity. If there is much that is self-consciously derivative

and whimsical about Nell and her wanderings in the woods, there are

also occasions on which a deeper and richer note is struck, for example,

towards the end of Nell's sojourn with Mrs. Jarley, when she takes a

walk alone one evening, looking up at the stars and feeling 'a

companionship in Nature*, which develops into a waking dream or vision:

... She raised her eyes to the bright stars, looking
ddvn so mildly from the wide worlds of air, and, gazing
on them, found new stars burst upon her view, and more
beyond, and more beyond again, until the whole great
expanse sparkled with shining spheres, rising higher and
higher in immeasurable space, eternal in their numbers
as in their changeless and incorruptible existence.
She bent over the calm river, and saw them shining in

1. Like some of the earlier goblins in Dickens, Quilp is an Anglicised
and domesticated version of a type abounding in the German romances,
exhibiting a characteristic of the race in all his sudden appear¬
ances from underground (e.g., ch.xxvii, p.207; ch.xlviii, p.356).
See also Toby A. Olshin, '"The Yellow Dwarf" and The Old Curiosity
Shop'. HCF. XXV (June 1970), 96-9.
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the same majestic order as when the dove beheld
them gleaming through the swollen waters, upon the
mountain-tops down far below, and dead mankind, a ^
million fathoms deep. (xlii, 311)

Dickens expresses Nell's vision of an eternity beyond the stars which

is also within ourselves through a subtle use of Scriptural echoes:

the Old and the New Testaments are brought together, the dove as the

visible spirit of God moving over the dead waters of corrupt mankind

is at the same time the Pauline image of man's incorruptible soul,
2

risen to take its place in eternity.

3
Romantic art is a 'Kunst des Unendlichen'. Dickens here suggests

the same primal yearning for the infinite, for the unbounded reality

extending beyond our everyday existence, beyond even life and death,

revealed in the writings of the German Romantics. Nell's dream-vision

is not far from such exaltations: for instance, Jean Paul Richter's

•most celebrated* dream-experience, quoted by Carlyle in his essay on

Richter. Richter's dream opens in a church-yard, among the risen and

unrisen dead, then takes off on an apocalyptic voyage including an

extraordinary vision of timeless infinitude, where we see 'how world

after world shook off its glimmering souls upon the Sea of Death' - a

1. See also ch.xxix, p.217 and ch.lii, p.388, for Nell communing with
the stars; and ch.lxx, p.531> when Kit, Mr. Garland and the Single
Gentleman follow a single light, like a star, to Nell's death-
chamber: 'Bright and glimmering as the stars above their heads,
lonely and motionless as they, it seemed to claim some kindred
with the eternal lamps of Heaven, and to burn in fellowship with
them'. The association is not a chance one for Dickens, it would
seem.

2. See Genesis, 8:8-9 and I Corinthians, 15:52. There are Platonic
overtones, too: compare Socrates' vision in the 'Phaedo', Plato:
Socratic Dialogues, transl. and ed. W.D. Woodhead (1962), pp.168-9.

3. Schiller's phrase, quoted Arthur 0. Lovejoy, 'On the Discrimination
of Romanticisms', Essays in the History of Ideas (New York, 1955),
p.246.
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vibrantly suggestive image, which could well have fertilised Dickens's

own imaginative musings during the 'solitary walk by starlight* along

the cliffs at Broadstairs when, it seems, Nell's strange fancy came

to him,'1 It is probably that Dickens read Carlyle's essay, and there

are other features of the Richter passage which would have appealed to

him: thus it begins by taking as its text the words, 'wherewith will

you replace to us those dreams, which bear us away from under the

tumult of the waterfall into the still heights of childhood, where the

stream of life yet ran silent in its little plain, and flowed towards
2

its abysses, a mirror of the Heaven?' Dickens's beliefs, as revealed

in his treatment of child heroes and heroines such as Oliver or Nell,

is shot through with a similarly intense, nostalgic need to reanimate

what he later called:

The dreams of childhood - its airy fables; its graceful,
beautiful, humane, impossible adornments of the world
beyond: so good to be believed in once, so good to be
remembered when outgrown, for then the least among them
rises to the stature of a great Charity in the heart,
suffering little children to come into the midst of it,
and to keep with their,.pure hands a garden in the stony
ways of this world . . .

Dickens would have U3 believe in that vision of a mysterious world

beyond thi3 one which children may have. But his practical, this-

\forldly self resists the vision too. So that, while sensing its value,

its essential link with the deeper springs of our being, he must limit

it to brief, even isolated moments like Nell's fleeting dream.

1, r,Th—in" •'y1". ' p-'1 KVtoHT-ifih Rinhte-p'. Miscellaneous
lissays. (1872), III, 54-8. This essay, the second Carlyle wrote on
Richter, first appeared in the Foreifm Review in 1830, and was
republished in the collected edition of 1840, which Dicken3 possessed
and probably read: see Margaret Clarke's letter, 'Dickens and
Carlyle', TLS. 16 April 1971, p.449. On the genesis of Hell's
vision, see Pilgrim Letters. II, 131: To John Forster, 4 Oct. 1840;
and compare 'A Child's Dream of A Star', 1850, engendered as described
in Forster, Life, pp.513-4.

2. Carlyle, Miscellaneous Essavs. Ill, 55.

3, HT, Book 2, ch.ix, p.197.
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According to E.N. Gumraer, references to Richter were common in

contemporary German critical essays on Dickens; and Otto Ludwig

remarked that Dickens's art in general was 'popular romanticism, a

synthesis of Tieck, Jean Paul, Hoffmann, Arnim' This reinforces

the impression that Dickens owed something to these writers in the

whole conception of The Old Curiosity Shop, as well as elsewhere in
2

his work. This does not mean that he wrote with the writings of the

German Romantics directly before him; for (with the exception of

Carove's tale) there are not the specific likenesses and parallels to

justify such a conclusion. But it is hard to believe that Dickens had

not recently read the Germans, in critical essays such as Carlyle's,

in collections such as Roscoe'3, or in one of the many translations

which appeared in contemporary periodicals. To be aware of this is

to be aware of the kind of novel Dickens had in mind when he created

The Old Curiosity Shop, and hence to understand better what the novel

is about.

1. E.N, Glimmer, Dickens' Works in Germany 1837-1937 (Oxford, 1940),
p.23; Otto Ludwig, a note on Little Dorrit. E-pische Studien. vol.
VI of Complete Works, transl. R.P. Green, 1891, quoted in Charles
Dickens: A Critical Anthology, ed. S. Wall (Penguin Books,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970), p.154. On Dickens's popularity
in Germany in the 1840s, see Forster, Life, p.390.

2. An anonymous reviewer of 'The Chimes' in the Christian Remembrancer.
IX(Jan. 1845)» 303, suggested that the 'leading idea' was taken
from Schiller's 'Song of the Bell'. It is conceivable that if
Dickens knew of Schiller's work before the end of 1840, it may have
inspired his account of the bell tolling at Nell's funeral (lxxii,
542): see Umrisse zu Schiller's Lied von der Glocke. von Moritz
Retzsch/Outlines to Schiller's Song of the Bell, by Moritz Retzsch
(Stuttgart & Thbingen, London, 1834), especially 'From the dome/
Tolls the bell,/ Dull and heavy/ The fun'ral knell;/ Sad its solemn
notes accompany/ Some poor wanderer on his last way' (no page numbers).
See also Lindsay, Charles Dickens: p.196, where PCS is compared with
Bulwer Lytton's Night and Morning (written at the same time), and
p.422, where Lindsay claims that both authors drew on the 'Gothic'
aspect of Romanticism, derived from Germany.
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Insofar as it is about the death of Nell, and insofar as this

is based upon the death of Mary Hogarth, there is another remarkable

affinity between Dickens and the German Romantics: in Carlyle's

essay on Novalis, we learn that as a young man the German poet suffered

a tragic loss which his friend Tieck claimed affected 'the whole form

of his existence', namely the death of his 'angelic and ethereally

beautiful' fiancee Sophie at the age of fifteen."*" Iler memory inspired

the characteristic fusion of erotic and religious emotion in Hovalis's
2

poetry, just as the memory of Mary Hogarth may be said to have
3

inspired similar emotions in Dickens. This is not to say that

Dickens needed to be familiar with Hovalis before his deep sense of

the loss of Mary could emerge in the Germanic form of The Old Curiosity

Shoo: but it does suggest that Dickens's novel was part of a nineteenth

century phenomenon, originating in Germany, but spreading until it3

precise origins become barely traceable. Dickens's attitude to the

death of Nell was by no means confined to himself in his weaker moments,

nor merely to his more susceptible readers: it was part of a European

cultural phenomenon. To accept thi3 is to accept a reinterpretation

of the usual simplistic explanations of the difference between our

response to Nell's death and that of Dickens's contemporaries. Dickens's

beliefs struck far deeper than has commonly been supposed? and although

his treatment of death contains its weak moments, an understanding of

1. Thomas Carlyle, 'Novalis', 1st publ. Eoreign Review. 1829, reptd.
in iSLafflallflBggaa jsaaga* 11» 192-5.

2. See E.L. Stahl and W.E. Yuill, German Literature of the Eighteenth
and Nineteenth Centuries (1970), p.117.

3. See also Laurence Senelick, 'Little Hell and the Prurience of
Sentimentality', Dickens Studies no.3 (1967), 146-159.
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the cultural context helps one to see that there are also occasions,

such as Nell's vision of the stars and the dead beneath the sea,

when the literary imagination is as strongly present as the desire

to express a belief.

Thus, if Dickens's religion is felt to be weakly sentimental and

vague, it must be seen that this is not uniformly true even of the

novel most widely taken to represent these qualities. Dickens was

trying to establish a faith which was at once his own, and one expressing

beliefs and feelings widely shared. If he was unorthodox, this was

nevertheless within a recognisable,

historian, Lord Acton, paid cynical

of Dickens:

European tradition. The Catholic

tribute to this when he observed

Certain Germans of the last century remind me of him
as to religion. They saw 'no divine part of
Christianity', but divinified humanity, or humanised
religion, and taught that man was perfectible, but
childhood perfect. So they used to die full of
benevolence and admiration of the sun and moon, and
for their children and their dog and for their home.
They hated intolerance, exclusiveness, positive
religion, and with a comprehensive charity embraced
all mankind and condemned alike differences of faith
and distinctions of rank, as insurrection against the
broad, common humanity. Their religion was a sort of
natural religion adorned with poetry and enthusiasm -

quite above Christianity. Herder was a man of this
stamp. Surely Dickens is very like them. Nothing
can be more indefinite than his religion, or more
human.

1. Lord Acton and hi3 Circle, ed. Abbot Gasquet (London and New York,
1906), pp.241-2: from a letter of 8 Dec. 1861. See also Joseph T.
Bennett, 'A Note on Lord Acton's View of Charles Dickens', ELN.
VII (June 1970).



CHAPTER IV

DICKENS AND THE FALSE RELIGIOUS CRY

•He's a rum dog. Don't he look fierce at any strange
cove that laughs or sings when he's in companyJ* pursued
the Dodger. 'Won't he growl at all, when he hears a fiddle
playingl And don't he hate other dogs as ain't of his
breed! - Oh, no!'

•He's an out-and-out Christian,' said Charley.
(Oliver Twist, ch.xviii, pp.116-7)

•How Abraham must be smoothing his etherial /.sic/ robes, to
make a warm place in his bosom for the Protestant champions
of this time!'

(Charles Dickens, Letter to
W.C. Macready, 24 August 1841)
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I

Lord Acton characterized the essential likeness between Dickens's

beliefs and those of 'certain Germans' of the previous century, such

as Herder, by stressing their common hatred of 'intolerance, exclusive-

ness, positive religion'As this implies, anti-sectarinnism and

anti-formalism may be closely related, an implication which Acton, as

a Catholic, olbeit a liberal Catholic, evidently wished to underline.

It is true that Dickens tends to reject, or at least ignore, 'positive

religion', but, as we have seen, this is not to say that his faith is

negative. For Dickens, as for Herder, 'positive religion' represents

a sterile reliance upon the merely credal or doctrinal element in

belief, and his opposition to it springs from a Romantic sense of

Christianity as a religion of the heart, a religion based upon deep

feelings about Han, Nature and God. These feelings by definition

transcend sectarian barriers, and offer a unifying rather than divisive
2

faith. Dickens participates in this Romantic tradition of non-

dogmatic Christianity through his persistent emphasis on dreams and the

irrational, as well as a reiterated conviction of the irrelevance of

religious 'forms'. But in his hatred of 'intolerance, exclusiveness,

positive religion', he also draws on an earlier and more specifically

English tradition - that of liberal Protestantism.

This becomes apparent in the novel which succeeds The Old Curiosity

Shop, harnaby Nudge (serialised in Master Humphrey's Clock from

February to November 1841). Powerful reminders of the Romantic cast

1. Lord. Acton and His Circle, ed. Abbot Gasquet, pp.241-2.

2, See John II. Randall, Jr., 'Romantic Reinterpretations of Religion',
Studies in Romanticism. II (Summer 1963), 189-212, especially 200-1.
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of Dickens's religious vision remain, especially in relation to the

murderer Rudge, his long-suffering wife, and their Idiot Boy, Barnaby:

Rudge senior, another of Dickens's wandering Cains, 'abjured of God

and man, and anchored deep in hell* (lxii, 474)» moves through a world

dark with guilty premonition, lit fitfully by his wife's calls for

•grace and mercy' on his behalf and on behalf of her beloved Barnaby

(xvii, 129-50), and Barnaby's own dim, instinctual awareness of a

good world beyond this one(lxxiii, 563) But the main emphasis of

the story directs us elsewhere, towards an ideal of toleration and

reasonableness in religion derived from the tradition of Milton and

Locke, co-defenders of the Glorious Revolution, and champions of the

free religious conscience. This is where the novelist's obsessive

centre of interest now lies. The change of emphasis is at least partly

due to his new subject: whereas The Old Curiosity Shop was primarily

concerned with the subjective aspect of belief, in dealing with the

inner life of a child facing death, Barnaby Rudge tells of the events

leading up to the anti-Catholic riots of 1780, and is therefore much

more involved with the social aspect of religion. Recent critics

have stressed the centrality of social themes in Barnaby Rudge. its

testing exploration of the relationship between authority and rebellion,
2

and the nature of historical change; but this should not be allowed to

obscure the fact that the riots originate in religious fanaticism,

giving Dickens an opportunity to express his hatred of religious

1. On Barnaby as a Romantic child of Nature, see Collins, Dickens and
Education, pp.194-6.

2. See Harold F. Folland, 'The Doer and the Deed: Theme and Pattern
in Barnaby Rudge'. PHLA. IDLXTV (l959)» 407-8; Ilarcus, Dickens: from
Pickwick to Dombey. Chapter 5; Lucas, The Melancholy Man, pp.92-112;
Wilson, The World of Charles Dickens, p.145.
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intolerance and oppret&ion, and to urge the need for a positive,

counteracting force of goodwill based on reason and common-sen3e.

Dickens believed passionately in the need for reasonableness and

toleration in religion. As we shall see, he did so at a time when it

was becoming difficult to be liberal-minded and respectful towards

Catholicism in particular, as popular prejudice and bigotry once again

found in that faith a threat to Protestantism. But in Barnabv Rudge.

true Protestantism is revealed in terms of the frank and honest

attitudes of the locksmith, Gabriel Varden, who abhors his wife's

mindless anti-Popery, and resists as strongly as he can the general

upsurge in religious fanaticism around him. Dickens himself, as he

admits, had 'no sympathy wi2i the Romish church*,1 and this has led him
2

to be accused as 'always a hearty and naive anti-Papist'. Certainly

a superficial reading of his works, which contain numerous asides
3

aimed at, for instance, the monastic ideal, supports this view. But

it is too easyito place Dickens in terms of simple-minded anti-Popery,

as his open support for the right of Catholics to worship as they

please, and to be free of legal restraint, in Barnaby Kudge. suggests.

A close inspection of the treatment of anti-Popery and Catholics in

this novel shows him to some extent opposing not only his own religious

proclivities, but those of a large proportion of his contemporary

audience.

1. Preface to B£, 1841, p.xxiv. 'Romish* is a hostile usage, accord¬
ing to the OED.

2. Angus Wilson, Introduction, Oliver Twist (Penguin English Library,
ilarmondsworth, Middlesex, 1969),p.11. This is the common view; indeed,
the only critic I have come across who allows that Dickens might have
been more than simply anti-Catholic is William Kent; Dickens and
Religion, p.123.

3. See, e.g., the interpolated tale, 'The Five Sisters of York', NN,
ch.vi, pp.57-64; also, GS, oh.xlix, pp.377-8, and, most subtly, LP. Bk.
2, ch.i, pp.440-1. On the GE passage, see my article, 'The Novel
and Religion; Great Expectations'. Proteus. I (Nov. 1977), 9-11*
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On the other hand, there was a limit to how far Dickens's

tolerance in religion could go (as there was for Milton and Locke

before him), and he could not bring himself actively to encourage the

special doctrines of Catholicism, any more than he could the pseudo-

revelations of sectarian fanatics like Lord Gordon. If, in Barnaby

Rudge. he promotes a liberal Protestant attitude towards Roman

Catholics, it is evident from subsequent works, most notably Pictures

from Italy (1846), and A Child's History of England (1851-3),that he

came to feel powerful antipathies towards the characteristic features

of the Catholic religion. A study of the religion expressed in

Barnab.v Rudge needs to be complemented by at least some analysis of

these two works. For a man like Dickens, who firmly held to the basic

Protestant idea that priestly mediators and ritual practices were

superfluous, and pomp and hierarchy anathema,1 whether to be found in

the Catholic church proper, or in Laudian elements within the Anglican

church, the views expressed in Pictures from Italy and A Child's

History of England are not too surprising. What is interesting is

that Pictures from Italy reveals that it was at least partly in

response to his experience of Continental Catholicism that Dickens's

antagonism developed, while A Child's History of England shows how

deeply Dickens had come to fear that the Church of England might be

in danger from this 'foreign' faith, always liable to reassert itself.

The novelist could even be led into the occasional exaggerated outburst -

as when, in 1851, he shared contemporary hysteria over the relatively

1. For overt expression of this attitude, see 'Two Views of a Cheap
Theatre', AYR. II (25 Feb. I860), reptd. UT, p.37, where the
novelist praises a minister for his 'renunciation of all priestly
authority'.
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minor event (as it seems now) of the Pope's attempt to elevate Dr.

V.iseman to Cardinal and Archbishop of Westminster, and wrote to Miss

Burdett Coutts, 'Mow, a war between the Roman Catholic Religion - that

curse upon the world - and Freedom, is inevitable'.1 But if Dickens's

Protestantism overrides his liberalism at times, this should help

remind us how firmly grounded his religion was in the traditional,

popular faith.

Yet, when we look at Bamabv Rudge. it is striking how far

Dickens is trying to express a liberal, tolerant view, in opposition

to the popular, 'false religious cry' of the time. It is to this

aspect of the novel that I shall t urn now: Dickens's purpose in the

context of contemporary fanaticism.

II

John Locke's A Letter Concerning Toleration (1689) offers the

basic text for the liberal Protestant tradition to \vhich Dickens belongs,

and which he wishes to oontinue in Barnabv Rudge. It begins:

Honoured Sir,

Since you are pleased to inquire what are my thoughts
about the mutual toleration of Christians in their different
professions of religion, I must needs answer you freely,
that I esteem that toleration to be the chief characteristic
mark of the true church. For whatsoever some people boast
of the antiquity of places and names, or of the pomp of their
outward worship; others, of the reformation of their
discipline; all, of the orthodoxy of their faith - for every

1. Coutts Letters, p.186: 22 Aug. 1851
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one is orthodox to himself - these things, and all others
of this nature, are much rather marks of men striving for
power and empire over one another, than of the church of
Christ. Let any one have never so true a claim to all
these things, yet if he be destitute of charity, meekness,
and goodwill in general towards mankind, even to those
that are not Christians, he is certainly yet short of
being a true Christian himself.^-

Dickens's fundamentally anti-sectarian stance, his 'unswerving faith
2

in Christianity itself, apart from sects and schisms*, is very close

to this. Perhaps the most explicit expression of his views, he made

in his will, when he exhorted his children to be guided by the 'broad'

teaching of the New Testament, 'and to put no faith in any man's narrow

3
construction of its letter here or there'; although it was in July

1843 that he wrote his acid parable, 'A Word in Season', on those

sects who 'curse all other men, and curse each other', while the
4

'Christian Pariah ... Does all the good he can, and loves his brother'.

Less explicit, but powerfully expressive of the evils of religious

intolerance, is Barnabv Rudge.

The novel's purpose is made abundantly clear in the Preface. After

explaining that it was the lack of any other fictional treatment of the

1. The Second Treatise of Civil Government and A Letter Concerning
Toleration, ed. J.W. Gough (Oxford. 1946). p.123. Dickens's library
contained an 1824 edition of Locke'3 .8say Concerning Human Under¬
standing; Ltonehouse, Catalogue, p.73; and his Unitarian friend,
Edward Tagart, was very enthusiastic about Locke on toleration in
his book, Locke's Writings and Philosophy (1855), pp.426-7. On
Locke's influence in general, see Kenneth MacLean, John Locke and
English Literature of the Eighteenth Century (New Haven, 1936).

2. Porster, Life, p.298.

3. Ibid., p.859.

4. The Poems and Verses of Charles Dickens, ed. P.G. Kitton (1903), p.90.
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Gordon Riots which attracted him, Dickens adds that the riots, while

reflecting 'indelible disgrace upon the time in which they occurred,

and all who had act or part in them, teach a good lesson', namely

•that what we call a religious cry is easily raised by men who have no

religion, and who in their daily practice set at nought the commonest

principles of right and wrong; that it is begotten of intolerance and

persecution; that it is senseless, besotted, inveterate and unmerciful',1
The sadistic hangman, Ned Dennis, provides perhaps the most obvious

example of this 'lesson', although it is also imaged forth in a wide

range of characters, from the Machiavellian John Chester and Lord

Gordon's secretary, both of whom manipulate the prejudices of others

for their own ends, to simpler figures such as the malicious Kiggs, or

Mrs, Varden, who is finally converted to common sense and tolerance by

her experience of the riots. But before turning to these characters,

it is worth asking exactly why Dickens should so emphasize the 'lesson'

4>o be derived from Barnabv Rudge. why he should insist that 'perhaps

we do not know it in our hearts too well, to profit by even so humble
2

an example as the "No Popery" riots'. The answer lies with the

corrupt state of religion at the time, at least in terms of the

reappearance of the popular fanaticism and anti-Popery of the earlier

period: as Thomas Hood noted, Barnabv Rudge was in this respect
3

•particularly well-timed'. Indeed, so much so that one newspaper,

1, Preface, BR. p,xxiv. Dickens's claim that there had been no other
fictional treatment of the riots was inaccurate: see Jack Lindsay,
'MlMSI'i Dickens and the Twentieth Century, ed. Gross and
Pearson, pp.92-5,

2, Ireface, BR, p.xxiv.

3, 'Harnabv Rudge'. The Athenaeum.22 JanJ.842, p.79.
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the _>ulopian Journal, complained of Dickens'o attack upon the 'ho

Popery* people in terns of his evident 'liberal' interpretation of

events, something which, though it 'please a few ... must offend

, 1many*.

As Kathleen Tillotson has argued, Dickens and his readers were

'well aware' of the Protestant Association, 'newly founded in 1839,

with local branches for "operatives", great meetings in xeter flail,

and petitions to the government against favours supposedly shown -to

Catholics', and what it nortended, 'not least by its defence of the

Association of 1779-80*But we need to know more about this, to

understand the purpose and impact of Bamaby Pudge - no easy task, for,

as J.F.C. Harrison reminds us, historians nt present know 'very little'

about the 'sub-culture of popular religion', beyond the world of 'what
3

may be called respectable religion*. Some work has been done on the

anti-Catholic element in popular religion, however: Geoffrey Best's

3tudy of 'Popular Protestantism*, for example, where it is observed

that 'classical English and Scottish "No Popery" took on ne- fierce¬

ness and hysteri. * in the eighteen-thirties, pertly ;s an unforeseen

consequence of the 1829 legislation for the emancipation of Roman
4

Catholics, which stirred up considerable feeling. i rob bly many were

1. .uoted in Pilgrim setters. II, 3b7, note 4. -rubb ao inson
observed in his diary (l Sept. 1841) that Dickens would 'lose
■popularity with the saints, for he too faithfully exposes cant*:
Henry Crabb Robinson on Books and their riters. ed. Edith J. Morley
(1938), II, 599.

2. Butt and Tillotson, Dickens ;.t ..ork. p.83.

3. The Darlv Victorians: 1832-1851 (l97l), p.131.

4. Ideas and Institutions of Victorian Britain: Essays in honour of
George Kitson Clark, ed. Robert Robson (1967), pp.138-9.
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indifferent or hostile towards this legislation at the tine: it was in

any case a political manoeuvre to prevent the Irish situation from

deteriorating, rather than a plea for tolerance. But it reminded

people of their traditional dread of Popery. During the discussion

of the bill of emancipation,

Illiterate citizens were confronted with pictures
of Bloody Mary burning heretics, with large-lettered
placards about murder and Judge Jeffreys, with the
question whether they would have a protectant or a
Popish king. . . Cartoonists showed the Tory ministers
responsible for the bill, the Duke of Wellington and ^
Mr. Peel, carrying rosaries and kissing the Pope's toe.

And in the years immediately following the passing of the Act, Irish

Protestant orators 'began to stump England in hitherto unprecedented

numbers', to ensure that the cause of Protestant Ascendancy was not
2

lost on this side of the Irish Channel as well. In 1832, with the

reorganisation of the Orange Associations, a 'vast system of freemasonry

at once ultra Protestant and ultra Tory' was established all over the
3

country. In the autumn and winter of the following year, the first

Tracts for the Times appeared and, although it was hardly appropriate

at this stage of the Oxford Movement, the cry of Romanism 'was
4

inevitable, and was soon raised*. By 1837, one could learn from the

Christian Penny Magazine that the immediately preceding years had

1. Chadwick, The Victorian Church. I, 8.

2. Best, p.139.

3. Halevy, The Triumph of Reform, p.162. 8im Tsppertit's 'Prentice
Knights, with their absurd ceremonies and vengeful, reactionary
aims, may have been designed with an eye on these new cells, rather
than the nascent Trade Unions as Lucas assumes: The Melancholy Man,
p.102.

4. R.U. Church, The Oxford Movement: Twelve years, 1853-1845. rev.
ed. 1891 (1909), p.120.
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witnessed 'an increase of crime, Roman Catholicism and gin-drinking';1
at the same time, according to the official organ of the revived

Protestant Association, the Protestant Magazine, petitions containing

11,000 signatures were presented to Parliament in protest against the

annual grant to Maynooth College, a figure which had increased to
2

51,000 signatures by 1859* Wherever they looked, Protestant extrem¬

ists were uncovering proofs of a 'gigantic papal conspiracy', and they

exhorted their fellows to wake up, so that 'with God's blessing* they

might be able to 'arrest the tide of despotism and superstition*
3

presently overwhelming the country.

For liberal Protestants there must have been some doubt as to

where exactly this tide of despotism and superstition might be located:

as The Times remarked, 'Any man who will look down a page of the reports

of the Protestant Association, and stop his eye for a moment when he

observes the word "cheers," "Hear, hear," will find them always called

forth by some broad denunciation or coarse anecdote against the
4

unrepresented Papist'. It is very unlikely that The Times's reports

of the Association's activities during the years 1859-41 would fail to

alarm Pickens, or that he would not feel drawn to respond. Further,
5

Bamabv Rud«e. as we happen to know, far from being an improvisatory

1. According to Brown, Fathers of the Victorians, p.524.

2. Protestant Magazine. II (June 1840), 182.

5. Protestant Magazine. I (Jan. 1839), 24.

4* The Times. 6 Nov. 1841, p.4.

5. Butt and Tillotson, Pickens at ' ork. pp.76-7.
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production like its predecessors, was in its creator's mind for at

least the period from the signing of the original contract in May 1836,

to February 1841, when the first number appeared, a period during which

the growth of anti-Popery was increasingly evident. That Dickens was

aware of this before the appearance of Bamaby Rudge is suggested by

an interesting moment in Oliver Twist, when the Maylies' doctor, Mr.

Losberne, tries to bully Giles the butler into giving shaky evidence of

the capture of Oliver by asking him:

•Mr. Giles, are you a Protestant?'

'Yes, sir, I hope so,* faltered Mr. Giles, who had turned

very pale.
'And what are you, boy?' said the doctor, turning sharply

upon Brittles.
•Lord bless me, sir!' replied Brittles, starting violently;

I'm the same as Mr. Giles, sir.'

•Then tell me this,' said the doctor, 'both of you - both
of you! Are you going to take upon yourselves to swear that
that boy up stairs is the boy that was put through the little
window last night? ...'^

In other words, if you cannot claim to be a firm Protestant, your word

is no longer valid. It was a repeated charge against Roman Catholics

that their word could not be relied upon, a view Dickens evidently
2

knows exists, even if he finds it ridiculous. An even clearer

1. 0T, ch.xxx, pp.194-5.

2. The Protestant Magazine. I (Oct. 1839)» 145» characteristically
refers to the 'Popish faction - whom oaths can never bind, because
their religion teaches them that no faith is to/T?ept with heretics'.
It was not only deluded extremists who were doubtful of the Roman
Catholic attitude to truth: out of the supposed laxity of the faith
towards truth arose one of the most celebrated controversies of the
time, between Charles Kingsley and John Henry Newman, eventually
resulting in Newman's famous defence, the Apologia Pro Vita Sua
(1864). -------------
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indication of Dickens's awareness of popular fanaticism before

iiamaby Rudao is revealed when Mrs* Jarley decides to 'stimulate the

popular taste, and whet the popular curiosity* by setting in motion

her waxwork nun, so that

the figure shook its head paralytically all day long,
to the great admiration of a drunken, but very
Protestant, barber over the way, who looked upon the
said paralytic motion as typical of the degrading
effect wrought upon the human mind by the ceremonies
of the Romish Church, and discoursed upon that theme
with great eloquence and morality. 1

For Dickens, the word 'Protestant' lias a real meaning, it denotes a

felt belief, and its corruption through fanatical prejudice is absurd

end pathetic - hence Grip's 'I'm a devil, I'm a polly, I'm a kettle,

H'm a Protestant, Ho Popery!' (ivii, 434).

But the development of popular anti-Catholicism was more than

absurd and pathetic: it was dangerous. By permitting, even encouraging

the expression of prejudice and ill-will, those in authority could all

the more easily exploit the ignorant. As we shall see in the next

Chapter, Dickens was in favour of broadening the religious base of

education - he believed that schools 'on the broad principles of
2

Christianity' would be the 'best adornment' for the land. But the

cry of Popery was being used by Dory Protestants to stir up opposition

towards any relaxation oi the laws governing the teaching of religion

in the schools. As the Earl of inchel3ea announced to a packed

Exeter Hall in June 1840:

OCD. ch.xxxii, p.243.

2. Preface to the Cheap Edition, 1847, Pickwick Papers. ed. Patten,
p.46.
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We are met to oppose that system of national education
which, whatever may be the declared opinions of many
who support it, we well know was concocted at Rome,
fraudulently to try and deprive Englishmen of the right
of reading the Bible, and to forward the ever-cherished
design of Popery, to bring this country under the ^
domination of the church of Rome again, (loud cheers)

Those, like Dickens, who favoured the Church losing exclusive control

over education - in the interest of providing a more widely-based

form of instruction - were bracketed in a so-called 'triple alliance

of Romanists, Socinians, and infidels' who scorned that detailed and
intensive interrogation upon the word of the Bible which all God-

2
fearing Protestant teachers should apply to their charges. Here

questioning upon the plain meaning of the New Testament, which is all

that Dickens would have wanted, was not enough. Whatever the

novelist's attitude towards Roman Catholicism at this time, he would

have strongly opposed this false cry. Barnaby Rudge is less concerned

with expressing sympathy for the Catholics (although it does so), than

with reminding Protestants that, as Locke said, mutual toleration

signified the true church. Once this was forgotten, and sectarianism

ran rife, the 'worst passions of the worst men' disguised themselves
«Z

under the 'mantle of religion' (xlv, 339).

The Times. 4 June 1840, p.5.

2. The Times. 28 Oct. 1839» P»3.

3. Echoing a phrase used at the time of the riots by Bishop Newton,
who remarked that its excesses were committed 'under the cloake of
religion': quoted by George Rud^, in his useful account of the
riots in Paris and London in the Eighteenth Century: ' tudies in
Popular Protest (1970). p.283.
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III

This contrast between base instincts and their religious disguise

is pressed home at every level in Barnabv Rudge. from Westminster to

Clerkenwell, from Sir John Chester* M.P., whose plots and strategems

wear a pious, Protestant mask, to Iiiggs the maidservant, whose malice

and sexual envy are expressed in an illiterate jumble of evangelical

cant. Vengeance and envy are the main underlying motives: Chester,

Gashford, Simon Tappertit and Miggs share a powerful desire to avenge

real or imagined slights by forwarding the anti-Catholic riots where

they can; while the mob itself, composed, except for a sprinkling of

•honest zealots', of the 'very scum and refuse of London, whose growth

was fostered by bad criminal laws, bad prison regulations, and the

worst conceivable police' (xlix, 374), attacks churches, chapels,

private houses, mansions and prisons, in what becomes an outburst of

social vengeance on a vast and terrifying scale.1 Dickens avoids

dealing with 'enthusiasts, however mistaken' (xlviii, 367), since his

attack is not directed at the genuinely religious, although this does

limit his analysis of intolerance: after the first day of disturbances,

the 'really honest and sincere' Protestants drop away from the mob

(l, 382). It is an unpleasant irony that when the violence finally

ebbs away, authority and justice are reinstated with almost equal

ferocity and arbitrariness, turning many of the condemned into victims

of the riots themselves: 'It was a most exquisite satire upon the

fale? religious cry which had led to so much misery, that some of these

people owned themselves to be Catholics, and begged to be attended by

their own priests' (lxxvii, 597).

1. For a full account of the background to the riots, see J.P. de
Castro, The Gordon Riots (Oxford, 1926).
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The focus of Dickens's attack is clear: it is the worldly

Chester who first introduces the distinction between Catholic and

Protestant in the novel. He points to the religious discrepancy

between himself and the gloomy Haredale - 'and damn it, that's important'

(xii, 92) - as a reason for separating his son and Haredale's daughter.

It is a distinction about which he is, characteristically, quite

cynical, since what concerns him mo3t is his own comfort: as he asks

his son, 'how could you ever think of uniting yourself to a Catholic,

unless she was amazingly rich? You ought to be so very Protestant,

coming of such a Protestant family as you do* (xv, 121). This conscious

exploitation of religious difference to further his own ends makes

Chester one of the most evil characters in the novel; it also enables

him further to corrupt those who have less consciously taken up the

false religious cry, such as Mrs. Varden, through whom Dickens illustrates

the development of religious bigotry from a relatively isolated, even

harmless phenomenon, to a 'moral plague' (liii, 403) infecting the

whole society."'' At first, she seems merely another of Dickens's deluded

matrons, 'most devout when most ill-tempered' (iv, 38).^ But when she

finds herself face to face with the hatred and violence which her misuse

of religion has, in its own small way, helped to foster, she is converted

to tolerance.

1. It is interesting to compare a more recent account of an analogous
'infection' in Albert Camus, La Peste (1947).

2. Compare 'Our Parish', I.vening Chronicle. 14 July 1835, reptd. in
SB, p.14: 'The eldest Miss Willis grew ill-tempered and religious'.
Mrs. Varden is called Martha, aptly enough: in Luke 10:41-2, Martha
is the woman rebuffed by Christ for being 'cumbered about much
serving', and asking fractiously, 'dost thou not care that my sister
hath left me to serve alone?' Mrs. Varden puts her house to rights
on cleaning days 'which were usually from Monday morning to Saturday
night, both days inclusive* (iv, 32), and uses her domestic anxieties
to bully her husband, e.g. ch.vii, p.57.
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It is worth looking at Mrs. Varden's bigotry more closely. She

is a 'staunch Protestant' in the same mould as Mrs. Nubbles or Mrs.

Weller, believing for example, that the 'publicans coupled with sinners

in Holy rit were veritable licensed victuallers' (xiii, 103)» in order

to justify her opposition to the Maypole Inn, while passing cheerfully

from 'the nothingness of good works' to 'the somethingness of ham and

toast' when she herself is there (xxi, 125). Dickens makes fun of

her, but the ease with which anti-Catholic elements are grafted onto

her form of Protestantism, suggests more serious issues are at stake.

Thus she believes, or pretends to believe, that Gabriel Varden's

morning ale is a 'pernicious, irreligious, and Pagan custom, the relish

whereof should be left to swine, and Datan, or at least to Popish

persons* (xix, 143). And more revealing is the 3cene of Chester's

attempt to persuade her to prevent Dolly from acting as go-between for

his son and Lama Haredale: in Gabriel'3 absence, Chester begins with

a little sexual flattery, but then quickly picks up his cue from Mrs.

Varden:

'
. . . Let us be sincere, my dear Madam - '

'
- and Protestant,* murmured Mrs. Varden.

•
- and I rotestant above all things. Let us be sincere and

Protestant . . . ' (xxvii, 206)

Observing Mrs. Varden leaning on the Protestant Manual, Chester knows

exactly the note to strike, justifying the separation of his son and

lwnnia - who, he remarks disparagingly, 'is of a Catholic family* (xxvii,

209) - on 'points of religious difference' (xxvii, 208). Mrs. Varden

is completely won over: 'this gentleman is a saint* (xxvii, 209)•

Larlier, Chester reflected that the relationship between father and son
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was 'positively quite a holy sort of bond' (xii, 94), but here he

denies it, as he will throughout the novel, not only with respect to

Edward, his legitimate son, but also, and more culpably, with respect to

Hugh, his 'natural* son.1 Moreover, he is attempting to disrupt the

Varden household here, as is forcefully confirmed by Phiz's illustration

of him holding Mrs. Varden's Protestant Manual aloft while he leers
2

down at her, unaware that the Manual points towards the Holy Family.

Miggs, that other self-styled Protestant within the Varden house¬

hold, instinctively recognizes Chester's game as one that she, too lias

been playing, and aids him by confirming the flattering insinuations

through which he undermines Mrs. Varden's loyalty to Gabriel Varden,

sidling up to Chester to say Mrs. Varden is indeed undervalued by her

husband, 'for we never know the full value of some wines and fig-trees

till we lose 'em.on So much the worse, sir, ' she continues, 'for them

as has the slighting of 'em on their consciences when they're gone to be

in full bloom elsewhere' - casting up her eyes, Dickens adds, 'to signify

where that might be' (xxvii, 205). These absurd profanities place Miggs

somewhere between Squeers and Mrs. Gamp in their apparently

inconsequential use of Biblical metaphor. But they are only apparently

inconsequential: the vine and the fig-tree relate to the Biblical

conception of peaceful and happy co-existence, when every man should
3

be able to invite his neighbour 'under the vine and under the fig-tree',

1. The theme of fathers and sons is a rich one in this novel: see Marcus,
Dickens: from Pickwick to Dombey (1965), pp.194-7. Elsewhere Chester
mentions his dislike for 'family affairs, which are only fit for
plebeian Christmas days' (xv, 117).

2. Illustration facing p.217; see also Master Humphrey's Clock. Ill,
89, where the original placing of the illustration makes its point
even clearer.

3. See Zechariah, 3:10; also I Kings, 4:25.
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that Miggs and Chester are out to destroy. Dickens may also be

alluding to the familiar parable in which Christ curses the barren

fig-tree, which symbolizes outward piety without inner, fructifying

faith - a fitting image of Miggs's character, a3 well as of the

hypocrisy present in the scene as a whole.* It is a thread running

through all Dickens's satiric portraits of religious or pseudo-

religious figures, that religion must be judged according to its fruits

here and now, piety on its own is almost meaningless. Even Firs.

Rudge's expressions of faith are made as appeals to Heaven on behalf

of others, her murderer husband or her idiot son - 'I promise you*,

she tell3 her husband, 'in the great name of the Creator, whose image

you have defaced, that He will comfort and console you' (lxxiii, 565).

Her Christian piety and her all-suffering nature are closely identified.

Dickens's shrews, his ignorant hypocrites, his petty, tyrannising

ministers, on the other hard, re invariably associated with beliefs

that he rejects, from the theelogy of total depravity to the attitudes

of funcamentalism, Sabbatarianism, abstinence and, most of all in

Barnatjjfc Rudae. intolerance. if'or him, it is self-evident that: 'A

good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, neither can a corrupt tree
2

bring forth good fruit'.

What this means, in effect, is that for Dickens belief is a form

of self-expression, apart from ecclesiastical or theological

complications; a view which, although perfectly legitimate, besides

1. See Matthew, 21:19. Miggs's characterization is much richer than
that of her obvious prototype, Win Jenkins: 'fir Clinker assures me,
that by the new light of grease, I may deify the devil and all his
works', Tobias Smollett, Humphrey Clinker. 1771 (Penguin English
Library, Harmondsvorth, Middlesex, 1971), p.347.

2. Matthew, 7:18.
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coinciding nicely with the demands of the novel-form in allowing for

the exploration of insights into individual and social behaviour, has

limitations. Firstly, character and belief do not always coincide

quite so neatly. Secondly, it is questionable whether belief need

only be judged in human terms: as William James (who shares Dickens1s

pragmatism) points out, it is at least illogical to measure religion's

fruits without considering 'whether the God really exists who is

supposed to inspire them'."'' But for Dickens, this consideration is

not raised, and in relation to his purpose of attacking false shows of

lrotestant piety in 'arnaby Fudge. it is appropriate that a good

Christian should be someone who, like Mrs. Rudge or Gabriel Varden,

expresses their faith in action rather than word or pious gesture.

Other novels, and other novelists, will have a different approach. For

instance, the disjunction between character and belief is something

George Eliot is particularly eager to reveal, associating the simplistic

merging of these two aspects of a man with popular ignorance:

It was a great anomaly to the Ililby mind that a
canting evangelical parson, who would take tea with
tradespeople, and make friends of vulgar women like
the Linnets, should have so much the air of a gentle¬
man, and be so little like the splay-footed Mr. Stickney
of Salem, to whom he approximated so closely in
doctrine. And this want of correspondence between the
physique and the creed had excited no less surprise in
the larger town of Laxeter, where Mr. Tryan had formerly
held a curacy; for of the two other Low Church clergymen
in the neighbourhood, one was a Welshman of globose
figure and unctuous complexion, and the other a man of
atribiliar aspect, with lank black hair, and a
redundance of limp cravat - in fact, the sort of thing
you might expect in men who distributed the publications
of the Religious Tract Society, and introduced Dissenting

1. The Varieties of Religious Experience, p.262.
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hymns into the Church.1

The explicit fullness of George Eliot's treatment of evangelicalism

and Dissent has received favourable comment from partisan critics,
2

such as Ernest Payne or, most recently, Valentine Cunningham, while

Dickens has been reviled for his caricatures. But it is notable in

the above passage that George Eliot can stoop to the introduction of

two Low Church caricatures; and that elsewhere she could create William

Dane of Lantern Yard, whose 'narrow slanting eyes and compressed lips*

signal a canting Nonconformist hypocrite, and, more favourably, Silas

Earner, whose 'defenceless, deer-like gase' evidently expresses a

3
trusting simplicity of high moral and spiritual value.

But George Bitot was, in general, involved in a more realistic

art than Dickens, Moreover, she was writing with the detachment of

one anatomising a past society, rather than urging an awareness of

present evil, as was Dickens. Probably, too, she was more familiar

1. 'Janet's Repentance*, Gcenes of Clerical Life, ch.iii, p.276,

2. See Payne, The Free Church Tradition, pp.101-3. H.¥. Maosinghan,
in his Introduction to the memorial Edition of The Autobiography
of Bark Rutherford (1936), complained that Dickens assumed 'he
had sufficiently described a Dissenting minister by calling him a
hypocrite, and ascribing to him a tendency to excess in muffins
or pineapple rum' (evidently he has Stiggins in mind); George
Eliot is not mentioned, but Hale White is described as 'the only
great modern English writer sufficiently interested in provincial
Dissent, and knowing enough about it, to give it a serious place
in fiction' (p.ix). And see Cunningham, Every..hero Enoken Against,
p.189i 'No great English novelist lias got closer than George
Eliot to the heart of the Dissenting matter'. Lily B. Watson, who
belonged to a family of cultivated Baptists, wrote in a pamphlet
for young Baptists entitled What Ehall I Read? that the
'caricatures in his ^Dickens's/ books' are, like those of Thackeray,
not aimed at religion but at hypocrisy' (p.49).

3. hilas Earner. 1861, ed. Q.D. Leavis (Penguin English Library,
Hariaondsworth, Middlesex, 1969), Part I, ch.i, p.57.
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with the variety and depth of evangelical and Nonconformist life,

especially in the provinces, than was Dickens, whose experience in

this respect was comparatively limited. The important point is that

Dickens is writing satire, trying to sharpen his reader's awareness

of a current evil, by means of exaggeration and ridicule. The

depiction of Mrs. Varden arid biggs (especially the latter) indicates

the existence of a real evil in contemporary society.It is not an

evil particularly associated with Nonconformism: although the two

women are linked with evangelic: 1 attitudes, there is no hint of the

•Methodistical' about them, of of Mrs. Nubbles's 'obnoxious
2

conventicle'. Dickens's strategy now is to implicate anyone liable

to fKpress their intolerant cant. Again, his reason is that Kiggs

and Mrs. Varden represent a contemporary evil to which he wished to

alert his readers: according to The Times report of the formation of

a new branch of the Protestant Association in Exeter Hall in June 1841,

•the female branches of the society, as usual upon such occasions',
3

made up 'the great majority of the assembly'. In the novel, Gordon

refers to Mrs. Varden and Kiggs as an 'elderly sister* and 'another

female... who is conscientious, I have no doubt, hut not well-favoured'

(xxxvi, 274). Gabriel Varden remains 'in outer darkness' (xxxvi, 274),

1. It is a misinterpretation of Dickens's purpose, and a misunder¬
standing of Miggs's character to argue, as James Kincaid does,
that we should excuse her wrongdoing because of the meanness and
tyranny which may have shaped "her personality; her motives and
actions are ugly, whether or not she is a frustrated spinster.
See Dickens and the Rhetoric of Laughter (Oxford, 1971/, p.125.

2. Kathleen Tillotson remarks that in Mrs. Varden (and Chester),
Dickens 'must have had his eye on the Evangelicals': Butt and
Tillotson, Dickens at fork, p.85.

5. The Times. 17 June 1841, p.5.
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while the women rush to join the Protestant Association. An

important reason for female attraction to such meetings is implied

by the terms in which Dickens has Kiggs commend Gordon: 'first, in

respect of his steady Protestantism, then of his oratory, then of his

eyes, then of his nose, then of his legs, and lastly of his figure

generally, which she looked upon as fit for any statue, prince, or

angel, to which sentiment Mrs. Varden fully subscribed' (xli, 312).

Lord George Gordon himself, with his severe drees, his sense of power

over female followers, and his eye for such details as iiiggs's lack of

physical endowments, suggests an association between Puritan fanaticism

and carnality familiar from earlier satirists such as Swift,

Phe danger to which Miggs's views may lead in a society coming

under the sway of fanaticism is brought out in her response to the

rioters. hile Mrs. Varden is shocked into repentance and common-sense

- a somewhat sudden transformation, but not unprepared for, nor

unconvincing"1' - Kiggs simply relishes the opportunity provided by the

rioters for venting her bitterness and hatred. As she cries out to

the mob from her attic:

'oiramun and gentlemen, I've been locked up here for
safety, but my endeavours has always been, and
always will be, to be on the right side - the
blessed side - and to pronounce the Pope of Babylon,
and all her inward and outward workings, which is
Pagin. Ky sentiments is of little consequences, I
know,* cried Kiggs, with additional shrillness,

1. 'Let the Jew believe it!' exclaimed Gissing, in Charles Dickens.
p.138, but Dickens has told us that 'she was but a woman, and had
her share of vanity, obstinacy, and love of power' (xxvii, 21l),
and, even earlier, he remarked of her temperament that 'minds, like
bodies, will often fall into a pimpled ill-conditioned state*,
which, 'like them, are often successfully cured by remedies in
themselves very nauseous and unpalatable' (vii, 54).
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'for my position is but a servant, and as sich,
of humilities, still I gives expressions to my
feelings, and places my reliances on them which
entertains my own opinions J' (lxiii, 482-3)

Miggs's Heepish railings involve that chapter of Revelations on which

the fanatics could all too easily base their assumption that Popery

must be destroyed, although, significantly, she cannot bring herself

to use the word 'Whore', while alluding to it indirectly with 'the
1

Pope of Babylon*. If her manic anti-Catholicism seems exaggerated

and improbable, one need only look at a characteristic utterance of

Mrs. Tonna's in the Protestant Magazine;

There sits the crowned Antichrist, supported on either
side by the scarlet-robed ministers of Babylon^ the
Great, in the very 3eat of her dominion; on the very
soil that must 'ere long, be ignited by the breath of
the Lord's hot vengeance; in the very identical place
whence issued the mandate for the Vaudois* butcheries -
the massacre of St. Bartholomew - the blazing fires of
Smithfield, Oxford, Canterbury, and all our chief towns;
- there, where the wine of the wrath of her fornication
is brewed, and poured into the mantling cup of the
harlot; - there, for the gratification of a wanton
curiosity and more wanton display, do the descendants of
our martyred forefathers eagerly press to do that, rather
than to acquiesce in which, any enlightened protestant
would yield his body to the racks of the Inquisition,
that work their pullies in the dungeons beneath.

1. See Revelation, 17; also the Book of Common Prayer. 'The Catechism*,
as Kiggs inadvertently quotes from the definition of 'Sacrament*.

2. 'Charlotte Elizabeth' /Mrs Tonna/, 'Illustrations: No.xii',
Protestant Magazine. II (Jan. 1840), 14-15. Mrs. Tonna edited
this magazine at the time, as well as publishing anti-Catholic
novels: see DNB. It was not only semi-literate demagogues who
spoke thu3: in the 1850s, Edmund Gos3e's father 'celebrated the
announcement in the newspapers of a considerable emigration from
the Papal Dominions, by rejoicing at "this outcrowding of many,
throughout the Harlot's domain, from her sins and her plagues"',
Rather and Son. 1907 (Penguin Books, Iiarmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970),
p.67.
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This is the authentic voice of popular anti-Popery in the eightoen-

forties.

Kiggs and Mrs. Varden need to be seen in the larger context of

popular delusions about the Catholics, and the grounds for these

delusions. In Barnabv Rudge. Dickens refers continually to the

varieties of weakness and credulity which condition the popular mind.

From the very beginning of the novel, the common tendency of people

towards self-delusion is associated with religious fanaticism, so that,

in a sense, the riot3 only make explicit what is implicit from the

start. Thus, in describing the Maypole Inn, the narrator tells an

'apocryphal' tale going back to the days of Queen Elizabeth, according

to whioh the 'virgin monarch' spent a night at the Inn, after which,

'while standing on a mounting block before the door', she cuffed an

unlucky page; some of the more matter-of-fact customers at the Maypole

doubted this tradition, 'but, whenever the landlord of that ancient

hostelry appealed to the mounting block itself as evidence, and

triumphantly pointed out that there it stood in the same place to that

very day, the doubters never failed to be put down by a large majority,

and all true believers exulted as in a victory' (i, l). It is a

victory for superstition and irrationality, the mounting block serving

as a kind of pseudo-relic of popular credulity. Significantly, when

Gordon and his retinue arrive at the Inn five years later, their talk

takes us back to this tale: 'At a crisis like the present,* remarks

Gordon, 'Queen Elizabeth, that maiden monarch, weeps within her

tomb, and Bloody Mary, with a brow of gloom and shadow, stalks

triumphant - • (xxxv, 264). Jolin Grueby's gruff, common-sensical

response - 'where*3 the use of talking of Bloody Mary, ... when my
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Lord's wet through' - affirms the fact that this lugubrious rhetoric

can only move the weak and credulous. But, as Gordon and, even more

clearly, Gashford, are well aware, there are many who lack Grueby's

manly rationality. The point is driven home in an extended

explanation of the appeal of Gordon's false religious cry, which

begins:

To surround anything, however monstrous or
ridiculous, with an air of mystery, is to invest
it with a secret charm, and power of attraction
which to the crowd is irresistible. False priests,
false prophets, false doctors, false patriots, false
prodigies of every kind, veiling their proceedings
in mystery,have always addressed themselves at an
immense advantage to the popular credulity, and have
been, perhaps, more indebted to that resource in
gaining and keeping for a time the upper hand of
Truth and Common Sense, than to any half-dozen items
in the whole catalogue of imposture ... (xxxvii, 277)

Gordon, the 'roaring lion* (xlviii, 366), is a false prophet,1 to be

resisted only through an appeal to reason rather than feeling, common-

sense rather than individual revelation. Dickens shows he is strongly

aware of the negative side of popular belief, and he urges reason and

common-sense as forces for toleration throughout the novel, from

Gabriel Varden calling on Joe Willet to turn his father's caprices

aside by 'temperate remonstrance' rather than by 'ill-timed rebellion'

(iii, 24), to the good locksmith trying, equally vainly, to protect

Sim Tappertit from the consequences of getting his soul 'into his

head* (iv, 34), as he does when the riots begin (li, 389-394).

Gabriel is, as his name implies, a figure of power directed

towards good. In a society corrupted by false shows of religious

1. See 1 Peter, 5:8, alt; Prov rbs, 28:15.
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faith, his staunch, patient belief in God and good-wiH towards men is

as clear as the gay sound emitted from the Golden Key works! op: *tink,

tink, tink, tink ... a perfect embodiment of the still small voice*

(xli, 207). There is every reason in Barnnb.v Rudge for depicting a

good Christian in terms of action and image, rather than pious

utterance, for such utterances have become thoroughly devalued by the

prevailing cant. Gabriel cannot do more than resist the forces of

discord, malice and evil, but he is a still point in the storm, and, as

such, one of Dickens's most persuasive images of good. Significantly,

the novelist first thought of naming Barnabv Fcudfce after him. Ills

imagination must have been fired by the idea of that one man, the

Moravian locksmith who refused to obey the demands of the rioters,

under threat of death.^ The contrast between Gabriel's refusal to

give way, and the base ineffectuality of the public authorities is

absolute: while the locksmith defies the fanatics, all the Lord Mayor

can do is whimper to those Catholics who beg protection from him,

•what a pity it is you're a Catholici Why couldn't you be a Protestant,

and then you wouldn't have got yourself into such a mess?* (xli, 467).

The acquiescence of the authorities is at least partly conditioned

by the public attitude to the Catholics: despite the existence of the

.Relief Act of 1773, Catholics continued to be the natural targets of

animosity. In Dickens's ej s, the prevailing corruption is all too

evident, and is suggested by:the exclamation of that eminently 'public*

figure, Led Dennis, that 'My ork is sound, Protestant, constitutional

work', an exclamation none wish to contradict (xxxvii, 284). The

1. Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at ork. pp.85-6.
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corrupt state of the beliefs of a whole society, already suggested in

Oliver Twist by the depiction of the lack of charity in those

specifically responsible for providing it, is re-emphasized and

extended by the prostitution of that 'noble* word, frotestant'^to the

•vilest purposes*: as Dennis puts it, 'If these Papists get into

power, and begins to boil and roast instead of hang, what becomes of

the laws in general, what becomes of my work! If they touch my work

that's a part of so many laws, what becomes of the laws in general,

what becomes of the religion, what becomes of the country!' (xxxvii,

284-5). The perverted logic of ignorance, fear and prejudice has

replaced what 'the Almighty gave us', namely, 'common charity ...

common sense and common decency', in the words of the Catholic Haredale

(xliii, 329). The divine sense of moral control that men share in

their reason and conscience has been obscured or lost in the false

religious cry. Voltaire's caustic remark seems apt: 'Of all religions

the Christian is undoubtedly that which should instil the greatest

toleration, although so far the Christians have bean the most intolerant

of all men'."'" 'No Popery! I'm a religious man, by G-—!' cries the

hangman (xxxvii, 285).

By stressing the primacy of reasonableness in religion, as opposed

to 'enthusiasm' (a word Dickens uses in the eighteenth century sense

2
of religious fanaticism ), the novelist shows he is working within the

latitudinarian tradition of Locke. If Dickens supports the Romantic

emphasis upon individual, felt belief, rather than conventional

1. Philosophical Dictionary. 1764, ed. and transl. T. Besterman
(Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 197l), p.390.

2. See, e.g., BR, ch. xxxvi, p.275.
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formalism, through, for instance, Bsrnaby's simple prayers, he is at

the same time very much aware of the dangers inherent in this attitude:

Barnaby is a creature without reason, and, as the narrator remarks,

there is something •terrible' about the absence of the soul's 'noblest

powers* in him (iii, 28). Dickens's original plan was for the riots

to be led by three escaped lunatics, a proposal Forster persuaded

him to drop.^" In fact, the combination of Barnaby*3 mindlessness,

Hugh's animality, find ennis's sadism, brings out the tyranny of unreason

with as much force as Dickens could have desired. Appropriately, too,

the novelist has Barnaby enticed into the Protestant movement by the

deluded Lord Gordon himself, pathetically reinforcing the associations

of insanity surrounding both figures:

'He has surely no appearance,' said nord George,
glancing at Barnaby, and whispering in his secretary's
ear, 'of being deranged? And even if he had, we must
not construe any trifling peculiarity into madness.
Which of us' - aid here he turned red again - 'would
be safe, if that were made the law!*

•Hot one,' replied the secretary; 'in that case,
the greater the zeal, the truth, and talent; the more
direct the call from above; the clearer would be the
madness (xlviii, 366)

Dickens recognised the importance of setting rational limits to man's

tendency to trust in his imagination, where religion is concerned.

And yet, this does not mean that he believed religion should

ultimately be grounded in reason. his position is paradoxical, and

the paradox is most obvious in Barnaby Budge himself: deficient in

reason or common sense, and so easily misled into joining the anti-

Catholic riots, he nevertheless belongs to Dickens's hallowed

1. Forster, Life, p.168.
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congregation of children and fools who alone are permitted a glimpse

of a world beyond this one. Like Nell and Oliver, he is in touch

with the stars:

Ee, a poor idiot, caged in his narrow cell, was as much
lifted up to God, while gazing on the mild light, as
the freest and most favoured man in all the spacious
city; and in his ill-remembered prayer, and in the
fragment of the childish hymn, with which he sung and
crooned himself asleep, there breathed as true a
spirit as ever studied homily expressed, or old
cathedral arches echoed. (ixxiii, 563)

Barnaby's body is impiisoned, while his soul yearns for the light, a

potent neo-Platonic image, suggestive of the influence upon Dickens of

the Romantic vision, charged as it was with such Platonic conceptions.^-
The more orthodox Christian view is implied by the shocked minister

who witnesses Barnaby's emotional farewell to his bird Grip on the

brink of the scaffold: '.For one in his condition, to fondle a bird! -•

(lxxvii, 593). The paradox is pushed further with Hugh, 'more brute

than man* as he calls himself (lxxvii, 596), who nevertheless offers

his life (anticipating Sydney Carton) for his friend. He senses

Barnaby's spiritual worth, even listening to Barnaby's prayers (xii, 96).

A providential hand seems to keep Hugh from murdering anyone during the

riots, the redeeming streak in his nature emerging in moments such as

that in which he prevents Dennis from summarily executing old John

Eillet (liv, 415-6). And although Dickens shows little respect in

general for the sacramental aspect of religion, he has Hugh walk onto

the scaffold 'with a careless air, though listening at the same time

1. Bee also ch.lii, p.398. David Ilewsome's Two Blasses of Hen:
Platonism and English Romantic Thought (1974) explores some of the
connections between Romanticism and the Platonic tradition.
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to the Service for the head, with something between sullen attention,

and quickened curiosity* (lxxvii, 596). heath requires some

ceremony, or ritual of recognition, and there is a hint of spiritual

worth in the man who glimpses this.

But if these glimmerings of a religious vision granted to Barnaby

and Hugh imply some faith in popular belief, the general tendency of

Barnabv budge is to heap scorn on the merely superstitious and easily

deluded elements among the people. John Willet's tale about the

•virgin monarch* suggests the ease with which those who belonged to the

level of belief with which Dickens was attempting to engage in The Old

Curiosity Ohop might fall into stupidity and fanaticism. Ruskin

claimed that Dickens knew nothing of 'the nobler power of superstition':*
insofar as he manipulates traditional, Romantic attitudes to death or

the other world, he does seam aware of this 'nobler power'; but he also

wishes to show how easily popular credulity and dim-wittedness may

become rampant fanaticism, and lead to the breakdown of society.

IV

Vihile the 'Protestants* in Barnaby Rudge are ridiculed and exposed,

the Catholics are allowed a sympathy which, however, falls somewhat

short of their actual beliefs. The success with which Dickens

manipulates plot and character to this end was admitted by the partial

Dublin Review, which declared that the novelist had given

1. Letter to Charles Eliot Norton, 19 June 1870, in The setters of
Join Ruskin. Vol.11, 1870-1889. The Works of John Ruskin. ed. E.T.
Cook and A. .edderburn, Library ed. (l939)» aaaVII, 7.
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a vivid sketch of the Gordon riots, putting in
prominent places the character of a sturdy,
highminded Catholic gentleman, and that of a mean,
vindictive Protestant villain. The theme was

interesting and untrodden ground, capable of
furnishing excellent materials for a new novel;
and having undertaken to write upon it, he conformed
to the growing spirit of the age, and told a great
deal of warning and unpalatable truth. His narrative
is much more like history, in the first and most
important ingredient thereof, than Fox's Book of
Martyrs, or Robertson's View of Europe, or many
portions of Hume's England; and therefore, notwith¬
standing certain important - and, considering the
nature of the work, perhaps unavoidable - omissions,
we thank him for it. For his recent -Libel on the
Catholic religion we thank him not.

Dickens's 'recent libel", his Pictures from Italy.as we shall see, may

have represented his views on Catholicism more accurately than Barnab.v

Rudge. But what the Dublin Review has not noticed, is that it is a

false Protestant, Chester, who is prominently contrasted with the

•sturdy, highminded Catholic' Haredale, and moreover that Haredale is

in many respects unsympathetic, with his 'gloomy thirst for retribution*

(lxxvi, 583), which he believes he may in the end atone for by entering

cloisters (Chapter the last, 628).

Yet one does feel a certain respect for Haredale. He has, after

all, lost a brother mysteriously murdered; and been forced to put up

with the malicious rumour-mongering of Chester. Perhaps we feel most

for him when, the first victim of the anti-Catholic mob, he is stoned

on the steps of Westminster. Hugh, we later discover, casts the first

stone, the worst because the lea3t motivated of his acts, although

Gashford ordered it (xliii, 33l). We never see Haredale attending

1. 'Pictures from Italy'. Dublin Review. XXI (Gept. 18/ S)t 188.
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mass or confession, but Dickens does attempt to suggest the Catholic

cast of his mind, for instance making him urge Hugh, as the latter

leads him to the fatal turret in the Warren: 'Gently with your light,

friend. You swing it like a censer' (xxxiv, 258); or, having him

think of his home as 'but another bead in the long rosary of his

regrets' (lxi, 470). hVen novelists muoh more sympathetic towards

Catholicism than Dickens, such as Diaraeli, could omit overt as well

as implicit references to Catholic characters' beliefs.^" Yet the

overall effect of Haredale reflects negatively upon Catholicism: his

temperament, as well as the murder of his brother, have led him to sin

against the cardinal Dickens virtue, he has 'mused and brooded, when my

spirit should have mixed with all God's great Creation' (ixxix, 605);

and his 'atonement' for this, and for killing Chester, is to take

himself off to a religious establishment 'known throughout Hurope for

the rigour and severity of its discipline, and for the merciless

penitence it exacted from those who sought its shelter as a refuge from

the world' (Chapter the last, 628). There he shuts himself up, and

dies, 'after a few remorseful years*. Asceticism is unnatural, even

2
in a nan who wishes to atone for killing someone.

1. See, for example, Henrietta Temple (1837), Disraeli'A feeble
roimintic intrigue, in which the spoilt young hero, Ferdinand Armine,
supposed to have been brought up by a Catholic priest named
Glastonbury, shows less sign of his faith than Haredale.

2. In this, Dickens was supported by novelists such as Charles Kingsley,
who asked *13 nature a holy type or a foul prison to our spirits?*;
Cl-irles -imcslev; His betters and Memories of His Life (1904), p.23.
Kingsley's muscular Christianity seems at times not far from Dickens,
for instance, when Gabriel Varden defends force as a Christian
virtue in BR, ch.xli, p.309.
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Nevertheless, Dickens rises 'in support of a cause he had. ever

held sacred, the cause of tolerance'.* He is scrupulously fair to

the Catholics, and specifically mentions the effects of the anti-

Catholic laws. Even before Haredale is introduced, the unjust nature

of the old laws is suggested by the remark that 'fifteen or twenty

years ago', the Warren stood 'in a park five times as broad, which

with other and richer property has bit by bit changed hands and

dwindled away' (i, 6); on the one occasion when Haredale and Gordon

meet, Haredale reflects bitterly that he, 'as good a gentleman' as

Gordon, must hold his property 'by a trick at which the state connives

because of these hard laws', and that he and other Catholics may not

teach 'our youth in schools the common principles of right and wrong',

without being 'denounced' (xliii, 330). The riots in fact sprang from

what was initially an organised attempt to petition Parliament against

Sir George Savile's Act of 1778, which repealed those portions of the

Act of 1699 condemning Catholics who kept schools to perpetual

imprisonment, and preventing them from inheriting or purchasing land.

Dickens's attempt to maintain a balance between the different sections

of the community is implicit from early on: to begin with, the

Catholics have little fear for their property or lives, and little

indignation for wrongs already sustained; confident in the government's

protection (which they lose subsequently, for a time), they have a

'well-founded reliance on the good feeling and right thinking of the

great mass of the community, with whom, notwithstanding their religious

differences, they were every day in habits of confidential, affectionate,

and friendly intercourse*, all of which reassured them that 'they who

1. Sylvere Monod, Dickens the Novelist (Norman, Oklahoma, 1968), p.192.
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were Protestants in anything but the name, were no more to be

considered as abettors of these disgraceful occurrences, than they

tiiemselves were chargeable v/ith the uses of the block, the rack, the

gibbet, and the stake in cruel Mary's reign' (li, 387).

Yet, if Dickens supports the cause of tolerance at a time of

growing anti-Catholic feeling in Barnab.v Rudge. possibly even to the

extent of alienating hi3 readers (who did not flock to it as they had

to its predecessors"1'), this seems to mark the end of his open tolerance

towards Catholics. Nor was he alone in turning against them. As

long as Catholicism seemed limited to a clearly defined unconforming

minority, it could be, and was, tolerated by the liberals. But when

the swing to Rome among the leaders of the Oxford Movement became

widely known, primitive fears were aroused even among those Protestants

who had been calling for reason and justice. This was evident from

early in the eighteen-fortie3: not surprisingly, the Protestant

Magazine observed that the appearance of 'this Germ of Popery in the

heart of the Established Church' made it incalculably more difficult to
2

defend her against her enemies; but the eminently sensible Sydney

Smith, who had supported the emancipation of the Catholics for the best

liberal motives, wrote of 'doing duty at St. Paul's, and preaching

1. Ford, Dickens and his Readers, pp.42-3.

2. 'The Papal Antichrist', Protestant Magazine. II (June 1840), 161.
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against the Puseyites' Similarly, Thomas Hood (whom Dickens
2

admired even more than Sydney Smith ), found his earlier tolerance

shaken by events:

The Tories got up in England, for party purposes,
fanaticism against the Catholics, and a cry of "the
Church in danger"; now, what is called "High Church
of Englandism," the higher it is carried, the nearer
it approaches to Popery. I predicted the result, that
it would end in making a sort of Pope of the Archbishop
of Canterbury, and now there is actually a schism in
the High Church party at Tory Oxford, a Popish-
Protestant section writing in favour of celibacy,
images, &c., &c. ^

As for Dickens himself, he went on to attack the Catholic tendencies

of the Oxford Movement soon after the appearance of Barnaby Rudge in

his farcical parody, 'Report of the Commissioners Appointed to Inquire

into the Condition of the Persons Variously Engaged in the University

of Oxford', which attacked the moral bankruptcy of those for whom

•justice, mercy, charity, kindness, brotherly love, forbearance,

gentleness, and Good Works, awaken no ideas whatever', but who instead

concerned themselves with the 'mere terms Priest and Faith', the latter

4
a compound of little boys, water and lighted candles. Identifying

1. Selected Letters of Sydney Smith, ed. H.C. Smith (World's Classics,
Oxford, 1956), p.306: To Harriet Martineau, 11 Dec. 1842. In the
1839 Preface to a collection of his Works. Smith had stated that the
Catholic faith was *a misfortune to the world, but those whose faith
it conscientiously is, are quite right in professing it baldly, and
in promoting it by all means which the law allows': Works of the
Rev. Sydney Smith (l859)» p.vi. 'Puseyites' were a different matter
entirely.

2. See, e.g., his comment on Smith's death and Hood's illness, in
Pilgrim Letters. IV, 281: To Miss Burdett Coutts, 18 March 1845.
Dickens named one of his sons after Smith.

3. Memorials of Thomas Ilood. p.346: To De Franck, 13 April 1841.

4. The Examiner.3June 1843» reptd. in MP, p.97. Dickens went on to
attack the 'Young England' movement for its links with the Oxford
Movement in a passage Porster persuaded him to delete from The Chimes:
see The Christmas Books, ed. M. Slater (Penguin English Library,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 197l), 1, 247-252.
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Catholics within and without the Church, Dickens was coming to believe,

as Coleridge had done before him, that those 'Romanists' who held

'certain opinions, partly ceremonial, partly devotional, partly

speculative, which have so fatal a facility of being degraded into base,

corrupting, even idolatrous practices', must be excluded from even the

most comprehensive Christian community.^ His Pictures from Italy

reveals how far Dickens was to go in this direction, and provides some

of the reasons for his anti-Catholicism.

V

Dickens's 'libel on the Catholic religion', as the Dublin Review

angrily called Pictures from Italy, reflects a more sustained and

deeply-felt opposition to that faith than anything previously written

by him. The sojourn abroad, from July 1844 to June 1845 (with a

break in December 1844 to read The Chimes in London), on which this,

his second travel-book, was based, evidently confirmed hi3 growing

suspicions about the characteristic features of Roman Catholic worship.

If his religious sympathies were in any case swinging towards a less

and less formal, radically Protestant position at this time (as we shall

see in the next Chapter), then his Continental experiences were perhaps

bound to show how much a superstitious, even fanatical reliance upon

outward 'forms' tended to oppress and degrade people. Hence the

treatment of Catholicism in this work.

1. Specimens of the Table Talk of Samuel Taylor Coleridge (Edinburgh,
1905), p.304: 12 Jan. 1834.
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Yet to call Pictures from Italy a 'libel' is to some extent to

mistake its nature and intent, as well as to obscure what was true in

its reflections upon religion in Prance and Italy (the journey begins

in Prance). Dickens's primary concern in the letters to Porster upon

which the work is based, was to provide the 'liveliest impressions of

novelty and freshness' ('The Reader's Passport', p.260). And there

can be no doubt of the gusto with which he exploits what meets his

eye, from the Marionetti Theatre of Milan performing the death of

Napoleon, at which the doctor is a puppet 'with long lank hair, like

Mawworm's, who, in consequence of some derangement of his wires,

hovered about the couch like a vulture, and gave medical opinions in

the air* ('Genoa and its Neighbourhood', p.305), to the Neapolitan

galley-slave who dictates a letter while his guard stands indolently

by, 'cracking nuts' ('A Rapid Diorama', p.412). Nothing more serious

or profound than 'a series of faint reflections' was intended ('The

Reader's Passport', p.260).

Nevertheless, the Dublin Review has a case, aa Dickens implicitly

recognises when he defends himself, hoping not to be misunderstood by

•Professors of the Roman Catholic faith', since he has done his 'best'

in 'one of my former productions' (Barnaby Rudge). to 'do justice to

them'. 'I trust*, he continues,

in this, they will do justice to me. When I mention
any exhibition that impressed me as absurd or
disagreeable, I do not seek to connect it, or recognise
it as necessarily connected with, any essentials of
their creed. When I treat of the ceremonies of Holy
Week, I merely treat of their effect, and do not
challenge the good and learned Dr. Wiseman's interpre¬
tation of their meaning. When I hint a dislike of
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nunneries for young girls who abjure the world before
they have ever proved or known it; or doubt the ex
officio sanctity of all Priests and Friars; I do no
more than many conscientious Catholics both abroad ^
and at home. ('The Reader's Passport', p.260)

Dickens will have Wiseman's Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies

of Holv •■eek (1839) in mind here. Significantly, the Lectures contain

a criticism of the very approach adopted by Dickens in his treatment

of the Holy Week ceremonies, that of stressing their 'effect': Wiseman

explains that the ceremonies should be seen as 'dramatic' in the

•noblest' sense, continuing

I may be thought incautious in the selection of the
term I have just vised; as though it gave some
countenance to the silly remark so often made upon
the Catholic worship, as scenic, showy, or theatrical.
Hven if what I am going to say brought me in contact
with such commonplace sneers, I should not shrink from
it ... if pomp and magnificence, which formerly
belonged to every thing royal and noble, have in modern
times been confined in our country to theatres, and
have thence received a reproachful name, will any one
conclude that the church, which has preserved them,
ought to abandon them in consequence?

Dickens's subsequent description of Holy keek, as he must have realised,

is couched in the terms objected to by Wiseman, calling the ceremonies

so many wearisome 'shows', and constantly employing the theatrical

1. The distinction between the externals and essentials of religion
was made by Locke, who argued that in every church such a distinction
had to be drawn between what he called the 'outward fona and rites
of worship*, and the 'doctrine and articles of faith': 3ee Letter
Concerning Toleration, ed. Goug , p.142. Typical of Dickens's use
of the distinction i3 his description of the spectacle of pilgrims
ascending the Scala Caneta on Good Friday as an act of penitential
faith and humility, but which he finds represents a 'dangerous
reliance on outward observances, in themselves mere empty forms'
('Rome', p.403).

2. Nicholas Wiseman, Four Lectures on the Offices and Ceremonies of
Holy Week (1839), p.46. The illustrator of PI was changed from
Clarkson Stanfield, a Catholic convert and close friend of Wiseman's,
to Samuel Palmer, because of Dickens's bias:; see Pilgrim Letters.
IV, 517-518: To Clarkson Stanfield, 12 March 1846, and note.
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metaphor. When the Pope washes the feet of the Thirteen Apostles,

the novelist observes that

There was a great eye to character. St. John was

represented by a good-looking young man. St. Peter,
by a grave-looking old gentleman, with a flowing
brown beard; and Judas Iscariot by such an enormous
hypocrite (l could not make out, though, whether the
expression of his face was real or assumed) that if
he had acted the part to the death and had gone away
and hanged himself, he would have left nothing to be
desired. ('Rome', 40l)

And after relating the struggles of foreigners to gain a view of the

ceremony, the actual foot-washing, and the dinner which succeeds it,

Dickens concludes: 'The Cardinals, and other attendants, smiled to

each other, from time to time, as if the thing were a great farce; and

if they thought so, there is little doubt they were perfectly right'

('Rome', p.403).

Dickens's scorn for what appeared to him an indulgence in pretence

and pomp amidst poverty and oppression is in line with the conventional

attitude of Protestant travellers. The 'mummery' (a favourite term

of derision) of Catholic ceremonies was described at length by Conyers

Kiddleton in his famous A Letter from Rome (l729)» and Coleridge took

the word up to describe the Easter procession in Malta in 1805.1 John

Sterling, in Rome in December 1838, stated that familiarity with the

place destroyed 'all tendency to idealise the Metropolis and System of

the Hierarchy into anything higher than a piece of showy stage-
2

declamation'. Paradoxically, however, Dickens's appreciation of the

1. See D. Sultana, Samuel Taylor Coleridge in Malta and Italy (Oxford,
1969), p.324; and The Notebooks of Samuel Taylor Coleridge, ed. K.
Coburn, 2 vols published (l957 - ), II, 2561.

2. Thomas Carlyle, The Life of John Sterling. 1851 (l87l), p.149.
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theatrical in general, even when part of a religious activity he

r g , leads an appeal to the subject which mitigates his overall

criticism. Thus, during the High Mass, there is an impressive moment

at the raising of the Host, 'when every man in the guard dropped on

one knee instantly, and dashed his naked sword on the ground'; it had,

remarks Dickens, a 'fine effect' ('Rome', p.370). And similarly, if

the novelist seems to ridicule shrines and images by comparing them to

puppets, a 'plaster Punch's show', or the like ('To Parma, Modena, and

Bologna', p.318; 'To Rome by Pisa and Siena', p.360), such comparisons

have sympathetic overtones, especially if we remember Dickens's delight

in popular art, whether it is Punch and Judy, Astley's Theatre, or, in

relation to religion, the Scripture prints which lie behind many of

his religiously charged scenes, and which, as we have seen in The Old

Curiosity .Aon, he often refers to favourably.^"
In general, Pictures from Italy is anti-Catholic, and conforms to

the experiences related by most of the great mass of travel-books and

'impressions' which appeared after the Napoleonic wars, when the

1. Interestingly, Dickens is drawn to much that was accepted as 'good'
art at the time - Titian, Canova, Tintoretto and Salvator Rosa,
while finding the works of Bernini and his followers 'detestable
. . . intolerable abortions' ('Rome', p.394), although the latter
may be said to approximate in stone the grotesque theatricality
of his own artistic vision. Compare George iiliot's experience in
the Frauenkirche in Niirnberg in 1858: 'Nothing could be more
wretched as art than the painted Gaint Veronica opposite me . . .

Yet it touched me deeply' (Haight, George Eliot, p.256).
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Continent was inundated by English, travellers. It was the fashion

not only to go abroad - the early Victorian Grand Tottr - but to relate

one's experiences to those who remained at home. The best of the

resultant diaries, journals, articles and travel-books were of interest

and literary value, but, as C.P. Brand points out, 'the majority are

filled with common-place observations and narrow prejudices and follow

the same themes almost without variation'.* The majority of the

travellers were Protestant, and so one of these themes was, inevitably,

a denunciation of Catholicism: the conventional response complained of

the loose morals of the priests, the hypocrisy of Catholic ceremonies,

the superstitions of the populace, the relics of Paganism in Catholic

ritual, along with *a dozen other objections' which caused Englishmen
2

'to turn from Catholic Italy with disgust'. Perhaps it was not too

surprising that The Times should have found 'nothing new* in Pictures
3

from Italy 'from beginning to end'. Familiar, then, would have been

referencesto the streets teeming with monks and priests, typifying

'sloth, deceit, and intellectual torpor*, to the religious orders prying

into family secrets so as to establish 'a baleful ascendency* over the

people ('Genoa and Its Neighbourhood•, p.296), to the 'monotonous,

heartless, drowsy chaunting' always going on in the churches ('Rome',

pf382), or to the ignorance and degradation of the peasantry, exploited

through their superstitious reliance upon images and relics, such as

1. Italy and the English Romantics (Cambridge, 1957), p.16. Brand
quotes Landor: 'A man to leave Italy and not write a book about
it', he wrote, 'was ever such a thing heard of?' (pp.15-16).

2. Ibid., p.219.

The Times. 1 June 1846, p.7.
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Kid little house on the Albaro road, containing an altar and a money¬

box, and a representation of *a select party of souls, frying*, for

the 'gratification and improvement (and the contributions) of the poor

Genoese* ('Genoa and Its Neighbourhood', pp.298-9). Familiar, too,

would have been Dickens's observation of how fragments of the 'old

mythology' had been 'incorporated into the worship of Christian altars',

and 'the false faith and the true' thus 'fused into a monstrous union'

('Rome*, p.398) - Middleton's A Letter from Rome was sub-titled 'shewing

an exact conformity between Popery and Paganism: or the Religion of

the present Romans, derived from that of their Heathen Ancestors'

But Dickens was not completely conventional, as the individual

quality of most of his descriptive passages suggests: his was the

expression of a personal response, the response of a committed liberal

Protestant, even if one lacking the formal education, the knowledge of

the Classics, and the strong historical sense of, say, John Henry
2

Newman or Thomas Arnold. This emerges in, for example, Dickens's

1. Quoted Sultana, Coleridge in Malta and Italy, p.322.

2. See, for example, Letters and Correspondence of John Henry Newman,
ed. A. Mozley (l89l)» I» 359t where Newman writes a letter (March
1833) filled with historically-informed appreciation. Arnold wrote
a History of Rome (1838-43)> a place he loved for itself as well
as its associations; but he could also enter in his journal on 3
July 1825 that 1. like the simple crosses and oratories by the road
side, and the texts of Scripture which one often sees quoted upon
them; but they are profaned by such a predominance of idolatry to
the Virgin, and of falsehood and folly about the Saints, that no
man can tell vrhat portion of the water of life is still retained
for those to drink it so corrupted' - Appendix C, Stanley, Life of
Thoma3 Arnold. II, 366. Dickens went on to mock the tourist who
mechanically followed the judgements of earlier authors in Mrs.
General's genteel enthusiasm for 'the celebrated Mr. Eustace', who
•compared the Rialto, greatly to its disadvantage, with Westminster
and Blackfriars Bridges', LD, Bfc:. 2, ch.v, p.475. Eustace was the
author of A Classical Tour through Italy in 1802, 4 vols. (1817).
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observation of the crudely-executed votive paintings in Avignon

Cathedral, which include a portrait of a lady having her toe amputated,

'an operation which a saintly personage had sailed into the room, upon

a couch, to superintend', absurd, laughable, perhaps, but 'evidently

among the compromises made between the false religion and the true,

when the true was in its infancy'; 'I could wish', the novelist continues,

•that all the other compromises were as harmless. Gratitude and

Devotion are Christian qualities; and a grateful, humble, Christian

spirit may dictate the observance' (* Lyons, the Rhone, and the Goblin

of Avignon', pp.273-4)• Dickens's sympathies are available for those

elements in the religious activities he encounters which promote what

he understands by Christian sentiment - and, as so often in his works,

tliis turns out to mean when the social and moral well-being of the

people is involved. Hence it is the Cappuecini, the lowest and least

learned of the religious orders, but those most visibly concerned with

ministering to the poor, whom he singles out for approval ('Genoa and

its Neighbourhood*, p.296); rather than, for instance, the Benedictines

of Monte Cassino, whom he depicts chanting in their chapel while only

a Jesuitical raven welcomes beggars at the gate (*A Rapid Diorama',

pp.427-3). The virtue of faith does not appeal to Dickens. Similarly,

of the custom of the Confraternita of Genoa, who perform the offices of

the dead as a voluntary penance on behalf of others, he remarks that it

is u 'good* and 'practical' custom, which may be abused, but which

involves 'unquestionably good works' ('Genoa and its Neighbourhood',

p.302). And the novelist pays 'all Christian homage' to one saint at

least - Charles Borromeo of Milan:
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A charitable doctor to the sick, a munificent friend
to the poor, and this, not in any spirit of bling
bigotry, but as the bold opponent of enormous abuses
in the Romish church, I honour his memory. I honour
it none the less, because he was nearly slain by a
priest, suborned, by priests, to murder him at the
altar: in acknowledgment of his endeavours to reform
a false and hypocritical brotherhood of monks.
Heaven shield all imitators of San Carlo Borromeo as

it shielded him! A reforming Pope would need a little
shielding, even now. ^(•By Verona, Mantua and Milan...*, p.345)

As Dickens must have been aware, the oppressive and unpopular Gregory

XVI was Pope at the time of writing, and dissatisfaction was rife among

Italian liberals and nationalists - dissatisfaction which vanished at

2
least temporarily with Pius IX*s accession in 1846.

Dickens, like other English liberals, was openly sympathetic to

the reformist and nationalist cause. •Years of neglect and oppression*

had reduced the spirit of the Italian people, and yet they were 'noble',

and might be 'raised up' from the ashes of their past history ('A Rapid

Diorama', p.433)« Chesterton calls this inspired cockneyism on

3
Dickens's part. But it is much more than that. What the novelist

1. Murray's Handbook for Travellers in Northern Italy (1842), which
Dickens refers to elsewhere in PI ('Lyons, the Rhone, and the Goblin
of Avignon', p.271), details Borromeo's life (pp.162-3), the principal
events of which were executed in relief upon the walls of his
sepulchral chapel in Milan Cathedral. He is said to have been the
originator of Sunday schools, 'two hundred years before Robert
Raikes, whose great work for Protestant children has naturally been
better known in England': see Butler's Lives of the Saints. ed.
H. Thurston, S.J, and D. Attwater (1956), pp.255-262.

2. Which The Times welcomed, as it reported cries of 'Viva Pio Nono'
all over Italy: 9 July 1846, p.4.

3. Charles Dickens, p.155.
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saw was real: the degradation of the peasantry, the oppression of the

people under the unjust, corrupt and reactionary sway of Austria, of

the Neapolitan and Papal Governments. Nor did his interest in

Italian social and political improvement cease when he left the

country: in 1849 he appealed on behalf of the refugees from the fall

of Rome, referring to them as citizens who had established 'upon the

ruins of a monstrous system ... a veneration for the sacred rights of

life, liberty, andhproperty, almost as new in Rome as Rome is old*; in

1853 he continued to be quite clear that many of the best Italians

were being forced into exile; and in 1860 he testified to his strong

sympathies for the Italians against their oppressors in 'The Italian

Prisoner* 'There must have been a slight sensation, as of earthquake,

3urely, in tlie Vatican, when the first Italian railroad was thrown open',

Dickens exclaimed in Pictures from Italy ('To Rome by Pisa and Siena',

p.359). Por him, Catholicism in Italy was a 'torpid, listless system*

keeping the people in thrall to a despotic order ('To Parma, Modena,

and Bologna', p.320), and the history of attempts to lay a railway in

the Papal territory - reported in The Times, where Dickens would probably
2

have read it - suggests the truth of his view.

Later visits to the Continent evidently hardened Dickens's conviction

of the reactionary, oppressive nature of Catholicism. In Switzerland

in 1846, he warmly supported the Geneva revolution to overthrow the

Jesuits, and found in general

1. B.W. I^/atzJ, 'Charles Dickens and the Italian Refugees of 1849',
Dick.. A (Dec. 1914), 320; Forster, Life, p.587; 'The Italian
Prisoner*, AYR. "IV (l3 Oct. I860), reptd. UT, pp.169-178.

2. See The Times. 7 July 1845, p.5; 16 Oct. 1845, p.6; 10 July 1846,
p.5.
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On the Protestant side, neatness; cheerfulness;
industry; education; continual aspiration, at
least, after better things. On the Catholic side,
dirt, disease, ignorance, squalor, and misery.
I have so constantly observed the like of this,
since I first came abroad, that I have a sad
misgiving that the religion of Ireland lies as
deep at the root of all its sorrows, even as English
misgovernment and Tory villainy. ^

Remarks such as these have led critics such as Edward Wagenknecht to

argue that Dickens's dislike of Roman Catholicism was based less on

•strictly religious grounds' than on his conviction that it was not a

2
•progressive' religion. But this is an unreal distinction: Dickens's

views were liberal, certainly, but his liberalism involves a religious

attitude: as the Dublin Review itself reminded readers, Dickens's

3
views sprang from Protestantism with a liberal cast. He disbelieved

in both doctrine and practice as far as the Roman system was concerned;

it gnly strengthened his conviction of its folly to observe the evil

results it produced, or helped produce.

As a liberal Protestant, then, Dickens had little favourable to

say about the authority or traditions of Roman Catholicism in Pictures

from Italy - or, indeed, in other comments at the time and later.

Anti-clerical, irreverent and iconoclastic, he could well have concluded,

with Charlotte Bronth:

1. Pilgrim Letters. IV, 611: To Porster, 27 Aug. 1846. lie wrote of
the Geneva events: 'my sympathy is all with the radicals. I don't
know any subject on which this indomitable people have so good a
right to a strong feeling as Catholicity - if not as a religion,
clearly as a means of social degradation' (Pilgrim Letters. IV, 632:
To Porster, 11 Oct. 1846).

2. The Man Charles Dickens . p.225.

3. Dublin Review. XKI (Sept. 1846), 185.
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My advice to all Protestants who are tempted to do
anything so besotted as turn Catholic is, to walk
over the sea on to the Continent; to attend mass
sedulously for a time; to note well the mummeries
thereof; also the idiotic, mercenary aspect of all
the priests; and then, if they are still disposed to
consider Papistry in any other light than a most
feeble, childish piece of humbug, let them turn
Papists at once - that's all, I consider Methodism,
Quakerism, and the extremes of High and Low Churchism
foolish, but Roman Catholicism beats them all. At
the same time, allow me to tell you, that there are
some Catholics who are as good as any Christians can
be to whom the Bible is a sealed book, and much better
than many Protestants,

Like Charlotte Brontb, who had perhaps more reason than him, after her

experiences at the Hegers in Brussels, Dickens's religion was Protestant

also in its tenacious attachment to the English church. Unimpressed by

Bt. Peter's during Holy ..eek, he added: 'I have been infinitely more

affected in many English cathedrals when the organ has been playing,

and in many English country churches when the congregation have been

singing* ('Home', pp.367-8).""

VI

By 1850, fears of the introduction into Ungland of what he

remembered as Popish excesses abroad brought Dickens round to something

approaching the popular Protestant position he had deplored in Baraabv

1. Elizabeth Gaskell, The Life of Charlotte Brontb. 1857, ed. A.
Bhelston (Penguin English Library, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1975),
pp.24-0-1: letter dated Brussels 1842.

2. Compare George Eliot's response, remarking on her arrival during
Holy eek in Rome in 1860 that the marble was covered with 'hideous
red drapery', an effect recalled in Middlemarch (1871-2), when
Dorothea visits Rome (Book 2, ch.xx): Haight, George Eliot, pp.323-4.
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Rudge. To say that 'In nothing was Dickens so much of an elementary

John Bull as in his hatred of Roman Catholicism*,"'' although a distortion

of his earlier attitude, becomes a fairly accurate reflection of his

later views. Legs than a month after Pius IX's Bull establishing

Roman Catholic sees in England in 1850, a satirical attack on

Catholicism and Puseyism by Dickens appeared in Household Words. In

it, 'Mrs. Bull' tells her fractious youngster, 'Master C.J. London'

(Bishop Blomfield) about the 'Bulls of Rome', a family who brought 'Mr.

John Bull' a world of trouble in the past:

They pretended to be related to us, and to have some
influence in our family; but it can't be allowed for
a single moment - nothing will ever induce your poor
father to hear of it; let them disguise or constrain
themselves now and then, as they will, they are, by
nature, an insolent, audacious, oppressive, intoler¬
able race... now we are taught by all our family his¬
tory and experience, and by the most limited exercise
of our national faculties, That our knowledge, liberty,
progress, social welfare and happiness, are wholly
irreconcilable and inconsistent with them. That the
Bulls of Rome are not only the enemies of our family,
but of the whole human race. That wherever they go,
they perpetuate misery, oppression, darkness, and
ignorance. That they are easily made the tools of
the worst of men for the worst of purposes; and that
they cannot be endured by your poor father, or by any
man, woman, or child, of common sense, who has the
least connection with us. ^

This somewhat hysterical note, confirmed by Dickens's remark to Kiss

Burdett Coutts the following year that a war 'between the Roman

Catholic religion - that curse upon the world - and Freedom, is

1. House, The Dickens V.orld. p.128.

2. 'A Crisis in the Affairs of Mr. John Bull', HW, II (23 Nov. 1850),
reptd. in Iff, p.258.
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inevitable',~ was by no means confined to the novelist: everywhere

Protestants waxed wrathful over 'Papal aggression', Landor publishing

a tract in which he claimed that no religion iiad 'ever done so much

aishhief in the world as that which falsely, among innumerable other
2

falsehoods, calls itself the catholic', The Times joining the rest of

the press in denouncing the proposed elevation of Dr. Wiseman to
3

Cardinal and Archbishop of Westminster, Doyle caricaturing the general

uproar in *A Prospect of Pxeter ilall showinge a Christian Gentleman

denouncynge ye Pope',^r and the Queen herself regretting 'the unchristian
5

and intolerant spirit exhibited by many people'. One of the few to

have kept his head, the liberal clergyman F.W. Robertson of Brighton,

commented: 'This foolish act of the Pope has made Protestants nearly

beside themselves xiith terror'.^

This was the context in which Dickens's A Child's history of

hngland appeared, initially in irregular instalments in household Words

from 25 January 1851 to 10 December 1853, subsequently in three volumes

1. Coutts Letters, p.186: 22 Aug, 1851. Two years later Dickens's
view persisted: according to Harriet Hartineau, Dickens and his
sub-editor on HW, VJ.H. Wills, 'never would publish anything, fact
or fiction, which gave a favourable view of any one under the
influence of the Catholic faith*: Autobiography (1877 , II, 420.

2. Pouery: British and Foreign. 1851, reptd. in The Complete orks
of Walter Savage Landor. ed, T. Parle Welby (New York and London,
1969), XII, 89. See also pp.81-2, where Landor contrasts
Protestant and Catholic sides in Switzerland; and P. Slkin, Walter
spypfle dagger's studies of Italian Life and Literature (Philadelphia,
1934), pp.129-154.

3. See Chadwick, The Victorian Church I, 292-3.

4. See G.M. Trevelyan, Illustrated Npglish Social history, IV, The
Nineteenth Century. 1949-52 (Penguin Books, Harmonds-worth, Middlesex,
1964), p.97. Doyle left Punch in 1850 over the paper's anti-
Catholicism.

5. Quoted ibid, pp.254-5, note 53,

6. Life and Letters of F.W. Robertson. MA., od. Stopford Brooke, 1865
(1891), I, 248.
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dated 1852, 1853 and 1854* Most of it was dictated to Georgina

Hogarth, and it was clearly very much a side-line for the hard-pressed

novelist, who completed David Copperiield and wrote Bleak House, in

addition to editing Household Dords. during this period. To compress

two thousand years of English history into about two hundred and fifty

pages of popular instruction is in any case no mean feat, but the

result is likely to contain (as it does) much that is flippant, crude

or ill-informed, and not necessarily the considered, overall view of

the author. Moreover, it is a child1s history, based very largely

upon Thomas Keightley's simple and popular History of England (1839).

It is aptly described as a 'black-and-white history of heroes and

villains ... full of pugnacious ethics•.1 The work first surfaces as

a project in 1843, when Dickens mentions intending to write 'a little

history of England* for his eldest son Charley, then six, not knowing

•what I should do if he were to get hold of any Conservative or High
2

church notions'. Certainly he provided an antidote in his history,

which is unremittingly opposed to kings and bishops, most of whom are

fools or tyrants set on exploiting the common people. Henry VIII is

'a blot of blood and grease upon the History of England' (xxviii, 390),

James I 'His Sowship' (xxxii, 436), Eat Tyler receives high praise

(xix, 295-7); Cromwell, despite his Puritan connections, is acclaimed

1. G.K, Chesterton, Appreciations and Criticisms of the Dorks of
Charles Dickens (l91l), p.168.Philip Collins states that, with
The Life of Our Lord, this history contains 'the essentials' of
Dickens's beliefs, an unfortunate claim: Dickens and education.
p.68. Bee the discussion by Dennis Birch, 'A Forgotten Book',
Dick.. LI (June and Sept. 1955), 121-6, 154-7.

2. Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 482: To Douglas Jerrold, 3 May 1843•
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as a Carlylean hero (xxxiv, 480-495).* The Glorious Revolution

concludes the work, the Protestant religion emerging victorious.

The narrator of A Child's History of inland is confident,

omniscient and energetic, elaborating an anecdote here, crushing a

wrong opinion there. Hi3 own views are put forward a3 common sense,

the famous as well as the infamous summarily dealt with. Typical of

his tone and attitude, is what he tells us about Archbishop Laud,

introduced a3 Charles's 'right-hand man in the religious part of the

putting-down of people's liberties':

Laud, who was a sincere man, of large learning but
small sense - for the two things sometimes go
together in very different quantities - though a
Protestant, held opinions so near those of the
Catholics, that the pope wanted to make a Cardinal
of him, if he would have accepted that favour,
lie looked upon vows, robes, lighted candles, images
and so forth, as amazingly important in religious
ceremonies; and he brought in an immensity of bowing
and candle-sniffing. He also regarded archbishops and
bishops as a sort of miraculous persons, and was
inveterate in the last degree against any who thought
otherwise. Accordingly, he offered up thanks to
Heaven, and was in a state of much pious pleasure, when
a scotch clergyman, named LLIGHTOH, was pilloried, whipped,»
branded in the cheek, and had one of his ears cut off
and one of his nostrils slit for calling bishops trumpery

(xxxiii, 457)

A perspective on this breezy Protestantism is provided by Hugh Trevor-

Roper, who, while agreeing that Laud lacked 'common humanity', describes

him as an earnest, devout and practical man, High Church indeed, but

nevertheless a Protestant; while the fanatical Leighton may be said to

have earned the typical punishment of the time for his hysterical libel
2

against Church and State. The source of Dickens's personal and

1. Dickens remarks that although Cromwell's religion was 'of a gloomy
kind', his disposition was 'always cheerful'(xxxiv, 493). Compare
Thomas Carlyle, Oliver Cromwell's Letters and Sueches. 1345(1872),
IV, 2J8, 271 on Cromwell'3 love of music and 'very cheerful'
disposition. Dickens was, of course, familiar with Carlyle's works
long before this.

2. Archbishop Laud 1573-1645. 2nd ed. (1962), pp.33-4, 109-110, 307.
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partisan approach is soon made evident. Thomas Keightley described

Laud thus:

Laud was a man of narrow mind, but of much reading;
matters of little importance to enlarged intellects,
were, therefore, of great moment to him: he had thus
conceived a ridiculously exalted notion of the value
of ceremonies in sustaining religion, and a prepos¬
terous opinion of the peculiar sanctity and sublimity
of the episcopal character ... In fact, the approxi¬
mation to Rome was so great, that the pope actually
sent to offer Laud a cardinal's hat... The treatment
of the father of the excellent archbishop Leighton
at this time will serve to give an idea of the punish¬
ments inflicted on those who drew down on themselves
the vengeance of the implacable Laud... he was sentenced
... to be pilloried, whipt, have an ear cropt off, a
nostril slit, and his cheek branded... When this cruel
sentence was pronounced, Laud pulled off his cap and
gave God thanks for it, and in Ms Diary he records
minutely and without the slightest pity or remorse
how it was carried into execution.

Plainly Dickens, like Keightley, was urging a Protestant, even low

Church view of English history. Although the Puritans are, as in his

novels, exposed as 'an uncomfortable people, who thought it highly

meritorious to dress in a hideous manner, talk through their noses, and

oppose all harmless enjoyments', the novelist is firmly on their side

when they oppose 'Popish' plots (xxxi, 423).

It is an exaggeration to say that the Pope is the 'real villain*
2

of Dickens's history, but it is not difficult to see how the idea

arises. Dickens accuses the Papacy of neglect and oppression, and

typically refers to 'the Pope, so indefatigable in getting the world

into trouble* (xxvii, 369-70). A Papal interdict forbidding services

to be performed in the churches, couples to be married, bells to be

The History of England (1839), II, 345-8. Carlyle remarked that
Laud was •an unfortunate pedant rather than anything worse•: On
Heroes. Hero Worship. 1840 (1872), p.189.

2. House, The Dickens World. p.128.
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rung, or the dead to be buried (Dickens's conception of the essentials

of religious ceremony), simply adds a Papal contribution to the

general store of misery, 'not very like the widow's contribution, as

I think, when Our Favour sat in Jerusalem over against the Treasury,

"and she threw in two mites, which make a farthing"* (xi, 202). If

somewhat strained, the allusion to Mark, 12:41-4 is a telling one: at

the heart of Dickens's complaint against the Papacy lies an awareness

of what the man of God professes to be, and what he actually is; it

is the same point made in Pictures from Italy, when the cardinals in

Rome rattle to the church 'of the Poor Fisherman in their state

carriages' ('Rome•, p.405), or when it is observed that the walls of

the Inquisition chamber at Avignon have the parable of the Good

Samaritan painted thereon ('lyons, the Rhone, and the Goblin of Avignon',

pp.275-6). Nor do the clergy emerge much better: the first

identifiable group in the history are the Druids, and from then on, men

of religious intercession are treated as little more than a set of

deceitful rogues, the famous and learned Dimstan of Glastonbury, for

instance, represented as a half-mad trickster who gains power through

tales of miracles and visions (iv, 156). The clerics who earn praise

do so through battling for reform: Charles Borromeo does not fit in

here, but the great figures of Protestant tradition do, such as l/ycliffe

and Luther (xviii, 292; xxvii, 375).

Yet there are times when Dickens's earlier tolerance struggles

through into the light: the Suppression of the Monasteries was very

destructive, and the good monks were punished with the bad (xxviii, 333);

Mlizabeth's rejection of the idea that leading Catholics should be

executed at the time of the Armada is commended, since most Catholics
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were loyal, noble and brave (xxxi, 431); when the 'old dread1 of

Catholicism leads to a revival of laws against the Catholics, this

leads to the Gunpowder Plot, from which the majority of Catholics

•recoiled with horror', but were 'unjustly put under more severe laws

than before' (xxxii, 444)• If the novelist wishes his young readers

to reject High Church or Catholic forms of x^orship and belief, he also

wishes them to allow Catholics to express their own beliefs, and by

no means to hate them. In terms of his avowed support for the first

great 'lesson* of Christianity, he could hardly do otherwise: to be

'good in the sight of GOD', he tells us, we must love our neighbours

as ourselves, 'and do unto others as we would be done by' (i, 137).
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CHAPTER V

DICKENS AND THE CHANGE OP HEART: I

'It is from this hour that I incline to date my Spiritual
New-birth, or Baphometic Fire-baptism; perhaps I directly
thereupon began to be a Man.' (Thomas Carlyle, Sartor Resartus.

1833-4, Bk.2, ch.vii)

'Well, well!' said the Doctor, 'I am too old to be converted,..'
(The Battle of Life. 1846, Part
the First) ~~
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I

With typically deceptive casualness, George Orwell once remarked

that Dickens was essentially a 'change of heart' nan: 'he is always

pointing to a change of spirit rather than a change of structure'.1
2

Far from implying by this that Dickens was a reactionary humbug - a

change of heart is 'the alibi of people who do not wish to endanger the
3

status quo' - Orwell meant to suggest that in his own way, Dickens

was deeply critical of society and its accepted values. If, like

Blake, Dickens was no politician, he could be as radical as the poet

in hi3 appeal to absolute stan(birds. This appeal becomes overt in

the notion of individual regeneration which comes to dominate Dickens's

art during the eighteen-forties, a time when 'the hopelessness of any

true solution of either political or social problems by the ordinary

Downing-street methods' was 'startlingly impressed' upon him by

Carlyle's writings, as well as by his own observations. Hence, during

the decade following Barnabv itudge. he seriously tries to 'convert

Society', by showing in his works that its happiness rosts 'on the same

foundations as those of the individual, which are mercy and charity
5

not less than justice*. This development is central to the evolution

1. 'Charles Dickens', Decline of the English Murder. p.97.

2. As Raymond V.illiamo takes it: The iaiglish Hovel from Dickens to
Lawrence (1970), p.49«

3. Orwell, p.97.

4. Forster, Life, p.347.

5. Ibid., p.347.
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of what may be called the uniquely Dickensian vision, a combination

of 'social despair and personal faith'.1

As Robert L. Patten has pointed out, whereas conversion or, in

its more secular sense, the change of heart, is not significant in

Dickens's earlier novels, studies of the regeneration of sinners become

2
'the very staple of his fiction during the forties'. The process of

moral change - a sudden enlightenment transforming the inner being of

the individual, and perceived as the product of external action upon

the psyche, not necessarily divine in origin, but tending to carry a

3
burden of religious implication, is increasingly important in the

works succeeding Barnabv Rudge. especially Martin Chuzzlewit (1843-4),

A Christmas Carol (l843)» and Dombev and Son (1846-8), while The Chime3

(1845), The Haunted Han (1848) and David Gopperfield (1849-50) to some

extent also hinge upon a similar change. But what distinguishes

Martin Chuzzlewit. A Christmas Carol and Dombev and Son from other works

of this period is their emphasis throughout upon the deformation of the

individual life by the ruthlessness of the money ethic, only repudiated

by struggling to a new awareness of the spiritual ties which bind

1. Hardy, The Moral Art of Dickens, p.3. Professor Hardy goes on to
discuss the 'change of heart' in Dickens's novels (pp.27-77), but
finds that his conversions are invalidated by a 'fallacy' that
•correlates vision and action', that is, his 'converted heroes undergo
a change of heart by looking within, seeing the fault, and changing
their lives' a process not shown in 'slow minute analysis', but
outlined 'simply and broadly' (p.57). In short, Professor Hardy
judges Dickens for not being George Bliot. She does not deal with
his 'conversions' in relation to Dickens's developing attitudes in
the eighteen-forties, when they become most conspicuous.

2. 'Dickens Time and Again', Dickens Studies Annual, ed. Partlow, II,
164. This article concentrates on A Christmas Carol, which Patten
finds profoundly religious as a result of a minute study of its
•ontological and metaphysical implications' (194); but the plain
meaning of the text tends to be left far behind.

3. For a detailed analysis of the different elements, psychological and
religious, which enter into the typical conversion or change of heart
experience, see James, Varieties of Religious Experience, pp.160-210.
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mankind, together. We can see this as Dickens's personal interpretation

of the Gospel injunction to renounce worldly goods and follow Christ.

He embodies this message in the natural, secular world, allowing the

religious dimension in only in terms of metaphoric or allegoric

implication. As Father Martin Jarrett-Kerr remarks, the presentation

of religious conversion, 'indeed of supernatural charity of any kind,

is a supremely difficult task for the novelist', since it is apt to

become 'either mawkish and unnatural or self-conscious and homiletic'.

Dickens does not entirely avoid these dangers, but by means of the

unique mixture of fantasy and realism developed in his earlier novels,

he is usually convincing and certainly revealing.

In a sense, the novelist's interest in the notion of a change of

heart represents a return to an older form of religious experience,

recorded in the seventeenth century. Spiritual autobiography about the

regeneration of the individual soul was a recognisable genre - Bunyan's

Grace Abounding (1666) is the best-known example. * Moreover, as the

stock-in-trade of Methodism, the belief in sudden or instantaneous

'new births' became immensely influential in the late eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries, infiltrating the middle and upper classes

through the activities of the Evangelicals - Vilberforce's conversion
3

in 1735 providing the pattern. But Dickens was as sceptical as

1. Studies in Literature and Belief (1954), p.76. The context is a
discussion of the conversion of the Unnamed in Hansoni's I Promessi
Bposi (1827), which, in fact, Dickens began reading during his stay
in Italy (1844-5), according to Johnson, Dickens. I, 512, and which
may well have confirmed him in some of his beliefs - for instance,
in the vital role played by angelic young innocents such as Lucia,
to bring about the first stirrings of remorse and an eventual change
of heart in hardened men such as the Unnamed.

2. See also George Fox, Journal (1649); The History of the Life of
Thomas Hllwood. written by his own hand (1714).

3. See Muriel Jaegar, Before Victoria: Changing standards and Behaviour
1787-1837. 1956 (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1967), pp.
13-24; and Bradley, The C 11 to Seriousness. Chapters 1 and 2.
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Carlyle's Teufelsdr<ekh about what was so 'clear and certain to your

Zinzendorfs, your Lesleys, and the poorest of their Pietists and

Methodists'In fact, Carlyle's conception of conversion did not

primarily involve an acceptance of Christ, nor the innate sinfulness

of man, but rather a spiritual transformation affirming a new

2
consciousness of oneself and one's place in the universe. As we

shall see, this was close to Dickens's conception of the experience.

In this chapter and the next, I shall be concentrating upon Martin

Chuzzlewit. A Christmas Carol and Doabey and Bon. as the most important

examples of the novelist's interest in the theme of a change of heart

during the eighteen-forties. Dombey and Son is the single most

significant expression of Dickens's position, moral, social and religious,

as it developed during this tine of remarkable self-doubt, restlessness

and artistic experimentation; as such, it is best left to a separate

chapter for detailed, individual scrutiny. Here I shall examine Martin

Chuazlewit and A Christmas Carol and, to bring out more clearly the

implications of the beliefs expressed in these works, I shall give brief

consideration to American Note3 (1842) and the other Christmas Books.

It is pertinent first to offer something of the background to the

novelist's views in what seems to have been a critical phase, when

Dickens entered 'those trying regions of reflection which most men of

thought, and all men of genius have at some time to pass through', as

3
Forster, in an uncharacteristic, revelatory aside, remarked.

1. Sartor Kesartus. 1833-4 (l87l), p.136.

2. The change of heart idea pervades Victorian literature, although
not usually as an explicitly Christian (or even, at times, religious)
experience: see J.H. Buckley, The Victorian leaner. 1-yji (Cambridge,
Mass., 1969), pp.87-108.

3. Forster, Life, p.350.
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II

If, as we have seen, Dickens's tolerance of Roman Catholicism

was relatively short-lived, this was ultimately because its forms and

doctrines conflicted with his basic religious standpoint as a liberal,

even radical, Protestant. Like Carlyle, whom he first met in 1840,

and whose influence upon him (as upon most literate men at the time)

was profound, Dickens held the radically Protestant view that nothing

interfered with true religion more than the contemporary fetishism

of 'Rituals, Liturgies, Creeds, Hierarchies', all 'turnings of the

rotatory calabash', in Carlyle*s contemptuous words, which obscured

the divinely ordained duty to act righteously and serve one's fellow

men."*' His deeper aspirations, however, involved a more complex set of

feelings than this suggests. On 30 September 1844» Dickens wrote to

Forster from his Italian residence to tell him of a 'curious dream'

he had had, in which the spirit of Mary Hogarth, draped in blue like

one of Raphael's Madonnas, came to him, and he asked it, 'in an agony

of entreaty's

•What is the True religion?' As it paused a moment
without replying, I said - Good God, in such an agony
of haste, lest it should go away! - 'lou think, as I
do, that the Form of religion does not so greatly
matter, if we try to do good? - orJ* I said, observing
that it still hesitated, and was moved with the greatest
compassion for me, 'perhaps the Roman Catholic is the
best? perhaps it makes one think of God oftener, and
believe in him more steadily?' 'For you.' said the
Spirit, full of such heavenly tenderness for me, that

1. Past and Present. 1843 (1872), pp.196-7. According to Forster, the
novelist's admiration of Carlyle 'increased with the years; and
there was no one whom in later life he honoured so much, or had a
more profound regard for' (Life, p.227). See also William Oddie,
Dickens and Carlyle; The Question of Influence (1972), and Michael
Goldberg. Carlyle and Dickens (Athens. Georgia. 1972).
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I felt as if ay heart would break; 'for you, it is
the bestI• Then.I awoke, with the tears running
down my face ...

The novelist interpreted this dream to Forster in terns of his

subconscious responsiveness to the incessant ringing of a nearby

convent bell during the night, as well as to the effect of a family

altar in his bedroom, above which there was left a mark on the wall

where there used to be a religious picture. Yet, as Porster recog¬

nised, the dream suggests something deeper too, which helped strengthen

his faith during a time of doubt and question - perhaps his own hope

that, though the world looked dark and confused, individual change was

still possible, a hope embodied in such sudden transformations of

character as those of Martin Chusslewit, Scrooge, and Mr. Dorabey.

Certainly, Dickens's answer to his dream-spirit, that 'You think,

as I do, that the Form of religion does not matter, if we try to do

good?' expresses a radically ethical, humanist orientation to Ms

beliefs which becomes more apparent during this period - 'By Jove, how
2

radical I am getting!* he announced, self-mockingly, in August 1041.

Perhaps the most significant instance of this radicalism from the

religious point of view was when he took up sittings in hidward Tagart's

Little Portland Street Unitarian chapel. He had already begun to

attend at Assox Street Unitarian chapel on his return from America, but

it was Tagart's funeral sermon on Dr. Charming, the famous American

Unitarian preacher whom Dickens met in Boston, which attracted him to

Little Portland Street on 20 November 1842. There he found that he

1. Porstor, Life, p.349.

2. Pilgrim Letters. II, 357: To John Porster, 13 Aug. 1841. Dickens
hud just written three anti-Tory political squibs for The Sxaminer.
published 7, 14 and 21 Aug, 1841.
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and Tagart held similar views of religion, and a long friendship was

established.* It may be that Dickens's American visit had helped to

crystallise feelings of unease about the established Church, since he

had there the opportunity of meeting many prominent liberals, including

Channing. But the root cause of Dickens's shift to the Unitarians was

the state of things at home, as he explained in a forthright letter to

his friend Cornelius Felton, the liberal Professor of Greek at Harvard,

whom he met in America:

Disgusted with our Established Church, and its Puseyisms,
and daily outrages on common sense and humanity, I have
carried?into effect an old idea of mine, and joined the
Unitarians, who would do something for human improvement*
if they could; and who practise Charity and Toleration. 1

Perhaps what outraged Dickens most at this time was the Church's attitude

to education, always a sensitive issue for him, and never more so than

now, when he was involved both in the upbringing of his own children,

and (in collaboration with Miss Burdett Coutts) in the Ragged School
3

movement. Indeed, Forster went so far as to claim that it was

1. See Rev. C.E. Pike, 'Charles Dickens and Unitarianism•, Unitarian
Monthly. IX (Feb. 1912), 18-19; and, for a full account of Dickens's
relations with the Unitarians, my unpublished K.Litt. dissertation,
'Dickens and Religion: A Preliminary Survey' (Edinburgh, 1969), pp.
104-163. The novelist attended Tagart*s chapel until his departure
for Italy in July 1844, when a presentation was made to the preacher,
including a silver salver with an inscription composed by Dickens,
praising Tagart 'for his labours in the cause of that religion which
has sympathy for men of every creed and ventures to pass judgment
on none': see Pilgrim Letters. IV, 173, note 2; also Pilgrim Letters.
Ill, 455, note 5. After his return from the Continent, Dickens 'was
often seen' at Little Portland Street chapel: letter from F.S,
Johnson, Dick.. XXI (July 1925), 158.

2. Pilgrim Letters. 111,455-6: 2 March 1843. Dickens does not specify
a doctrine which appeals to him in Unitarianism, partly because of
his ethical and pragmatic approach, partly because it was (and is)
difficult to find one: as E.E. Kellett points out, its best
theologians 'are unwilling to be bound, or to bind others, by any
creed*, and so may be found holding views ranging from a close
approximation to orthodoxy, to beliefs in Christ simply as a great
nan: A Short History of Religions (1933), p.493.

3. See Philip Collins, Dickens and Education (1965), passim.
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Dickens's •impatience' with clergymen of the Established Church about

educational policy that led him to join Tagart's congregation 'for two

or three years'."'' The relation between education and religion was a

hot issue at this time: everyone agreed that education ought to be

Christian, but while the establishment argued that Christianity should

be taught as part of a traditional creed and system of worship, the

other, more radical view was that only the broad essentials, common to

2
all the denominations based on the Bible, should be taught. That

Dickens belonged to the latter group is clear from the paper on the

Ragged Schools he proposed writing for the Edinburgh Review towards the

end of 1843 if» as he put it, 'the Review is not afraid to take ground

against the church catechism and other mere formularies and subtleties,

3
in reference to the education of the young and ignorant'. And the

Unitarians undoubtedly believed that only religion 'in its broadest

sense' should be taught in the schools, as Dr. Charming himself made

4
clear in his 'Remarks on Education*. This was in line with Locke's

1. Forster, Life, p.298. Forster may be understating Dickens's
attachment to Unitarianism to preserve a more acceptable, orthodox
image for posterity.

2. See G.F.A. Best, 'The Religious Difficulties of National Education
in England, 1800-70', Cambridge Historical Journal. XII (1956), 155-
173, for a full account.

3. Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 573; To John Forster, 24 Sept. 1843. Dickens
tells Forster he has sent Miss Burdett Coutts a 'sledge-hammer'
account of the Ragged Schools, demonstrating that (having seen her
name for a large sum in the clergy education subscription list)
'religious mysteries and difficult creeds wouldn't do for such pupils'.
See also Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 565; To Macvey Napier, 16 Sept. 1843,
outlining his proposal to the editor of the Edinburgh Review, and
asking if it would meet the review's purposes to 'come out strongly
against any system of Education, based exclusively upon the principles
of the Established Church'; and 'Crime and Education', Daily News.
4 Feb. 1846, reptd. in MP. pp.17-21.

4. The Uorks of illiam Ellery Charming. P.P. (Glasgow, 1840), p. 132.
This is the edition Dickens possessed: Stonehouse. Catalogue. p,19»
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view (Locke was considered founder of the liberal tradition which

reached its apogee in Unitarianism), that 'Had God intended that none

but the learned scribe, the disputer, or wise of this world, should be

christians, or be saved, thus religion should have been prepared for

them, filled with speculations and niceties, obscure terms and abstract

notions'.1

That Dickens's views were based on practical experience emerges

from a letter to S.R. Starey, after his first visit to Starey's Field

Lane Ragged School, in which he remarks of the children that

it seems to me of vital importance that no persons,
however well intentioned, should perplex the minds
of these unfortunate creatures with religious
Mysteries that young people with the best advantages,
can but imperfectly understand. I heard a lady
visitor, the night I was among you, propounding
questions in reference to "the lamb of God" which I
most unquestionably would not suffer anyone to put to
my children: recollecting the immense absurdities
that were suggested to my, own childhood by the like
injudicious catechizing.

Dickens did better by his own children than was done by him. He wrote

simple prayers for them when they were old enough to pray, and, not

knowing 'what I should do' if his six-year-old son Charley 'were to get

hold of any conservative or High church notions•, he contemplated

writing a little history of Hngland for him (which eventually emerged

The Reasonableness of Christianity. 1695, reptd. in ork3. 11th ed.
(1812j, VII, 158.

2. Pilgrim setters. Ill, 574: 24 Sept. 1843. The Pilgrim editors
(note 2) suggest that the novelist may have in mind hi3 experience
after he was dragged to hear the powerful *Boanerges Boiler' as
a child ('City of London Churches', AYR. Ill, (5 May I860),reptd. in
LfT. pp.83-4), or, possibly, at the dame school in Chatham.
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as A Child's History of England, some ten years later).^ And he went

further, writing for them a plain, simplified version of the gospel

story entitled The Life of Our Lord (1846. not published until 1934),

which, he said, every one of his children knew 'from having it repeated

to them, long before they could read, and almost as soon as they could
2

speak1. It has been called a work of 'consistently Unitarian
3

emphasis', but this is reading into it a theological significance

which is hardly present, unless by Unitarian is simply meant having a

4
moral rather than theological emphasis. It is a narrative account

in easy language of the life of Christ from the Nativity to the

Ascension, stressing throughout the goodness and mercy of God, with

Christ the sublime pattern for all. Dickens's plain but serious,

moral, and broadly Christian approach is well summed up by the

conclusion:

Remember! It is Christianity TO DO GOOD always - even
to those who do evil to us. It is Christianity to love
our neighbour as ourself, and to do to all men as we
would have them Do to us. It is Christianity to be
gentle, merciful, forgiving, and to keep those qualities

1. Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 482: To Douglas Jerrold, 3 May 1843. Por
Dickens's prayers for his children, see The Recollections of Sir
Henry Dickens. K.C. (1934), p.42; also the 'Prayer at Night', in
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Dickens: His Letters to Her, ed. Walter Dexter
(1935), pp.266-8.

2. Dexter Letters. Ill, 784: To John Makeham, 8 June 1870. The work
was intended solely for family purposes (although a copy was made
for Mark Lemon's children too), and not for publication: Porster,
Life, p.400.

5. By Johnson, Dickens. II, 593, note 35. Pickering, The Moral
Tradition in English Miction. p.155, calls it a 'Socinian tract'.

4. Collins, Dickens and Education, pp.54-5, is very sensible on this,
pointing out that apparently Socinian allusions to Christ's father
Joseph 'should be accounted for, less by Dickens's supposed
theological beliefs, than by his ideas on what children might be
expected to understand'. See also N.C. Peyrouton, 'The Life of Our
Lord: Some notes of Explication*, Dick.. LIX (May 1963), 102-112.
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quiet in our own hearts, and never make a boast of
them, or of our prayers or of our love of God, but
always to shew that we love him by humbly trying to
do right in everything. If we do this, and remember
the life and lessons of Our Lord Jesus Christ, and
try to act up to them, we may confidently hope that
God will forgive us our sins and mistakes, and
enable us to live and die in peace.

It is important to realize that, for all his preoccupation with

impending social disaster - in July 1844» Dickens wrote that the more

he saw of the 'extraordinary conceit* and 'stupendous ignorance' of

the English upper class, 'the more certain I am that it is approaching

the period when, being incapable of reforming itself, it will have to
2

submit to be reformed by others off the face of the earth' - for all

this, Dickens continued to hold to the basic, personal Christian faith

expressed so simply for his children. His radicalism, like that of

many of his literary and intellectual associates, such as Carlyle,

Forster, Leigh Hunt, Fonblanque and W.J. Fox, was based on individual

reform, not revolution. If Dickens's increasing familiarity with the

new aristocracy of merchant princes and industrial kings, for instance,

through his involvement with ]iyblic fund-raising, created disgust, even,

3
t times despair, he was no socialist anticipating the imminent

collapse of capitalist society, as were many on the continent during
4

the troubled years leading up to 1848. In his novels we see him

1. The Life of Our Lord, pp.127-8.

2. Forster, Life, p.324.

3. Lee Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 482: To Douglas Jerrold, 3 Hay 1343»
where the 'City aristocracy' who made speeches at a Hospital Dinner
attended by Dickens, are described us 'Gleek, slobbering, bow-
pa; nched, overfed, apoplectic, snorting cattle', whose 'sentiments
... tny moderately intelligent dustman would have blushed through
his cindery bloom to have thought of'.

4. See H.J, Hobsbawm, The Age of Revolution; 1789-1848 (llentor Book,
New York, Toronto and London, 1962), Chapter 16, 'Conclusion:
Towards 1848', pp.349-362.
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proposing a change of heart, rather than a change of the world,

Dickens, like other liberal, unorthodox Christians of the time,

wished to retain his basic faith in the message of the New Testament

while rejecting what he saw as the inadequacies and distortions of

the Established Church, the evangelicals, and the 'Puseyites', and so

found among the Unitarians a haven of reasonableness and plain

thinking. At this time, the desire for a religion free of creed and

hierarchy, allowing the individual to judge for himself where he stood,

was, as J.F.C. Harrison has pointed out, widespread:

There were many who would have agreed with William
Lovett, the Chartist leader, that they had come 'to
look upon practical Christianity as a union for the
promotion of brotherly kindness and good deeds to
one another, and not a thing of form and profession
for mercenary idlers to profit by*. From this position
it was but a. short step to Deism or a general humanist
philosophy.

A short step which Dickens did not take, however; although many others,

such as George Eliot, did. For Dickens, a dislike of forms, even

indifferentism, was a short step from a purposeful faith, and, as

Forster insists, he retained 'an unswerving faith in Christianity

itself, apart from sects and schisms', even, apparently, continuing to
2

feel a strong sympathy with the Church upon all 'essential points'."

It is difficult to know how far to accept Forster's verdict here. Is

he simply the defensive Victorian biographer protecting his subject

from attack on religion? What did he understand by 'Christianity
3itself? He came from a family of Unitarians, so was he one too?

1. The Early Victorians: 1852-51 (l97l), p.132, quoting William
Lovett. Life and. Struggles (1876).

2. Borster, Life, p.298.

3. Forster, Life, p.xxii (j.W.T. Ley's Introduction).
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In 1832 he helped Leigh Hunt with the expenses of printing

Christianism, or Belief and Unbelief Reconciled, although he withheld
1

his name from it. It contains an essentially liberal religion,

possibly derived, like the title, at least in part from Lt. Limon's

Houveau Ghristianisme (1825), which expresses a religion of brotherhood

and benevolence, as well as from the English liberal tradition of

tolerant common-sense, infused with a Romantic Religion of the Heart -

the title Hunt chose for a later version he published in 1353, and a

copy of which he presented to Dickens.'" It is reasonable to suppose

(although, as yet, without the full evidence that much further study

is required to produce), that Forster, with Hunt, Albany Fohblanque,

V.J. Pox and others who contributed to the radical journals of the

eighteen-twenties and eighteen-thirties, such as the True iJun, the

Morning Chronicle. The Examiner, and the Monthly Repository, shared a

radical, Romantic religion of tolerance and charity, strongly held, if

not always openly expressed; and, moreover, that Dickens (like Carlyle,

perhaps), who joined this group as a young man, was probably deeply

influenced by them, at least insofar as his own form of Christianity

1. Pilgrim Letters, I, 239, note 2. Forster's discretion is not
mentioned by the editors, but has been suggested to me by Professor
P.. J. Fielding, who has seen two original copies; it seems that the
edition (of only seventy-five) exists in two states, one of which
has Porster's name omitted.

2. Lee Prank E. Manuel, The Lew ..orld of Henri .-aint-^imon (Cambridge,
Mass., 1956), especially Chapter 31» 'The New Christianity'. A very
informative account of Leigh Hunt's religious development, fully
illustrated from Christianism and The Religion of the Heart may be
found in Louis LandrJ", Leigh Hunt (1784-1859),II. L'O -u'v're (Paris,
1936), pp.11-58; Landre claims that Christianism was profoundly
admired by - orster, G. ,. Lewes and Carlyle, as well as 'sans doute
des amis de Hunt entre 1825 et 1840, Novello, Bulwer, Dickens, peut-
etre les Tennyson' (p.46). George nliot wrote that she was 'far more
pleased' with The Religion of the Heart 'than X expected to be':
George Eliot's Life as Related in Her Letters and Journals, arr. and
ed. J. . Cross (Edinburgh and London /18877).p.163: to Sara Hermell,
22 Oct. 1853* The presentation copy of The Religion of the Jieart is
recorded as in Dickens's library at his death: see Stonehouse,
Catalogue, p.63.
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coincided - ith theirs, .nd possibly to an even 1; rger extent. It is

h: rd enough, no <1 ys, to pick up religious llusions in t e orthodox;

it is even more difficult to catch them in the writings of those who,

like cti. lly 'OaJc of seeking an Item itive text, , ers nd

'liturgy', while insisting they were Christian.

That sickens ... o far from the 'essential points' of the Church of

England on such mutters of doctrine as, for instance, the sacrament of

b ptis. , is ...tie cle.^r by forster himself, hen ..e reports that the

•realities' o gone out of 'the ceremony of christening' for the

novelist . ... .airly .s hebruary 1841, although 'the me. ning still remained

in it of enabling him to form a relationship with friond3 ho most loved*.

Dickens presumably held c secular, humanist vies of at least this

religious 'form', a presumption reinforced by the views of his friends,

in particular ivalter Gavage Landor and Dr. John hlliotscn, both of whom

wore : .js.ou to be godfather to sis fourth child, named after - ndor: 'It

creates in me a somewhat new sentiment, it makes me religious, to think

of him', replied hondor, lightheartedly accepting Di kens's request;

Elliotson, famous physician and mesmerist, as well as Dickens's family

doctor, .iso accepted, in a tone of high, almost Joycemn, irreverence -

X shall be delighted to become father in God to your
little bopeep: you still retaining your title of his
father in the flesh, with all the rights, privileges,
perquis
you determined to construct him to trie end of life.

I should, however, have been compelled to forego
this delight had you not absolved me fror. religious duties
every tiling vulgar - for nothing could I consent to

to eh him in the vulgar tongue - nor would 1 have spoiled
aim for arithmetic by teaching him that three are one &
ono is three, or defaced his views of the majesty of God

1. i ,
___ > .175 •
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by assuring him that the maker of the Universe once
carae down & got a little jewess in the family way,
& so gave himself up to fun as to manage that he
himself should be the little master she produced
when in the v/ay she was because she loved her Lord
& was favoured beyond other damsels.

hardly what one expects of a mid-Victorian gentleman on the subject of

the fundamental beliefs of Christianity; Elliotson's ridicule for the

concept of the Trinity and the deity of Christ suggest a mid-Victorian

Unitarian of some scepticism and humour, a viewpoint rarely, if ever,

seen in accounts of the religious beliefs of the time. The fact that

Dickens had •absolved* Llliotson from his religious duties as a god¬

father may mean that Dickens shared this attitude - or at least that he

could fully appreciate it, without going as far as his friend. Five

years later, he appears to come out in full support of the traditional

Christian meaning of the ceremony, in the depiction of Paul Dombey's

christening, although, as we shall see in the next chapter, he and

Forster seem to have been consciously guarding the novel from any charge

of irreverence. Go it is bard to know exactly where Dickens did stand,

much less how far his position may have altered in time.

Yet what can certainly be said, is that Dickens during the eighteen-

forties held to a broad, liberal t nd individual fona of Christianity.

When Forster contends thatthi novelist always remained sympathetic to

the Anglican Church, it may be that we need remember he was writing

his biography at a time when the Church itself was moving to a broader

and more liberal position, under the impact of men such as Benjamin

Jowett and Dean Stanley - the latter, it may be remembered, praising

Dickens's 'simple but sufficient faith' in a funeral sermon on the

1. Pilgrim Letters. II, 210, note Is Landor's letter postmarked 14
Feb. 1841.
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novelist.* Perhaps it was this broader institution Porster had in

mind when writing of Dickens's form of Christianity. Certainly he

chooses to single out the writings of a precursor of the Broad Church,

Thomas Arnold, as the most important aid to Dickens during the troubled

years of reflection and uncertainty which make up the background to the

works of the eighteen-forties. In particular, Porster claims that

the book which helped him most was the Life of Arnold.
"I respect and reverence his memory," he wrote to me
in the middle of October [*L84£[t in reply to my mention
of what had most attracted myself in it, "beyond all
expression. I must have that book. Dvery sentence ^
that you quote from it is the text-book of my faith."

We do not know if Dickens obtained a copy of Stanley's biography of

Arnold; there are undoubtedly many passages in it which express

sentiments the novelist would have endorsed, attacking 'the Puritans

and Evangelicals' for their 'bibliolatry,especially towards the Old

Testament, quite as foolish and as mischievous as the superstition of

the Catholics', for example, or affirming his belief that the spirit

of the New Testament represented true Christianity: although, on the

other hand, would Dickens have felt so enthusiastic towards the earnest

headmaster's attitude to his fiction, ascribing 'childishness' in the

Rugby boys to 'the great number of exciting books of amusement, like
3

Pickwick and Kickleby, Bentley's Magazine, &c., &c'? In fact, it is

more likely that what Dickens was referring to was not the whole of the

Life of Arnold, but rather to Porster's review of it, which includes

Sermon (1870), p.16.

2. Porster, Life, p.350.

3. Stanley, wife of Thomas Arnold (ie$5), I, 257; II, 398-9, 161.
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numerous extended quotations and which appeared in the Examiner at the

time of Dickens's letter: hence, the allusion to 'every sentence that

you quote from it'. Forster's selections are manifestly those which

would have appealed to Dickens as well, above all for their emphasis

on 'meaning by Religion what the Gospel teaches us to mean by it1,

namely 'nothing more nor less than a system directing and influencing

our conduct, principles, and feelings, ui 1 professing to do this with

sovereign authority, and most efficacious influence'.1 Generally,

Arnold's attitude, as mediated by Forster, is that the true function of

Christianity (and the Church) lies in improving the moral and social

life of the community as a whole, rather than squabbles over doctrine or

modes of worship.

Thus in the eighteen-forties, Dickens's religion takes on a rather

more definable shape in terms of the liberal, even radical tendencies

of the time. Private doubts there must have been, as Forster hints,

serving to deepen his spiritual self-awareness, and reflected in the

pervasive yearning after a world beyond this one, most evident in the

Christmas Books and Dombev and Bon: but the overall emphasis is upon

the hope that the ills of society can be cured by a change in the heart

of man.

1. /John Forster/", 'The Life and Correspondence of Thomas Arnold.
P'P '• The Examiner

^ 12 Oct. 1844 , p.644.
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III

•What is man born for, but to be a Reformer, a Remaker of what

man has made?'^ Thus Ralph Waldo Emerson, expressing a character¬

istically optimistic faith in social progress based on individual

change, which Dickens was to meet again and again during his sojourn

in New England, home of liberal religion, Unitarianism, and

Transcendentalism - the latter cruelly mocked by the novelist's account

of a literary evening at the National Hotel in Martin Chuzzlewit:

'Mind and matter,' said the lady in the wig, 'glide
swift into the vortex of immensity. Howls the sublime,
and softly sleeps the calm Ideal, in the whispering
chambers of Imagination. To hear it, sweet it is. But
then, outlaughs the stern philosopher, and saith to the
Grotesque, "What ho! arrest for me that Agency. Go,
bring it here!" And so the vision fadeth.' (xxxiv, 543)

But this was by no means the sum of Dickens's attitude to

Transcendentalism, the idealist offshoot of Boston Unitarianism, as

his remarks in American Notes indicate. Emerson, like Channing, was

one of Hie first Americans to have a perceptible effect upon critical

discussion in literary and intellectual circles in early Victorian
2

England, and it seems likely that Dickens and his contemporaries found

in his writings confirmation and stimulation of their own reformism.

Emerson's first volume of Essays (l84l) seems to have alerted the

novelist to what he might find in Transcendentalism, and Emerson, he

observed in American Notes, had produced in it

1. Quoted ty Harrison, The Early Victorians, p.173.

2. See Clarence Gohdes, American Literature in Nineteenth Century
England (Carbondale, Illinois, 1944), pp.138-9.Dickens, Forster
and Carlyle dined with Emerson on his visit to England, 25 April
1848 (Forster, Life. p.53l). Emerson's view of AN was not favour¬
able: see Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 270-1, note 4j also III, 348, note 2.
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among much that is drearay and fanciful (if he will
pardon ne for saying so) ... much more that is true
and manly, honest and bold. Transcendentalism has
its occasional vagaries (what school has not?), but
it has good healthful qualities in spite of them;
not least among the number a hearty disgust of Cant,
and an aptitude to detect her in all the million
varieties of her everlasting wardrobe. And therefore
if 1 were a Bostonian, I think I would be a
Transcendentalist. (iii» 57)

'.nerican Motes', observed an anonymous contributor to Parker's

London Wagazine in February 1845, 'betray with what class of religious

opinions Mr. Dickens has sympathy, and give U3 the clue to the coldness

and barrenness of his philosophy'Dickens's enthusiasm for the

manly and healthful qualities he found in Iraerson hardly 3eems to

justify the attribution of coldness and barrenness to his religion.

But then, the common view was that TJnitarianism and its offshoots were

coldly rational, sterile: Wordsworth thought the Unitarian religion

allov;ed no room for imagination, and 3tifled the soul, with its 'cold

and rational notions'; while Frances Trollope, referring to the American

variety specifically, said it exuded a 'cold comfortless stillness*,

although nearly all the distinguished literary men had been drawn towards
2

it as a reaction to the 'crude ignorant ranting* of other sects. In

fact, Uniturianism, especially the American variety, had by the eighteen-

forties , if not earlier, shuffled off the severe rationalism of its

eighteenth-century forebears, such as Joseph a riestley, and had taken on

a warmer, more Romantic look derived from Kant and Goethe, ..ordsworth,

Coleridge and Carlyle, for whom the divinity of nature, the glory of

1. 'Boz Versus Dickens', Parker's London Magazine. I (Feb. 1845), 127.

2. Crabb Robinson on Books and their Writers, ed. Morley, I, 87: Crabb
Robinson and Wordsworth were conversing in 1812; Frances Trollope,
Domestic Manners of the Americans. 1832, 5th ed. reptd. (1927), p.270
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human aspiration, and the power of intuition as well as reason, came

to replace the chilly reductionism of eighteenth century liberal

theology.1

Dr. Channing in particular, brought together the different strands

of liberal Christianity and Romanticism, to establish a form of religion

which believed in human goodness and free will against the Calvinist

doctrine of original sin and predestination, in the unity of God, and

in the necessity of employing individual reason in interpreting the

Bible; for him, the New Testament revealed the unlimited potential of

human goodness, the possibility that, by living a humane life following

Christ's example and precepts, we could ultimately, like Christ, become
2

one with God. Dickens's American Notes reveals not only his sympathy

for ikaerson, but, even more directly, for Dr. Channing. On his first

day in Boston (a Sunday), the novelist was 'reluctantly obliged to

forego the delight of hearing Dr. Channing, who happened to preach that

morning for the first time in a very long interval'; later, he became

'personally acquainted' with the Unitarian preacher whose 'high
■7

abilities and character' he admired and respected (iii, 25-6). Dickens

is not very clear about the doctrines of which he approves. Rather it

is the general quality of the man and his beliefs which seems to gain

1. See Basil Willey, The Diahteenth-Centurv Background: Studies on the
Idea of Nature in the Thousfot of the Period. 1940 (Penguin Books.
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1967), pp.162-195} and the useful source¬
book, David B. Parke, The Bnic of Unitarianism: Original Writings
from the History of Liberal Religion. 1957 (Boston. 1965).

2. See 'Unitarian Christanity*, The Works of William Bllerv Channing
(Glasgow, 1840), pp.309-323. This sermon, delivered in Baltimore
in 1819, made Channing the prophet of Unitarianism in America.

3. Ironically, the only preacher Dickens heard in Boston was Mr. Taylor,
or 'Father* Gdward Thompson Taylor, the kethodist mariner, and one
of the local sights (iii, 57-9/. He writes favourably of Taylor's
'rude eloquence' and manipulation of imagery familiar to his audience,
as well as his 'tone of general sympathy and charity'. See Harry
Stone, 'Dickens and Melville go to Chapel', Dick.. LIV (Jan. 1958),50-2.
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his support. The exception is Channing's view of slavery: Dickens

expresses his admiration 'for the bold philanthropy with which he has

ever opposed himself to that most hideous blot and foul disgrace'

(iii, 26)."'' Harriet Kartineau, brought up as a Unitarian, also

admired Charming and noted his abolitionist views in her travel-book
2

on America, but Dickens evidently was much more impressed, not only

offering the above remarks, but going on to condemn slavery in the

strongest possible terms, devoting an entire chapter of x.erican Motes

to the subject.

As far as Dickens was concerned, if 'any man could prove' to him

that the Bible sanctioned slavery, he would place 'no further credence
3

in it *. Like Planning and other American liberals, Dickens held that

the moral and social implications of the Bible plainly provided guidance

for man, and it was an evil distortion to make the Christian religion

an instrument of slavery - or any other form of oppression. It has

been argued that Dickens later moved to a more reactionary, Carlylean

view of 'The Nigger Question'but there can be no doubt of his

indignation at this stage: 'Shall we whimper over legends of the

tortures practised on each other by the Lagan Indians, and smile upon

the cruelties of Christian men!' (xvii, 245). This contrast between

the profession of religion and virtue, and the underlying evil reality,

1. The 1840 edition of Channing's works includes eight essays on the
evils of slavery.

2. Society in America (1837), III, 233, 281, 286. ilarriet Kartine&u
anticipates Dickens's views on numerous issues, but her approach
is rational, sociologically-minded, whereas Dickens is personal,
sympathetic and, ultimately, Christian.

3. Forster, Life, p.240.

4. li.g. by Arthur A. Adrian, 'Dickens on American Slavery: A Carlylean
Slant', PI-ILA. LXVII (1952), 315-329.
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struck Dickens at every turn, and it seems likely that Ms American

experience lay behind the powerful exposure of duplicity and hypocrisy

in Martin Chuzzlewit."*" At times the insights of American Notes are

remarkable for their anticipation of later themes, for instance in

Dickens's growing awareness of the intimate connection between

religious and commercial motives, the worship of the golden calf he will

reveal in characters as diverse as Pecksniff and Mr. Merdle. Thus,

commenting on the 'Blue Laws' of Connecticut(introduced in many states

to enforce Puritan morality), he observes that

Too much of the old Puritan spirit exists in these parts
to the present hour; but its influence has not tended,
that I know, to make the people less hard in their
bargains, or more equal in their dealings. As I never
heard of its working that effect anywhere else, I infer
that it never will, here. Indeed, I am accustomed
with reference to great professions and severe faces,
to judge of the goods of the other world pretty much as
I judge of the goods of this; and whenever I see a dealer
in such commodities with too great a display of them in
his window, I doubt the quality of the article within.

(v, 75-4)

The ironic manipulation of commercial metaphor brings out Dickens's

3ense of the close tie between Puritanism and prudence, religious

profession and the capitalist ethic. Clearly sceptical of excessive

piety, he tries to strike a difficult balance bet een opposing

worldliness and favouring a humanist form of religion.

To some extent, American Motes does no more than reiterate beliefs

1. The international copyright issue, not mentioned in AM, was probably
the most important underlying factor determining Dickens's jaundiced
view of American double-dealing: 'every iman who writes in this
country is devoted to the question', he told Korster, 'and not one
of them dares to raise his voice and complain' (Pilgrim Letters. Ill,
82: 24 Peb. 1842). See also AM, ch.iii, p.27: 'The golden calf they
worship in Boston is a pigmy compared with the giant effigies set
up in other parts of the vast counting-house which lies beyong the
Atlantic'.
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Dickens had long since formed, and, as no more than a 'record* of

•impressions', with a limited amount of 'after-reflection',1 this is

perhaps as much as we can expect. Thus he notes that there are

•Evangelical ladies' in Boston, 'whose attachment to the forms of

religion, and horror of theatrical entertainments, are most exemplary',

and, moreover, that the 'peculiar province of the Pulpit in New England

(always excepting the Unitarian ministry) would appear to be the

denouncement of all rational and innocent amusements', and that here,

as in England, those who 'strew the Eternal Path with the greatest amount

of brimstone, and who ruthlessly tread down the flowers and leaves that

grow by the wayside, will be voted the most righteous' (iii, 56).

The fanatical, sectarian spirit he had come to despise was, as Frances

Trollops's Domestic Manners of the Americans would have told him, even

more prevalent in America than at home, and the appearance of this

spirit in those 'gloomy madmen', the Trappists who were massacred out

in the Prairie wilderness (xiii, 184), or in the 'grim' and 'preposterous'

Shakers (xv, 215-218), or other 'false prophets' like the Mormons (v, 76),

only confirmed his view that here were the 'worst among the enemies of

Heaven and Earth, who turn the water at the marriage-feasts of this poor

world, not into wine, but gall' (xv, 218). On the other hand,

reiterating his views meant also finding confirmation of them in the

positive sense of seeing what the commitment to charity, toleration and

1. From Dickens's discarded introduction to AH, quoted Forster, Life
p.284.

2. The allusion is to John, 2:1-11, Jesus' first miracle, the meaning
of which Dickens takes to lie at least partly in the idea that
Christ thereby consecrated the natural human desire to celebrate a
joyful occasion. Water of gall is given to sinners: see, for
example, Jeremiah 8:14. The novelist's view of the Mormons changed
later, as is revealed in 'Bound for the Great Salt Lake', AYR. IX
(4 July 1863), reptd. in UT, pp.220-232; see also Richard J. Dunn,
•Dickens and the Mormons', Brigham Young University Studies. VIII
(Spring 1968), 325-334.
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goodwill could bring about. This is nowhere better revealed than in

the novelist's remarks upon American institutions:

Whatever the defects of American universities may be,
they disseminate no prejudices} rear no bigots} dig
up the buried ashes of no old superstitions} never
interpose between the people and their improvement}
exclude no man because of his religious opinions}
above all, in their whole course of study and
instruction, recognise a world, and a broad one too,
lying beyond the college walls. (iii, 27)

Even more important than the enlightened Protestantism of the universities,

was his impression of 'how mindful they usually are, in America, of

that beautiful passage in the Litany which remembers all sick persons

and young children' (vi, 94J,1 which he goes on to show in a lengthy

account of the history of the deaf-and-dumb Laura Biidgman, concluding

with the apostrophe:

Ye who have eyes and see not, and have ears and
hear not} ye who are as the hypocrites of sad
countenances, and disfigure your faces that ye may
seem unto men to fast} learn healthy cheerfulness,
and mild contentment, from the deaf, and dumb, and
blind! Self-elected saints with gloomy brows, this
sightless, earless, voiceless child may teach you
lessons you will do well to follow. Let that poor
hand or hers lie gently on your hearts} for there
may be something in its healing touch akin to that
of the Great Master whose precepts you misconstrue,
whose lessons you pervert, of whose charity and
sympathy with all the world, not one among you in his
daily practice knows as much as many of the worst
among those fallen sinners, to whom you are liberal 2
in nothing but the preachment of perdition! (iii, 44-5)

Parker's London Magazine could hardly be further from the point than to

suggest that the religion revealed here is cold and barren.

1, Eee Book of Common Prayer: 'That it may please thee to preserve
all that travel by land or water, all women labouring of child,
all sick persons, and young children} and to shew thy pity upon all
prisoners and captives'.

2, The allusion in the second line is to Matthew, 6:16: 'Moreover
when ye fast, be not, as the hypocrites, of a sad countenance: for
they disfigure their faces, that they may appear unto men to fast'.
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But if Dickens was encouraged to find in America an admirably-

humane approach to the lame, the halt and the blind, his overall

response was one of disillusionment: 'I jam disappointed', he wrote

to Macready. 'This is not the Republic of my imagination'There

was too much of the evil, mistrustful or fanatical spirit he had long

despised. Yet his liberal sympathies survived, perhaps all the more

strongly for being tested by what he found in America, as he told

Macready: 'You know that I am, truly, a Liberal ... I say that a man

who comes to this Country a Radical and goes home again with his old

opinions unchanged, must be a Radical on reason, sympathy, and

reflection, and one who has so well considered the subject that he has
2

no chance of wavering'. Apparently Dickens could still be optimistic

about the fate of man. 'And England, even England, bad and faulty as

the old land is, and miserable as millions of her people are, rises in

the comparison. Strike down the established church, and I would take

her to my heart for better or worse, and reject this new love without
3

a pang or moment's hesitation'.

1. Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 156: To W.C. Macready, 22 March 1342.

2. Ibid.. 158-9.

3. Ibid.. 156.
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IV

"..'hat are the Great United States for, sir*, General Choke asks

Martin Chuzzlewit on his journey to Eden, 'if not for the regeneration

of man?' (xxi, 349). If Dickens hoped to discover some evidence of

this in America, he was sadly disillusioned; but the belief provided

him with the opportunity of showing us his flawed, selfish hero - the

first of such heroes in his works - transformed into a new man,

generous, forgiving and charitable. The change of heart undergone by

Martin Chuzzlewit in America anticipates that which takes place in

Scrooge and Mr. Dombey, both in method and purpose, although it is

somewhat less convincing than either. The process of change is depicted

essentially in moral-psychological terms, as with Mr. Dombey, but in a

mode which allows in the more allegorical, Christian overtones of

Scrooge's rebirth.1 Dickens is as yet tentative about the possibility

of a change of heart providing a way out of the morass of 'self, self,

self' (iil, 42) he saw in the world, and which is everywhere evident

in Martin Chuzzlewit.

According to Porster, his gnneral purpose and design in the novel

was, in fact, 'to show, more or less by every person introduced, the

number and variety of humours and vices that have their root in selfish¬

ness', the origin of the book lying in his notion of taking Pecksniff
2

for a type of the selfish character. Notwithstanding this hint of

foresight and planning on Dickens's part, however (reinforced by the

1. Barbara Hardy's discussion of Martin's change of heart in The Moral
Art of Dickens, pp.37-40 ignores the allegorical dimension.

2. Forster, Life, p.291.
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Preface to the First Edition^), the novel does not present a deeply

coherent whole, as critics since and including Forster himself have
2

admitted. If there is an advance upon the preceding novels in terms

of the breadth and variety of character and scene introduced, from

Pecksniff, the arch-hypocrite engaged in mercenary deception down in

rural Wiltshire, to the American double-dealers, Zephaniah Scadder and

General Choke, the links between these characters and their machinations

are left loose and vague, the reader having to make the connections on

his own. And many readers have done this, although sometimes to the

extent of imposing a unity of form and meaning where none exists.

Edgar Benjamin reduces the novel to a three-fold movement, Hypocrisy

Ascendent, Hypocrisy Triumphant and Hypocrisy Unmasked, which reflects

the development of the specifically Pecksniffian theme, but which leaves

out much else, most notably the impact and significance of young Martin
3

Chuzzlewit*s history and progress. Martin's development is perhaps

more adequately suggested by Stuart Curran, who finds a 'carefully wrought

metaphorical scheme' underlying the narrative, a scheme he derives from

one of the books displaced by Pecksniff's fall in Browne's illustration
4

of old Martin giving him a beating, Milton's Paradise Lost. Again, a

clear and coherent pattern is imposed where relatively little seems to

1. Where Dickens claimed to have 'endeavoured to resist the temptation
of the current Monthly Number, and to keep a steadier eye upon the
general purpose and design': Preface of 1844, reptd. in Collected
gapers, vol.XIX of 'Special Authorized Edition of the Works of Charles
Dickens' (1902-3), p.294.

2. See Forster, Life, p.308; and Tillotson, Novels of the Ejghteen-
Forties. p.160; Fielding, Charles Dickens, p.93; B. Hardy, 'Martin
Chuzzlewit', Dickens and the Twentieth Century, ed. Gross and Pearson,
108.

3. See 'The Structure of Martin Chuzzlewit'. PQ. XXXIV (Jan.1955), 39-47.

4. 'The Lost Paradises of Martin Chuzzlewit'. NCF. XXV (June 1970), 51-67.
Curran over-emphasises Pecksniff's part in the plot, rigidly applying
Forster*s account of the origin of the novel to it; and there is the
problem of interpreting plates without positive evidence that Dickens
approved every detail.
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exist, but at least Curran's method brings out certain mythical,

Christian overtones to the plot, which imply a conception of mankind

as a fallen race, sons of Adam doomed, like Martin, to wander upon

the face of the earth before achieving, through a form of grace, that

reconciliation with the Father which is man's ultimate end.

To be aware of this approach to Martin Chuzzlewit means at least

noticing that the opening paragraphs, for all their facetious parody of

the openings of Fielding and Scott,* are primarily intended to establish

the idea of the Chuzzlewit family as the human family, their pedigree

traceable 'in a direct line from Adam and Eve', a line, moreover,

•closely connected with the agricultural interest' (i, l), that is,
2

with Cain, 'tiller of the ground', and the first murderer. By no

means every member of the human family is a murderer and a vagabond,

but Dickens believes that some inevitably are, it seems. 'Whosoever
3

hateth his brother is a murderer', wrote John, and the internecine

quarrelling of the Chuzzlewits is ultimately embodied in the evil,

doomed figure of Jonas Chuzzlewit, at first little more than his miserly

father's 'own son', as Chuffey keeps reminding us (xi, 180), determined

to grasp everything for himself, but eventually the haunted, guilty

murderer that his desire to shorten his father's life leads him to

become. Murder is the ultimate sin, as it was in Oliver Twist and

Barnabv Budge. to which other sins tend. This notion is expressed by

1. Steven Marcus offers a rich account of the use of parody in the
novel, although this leads him to read it as if it were written by
Joyce, not Dickens, with 'language itself' the subject: Picken3:
from Pickwick to Dombe.v. pp.217-224. Equally modernist and remote
in emphasis is Hillis Miller's treatment of HC, as a search for
authentic selfhood: Charles Dickens, pp.98-142.

2. Genesis, 2:4-15.

3. I John, 3:15.
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a series of allusions associating Jonas's sin with Cain, whose story-

was familiar to readers from the Bible and such contemporary re-

workings as Wordsworth*3 Peter Bell (1819), Hood's Eugene Aram (l83l),

and Byron's Cain: A ystery (l82l), the last of which causes young

Martin'3 'imperfect dream that he had murdered a particular friend, and

couldn't get rid of the body' (xxii, 364, 371).* All the Chuzzlewits

are implicated in Jonas's sin, insofar as they are touched by his

selfishness, although he is the most deeply stained, as, his boots

'already moist and clogged with the red mire' that, the narrator imagines,

marked 'the naked feet of Cain', he proceeds to the wood where he will

murder his raffish colleague in the Anglo-Bengalee fraud, Montague Tigg

(xlvii, 720). Heaven's displeasure and the wrath to come are signalled

by storms and darkness, and by the murderer's dream of Judgment Day

(xlvii, 721).2

Although Jonas's upbringing is stressed as a factor in the shaping

of his murderous personality, Dickens seems convinced that there is

nonetheless a mysterious, primal source of evil, which he suggests by

associating Jonas (and Tigg, whose appearance and behaviour anticipate

Rigaud in Little Dorrit) with the traditional, popular conception of the

devil. Hence Jonas's diabolic tendency to distort Scripture, indeed,

to distort what Dickens took to be the essence of the Word, adopting

the 'true business precept* that you should 'Do other men, for they

1. Note, too, the observation: 'What were the wanderings of Cain' to
the guilty torments of the apothecary Lewsome, who provided Jonas
with the poison to murder his father (xxv, 414). Interestingly,
Coleridge's 'Wanderings of Cain', (1798), a prose fragment, antici¬
pated 'The Ancient Mariner', publ. the same year; Peter Bell was
Wordsworth's 'reply or rival* to Coleridge's poem, and was also
composed in 1798 (Moorman, William Wordsworth: 1770-1803. p.392).

2. It was partly Dickens's imaginative power in such sequences which
led Forster to find that in the novel, while 'we witness as vividly
the life immediately passing, we are more conscious of the permanent
life above and beyond it': Life, p.309.
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would do you1 (xi, 181 J.1 The 'Devil', as Dickens calls Jonas when

he bemoans his father's obstinate tendency to survive beyond three-

score-and-ten, thereby 'flying in the face of the Bible', is only too

ready to quote Scripture 'for his own ends' (xi, 173)• This is true

of Pecksniff, too: although the sham architect and 'land surveyor'

exhibits a less overtly religious exterior than his great progenitor,

Tartuffe, he nevertheless consistently pretends to a Christian, even

evangelical, manner. He holds a Calvinist view of human nature (iii,

34), yet he is careful to supplement his regular prayers with the names

of those who offend against him (iv, 58); he says grace at meals,

characteristically commending those with nothing to eat to the care of

Providence (ix, 145), a power which, he believes, 'blesses' his own

endeavours (xx, 328-9); the names of hi3 daughters, Mercy and Charity,

are, as he feels bound to confess, 'not unholy* (ix, 149); he admires

Dr. Watts, and pretends to read theological works (ix, 152; x, 155); and

he makes an impression as a church dignitary of some sort, as well as,

by proxy, through the organ-playing of his assistant, Tom Pinch (xxxi,

488). Significantly, one of his most sneaking, low moments, occurs

in church, when he eavesdrops on Tom and Mary Graham from behind a pew,

subsequently eating the bread and wine he finds in the vestry, as if to

emphasise his sacrilegious nature (xxxi, 495)• Host revelatory of his

basic motives, perhaps, i3 his reproach to Mrs. Todgers, for worshipping

'the golden calf of Baal, for eighteen shillings a week' (x, 168), which

confuses the story of the golden calf with that of the worshippers of

1. Compare Matthew, 7:12. For Tigg's 'Satanic' associations, see ch.
iv, pp.44, 47; ch.xxvii, p.429.
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Baal,1 while exposing the idolatrous materialism which underlies all
2

his spirituality. The commercial metaphor, as has been observed,

pervades the texture of the novel, reflecting the corruption old Martin

Chuzzlewit detects, or wishes to detect, in all around him (iii, 39),

and which has come to dominate human relationships.

This is true even of lesser characters such as Mrs. Gamp, although

it is a harsh critic who can condemn her for being, as she remarks of

her late husband's wooden leg, 'as weak as flesh, if not weaker' (xl,

625). Taking into account the brutalising circumstances of her life

as midwife, nurse and layer-out of the dead, it is something of a

miracle that she retains any humanity at all. Dickens provides his

female guardian of the mysteries with a remarkable series of inconse¬

quential but often appropriate perversions of Biblical commonplace

which suggest a different perspective from that implicit in the

linguistic distortions of Jonas or Pecksniff. Her curious locutions,

which have us proceeding through 'this Piljian's Projiss of a mortal

wale' to our long homes (xxv, 404), or which remind us that 'Rich folks

may ride on camels, but it ain't so easy for 'em to see out of a needle's

eye' (xxv, 407), reveal how religious metaphor may retain some of its

1. Exodus, 32; I Kings, 16:361-2. The golden calf made in the wilderness
by Aaron was condemned as idolatry, but also because the bull was a
fertility symbol in Canaanite religious practices; Baal was also
originally a god of fertility in Canaanite belief, usually symbolized
by a pillar; but the Old Testament keeps them separate. See entries
in An Encyclopedia of Religion, ed. V, Perm (New York, 1945)•

2. By, for example, Daleski, Dickens and the Art of Analogy, p.91: this
forms the basis of Daleski's approach, a fairly predictable analysis
in terms of money and selfishness.
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original force even after the sea change of being taken up by the

illiterate, and ignorant, who recreate it in a way meaningful to

themselves. In fact, the effect of Mrs. Gamp's utterances is so

strong and memorable as rather to undermine Dickens's static apostrophes

to the virtue of Tom Pinch's 'simple heart' (v, 62-3; xxxix, 616-7).

But perhaps the ideal of pastoral innocence associated with Pinch

has in any case become a little worn by now, although the novelist

continues, like Leigh Hunt, to sigh nostalgically for 'some good old

country church, finally delivered from the corruption of the Councils,

and breathing nothing but the peace and love befitting the Eermon on

the Mount'.1 Yet Pinch grows disillusioned in the good old country

church, and has to move to the metropolis, where there are churches by

the dozen, with churchyards 'all overgrown with such straggling vegetation

as springs up spontaneously from damp, and graves, and rubbish* (ix, 128).

As this suggests, the forms and language of the traditional faith

have become corrupted, through misuse or neglect. If a way out of the

obsessive money-grubbing and selfishness which appears to be pervading

society is to be found, it must be by means of a new, non-dogmatic

affirmation of the familiar spiritual values. This Dickens expresses

in Martin Chuzzlewit by means of his hero's change of heart in America.

Martin is nowhere as culpable as Pecksniff, Jonas, or indeed, any other

member of his family, a relatively hopeful state defined by hi3 early

rejection of his grandfather's money, the touchstone of corruption in

1. Autobiography of Leigh Hunt. 1850, 1860, ed. and intro. E, Blunden
(.('orId's Classics, 1923), p.218. In America, Dickens's response
to the bright new churches he saw was to lament the lack of an old
churchyard or two (AN, ch.v, p.72); in Rome, he longed for the
sound of an organ playing in a quiet parish church (PI. 'Rome', p.366).
As House points out, Pinch is a 'very Anglican figure': The Dickens
World, p.110.
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so many others. He would, he tells Tom Pinch, prefer to dispose of

himself in marriage, rather than be •knocked down* by his older

namesake, 'or any other auctioneer to any bidder whatsoever' (vi, 95)•

Yet the terms of this dismissal of Mammon in themselves indicate why

he needs to be converted: he has not considered Mary Graham's situation,

but is acting out of pride. And, anticipating Pip, he has 'great

expectations', having always been taught to believe *1 should be, one

day, very rich' (vi, 93). So he informs Pecksniff's deluded assistant,

to whom he is, in addition, insufferably condescending, although Tom

Pinch's almost masochistic inability to make Martin aware of this on

his own behalf ensures that we continue to sympathise with the young

man for all his insensitivity. But the most damaging revelation of

Martin's self-centredneas comes later, after his ungracious treatment

of Tom, Mary and Mark Tapley: travelling steerage to America, he fails

to respond to the demands of common humanity, refusing to sympathise

with or aid his suffering companions - indeed, he looks upon the

poor, sick family installed beside him in the ship with contemptuous

incomprehension, while the indefatigably cheerful Mark assists them in

every way he can (xv, 248-252)."*"

The ironic contrast between Martin and Mark becomes even more

evident when they finally arrive at Men, where the sickly family Mark

nursed on board ship reappear, to provide medicine and advice for

1. The sequence seems to have its origin in Dickens's own experience:
observing a group of English emigrants crowding up a vessel taking
them from Quebec to Montreal, he remarked that even after their
long passage out, 'it was wonderful to see how clean the children
had been kept, and how untiring in their love and self-denial all
the poor parents were', exhibiting the 'better part of human nature'
(AM, ch.xv, pp.210-212i
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Martin, ill now in his turn. It is Martin's sickness unto death in

the primeval desolation of Aden, Mark faithfully at his side, with the

experience of nursing Mark through fever as well, which lead to Martin's

crucial 'Discovery of Lelf. The process takes some months, although

it is presented as if it were almost instantaneous, a moment of

inspiration or vision: 'with Hope so far removed, Ambition quenched,

and Death beside him rattling at the very door, reflection came, as in

a plague-beleagured town? and so he felt and knew the failing of his

life, and saw distinctly what an ugly spot it was' (xxxiii, 525).

Significantly, Martin requires more than a personal experience of

suffering and despair for his new awareness: he has had to learn to

transcend his self-absorption through experiencing the demands upon his

compassion and fellow-feeling made by others. Mark is hardly a

redemptive figure in the same category as I^orence Bombay or Agnes

Wickfield, yet he is in the same way essential for the emergence of a

better nature in the hero. Only Scrooge requires the agency of no

other person, although he is isolated in his selfishness more absolutely

than perhaps any other of Dickens's faulty heroes, and it could be

said that the figures of hia dreams represent the demands of humanity

upon him, demands to which he is forced in the end to respond.

In A Christina..; Carol the transformation of the hero is mainly in

a non-realistic mod;, whereas the reverse seems true of Martin Chuzzlewit.

Thus Dickens anticipates the forthcoming change in Martin's character by

suggesting that his self-love developed as a defensive reaction to his

grandfather's selfishness (a more extreme example may be found in Jonas

Chuzslewit) (vi, 93-6), and that five weeks alone in near-poverty in

London may dent, if not permanently alter, it. Indeed, the novelist is
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led by Martin's brief period of poverty into bitter recrimination

against those self-righteous 'moralists' who deny the effects of

environment upon character, exclaiming:

Go ye, who rest so placidly upon the sacred Bard who
had been young, and when he strung his harp was old,
and had never seen the righteous forsaken, or his
seed begging their bread; go, Teachers of content and
honest pride, into the mine, the mill, the forge, the
squalid depths of deepest ignorance, and uttermost
abyss of man's neglect, and say can any hopeful plant
spring up in air so foul that it extinguishes the
soul's bright torch as fast as it is kindled! And,
oh! ye Pharisees of the nineteen hundredth year of
Christian Knowledge, who soundingly appeal to human
nature, see first that it be human. Take heed it has
not been transformed, during your slumber and the
sleep of generations, into the nature of the Beasts.

(xiii, 224)

The Biblical allusion is to Psalmq 37:25, in which the psalmist, David,

expresses the somewhat complacent view which occasionally emerges in

the Old Testament to the effect that if a man obeys the Law, he is bound

to receive his reward in terms of material prosperity (although this

is generally offset by the recurring note of penitence and humility

before God) Dickens's point seems to be that it is dangerously self-

satisfied to rely on an out-moded, static conception of human nature as

unaffected by experience, especially harsh experience of the kind

liable to affect man in the new industrial age. But the oddity here

is that he does not go on to show this in terms of what happens to

Martin, at least not as a realistically drawn account. Instead,

Martin is propelled on a series of picaresque wanderings which, when

they take him to the ironically-named 'earthly Paradise' (xxii, 363),

Eden, are seen as in some way archetypal: the boat, nearing its

destination with Martin and Mark on board, 'might have been old Charon's

boat, conveying melancholy shades to judgment' (xxiii, 375). The
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associations are all to do with popular, traditional religious notions

of journeying, judgment, and, finally, transformation, rather than the

conditions of the time - hence, as the two, like Christian and Hopeful,

proceed toward's their journey's end, they find that for any 'redeeming

feature' the desolate landscape might have presented to them, they

might have entered upon 'the grim domains of Giant Despair' (xxiii, 377).

It i3 clear that Martin and Mark's swampy prison represents a

state of mind, of being, rather than any particular place - 3uch as

Cairo, Illinois.* Bor is this state limited to Martin, since his

disillusionment is parallelled by developments in the ten chapters

Dickens interposes between his hero's arrival in the festering under¬

world and his departure from it a changed man: Mercy Pecksniff becomes

•sadly, strangely altered', as she learns that Jonas is not to be

meddled with as she had supposed (xxviii, 456)? and Tom Pinch finally

realises his employer is a scoundrel, when iiary Graham reveals it to

him (xxxi, 492-4). But if Martin's change of heart reflects that

which takes place in others, it is as in some sense the type of such

changes, which Dickens wishes us to understand has a religious dimension:

Mark tells Martin that his fever in Eden is 'only a seasoning; and we

must all be seasoned, one way or another. That's religion, that is,

you know' (xxiii, 383). Martin's experience does not involve divine

operation, or any new conviction of strictly religious realities.

Nevertheless, for Dickens's ethical Christianity, it is the change in

fundamental attitudes, from self-regarding pride to generous fellow-

feeling, which is essential, and the religious overtones are merely

1. On which it is based: see .&N, ch.xii, p,J71.
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present by suggestion, or implication: 'So low had Sden brought him

down. So high had Eden raised him up* (xxxiii, 525).1

V

To further his argument that Dickens knew nothing of the 'nobler

power of superstition', Ruskin observed that for the novelist,

Christmas meant no more than 'mistletoe and pudding - neither resurr-

uction from dead, nor rising of new stars, nor teaching of wise men,

2
nor shepherds'. Buf if Dickens did not usually visualise Christmas

as a nativity play, neither did he simply see it as a pagan feast.

Further, the element of popular belief underlying the traditional

celebrations, a combination of pagan and Christian observance, was

undoubtedly shared by Dickens, and provided the continuing impetus for

his literary offerings on seasonal themes and occasions. In his early

Christmas writings, Dickens emphasises the feasting, joy and merry¬

making which can be seen as characteristic of the Roman Saturnalia and

other pagan festivals taken over by Christianity; but even in Dingley

Dell, the development of a larger vision, Christian in tone but

unrelated to dogma or conventionally religious postures, may be glimpsed

through the fumes of punch. 'The Story of the Goblins who stole a

1. Welsh, The City of Dickens, p.122, remarks that the novel 'teaches
... providence according to Dickens', with old Martin Chuzzlewit
playing 'the role of God'. A3 a dispenser of justice, however, the
old man is not very convincing, for all that he ends up chastising
Pecksniff and welcoming hi3 grandson after both have been tested
at length by the action of the plot, Martin fulfilling the role of
the prodigal son, and Pecksniff the unjust steward; and the old man
must himself undergo a change of heart (lii, 808-9), making him as
much part of the pattern of conversion enclosing the others, as he
is outside it.

2. Letter to Charles Eliot Norton, 19 June 1870, Works, ed. Cook and
Wedderburn, XXXVII, 7.
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S xton', moreover, in which the misanthropic Gabriel Grub is converted

by a dream-vision of the suffering poor into a lover of mankind,

indicates the importance Dickens will set on deepening the spirit of

generosity and human brotherhood already surrounding the festival,

into a more active concern for others.*

This active concern finds perhaps its fullest expression in the

Christmas Books of the eighteen-forties. By 1843, when Dickens wrote

the first, and best, of them, A Christmas Carol (composed in a month

while still busy with Martin Chuzalewit ), Christinas had cone to mean

much more than an opportunity for domestic junketings in rural retreats:

it now appears as the popular religious festival the age most needs, a

time for the activation as well a3 the celebration of those benevolent

impulses in human nature which, as Leigh Hunt remarked in an essay on

Christmas in 1817, the forces of Puritanism, Utilitarianism and 'Koney-
3

getting* were conspiring to destroy. These forces are embodied in

the figure of Scrooge, the 'squeezing, wrenching, grasping, scraping,

clutching, covetous old 3inner* (i, 8), whose change of heart lies at

the centre of A Christmas Carol.

To Scrooge, the demands of mercy and charity, like till other aspects

of the Christmas spirit, are sheer 'Humbug* (i, 9)» and Dickens sets out

to convert him by means of a series of dream-visions which, through

1. See John Butt, *Dickens's Christmas Books', Assa.vs and Addresses
(Edinburgh, 1969)» pp.134-5.

2. On the genesis and composition of A Christmas Carol, as well as the
Christmas Books in general, see Michael Slater's excellent intro¬
ductions to The CIiristma3 Books (Penguin English Library,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1971), 2 vols.

3. 'Cliristmas and Other Old National Merry-Makings Considered', The
Examiner. Dec. 1817-Jan. 1818, reptd. in Leigh Hunt's Political and
Occasional Assays, ed. L.H. and C.tf. Eoutchens (New York and London,
1962), pp.i63-4; 170-2. Tliis essay was probably familiar to Dickens.
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memory, example and fear, bring the realisation that, as the novelist

Later put it, 'a Christian heart can not be shut up in itself, but must

live in the Past, the Present, arri the Future, and must be a link of

this great human chain, and must have sympathy with everything*But,

to begin with, the old miser has sympathy with nothing, and resists the

spirit animating his nephew, for whom Christmas, 'apart from the

vener tion due to its sacred name and origin', is 'a good time; a kind,

forgiving, charitable, pleasant time* (i, 10); and his clerk, Bob

Cratchit, who raises a stifled cheer in support of these sentiments

from his freezing 'tank'; and the portly gentlemen who arrive in

expectation of a subscription for the poor (i, 11-12); and even the

owner of 'one scant young nose, gnawed and mumbled by the hungry cold

as bones are gnawed by dogs', who regales his keyhole with 'God bless

you, merry gentleman!/ May nothing you dismay!' before fleeing in terror

(i, 13)• The pattern of rejection is clear, as it moves through

family, employee, class, and society, down to the lowliest poor vaga¬

bond. Scrooge, the essence of wintry negation, the renouncer of all

ties of blood and obligation, is totally isolated. But this is in

accordance with the underlying principle of his behaviour expressed on

the first page, when he shows himself 'an excellent man of business'

at his partner Marley's funeral, having 'solemnised' the day with 'an

undoubted bargain' (i, 7); and, again, when he remarks to the benevolent

gentlemen that the fate of the poor is not his 'business' - 'It's

enough for a man to understand his own business, and not to interfere

with other people's' (i, 12). Scrooge, like old Martin Chuzzlewit

before him, and Mr. Dombey after, is dominated by the commercial

1. From a previously unpublished letter to Mrs. Cropper, 20 Dec. 1852,
reptd. in Harry Stone, 'Charles Dickens and Harriet Beecher Stowe',
NCF. XII (Dec. 1958), 196.
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spirit, he is the archetypal 'economic man' posited by the classical

economists, a man whose relationships are fundamentally self-centred,

impersonal and directed towards the acquisition of material wealth.*"
•Business' is the key word relating to his unreformed activities, just

as commercial terminology pervades the Ohuszlewit family, just as Mr.

Dombey conceives of the world as a mere reflection of his firm:

'Dombey find Bon*.

For Dickens, Scrooge is a symbol of what contemporary man may and

has become, a morass of self-interest, acquisitiveness and complacency.

When it is put to him that the poor would rather die than go to prison

or a workhouse, he callously retorts that they 'had better do it, and

decrease the surplus population' (i, 12), thereby uligning himself with

the Malthusian 'philosophers* attacked in Oliver Twist. This aspect

of Dickens's criticism is made more explicit in The Chimes, the next

Christmas Book, by means of the Benthamite Mr. Filer, with his sums

proving Trotty Veck's meal is taken from the mouths of widows and

orphans (i, 94-6), Alderman Cute, who Puts Down the reactions of the

poor (i, 96-9), and Sir Joseph Bowley, the Poor Man's Friend, who

argues that it is the 'dispensation of an all-wise Providence* that the

poor should be dependent upon what he deigns to provide them (i, 106).

But it is to hard Times that we should have to turn for a more complete

expression of Dickens's response to Utilitarianism; in A Christmas Carol.

he continues to visualise the philosophy largely in terms of cold

1. See Jacob Viner, The i.ole of Providence in the aocial order
(Philadelphia, 1972), p.82, on the moral and religious implications
of Adam Smith's classical concept of 'economic man*.

2. See M. Slater, 'Carlyle and Jerrold into Dickens: A Study of The
Chines'. NCF, XXIV (March 1970), 506-526. E. Wagenknecht's 'Dickens
at Work: The Chimes'. Dickens and the Scandalmongers (Norman, Oklahoma,
1965), pp.50-70, stresses the 'prophetic humanism' of the work, its
combination of faith in God and in humanity.
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Ilammonism. Thus Scrooge is shown being accused by his youthful

beloved of replacing her with his passion for the 'golden idol* of

•Gain* (ii, 34). As this suggests, to turn away from human ties for

gain, is to turn away from God. Scrooge is later forced to witness

his own death, as part of the process of conversion, although he is

unaware of what the Spitit of Christmas Yet to Come shows him; and

his attitude to his partner Marley's death becomes ironically reflected

in that of his business associates to himself, men whose respect he

has always commanded 'strictly in a business point of view', who

remark with casual jocularity, 'Old Scratch has got his own at last,

hey?' (iv, 60): worse still, he has to watch as the man's last effects

are bargained away by certain 'obscene demons' who seem to be 'marketing

the corpse itself' (iv, 64). Scrooge's future death-scene provides

Dickens with the opportunity of reiterating his doctrine of resurrection

through memory:

Oh cold, cold, rigid, dreadful Death, set up thine
altar here, and dress it with such terrors as thou hast
at thy command: for "this is thy dominion! But of the
loved, revered, and honoured head, thou canst not turn
one hair to thy dread purposes, or make one feature
odious. It is not that the hand is heavy and will fall
when released; it is not that the heart and pulse are
still; but that the hand WAS open, generous, and true;
the heart brave, warm, and tender; and the pulse a man's.
Strike, Shadow, strike! And see his good deeds springing
from the wound, to sow the world with life immortal! (iv,64-5)

Thus, echoing Romans 6:9 ('death hath no more dominion') and the myth

of Deucalion (who sowed a new race of men for the world) Dickens shows

how those who have done good deeds live on, unlike those who, like

Scrooge and his erstwhile partner, Marley, concentrate on business, and

walk through life with their eyes 'turned down, and never raise them to
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that tlessed Star which led the ,'ise Men to a poor abode!' (i, 21).

As these comparisons suggest, Dickens was prepared to use familiar,

Christian imagery in so far as it sanctioned his purpose: to remind

his readers of the urgent need to convert selfishness into love,

meanness into charity, and despair into hope. As Porster remarked,

A Christmas Carol, 'carried pleasant warning alike to all, tliat if the

duties of Christmas were wanting no good could come of its outward

observances' Dickens does not concern himself overmuch with the

theological or institutional features of Christmas, with the Incarnation,

or church attendance: his emphasis is on the 'duties', not the
* observances•, and so it is the least significant fact about Scrooge's

conversion that he should go to church after his traumatic night of

dream-visions (v, 74), except in so far as his attendance adds to the
2

impression that he once again belongs to the human community. It is

what one might call the symbolic associations of church which interest

Dickens here, as when he has Scrooge overhear Tiny Tim hoping that 'the

people saw him in church, because he was a cripple, and it might be

pleasant to them to remember upon Christinas Day, who made lame beggars

walk, and blind men see' (iii, 45). This conscious echo of Matthew,

15:31 is aimed as much to the reader as to Scrooge or the Cratchits,

who hope for a miracle to save the crippled child - and a miracle does

occur, in Scrooge's change of heart, which issues in practical

1. Porster, Life, pp.316-7.

2. The Spirit of Christmas Present reveals to Scrooge the church
steeples calling 'good people all, to church and chapel, and away
they came, flocking through the streets in their best clothes,
find with their gayest faces' (iii, 42). It is important that these
•observances' be associated with good cheer and not puritfin gloom:
Dickens provides the Spirit with an outburst against Sabbatarianism
and all 'pride, ill-will, hatred, envy, bigotry, and selfishness'
that attempts to cramp the people's innocent enjoyments (iii, 43;.
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generosity to the Cratchits which enables Tiny Tim, one of the

disposable, surplus poor, to survive. No reader feels himself to be

as miserly and mean as Scrooge; yet there were, and are, recognisable

traits in him which clarify Dickens's aim: to provoke a similar, if

less miraculous, change of heart in us. The tumultuous reception of

A Christmas Carol suggests that Dickens's strategy was felt to work:

Thackeray called it a 'national benefit', Lady Blessington said it would

'melt hearts and open purse strings', and Lord Jeffrey exclaimed

(echoing Dickens's conclusion to 'A Christmas Dinner*) that it had

•fostered more kindly feelings, and prompted more positive acts of

beneficence, than can be traced to all the pulpits and confessionals in

Christendom since Christmas 1842'.^

The widespread appeal of A Christmas Carol and the other Christmas

Books lay not only in the gentle rebuke and warning offered, but also

in Dickens's conception of the post-conversion ideal. 'Except ye

converted, and become as little children, ye shall not enter into the
2

kingdom of heaven': the saved Scrooge almost literally follows this

injunction, becoming 'as merry as a school-boy', and frisking about his

chambers, crying, 'I'm quite a baby' (v, 71-2). for the weary Victorian

business-man, haunted (as Redlaw, in The Haunted Man is haunted) by a

hard-faced, selfish and competitive alter ego, childhood, and the

1. Forster, Life, p.316; Memoir ... of the Countess of Blessington.
ed. R.R. Madden (1855), II, 400. And see 'A Christmas Dinner*,
Bell's Life in London. 27 Dec. 1835, reptd. in 3B, p.22v,

2. Matthew, 18:3. Dickens does not directly refer to this text, but
he alludes later to the preceding verse, read out by young Peter
Cratchit in hcrooge's vision of the Cratchits mourning Tim's 'death'
(iv, 66). The allusion to Matthew, 18:2 was one of the very few
approved by Kent, Dickens and Religion, p.48, where it is called
•effective and legitimate', since Bob Cratchit, unlike most other
Dickens characters, 'does not find his religion only in trouble',
having been at church already on Christmas day.
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emotions of human warmth and security associated with the primal hearth,

offer an escape into lost humanity.1 In The Cricket on the Hearth and
2

The Battle of Life, the domestic ideal is elaborated further, but in

a Christmas Carol Dickens concentrates on childhood, and the potent
3

symbolism of the Holy Child. For, as the narrator remarks when

Scrooge is taken to his nephew's to witness the seasonal fun and games

there, 'it is good to be children sometimes, and never better than at

Christmas, when its mighty Founder was a child himself' (iii, 53).

without any specific doctrinal or theological implication, Dickens draws

on the familiar, popular Christian associations of Christmas to promote

his own view of the meaning of the festival. It does not follow that

his use of such associations is simply a literary exercise, since the

novelist saw Christmas in similar terms, as is revealed in a later

Christmas offering in Household .ords. in which there is a visionary

account of what the sounds of a Christmas carol meant to him as a small

child:

That images do I associate with the Christmas music as
I see them set forth on the Christmas Tree? Known
before all the others, keeping far apart from 11 the
others, they gather round my little bed. An awgel,
speaking to a group of shepherds in a field; some
travellers, with eyes uplifted, following a star; a baby
in a manger; a child in a spacious temple, talking with

1. bee Houghton, The Victorian Frame of Mind, p.345.

2. See The Cricket on the Hearth. Chirp the Third, CB, p.211, where
the Cricket reminds John Peerybingle that Dot has made their hearth
'the Altar of your Home... so that smoke from this poor chimney has
gone upward with a better fragrance than the richest incense that
is burnt before the richest shrines in all the gaudy temples of
this world!' On the religious, especially Hew Testament, flavour
of tne love story in The Battle of hi!. see • Carolyn, 'The Battle
of Life, A Love Jtory', Dick.. LaIX. (May 1973), 105-110.

3. As Philip Collins lias noted, in a useful survey of 'Carol philosophy,
Cheerful Views', etudes Anglaises. AaIV (1970), 158-67.
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grave men; a solemn figure, with a mild and beautiful
face, raising a dead girl by the hand; again, near a
city gate, calling back the son of a widow, on his
bier, to life; a crowd of people looking through the
opened roof of a chamber where he sits, and letting
down a sick person on a bed, with ropes; the same, in
a tempest, walking on the water to a ship; again, on
a sea-shore, teaching a great multitude; again, with a
child upon his knee, and other children round; again,
restoring sight to the blind, speech to the dumb,
hearing to the deaf, health to the sick, strength to
the lame, knowledge to the ignorant; again, dying upon
a Cross, watched by armed soldiers, a thick darkness
coming on, the earth beginning to shake, and only one
voice heard. "Forgive them, for they know not what
they do."

2
A solemn, almost apocalyptic note concludes this vision of the life

and death of Christ, conjured up by childish Christmas associations.

Clearly, Christmas involves Ruskin's 'nobler power', suggesting in well-

worn, universally familiar images (they reel off like a sequence of

Gospel prints) how ultimately the hard heart may be softened through

childhood memories.

This is central to A C] ristmas Carol, if not also to the other

Christmas writings - The Haunted Man is perhaps most obsessively

concerned with establishing a connection between memory and compassion.

1. 'A Christmas Tree', HW. II (21 Dec. 1850), reptd. in CS, p.11.
The Christmas Stories which appeared in HV and AYR from 1850 until
1867 are generally regressive in tone, and more conventional than
the Christmas Books in their use of religious terminology. Some
of the characters they contained became enormously popular, notably
Mrs. Lirriper and Doctor Marigold.

2. Associated with Christmas in the Christmas Books, for example, in
The Chimes. Fourth Quarter, CB, p.151, or in The Haunted Kan, CB,
ch.iii, p.378, when the Phantom tells Redlaw that from 'every seed
of evil' in the street urchin he has met, 'a field of ruin is grown

that shall be gathered in and garnered up, and sown again in many
places in the world, until regions are overspread with wickedness
enough to raise the waters of another Deluge'. The note returns
in Dombey and Bon.
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Scrooge's conversion begins with the enforced contemplation of

childhood memories, and it is one of Dickens's deeper and more

convincing insights that Scrooge's alienation from humanity is shown

to be rooted in his self-alienation; hence he has to experience pity

for himself, and come to terms with his past, before he can be moved

to pity others in the present. Observing himself as a solitary child

in a schoolroom, he becomes aware of a 'softening influence*, which

gives 'freer passage to his tears', as he cries out 'Poor boyJ' and

almost immediately experiences his first generous, outward-directed

impulse - "There was a boy singing a Christmas Carol at my door last

night. I should like to have given him something: that's all' (ii,

27-8). The Ghost smiles thoughtfully at this, and takes him further

into the past, the complete process defined according.to the timing

and outward appearances of these visitors, concluding with the last,

suggestively cloaked figure of Christmas Yet To Come.

It has been argued, with 3ome contradiction, that this machinery

of conversion is both insufficiently supernatural, and insufficiently

realistic. For Humphry House, it i3 'mere pictorial allegory without

any pretence of belief in supernatural power, Grace, or .anything like

that', although it i3 also a fault that Dickens does not probe 'the

agony' of conversion in psychological detail.'1' Perhaps Dickens should

have heeded Henry Fielding's caution to the Christian writer, who, he

says, 'cannot introduce into his works any of that heavenly host which

make a part of his creed*, and who should avoid dethroned pagan deities;

the only supernatural agents left are ghosts, 'but of these I would

1. The Dickens ..orld. p.55. Oddly, House subsequently remarks that
the 'burden' of The Chimes is 'holy and benign', perhaps because
Dickens's goblin3 emerge from church bells with their message of
faith and hope, which coincides with House's approval of the
novelist's supposed closeness to the Established Church.
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advise an author to be extremely sparing1; while elves and fairies,

•and other such mummery', belong only to 'surprizing imaginations, for

whose vast capacity the limits of human nature are too narrowOf

course, Dickens's imagination is 'surprizing', in that it calls on the

supernatural, in dreams and semi-visionary experiences, to suggest a

reality which transcends the everyday. But this does not mean that

he is ever less than sparing in his use of ghosts, elves or fairies,

which tend to be confined to works outside the main stream of his

fiction, such as the Christmas writings, or the inset tales of Pickwick

Papers or IJicholas Hickleby. with the partial exception of The Old

Curiosity Shop. originally an inset tale itself. To a certain extent

Dickens did not look upon these devices as more than literary conven¬

tions, and to this extent House's stress upon literary rather than

•religious' implications is acceptable: what is 'peculiar' in the

construction of the Christmas Books was 'almost necessitated' by, simply,

the 'narrow space' in which they were originally confined, and which

led to the creation of the 'whimsical kind of masque* which characterises
2

them - a hint of the theatricality of the Christmas Books, all of which

were translated into stage productions, as well as of their possible

source in English drama (the reference to Hamlet and the Ghost on the

first page of A Christmas Carol is surely not accidental).

But contemporary readers recognised another and more significant

source for the fusion of dream-vision, fairy-tale and surface realism

evident in the Christmas fiction: the German Romantic tale, which, as

1. Tom Jones. I, Bk.VIII, ch.i, pp.316-7.

2. Preface to the First Cheap Edition of the Christmas Books, Dept.
1852, reptd. in The Christmas Books, ed. M. Slater, p.xxix.
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we have already seen, Dickens may have drawn on for The Ola Cariosity

Shop. In general, the Christmas Books were felt to have a tc.er, _n

tone'."1 More specifically, R.H, Home observed that the Spirits in

A Christmas Carol were 'high German •, and the Marley-knocker derived
2

from Hoffmann; he might have added that the very title of the story,

along with its division into 'staves1, suggests the typically Romantic

fantasy-song, such as Schiller's 'Bong of the Bell', which in fact was

said by the Christian Remembrancer to have been the source for the

bell-goblins in The Chimes, although it went on to castigate the

novelist for wanting,

because he know3 that the soul want3, unseen influences
and mysterious powers, and he embodies a mixed mockery
of German diablerie, and fairies, and hocinianism,
because, even while he was not called upon to picture it,
he has never realised the Catholic doctrine of the angels;
and it is quite wonderful, though significant, how this
machinery -„to speak according to the card - would have
helped him.

thile recognising the German Romantic source, and even the liberal

religious outlook which permitted the use of such a source (was Dickens'8

Unitarianism coromon knowledge?), this reviewer found the Christmas Book

and, indeed, the 'whole Pickwick school' lacking religion, dealing in

'nothing more than morals'. But, from Dickens's point of view, and,

presumably, that of many readers eager to find 'unseen influences* at

1. 'Boa versus Dickens', Barker's London Magazine I (Feb. 1095), 124.

2. A Dew spirit of the Age. I, 51• Thackeray borrowed this device for
his Christmas Book, The Rose and the Ring (1855), in which a rude
footman is turned into a door-knocker by a fairy.

5. 'The Chimes'. Christian Remembrancer. Ik (Jan. 1045)» 302. Bulwer
Lytton, on the other hand, was 'glad' to see Schiller's influence
in Dickens: 'The Lay of the Bell is the true but perhaps unconscious
original of the Chimes' he wrote in a letter of 25 Dec. 1844, quoted
S.J. Flower, 'Charles Dickens and Bdward Bulwer-Lytton', Dick..
LXIX (May 1973), 84.
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work (Carlyle's success suggests there were many), it was surely quite

legitimate to express a religious sense through popular, 'primitive'

forms such as the traditional Christmas ghost story or fairy-tale?

A Christmas Carol has an affinity with the popular tradition of

Christmas carols, too, which, since medieval times, have happily

mingled pagan and Christian motifs, the sacred and the secular. As

Forster noted, 'No one was more intensely fond than Dickens of old

nursery tales, and he had a secret delight in feeling that he was here

only giving them a higher form'

Cf course, Dickens's attempt to provide a broadly-based and vitally

human meaning for festivals such as Christmas by his use of popular

forms and motifs opens him to the mockery of those such as Mrs. Oliphant,

who remarked that he was evidently 'the first to find out the immense
2

spiritual power of the Christmas turkey'. But in an age of violent

and continued sectarian disagreement, as well as mounting class tensions,

there should be some sympathy for the point of view which, as Leigh Hunt

well expressed it, held that

Kxclusiveness is the bane of humanity at all times,
much more so at times of professed mirth and
benevolence; and holidays that are kept;in the true
spirit, that is to say, with hearty sociality, and
a feeling for whatever can contribute to it in
external nature, will easily accomodate the idea of
their customs all descriptions of faith.
Christmas, or the Saturnalia, - May Day, or the
Floralia, Holidays, Games, Fasts, Belteins, Bairams, -
a great and good Being will have been pleased with
them all under whatever denomination, if there has
been kindness and happiness among his creatures.

1. Forster, Life, p.317.

2. 'Charles Dickens', Blackwood's Magazine. CIX (June 1871), 677.

3. 'Christmas', Leigh Hunt's Lssays. ed. Houtchens, p.177.
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/aid oven the sophisticated Henry James could later attempt (in The Turn

of the licrev) to suggest spiritual realities "by using 'fairy-tale'

elements which, he said, had & *tug' on his sensibility all their

own.^ Like Dickens, Janes wished to express his sense that there was

a reality beyond the immediatd and everyday, but by means implying no

specific, dogmatic commitment. This is important, since certain

critics have tended towards reading a specific, Christian message in

the supernatural machinery of A Christmas Carol: Edgar Johnson, for

example, suggests that Hurley's ghost functions as 'the symbol of divine

grace*, the three Clsristmas spirits 'working' out that grace through
2

memory, example and fear. Certainly the supernatural represents an

external force which may be divine in origin, but Dickens does not 3ay

it is. Hehis more concerned simply to upset the unimaginative,

materialist mind into recognising the existence of powers beyond the

everyday. Before believing the specific revelation of Christianity,

it is necessary to allow for 'fancy', if a baptised fancy.

Again, thi3 may be called an essentially Romantic conception of

religion. For Coleridge, fancy was 'no other than a mode of Memory
3

emancipated from the order of time and space', and for Dickens, who

did not distinguish between fancy and imagination, this is the power

that the Scrooges of the world need to recognise. As Kathleen

1. Preface to The Altar of the Dead and Other Tales. 1922, The Hovels
and Atories of Henry James (1921-3). XX. xix. On James's religion,
see Graham Greene, 'Henry James: The Religious Aspect' (1933) and
'Henry Jaxaes: The Private Universe' (1936), reptd. in Collected
■a:oqys (penguin Book3, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1970), pp.21-44.

2. Dickens. I, 489. Lee also Reid, The Hidden i.orld of 0 : rles Dickens.
p.21; A. Clayborough, The Grotesque in English"Literature (Oxford.
1967), pp.211-6.

3. Dicgraphxa Literaria. 1817, ed. J. Lhawcross (Oxford, 1907), I, 202.
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Tillotson has suggested, it is very much through 'tricks with time*

in A Christmas Carol (as well as The Chimes and The Haunted Man) that

Dickens breaks through the 'barriers' of ordinary experience."*" The

possibility of a Christian response to reality is enhanced by breaking

away from the conventional narrative, relying on a consistent

particularising of time and place. In the later, full-length novels,

Dickens retains this element of Romantic fantasy without allowing it

to destroy the prevailing realistic illusion. Dombey and Son is the

first of his novels to manage this with conviction, indicating the role

of the imagination in the conversion of the Victorian economic man to

a fuller humanity.

As this suggests, Dickens's vision is a social vision: spiritual

soundings must be brought back to earth, to concrete human relation¬

ships. Faith must be expressed in action. Like the early radical,

Major Cartwright, to whom Wilberforce expressed the hope that they

might meet in a better world, Dickens might well have answered, that
2

he hoped 'we should first mend the world we were in'. A few weeks

before he began A Christmas Carol. Dickens first visited a Ragged

School, and it should be no surprise to find, beneath the robes of

the Spirit of Christmas Present, two ragged and wolfish children of the

kind the novelist had become very much aware: 'They are Man's', the

1. * The Middle Years from the Carol to Cogperfield', Dickens Memorial
Lectures (1970), p.14. Mee also Welsh, The City of Dickens.
pp.202-3.

2. Lii'e ana Correspondence of Ma.ior Cartwright. ed. P.D. Cartwright
(1826), I, 300.
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Spirit tells Jcrooge, '-.sad they cling to me, appealing from their

fathers. This boy is Ignorance. This girl is .vant. Beware them

both, and all of their degree, but most of all beware this boy, for

on his brow I see that written which is Boom, unless the writing be

erased' (iii, 57). This message echoes down through Bickens's works,

through to Jo, the crossing-sweeper boy of Bleak Hou- As Louis

Casamian long ago pointed out: 'le3 Contes de Noel rendent

muteriellement perceptible le rapport chez Bickens entre le christian-
2

isme et la doctrine sociale'. The celebration of the birth of Christ

becomes a celebration of the birth of a neve spirit in man.

1. And is repeated in a passage in The Haunted I.an hich was often
reproduced in Ragged chool literature: see Philip Collins, 'Bickens
and the Lagged schools', Bick.. LV (May 1959), 94-109.

2. Le Ito-mp hocifll en Angleterre (^agQ-lS^O) (Paris, 1904), p.245. It
is striking how eager Casanion was to bring out the Christian
orientation of what he called, in familiar phrase, Bickens's
•philosophie de No&l*, a fact obscured by later critics, such as
House, who use the phrase to imply an attitude of mere all-the-year-
round feasting and vague benevolence: see The Bickens orId. p.52.



CHAPTER VI

DICKERS AND THE CHANGE OP HEART: II

*1 know that our Inheritance is held in store for us by Time.
I know there is a Sea of Time to rise one day, before which
all who wrong us or oppress us will be swept away like
leaves. I see it, on the flow! I know that we must trust
and hope, and neither doubt ourselves, nor doubt the Good in
one another. I have learnt it from the creature dearest to

my heart. . .'
(The Chimes. 1845, Fourth Quarter)
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I

Monroe Sngel suggests that 'No writer of great stature has

kept more persistently to his own themes than did Dickens',"1' and
this is certainly true of the theme of the change of heart. The

possibility of individual regeneration appears again and again in

his works - whether in the relatively minor form of Tom Gradgrind's

deathbed conversion to 'penitence and love* on the last page of Hard

Time3. or in the more profound form of the change which overtakes Pip

when he loses his worldly expectations. But it is in Dombey and Son,

the major achievement of the first half of Dickens's career, that the

theme of the change of heart reaches its fullest, clearest and most

convincing expression. All the characters and all the action relate

to Mr. Dombey, 'the origin, centre, and continuum of the novel, as

2
no previous character of Dickens's had been*, and so to one leading

idea. Dickens elaborates the conviction so forcefully expressed in

A Christmas Carol, that the salvation of a grasping, self-centred

and materialistic society depends upon a conversion of the individual

from sterile Mammonism to love, innocence and generous fellow-feeling;

but instead of a Romantic fantasy about the overnight conversion of

a miserly old ogre into a gleeful lover of mankind, Dombey and Son

offers a sober, relatively realistic treatment, in which Dickens

follows through the subtle process whereby a cooly respectable,

prosperous City merchant of the eighteen-forties is brought to a new

and saving vision of life.

1. The Maturity of Dickens (Cambridge, Mass., 1959), p.96.

2. Tillotson, Novels of the Mighteen-Forties. p.163.
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The whole process takes 3one thirteen years to accomplish.

Our first sight, sof Mr. Doabey shows him exulting in the birth of the

son and heir he hopes to mould into a hard-headed businessman after

his own image, and at the same time barely aware of the death of his

wife in child-birth. Then follow the unfortunate education and

death of the boy, the trial and failure of a second marriage, and the

final collapse of all Dombey's worldly ambitions, leading to his

suicidal despair and subsequent regeneration by means of the good

offices of his rejected daughter Florence, 'his unknown Good Genius

always', as Dickens called her.^ A major part of the long, detailed
2

and unprecedently well-planned narrative is devoted to the elucidation

of this process. There i3 a parallel sub-plot change of heart in

Alice Brown or Marwood, which repeats this theme in a lesser key. The

novel as a whole convinces at a level impossible either for the short

fable of A Christmas Carol, or the equally long but less competent

Martin Chuazlewit. where the hero's moral transformation is, as we

have seen, condensed into a brief, semi-allegorical passage. In

short, Dickens may be said to be moving towards satisfying the ideal

of a more credible psychology to back up his belief in the regeneration

of man, although perhaps still not in terms of orthodox Christian

expectations.

But if Mr. Dombey's experience of suffering, despair and ultimate

redemption is no ruore orthodox or specifically Christian than Scrooge's

or Martin's before him, and does not bring him to a saving knowledge

1. In the outline of the novel he sent Forster: Life, p.472.

2. See Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at .»ork. pp.90-115.
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of Christ, it is religious, and is moreover expressed at crucial

moments in familiar Christian terms: 'Oh my God, forgive me, for I

need it very much!' he cries in his extremity (lix, 802),"'' As with

Scrooge, the basic New Testament demand for the rich man to renounce

his worldly goods and follow Christ may lie partly behind this.

Angus Wilson perhaps exaggerates in calling the novel 'this vast New

Testament parable', even taking into account (as he does) the novelist's

familiar tendency to extol the spirit of the New Testament over the

Old, for example, by contrasting Captain Cuttle's regular reading of

the Sermon on the Mount with the/perpetual bruising' of Rob the

Grinder's 'intellectual shins against all the proper names of all the

tribes of Judah' (xxxix, 522). Dickens, like Carlyle, although

without the Chelsea 3age's Judaic sternness, is evolving a personal

religion, drawing on the Christian tradition, but reinterpreting its

familiar doctrines according to new lights, both radical and Romantic.

1. Compare Psalms, 25:11: 'For thy name's sake, 0 Lord, pardon
mine iniquity, for it is great'.

2. The World of Charles Dickens, p.207. Dyson, The Inimitable
Dickens, p.109, finds it Dickens's 'clear intention' that D&3
was 'conceived as a Christian work', although he does not produce
any firm evidence for this, nor does he show what he means by
'Christian' in this context. Samuel J. Pickering, Jr., 'Pombey
and Son and Dickens's Unitarian Period', Georgia Review. XXVI
(Winter 1972), 438-454, on the other hand, asserts that the novel
is 'a Unitarian moral tale or parable', on the basis largely of
a detailed analysis of the frontispiece (thi3 article becomes
Pickering's chapter on the novel in The Moral Tradition in
Upglj.£?Ii Fjctjon. pp. 149-168).
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II

To begin with.Dombey and Son was to have done 'with Pride' what

its predecessor (Martin Chuzzlev/it) had done 'with Selfis/mess'.1
But, as Forster points out, the novel went far beyond these original

intentions. Pride certainly plays a part in Mr. Bombey's character,

as it does in Edith Granger's and, in different way3, in that of

several others, such as the bloated Major Bagstock or the insufferable

Mrs. Chick - ho, like Pecksniff before her, insists on 'forgiving'

those who 'wrong' her (i, 8). There are also times when the

metaphysical overtones traditionally attached to the conception of

•Hans Pirst Disobedience' emerge, when the evil takes on a more than

merely moral tinge: thu3 Mr. Morfin, who is something of a moral

touchstone in the novel, reflects on 'habit', which, he says, 'confirms

some of us, who are capable of better tilings, in Lucifer's own pride*

(clearly Mr. Dombey), others 'in villainy* (Mr. Carker), but 'more of

us in indifference' (himself, earlier on) (iiii, 71l). Mr. Dombey's

pride is 'as hard a master as the Devil in dirk fables' (xl, 538),

and is associated with all the sins that flesh is heir to, representing

as it does the primal perversion of human nature for Dickens, a turning

in upon oneself in arrogant seclusion from the rest of mankind (xlvii,

619-620). We notice tiiat Mr. Domboy would have resorted to murder

in hi3 frenzy against Carker; but Providence wills otherwise, and his

manager, in the pattern of the absolutely evil in Dickens, destroys

himself, although not without the faintest hir.t that redemption night

be possible even for him (lv, 743). Carker•s villainy is deeper,

1. Por3ter, Life, p.471.
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more Satanic than that of anyone else in Dombey and Son, and it is

notable that he is persistently associated with animals (xiii, 172;

xvii, 232; xlii, 574), that he has a Machiavellian control over his

features (xlii, 566-578), that he is said to contain 'meditations'

which keep 'close to their nest upon the earth', and look about

•among the dust and worms', while he glides among trees in a grove,

including one 'monster of the ancient days before the flood' (xxvii,

368-9). No wonder he provokes Florence Dombey (as Fagin provoked

Oliver Twist) to instinctive shivering and recoil (xxiv, 343-4).

But what Mr. Dombey in fact suffers from is not so much pride,

although that obviously is a contributory factor, as a monomania based

on the delusion that material wealth i3 all-powerful. He is a two-

dimensional man whose obsessive preoccupation with the continuation of

the family firm involves a total distortion of his nature, and thus of

his relationships with those around him. Only through the saving

grace (the religious metaphor is insistent) of an infinitely forgiving

love, embodied in his daughter Florence, who comes to him after his

obsession has been broken by moral and financial ruin, can he return

to anything approaching the fully human nature-hue has so long denied.

This return is indicated by the concluding imago of him as 'a white-

haired gentleman, whose face bears heavy larks of care and suffering',

wandering on the sea-shore with his grandchildren, and whose only

pride lies in his daughter and her family (lxii, 829, 833). For

Dickens, as for his contemporaries, family bonds are holy, 'given us',

in Kingsley's words, 'to teach us their divine anti-types'."'" Hence

1. Kingsley Letters and Memories, ed. His Wife, p.101: 5 Feb. 1851.
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the domestic nature of the vision towards which Doiabey and son moves.

In fact, it is a book essentially about domestic relations, rather

than the business setting implied by the subtitle, 'Wholesale,

Retail, and for Exportation'. We see very little of the workings

of the firm of Domboy and Son, we are never told precisely what it

does, nor do we catch more than glimpses of any character actually

engaged in its typical activities. It is more nebulous than the

Anglo-Bengalee Disinterested Loan and Life /insurance Company. Yet

this is not important: Dorabey ana Son is a domestic chronicle in

which the larger dimensions of society and religion are represented

through the life of one man, regarded primarily in relation to his

own rather small family. In the words of the title to chapter iii,

we are to see Mr. Dorabey 'as a Han and a Father... at the Head of the

Home-Department'. It is the effect of business upon the lif 3 and

being of the central character that concern Dickens, not the details

of hi career.

Tie nature of Mr. Dombey's monomania is made quite explicit in

the brilliant opening description of his exultation over the birth of

his son. lis first words, addressed to the ailing wife whose

distress he barely notices, are: 'The house will once again, lira.

Dombey ... be not only in name but in fact Dombey and Son; Don-bey and

Son!' (i, l). The irony in this use of 'house* persists: for Mr.

Dombey, home and firm are identical. His son is not so much a child,

a3 the fitting object of his ambitious desire to extend the system of

hereditary ownership underlying the firm. Mr. Dornbey has himself

risen, 'as his father had before him, in the course of life and death,

from Son to Dombey', and for nearly twenty years has been the 'sole
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representative' of the firm (i, 2). As Harold Perkin lias suggested,

the 'ultimate motivation' for industrialists and merchants 'as for

most rising men before them, was a dynastic one: to found a family,

to endow them splendidly enough to last for ever, and to enjoy a

vicarious eternal life in the seed of one's loins',"'"

It is Mr. Dombey's terrible mistake that in the search for this

spurious immortality, he ignores the ordinary human ties around him

which might provide a real contact with the transcendent. Being

human, these ties are also 'spiritual', because 'man cua man is not

an animal, but a spirit embodied in an animal*; and further, these

relations participate in the immortal, for man is immortal, 'and

therefore all which pertains to his spirit (as these do) is immortal
2

also'. For Dickens, belief can only be felt and accepted in human

terms: you cannot enter the kingdom except through earthly things.

This does not deny a transcendent reality, although it rarely (in

Dickens) goes further than suggesting it is something man should be

and can be brought to recognise. Ilence the manipulation of the sea

motif in Dombe.v and Son, a Romantic element which has led critics to

note the presence of a religious dimension in the novel, without
3

considering how this presence relates to the main theme. The voice

of the sea suggests another level of reality, mysterious, ambiguous,

yet waiting beyond the everyday to receive us, as it receives the

first Mrs. Dombey, who, 'clinging fast to that slight spar within her

1. The Origins of modern Dnglish bociety 1780-1880 (l969)> p.85.

2. Ki gslev Letters, p.101.

5. E.g., Hillis Miller, Charles Dickens, pp.148-9; Cockshut, The
Imagination of Charles Dickens, pp.107-115.
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amis', her daughter, drifts 'out upon the dark and unknown sea that

rolls round all the world' (i, 11).

Mr. Dombey, and those like him, is 'deaf to the waves that are

hoarse with the repetition of their mystery* (xli, 563), deaf to the

sound of this dark and unknown sea. His position as a powerful City

merchant with trading connections across the seas underlines the irony

of his ignorance, a point made almost too explicit with the loss of

his ship, the 'Son and Heir', after his son has died. But the point

may be said to bear emphasis, for it is central to the meaning of the

novel. The attempt to perpetuate the firm of Dombey and Con through

his 3on represents a refusal on Dombey's part to accept the ineluctable

facts of life, a monstrously egoistic attempt to secure the present

forever. His egoism is more than merely personal: it reflects an

attitude coming into being with the new, commercially-oriented society

of the post-Reform era, when the railway boom and the lifting of trade

restrictions led to an unprecedented increase in mercantile investment

and expansion, and the birth of that Imperialist vision in which all

the forces of nature appear to be providentially arranged for the

purpose of trade and exploitation.1 As Dickens shows this, it is the

inevitable implication of Mr. Dombey's obsession: as he tells his

wife, his son 'will he christened Paul, my - Mrs. Dombey - of course*

(hesitating over an endearment slipping out), his father's name and

1. For a powerful contemporary expression of this attitude, see
Goldwin Smith's inaugural lecture as Regius Professor of Modern
History at Oxford, 1859, in his Lectures on Modern History (Oxford
ana London, 1861), pp.32-3: 'The laws of the production and
distribution of wealth... are the most beautiful and wonderful of
the natural laws of God... To buy in the cheapest and sell in the
dearest market, the supposed concentration of economical selfish¬
ness, is simply to fulfil the command of the Creator, who provides
for all the wants of His creatures through each other's help; to
take from those who have abundance, and to carry to those who have
need... trade ... does unv?ittingly serve agencies higher tlian itself'.
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his grandfather's:

And again he said 'Dom-hey and Son,' in ezactly the same tone

as before

Those three words conveyed the one idea of Hr.
Dombey's life. The earth was made for Dombey and
Son to trade in, and the sun and moon were made to
give them light. Rivers and seas were formed to
float their ships; rainbows gave them promise of
fair weather; winds blew for or against their enter¬
prises; stars and planets circled in their orbits,
to preserve inviolate a system of which they were the
centre. Common abbreviations took new meanings in his
eyes, and had sole reference to them. A.D. had no
concern with anno Domini, but stood for anno Dombei -
and Son. (i, 1-2)

The closing joke is more than merely comic exaggeration: it suggests

something idolatrous about the Dombey world view, which reduces even

the common Christian order of time to crassly materialistic terms."*

The irreligious element in Dombey's attitude was made more explicit

in a passage deleted from the corrected proofs of the first number -
\ 2

probably, as Sylvere Honod suggests, by Forster. The humorous

impiety of the passage was perhaps more than Forster could accept, or

more than he thought Dickens's readers could accept. It details Mr*

Dombey's thoughts on the delay of Providence in granting him an heir,

deferring his hope that his wife would give birth to a new 'partner'

for the firm:

1. See Erich Fromm, 'Alienation Under Capitalism', in Han Alone:
Alienation in Modern Society, ed. and intro. E. and M. Josephson
(Laurel Books, New York, 1962), p.57: 'In idolatry man bows down
and submits to the projection of one partial quality in himself.
He does not experience himself as the centre from which living
acts of love and reason radiate. He becomes a thing, his neighbour
becomes a thing, just as his gods are things'.

2. Dickens the Novelist, pp.265-6.
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That hope deferred, which, as the Scripture tells
us (very correctly tells us, Mr. Dombey would have
added in a patronising way; for his highest distinct
idea even of Scripture, if examined, would have been
found to be, that as forming part of a general whole,
of which Dombey and Son formed another part, it was
therefore to be commended and upheld) maketh the heart
sick. 1

The Scriptural allusion, to Proverbs 13:12, 'Hope deferred maketh the

heart sick; but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of life', is made

somewhat clumsily. But it may be that Dickens was drawn to it for

the associative qualities of the 'tree of life' image, which connects

with a pattern of images reinforcing the processes of Mr. Donbey's

inner life at several key points in the narrative, beginning: 'On the

brow of Dombey, Time and his brother Care had set some marks, as on a

tree that was to come down in good time' (i, l). 'What an old, old

simile that is, between man and timber', as Thackeray remarked when he
2

used it himself in Vanity Pair. But it is nevertheless helpful in

conveying hints of impending doom, particularly for a proud, impressive

figure such as Mr. Dombey. Part of his process of breakdown, made

possible by the mixture of strength and vulnerability implicit in this

opening comparison, is to resist the forces which will destroy him.

He does not bend, so he must break. When he finds his second wife's

pride 'rising in his path at every step', and not giving way or

1. Thus in MS: ch.i, p.2, note 2. The editor of the Clarandon
edition, Alan Horsman, does not include this passage among those
he says Porster cancelled: see pp.xvi-xvii. See also /L.C.
Staples/, 'Shavings from Dickens's Workshop II: Dombey and Son',
Dick.. XLIX (Dec. 1952), 37.

2. Vanity Pair (Penguin Jnglish Library, liarmondsworth, Middlesex,
1968), ch.xiii, p.159. This .as another novel reflecting the
looming figure of t ;e Victorian business-man (Mr. Osborne), and
appeared at the same time as DccS. in monthly numbers Jan. 1847 -
July 1848.
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complementing his as he had assumed, his own pride, 'instead of

withering, or hanging down its head beneath the shock, put forth new

shoots', to become more 'unyielding' than ever (xl, 538). After

Edith leaves him, but before he is certain he has lost her, Dombey

is shaken, but 'not yet humbled to the level earth', for the 'root'

is 'broad and deep, and in the course of years its fibres have spread

out and gathered nourishment from everything around it. The tree is

struck, but not down' (li, 682). In his final despair and humiliation,

Mr. Dombey is 'fallen, never to be raised up any more' (lix, 795); the

Kiltonic, Biblical ring however implies hope of redemption.

Such patterns of imagery in Dombey and Son relate to an altogether

new depth of analysis in Dickens, primarily in the delineation of Mr.

Dombey's change of heart, although also at some moments in Edith's

career. Previously, inner development of character was sudden, even

arbitrary, where it was present at all. Complexity was dealt with in

terms of fantasy or dream, rather than realistic presentation, as

here. At times, Dickens continues to express character, even in his

hero's case, by means of satiric overemphasis, although he does so in

order to implicate the whole attitude to life embodied in Dombey: 'he

certainly had a sense within him, that if his wife should sicken and

decay, he would be very sorry, and that he would find a something gone

from among his plate and furniture, and other household possessions,

which was well worth the having, and could not be lost without sincere

regret' (i, 5). It is in the second chapter of the novel that Mr.

Dombey's 'painful and characteristic inner conflict', as it has been
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called,"'' manifests itself, with the problem of keeping the new baby

alive. There is a desperate need for a wet-nurse, who must come from

the lower orders. Mr. Dorabey, absorbed in visions of his son's

future, and sorrowful anger for the boy's lack of a mother, rather than

his own lack of a wife, feels a 'sore humiliation' in this need;

And yet in his pride and jealousy, he viewed with so
much bitterness the thought of being dependent for
the very first step towards the accomplishment of his
soul's desire, on a hired serving-vroman who would be
to the child, for the time, all that even his alliance
could have made his own wife, that in every new
rejection of a candidate he felt a secret pleasure.

(ii, 17)

The key to this ultimately self-contradictory, self-destructive egoism

is clear: when Polly Toodle and her children are displayed to him,

Mr. Dombey can only exclaim, 'But to think of their some day claiming

some sort of relationship to Paul!' The spiritual sterility of a man

who can deny community thus is subtly underlined by Dickens's

description of him 'turning round in his easy chair, as one piece, and
2

not as a man with limbs and joints', when he addresses Polly.

Treating others as mere objects, he becomes an object himself.

Hence Mr. Dombey creates a relationship on his own terms, *a mere

matter of bargain and sale, hiring and letting', even re-naming Polly

to suit (i, 18), The pattern is repeated in his second marriage,

except that the class roles are reversed. In each case, Dombey's

ambition is self-destructive. Polly's attempts to bring life and

1. Leavis, Dickens the novelist, p.5. Leavis's chapter on the novel
provides brilliant and sensitive analysis of the opening chapters,
but is less useful on the rest.

2. The Poodles' apple-cheeked profusion suggests a fitting opposition
to Dombey's sterile tree: see ch.ii, p.15; ch.vi, p.67.
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feeling to the deprived Paul result in her heing sent away, and the

child being further deprived, another step on his path to death;

while Edith, resisting Dombey even as she mirrors his self-defeating

pride, is similarly caught up in a base commercial transaction, defined

by Cousin Feenix at the marriage celebration as 'She is regularly

bought, and you may take your oath he is as regularly soldi' (xxxvi,

493)• Edith destroys Dombey's public image of rectitude by appearing

to elope with his 'confidential agent*, Carker, thus exposing his

domestic relations to every eye, as he had most feared she might:

•Common people to talk of Mr. Dombey and his domestic affairsI' (xlvii,

629).

Dickens evidently intends us to contemplate these distortions of

human relationships in a more than moral light. Mrs. Skewton's

reflections on 'heart', her pseudo-Romantic pose (xxi, 283-5), serve

to remind us that it is precisely feeling from the heart that she needs,

in place of the desire for wealth and power which obsesses her as it

obsesses Mr. Dombey."'' The religious dimension to this emerges clearly

when the Dombey party wander through Warwick Castle, and the very

pictures on the wall make their comment: 'A churchman, with his hand

upraised, denounced the mockery of such a couple coming to God's altar'

(xxvii, 376). The marriage ceremony becomes a parody of what it

should be:

And will they in the sight of Heaven — ?

Aye, that they will: Mr. Donbey says he will. And what says Edith?
She will.

1. Dickens adds to this a suggestion of Puseyism in Mrs. Skewton's pose:
'We have no Faith left, positively... We have no Faith in the dear
old Barons, who were the most delightful creatures - or in the dear
old Priests, who were the most warlike of men' (xxvii, 375).
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So, from that day forward, for better for worse, for richer for
poorer, in sickness and in health, to love and to cherish, till
death do thee part, they plight their troth to one another, and
are married. (xxxi, 427)

Dickens brilliantly manipulates indirect reportage to create a sense of

breathless haste which reinforces the sacrilegious overtones of the

ceremony. Mrs. Skewton squeaks shrilly 'in the sacred edifice',

Carker 'tastes the sweets that linger' on Edith's lips; but Captain

Cuttle, the representative in Donbey and Eon of the alternative society

which lives on the holiness of the heart's affections, joins in 'all

the amens and responses, with a devout growl', and 'feels much improved

by his religious exercises' (xxxi, 431). The choric voice of the

Dombey servants, heard throughout the novel, argues whether such

marriages are made in Ileaven or Hell (xxxi, 434).

Ill

Ilr. Dombey's fatal worship of money, of that 'very potent spirit'

about which he tells his son (viii, 94), is closely associated with his

lack of what Dickens seems to understand by 'true' religion in Dombey

and Eon, a religion rooted in warm human feelings and relationships.

This is nowhere better shown than at his 3on's christening, which takes

place in the same church later used for the marriage between himself

and Edith. Mr. Dombey's feelings are projected entirely in terms of

hardness and chill. lis response to Mrs. Chick's approaches regarding

sponsors is to remark, 'I am enough for him, perhaps, and all in all'

(v, 49), although he relents far enough to accept Miss Tox, Mr. Chick
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'and myself' as the child's sponsors. His inner self is revealed as

a blind mixture of distrust, dread and jealousy at the possibility

of anyone else 'stepping in between himself and his son'. This

constitutes a blasphemy against the Dickens religion of fellow-feeling.

As we have seen, 'whatever realities had gone out of the ceremony of

christening' for him at this stage, 'the meaning still remained in it

of enabling him to form a relationship with friends he most lov 4'.^"
But in all Mr. Dombey's life 'he had never made a friend. Hit cold

and distant nature had neither sought one, nor found one' (v, 49).

The 'iron-grey autumnal day' of the christening (v, 54) reflects the

blight cast upon the proceedings by Iir. Dombey's icy presence, and the

reiterated motif of withered, falling leaves anticipates the boy's

death, which results from his father's withdrawal of normal affection

and warmth.

The christening of Paul Dombey becomes, in effect, his funeral:

the chief difference between the christening party and a mourning coach

party lies in the 'colours of the carriage and the horses' (v, 58); on

arrival, the child might 'have asked with Hamlet "into my grave?" so

chill and earthy was the place' (v, 58); the clerk is also the under-

taker, we are told; and the clergyman, 'an amiable and mild-looking young

curate, but obviously afraid of the baby' appears 'like the principal

character in a ghost-story' (v, 59). The cumulative effect is

impressive. But it is somewhat marred by the insistence with which the

narrative breaks in to make this point:

1. Forster, Life, p.173. Lee above,pp. 258-9.
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It night have been well for Mr. Dombey, if he had
thought of his own dignity a little less; and had
thought of the great origin and purpose of the ceremony
in which he took so formal and so stiff a part, a
little more. His arrogance contrasted strangely with
its history. (v, 60)

Konod suggests that Forster in fact wrote this paragraph, so as 'to

tone down the impression that the ceremony was being sacrilegiously

and irreverently caricatured'The lines are inserted in Forster's

hand in the proofs, although they may have been only a copy of what

Dickens asked his friend to insert, after the latter's admonitions

2
to him to 'put the drag on* as he wrote the scene. Certainly there

is nothing specifically Dickensian about the style of the paragraph.

It is oddly explicit in its context, and it might be pleasant to be

able to blame it on Forster. But Dickens, if he did not actually

compose or dictate it, must have countenanced it, and he did not remove

or alter it in later editions. Further, if it probably exceeds the

extent to which he would have wanted to commit himself to this

particular religious 'form', it is not unapt in relation to the overall

aim of the novel. The 'great origin and purpose' of baptism may be

traced to John}3:5, where Christ announces the necessity of regeneration

'of water and of the Bpirit'; and if Dickens does not ask for regeneration

precisely in these terms, he does express a wish for some kind of

radical change of personality along spiritual lines, a change evidently

resisted by Mr. Dombey as he resists the inner meaning of the christening

ceremony, its Embodiment of the primitive Christian conception of it

as primarily a ceremony admitting a believer into the community of the

1. Dickens the Novelist, p.266.

2. Forster, Life, p.477. 'I am sure you are right about the christening.
It shall be artfully and easily amended... Eh?' Dickens wrote to
Forster.
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faith. For Dickens, it is in such broader, perhaps more humanist,

but not irreligious meanings that the 'forms* of orthodox Christianity

took on reality. What was for him the theological side, the side

liable to become entangled in the kind of controversy that came to a

head with the Gorham case in 1848, was irrelevant, and best left alone.*

In a sense, this attitude aligns Dickens with the evangelicals,

who considered the sacrament of baptism less important in itself than

the idea of regeneration or conversion; and it is probably true to say

that in stressing the need for conversion, Dickens was participating

in the evangelical tradition. Mr. Dombey could quite appropriately

be described as that 'nominal' Christian who earns so much of

Wilberforce's opprobium for his coldly formal piety, indulging in the

'sober avarice' and 'sober ambition' typical of the business world,

congratulating himself on not being 'a spendthrift', when all the while

he lacks 'the true principle of action', allowing 'personal advancement

or the acquisition of wealth' to become the object of his 'supreme

desires'; but here the similarity ends, for Wilberforce insists that

it is God who 'requires to set up his throne in the heart, and to
2

reign in it without rival', while for Dickens some human, non-clerical

1. For a full account of the Gorham controversy, see Chadwick, The
Victorian Church,I. 250-271. The English Review.X(Dec.1848). 267-8,
remarked 'with much pleasure' what it called Dickens's 'reverential
tone as to the holy mystery of Baptism', but went on to assert that
•his instincts are devotional', and even tried to enrol him as an
Anglo-Catholic on the grounds of a rumour that he had become 'a member
of our Church'. Oddly, the lleview found Captain Cuttle's churchgoing
and responsiveness to the Book of Common Prayer an additional support
for this view of Dickens, despite the Captain's tendency to bring
together as if on the same level, the Catechism, navigational books,
popular songs and Dr. vatts: see, for example, ch.iv, p.44, ch.xv,
pp.206,209, ch.xxiii, p.322, ch.xxxii, p.453.

2. A Practical View, pp.107-9. Bee also Houghton, The Victorian Frame
of Hindi,3d.228-250. Lucas, The Melancholy I Ian, up.154-5. suggests, on
the basis of Lr. Dombey's appearance, his involvement with the Charit¬
able Grinders, his distrust of pleasure, his mixture of hard-headed
business sense and cold charity, an association with the Clapham Sect.
This seems just possible, although Dickens would surely have made more
of it if he was really interested in any specific sect or group?
Probably by this time the attitudes associated with Clapham were in any
case fairly widespread.
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mediator seems always to be necessary. In Dombev and oon this role

is played primarily by Florence, although Harriet Carker, too, brings

a healing grace to the world of proud spirits.

dickens draws a distinction between these two female represen¬

tatives of the love and forgiveness lacking in Mr. Dombey's cold,

exclusive business life. Florence, like Nell Trent before her, is

the child with 'no father upon earth' (xlvii, 637) - her father's

cruel rejection amounts to this - but 3he is sustained by her

continuing awareness of 'that higher Father who does not reject his

childrt x's love, or spurn their tried and broken hearts' (xliii, 580);

and 3ht is surrounded by that same seui-nytiieal, fairy-tale aura which

creates in Nell a symbolic contact with the mysterious realm beyond,

ana so enables her to become the ultimate savi of her sinful parent.

Harriet, on the other luind, is a grown woman, anticipating Agnes

. ickfield and ssther Summerson, and so she is capable of an adult

perception of religious realities. This is made clear in the scene

between hex* and Ilorl'in, chief clerk at Dombey and Son, when she explains

her devotion to her guilty brother, John Carker the Junior, in terms

of

'Hie humility of many years, the uncomplaining expiation,
the true repentance, the terrible regret, the pain I
know he lias even in my affection, which he thinks has
coot me dear, though eaven knows I am happy, but for
his sorrow! - oh Sir, after what I have seen, let me

conjure you, if you are in any place of power, and are
ever wronged, never, for any wrong, inflict a punishment
that cannot be recalled; while there i3 a GOD above vis
to work changes in the hearts He made. (xxxiii, 459)
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This is the most explicit statement in the novel of the divine source

of the change of heart." For ordinary mortals, according to liorfin,

it is almost impossible oven to conceive of such things as conversions:

'They - they're a metaphysical sort of thing', he points out in his

hesitant, self-doubting way; 'We - we haven't leisure for it. We -

we haven't courage. They're not taught at schools or colleges, and

we don't know how to set about it. In short, we are so d—d business¬

like' (xxxiii, 459). but the possibility is there, as Dickens goes

on to show in what happens to Mr. Donbey, than whom no one could be

more 'd—d business-like*.

Hoaen and children are, it seems, reserved for a special role in

the novel by the fact of not being subject to the hardening process of

business life; although Edith, enslaved to Mammon by her mother, is

unable to participate in the same v/ay as either Harriet or Florence,

or, for that matter, Alice Marwood, her lower-class 'double'. Yet
A

Edith recognises the power of Florence, her 'better angel', who 'might

have changed me long ago, and did for a time work some change even in

the woman that I u.' (lxi, 824 J. It is a miraculous power, touching

those it can release from their bondage to self-destructive pride'like

the prophet's rod of old, upon the rock' (xxx, 420). Harriet's

power is less emphatically religious, and more orthodox: she has

compassion for the fallen stranger, Alice, eventually managing to bring

1. Note also Harriet's consent upon John Carker's act of restitution
to Mr. Dombey at the end, that it provides 'new reason for thank¬
fulness to Heaven'; and her 'look of exultation' over this 'one
repentant sinner', who 'enters Heaven, among ninety-nine just men*
(lviii, 779), an allusion to Luke, 15:7.

2. Leo Ixouus, 17:6.
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the woman under her beneficent protection in a private equivalent of

Urania Cottage. Alice, who remarks, 'We shall ail change, bother,

in our turn' (lviii, 784),* has been ♦tempted to virtue,!in the

felicitous phrase' Dickens uses in relation to ^iiss Coutts'S Home
2

for fallen ..omen, and her deathbed provides Dickens with the

opportunity for a peroration on the Bible, which Harriet agrees to

read to her,

the eternal book for all the weary, and the heavy-
laden; for all the wretched, fallen, and neglected of
this earth... the blessed history, in which the blind,
lame, palsied beggar, the criminal, the woman stained
with shame, the shunned of all our dainty clay, has
each a portion, that no human pride, indifference, or
sophistry through all the ages that this world 3hall
last, can take away, or by the thousandth atom of a
grain reduce... the ministry of Him, who, through the
round of human life, and all it3 hopes and griefs, from
birth to death, from infancy to age, had sweet
compassion for, and interest in, its every scene and
stage, its every suffering and error, (lviii, 785-6)

Clearly, for Dickens the 'eternal book* is the New Testament, and in

particular, the life and approach of Christ: the whole emphasis is

upon Christ's compassion, his feoling for the lame, the halt, the

blind, the woman taken in adultery. It is the Incarnation that

impresses Dickens here, rather than the Resurrection.

But if Harriet can read the Bible to Alice, no such piety is

permitted to Florence in her role as her father's 'better angel', with

her 'patient unaxacting love, excusing him, and pleading for him'

(xxxv, 482). It would in any case be odd to find e. child in Dickens's

works who does read the Bible: even Nell, who takes the book up in

1. oe I Corint. inns, 15:51.

2. Coutts .betters, p.103: 3 Nov. 1847. -ere Harriet's opinions
perhaps modelled on those of Hiss Coutts?
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her last days in the church, turns away to contemplate the processes

of nature. Children are provided with a natural sense of religious

realities, which is only too easily and too frequently crushed:

hence the scene . here .aster Bitherotone reads aloud to his fellow

inmates at Mrs. Pipchin's (including Paul Dombey), 'a pedigree from

Genesis (judiciously selected by lira. Pipchin), getting over the names

with the ease and clearness of a person tumbling up the treadmill'

(viii, 103); hence Br. Climber's brilliant idea of a punishment for

the boy who dares to cough during one of his absurd 'classical'

discourses, to repeat before breakfast the next day 'without bock, and

from the Greek Testament, the first chapter of the Epistle of Saint

Paul to the Ephesians' (xii, 156); hence, again Rob the Grinder's

unfortunate intellectual bruising against 'the proper names of all the

tribes of Judas' (xxxix, 522). In this sense, her father's indifference

to her upbringing is in itself fortunate for Florence, who can thus

develop her feeling for religious truth in a natural way - as when the

compassionate Polly Toodle explains her mother's death to her in the

simplest, most consoling terms:

'8o, when this lady died, wherever they took her,
or wherever they put her, she went to GOBI and

' s 1

affecting herself beyond measure; being heartily
in earnest, 'to teach her little daughter to be
sure of that in her heart: and to know that she
was happy there and loved her still; and to hope
and try - Oh for all her life - to meet her there
one day, never, never, never to part any more'

(iii, 26)

But it is Florence's brother Paul who most obviously shows signs of

the religious sensibility Dickens vouchsafes young children who have

net been tormented or oppressed into ignorant hatred. Perhaps
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Florence saves him from the Pipchin-Blimber;influence on those

Saturdays which, as Dickens puts it, 'were Sabbaths for at least

two little Christians among all the Jews, and did the holy Sabbath

work of strengthening and knitting up a brother's and a sister's

love' (xii, 162).~ It is, of course, this filial affection which

torments their jealous father, and which leads'to his indifference

towards Florence becoming poisoned into active dislike, even hatred.

IV

In fact, Mr. Dombey's self-exclusion from the fond embraces of

his two children, so feelingly depicted in the early part of the

novel, has its own pathos:

The evenings being longer now, Paul stole up to his
window every evening to look out for Florence. She
always passed and repassed at a certain time, until
she saw him; and their mutual recognition was a
gleam of sunshine in Paul's daily life. Often after
dark, one other figure walked alone before the
Doctor's house. He rarely joined them on the
Saturdays now. he could not bear it. He would
rather come unrecognised, and look up at the windows
where his son was qualifying for a man; and wait,
and watch, and plan, and hope. (xii, 169-170)

Here again, a new depth of perception and psychological realism

invests Dombey's story, a complexity of interest which no previous

single character of the author's has sustained. The sad irony is

that the father's vision, so tenaciously clung to in his enclosed

world, is precisely what destroys his son, the object of that vision.

1. Dickens may be muddled here: it should surely be 'two little
Jews among the Christians', to be accurate; but perhaps he did
not wish to call Florence and Paul Jews, even by implication.
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This destruction is inward and spiritual. As in the case of

Nell, the actual disease is left inexplicit, and figures instead as

an ominous precocity:

He was childish and sportive enough at times, and not
of a sullen disposition; but he had a strange, old-
fashioned, thoughtful way, at other times, of sitting
brooding in his miniature arm-chair, when he looked
(and talked) like one of those terrible little Beings
in the Fairy tales, who, at a hundred and fifty or two
hundred years of age, fantastically represent the
children for whom they have been substituted. He
would frequently be stricken with this precocious mood

But at no time did he fall into it so surely, as
when, his little chair being carried down into his
father's room, he sat there with him after dinner, by
the fire. (viii, 93) 1

It is in this room, and this posture, that he asks his father the well-

known question: 'what's money?' Mr. Dombey's discomfiture is short¬

lived, for he admits that money cannot do everything: 'we must all

die, unfortunately, even in the City, though we were never so rich'

(viii, 94). But the admission is only verbal, since, after all,

money 'caused us to be honoured, feared, respected, courted, and

admired, and made us powerful and glorious in the eyes of all men';

indeed, it could 'very often, even keep off death, for a long time

altogether' (viii, 94-5). Mr. Dombey's son poses the unanswerable

question, however:

'It can't make me strong and quite well, either, Papa;
can it?' asked Paul, after a short silence: rubbing his
tiny hands.

1. Paul's 'strange fairy-tale prescience' here is made part of an
extended account of 'The Novel as Fairy Tale: Dickens' Dombey
and Son', by Harry Stone, in anglish Studies, XLVII (Feb. 1966),
1-27, which, for all its interest in uncovering hints of the
Cinderella story, for instance, lacks focus, obscuring the central
thread relating Mr. Dombey to everything, as well as the new
realism of his presentation.
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'Why, you are strong and quite well, ' returned Mr. Dombey.
'Are you not?'

Ohi the age of the face that was turned up again, with
an expression, half of melancholy, half of slyness, on it!

(viii, 95)

The slyness on the child's face is odd: partly it seems to represent

Dickens's recognition that Paul could become like his father (and we

have seen this process in operation with the Chuzzlewits); partly it

conveys the sense of him being a sardonic visitor to the Dombey world

who knows its illusions from the inside. In any case, the child is

already ailing, although he is sent to Mrs. Pipchin's dark and sterile

'infantine Boarding-House' (viii, 99), followed by Dr. Blimber's,

where 'Mature was of no consequence at all' (xi, 142), and where the

Doctor insists, 'Shall we make a man of him?', to which Paul replies,

'I had rather be a child' (xi, 145).

Mr. Dombey persists in this attempt to see his son made after his

own image, but the unnatural process of Paul's 'education' soon breaks

down. Death has already begun to enter the child's consciousness as

the voice of the sea: often, in the midst of talk between Florence and

himself, 'he would break off, to try to understand what it was that

the waves were always saying; and would rise up in his couch to look

towards that invisible region, far away' (viii, 111). Dickens planned

to end the novel 'with the sea - carrying through, what the waves were

always saying, and the invisible country far away*; but he had to

sacrifice the last two paragraphs in which this echo was to sound, and

conclude with a long shot of Mr. Dombey on the beach with hi3 grand¬

children. L The sea image, with its powerful, if vague, implications

1. See Introduction, D&B, p.xxxvi.
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of eternity, remains. The figure (in association with the river)

is, of course, obsessively present in Dickens, although nowhere else

does he insist upon it as he does in Dombey and Son."*" But Mr. Dombey

is deaf to the voices in the waves, and so is excluded even from his

son's death. The painful irony is that even obscure outsiders such

as Old Glubb can hear these voices, although the latter does not know

why the sea should make Paul 'think of my Mamma that's dead, or what

it is that it is always saying - always sayingl' as the boy tells the

Blimbers (xii, 15l). Florence, as we should expect, can hear the

voices, and she later thinks with 'awful wonder' of the river 'her

brother had so often said was bearing him away' (xxiv, 340), and even

dreams of him telling her it is 'running on*, and that shehis 'moving

with it' (xxxv, 487-8).; Brother and sister are linked by time and

death. V»hen Paul is actually on his deathbed, his experience and

viewpoint are brilliantly evoked in a series of foreshortened,

impressionistic images, the light upon the wall opposite his window,

the dark shadow creeping up to obliterate it, a shadow which is also

the river running to the sea outside: 'Why will it never stop, Floy? ...

1. Usually Dickens links the sea with the river, for instance, in BR.
ch.lxxvi, p.584: 'Time, so soon to lose itself in vast Eternity,
rolled on like a mighty river, swoln and rapid as it nears the sea'.
Compare also GMP, Book IV, ch.xi, p.751 (one of many examples), the
course of the river's turnings having 'one sure termination, though
their sources and devices are many'. Oddly, a few days before
starting D&B in Lausanne, Dickens heard of a girl drowned in the
lake there, a lake which fascinated him, and which he often watched
by moonlight and before storms (Forster, Life, pp.395,402). Perhaps
this had its effect upon his imagination, although it is also true
that the sea has been the time-honoured symbol of theeternal,
especially for the Romantics (see Wordsworth's 'Immortality Ode',
for example, lines 166-171, or 'The Longest Day', lines 39-42) and,
one might add, for Tennyson, whom Dickens was reading in the
eighteen-forties, and whose influence upon the style of D&S is
noticeable: see 'Our Watering Place', KU, III (2 Aug. 185l), reptd.
in RP, p.399, which concludes with the second half of 'Break, Break,
Break'; and compare Florence alone in Mr. Dombey's house with
'Mariana' (ch. xxiii, pp.311-315)«
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It i3 bearing me away, I think!' (xvi, 22.i,; but 'the dark dark river

rolled towards the sea in spite of him' (xvi, 222); 'the river running

very fast' (xvi, 223), until, finally,

•Now lay me down,* he said; 'and Floy, come close to
me, and let me see you!'

Sister and brother wound their arms around each other,
and the golden light came streaming in, and fell upon them,
locked together.

•How fast the river runs, between its green banks and
the rushes, Floy! But it's very near the sea. I hear the
waves! They al-> ays said so!'

Presently he told her that the motion of the boat upon
the 3tream was lulling him to rest. How green the banks were
now, how bright the flowers growing on them, and how tall the
rushes! Now the boat was out at sea, but gliding smoothly on.
And now there was a shore before him. Who stood on the bank! —

He put . is hands together, as he had been used to do, at
his prayers, he did not remove his arms to do it; but they
saw him fold them so, behind her neck.

'Mama is like you, Floy. I know her by the face! But
tell them tliat the print upon the stairs at school, is not a
Divine enough. The light about the head is shining on me as
i: 50!'

The golden ripple on the wall came back again, and
nothing else stirred in the room. The old, old, fashion! The
fashion that came in with our first garments, and will last
unchanged until our race has run its course, and the wide
firmament is rolled up like a scroll. The old, old fashion -
Death!

C: thank GOD, all who see it, for that older fashion yet,
of Immortality! And look upon us, angels of young children,
with regards not quite estranged, when the swift river bears
us to the ocean! (xvi, 224-5)

Not every reader has felt the positive force of that concluding appeal

to share the novelist's belief in immortality. R.H. Button, who

remembered hearing Dickens read this passage, called it 'precisely the

pathos of the Adelphi Theatre', giving 'the most painful impression of

pathos feeding upon itself •.1 A critic in the ..estminoter Review,

1. 'The Genius of Dickens', Jpectator, XLIII (18 June 1870), reptd.
in Brief Literary Criticisms, ed. M..K. Hoscoo (1906), pp.56-7.
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with more diecrimination, found the chapter as a whole a 'simple

but affecting narrative', apart from the last two paragraphs, 'which

are not very intelligible, and should have been omitted... we should

nevei* have guessed at came in with our first garments, without the

author's explanation'."'" But the death of Paul 'threw a whole nation

into mourning'." Jeffrey, perhaps predictably, sobbed his way through

it, concluding that there had been nothing like it since 'that divine

3
Kelly was found dead on her humble couch'.' Thackeray exclaimed:

4
'There's no writing against such power as this - one has no chance!

without reviewing all the arguments of my chapter on the treatment of

death in The Lid Curiosity Chou. it might be useful to enquire briefly

into the beliefs Dickens seems to be supporting in this remarkable, if

not notorious, passage, and how he does so.

To begin with, it is clear that the novelist manipulates primarily

natural imagery here, the imagery of growth and hope: green banks,

bright flowers, the golden light. As with Nell (and Smike), this

carries implications of future life without being specific about the

source or quality of that life. It is a part of Dickens's 'natural

religion', part of his tendency to express his religion in terms of a

beneficent Nature. The sea-river imagery is not as positive or as

1. , 'The irovine.- of Tragedy - Bulwer and Dickens', estninoter
. .evie , XLVII (Anril 1847), 11• Nee also the attack, almost certainly
by James fitsjames Stephen, in an unsigned review of the Library
Ldition of the .orks, in Saturday .Review. V (8 May 1858), 474-5, reptd.
in Dicicens: TV.e critical eritaae. ed. Collins, pp.383-6.

2. forster, Lifc, .477.

3. Luoted in Lord Cockburn, Life of Lord Jeffrey (Edinburgh, 1852), II, 406.

4. Letters and private Papers of ... . Thackeray, ed. Gordon N. Hay
(Cambridge, Lass., 1346), II, 266, note.
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clearly defined in effect: it suggests time running out, dissolution

and loss, merging into some kind of eternity. Later, the waves are

presented as 'love, eternal and illimitable, not bounded by the confines

of this world' (lvii, 77 J, and this certainly connects with the

opening image of the dark and unknown sea into which the first Mrs.

Dombey disappears, to await her children. But here there i3 a lack

of focus: it does seem, as John Lucas puts it, 'merely symbolic';'1'
willed rather than felt.

Again, however, there is a background of popular religious

literature which we should not forget. Dickens probably had in mind -

in order to oppose - texts of the type used in Mrs. Pipchin's 'early

readings', the morals of which were usually 'of a violent and stunning

character: the hero - a naughty boy - seldom, in the mildest

catastrophe, being finished off by anything less than a lion, or a bear'

(viii, 103). At the same time, he would once again be participating

in the tradition of tales which ended more happily, in which the death

of the saintly little being would convert those around him or her, and

in which it was not uncommon for a glimpse of those already dead to be
2

granted the dying as ■ deathbed bonus. But some sense of psychological

realism is maintained, mainly by Uniting the chapter dealing with Paul's

death to the child's point of view. Paul's apparent recognition of

the mother he has never seen may be intended to derive simply from 'her

picture in the drawing-room down-stairs', of which he thinks one night

1. The ■•.elanci'-oly . an (1970), p.162.

2. Lee the discussion of this subject in Chapter III above; and G.
Avery, nineteenth Century Children (1965), pp.93. 212-225. Peter
Coveney, The Innre of Childhood, rev. ed. (1967), pp.183, 186-9,
shows the morbid tail-end of this tradition in the fiction of Mrs.

Henry ood and harie Corelli.
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(xvi, 223), "but it can also be understood as a hallucinatory

projection of the image of Florence, which he confuses with her in

anticipation of his impending death: 'Mama is like you, Floy', as

indeed his sister has become, for the motherless boy. The possibility

of meeting after death is, of course, a belief Dickens held fairly

firmly from at least the time of Mary Hogarth's death, so it.is not

surprising to find it repeated here. As he wrote to the Reverend

James White at this time (on the death of a child):

The traveller who journeyed in fancy from this world to
the next was struck to the heart to find the child he
had lost, many years before, building him a tower in
heaven. Our blessed Christian hopes do not shut out the
belief of love and remembrance still enduring there, but
irradiate it and make it sacred. ^

If Dickens recognised that this was not necessarily a Christian belief,

he was prepared to bring a Christian sense to it. And, as with the

death of Nell, this should remind us that the fictional death-bed had

close ties with reality. For Dickens, as for many of his contemporaries,

the death of a child or young relative was a familiar experience, as

were the religious anxieties and consolations to which it might give

rise. If Nell was at least partly based on Mary Hogarth, Paul's

'original' may well have been Henry, the ailing son of Dickens's sister

Fanny, 'a singular child - meditative and quaint in a remarkable degree' -

nor did the similarities end there:

1. Dexter Letters, II, 86 : 4 May 1848. The 'fancy' is derived from
Henry Fielding, a Journey from this orld to the Next, 1743 (liveryman's
Library, 1973), ch.viii, p.37, with which Dickens was familiar: see
Pilgrim Letters, II, 285: To Basil Hall, 26 May 1841, and note 2.
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harry had been taken to Brighton, as 'little Paul*
is represented to have been, and had there, for
hours lying on the beach with his books, given
utterance to thoughts quite as remarkable for a
child as those which are put into the lips of Paul
Dombey. But little Barry loved his Bible, and
evidently loved Jesus. The child seemed never tired
of reading his Bible and his hymns, and other good
books suited to his age: and the bright little
fellow was always happy.

henry Burnett died some years after Paul's death was written, but the

source of some of Paul Bombey's characteristics seems clear. ilor

was the Dickens family unique in their experience. One has only to

consider the illness and death of Lord Shaftesbury's second son in '.ay

1849, a boy 'old and thoughtful for his years, deeply religious', whose

'voice find manner throughout his whole illness were, so to speak,

sublime; he retained his infantile simplicity, and yet he was above

himself', and whose death exhibited 'a beautiful specimen of early

fitness', which might bring 'renovation' to many, as his father
2

confided to his diary.

Paul carries with him at his death an image of Christ, taken from

a print. As before, Dickens draws on the simplified, visual aspect of

religious imagery for its universality and lack of mystification. Yet

he himself is a little mystifying here: Paul refers to 'the print

upon the stairs at school' being insufficiently divine, from the vantage

point of one who sees the 'light about the head' fining on him as he

leaves this v/orld; but it was much more the print1 that hung up in

1. Griffin, her,cries cf the . . p.209.

2. Edwin Ilodder, The Life mid . ork of the Beventh farl of Chaftesburv.
K.C.(1892). pp.411-414: 21 May - 7 June 1849. Por a general
discussion of changing attitudes to the death of children, see
Philip Collins, 'The Decline of Pathos', Tu.e ids toner. 8 May 1969,
pp.635-7.
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another place', unspecified (his room at home, perhaps?), that was in

the boy's mind when on the stairs at school, for it was in that print

that the relevant image seems to have had its origin, the image of 'a

wondering group', with, in their centre, 'one figure that he knew, a

figure with a light about its head - benignant, mild, and merciful -

/which/ stood pointing upward' (xiv, 193). The print on the school

stair which makes him think of this other print is a 'portrait', which

always looks 'earnestly after him', and which, when he passes it 'in

the company of any one', seems 'to gaze at him, and not his companion'

(xiv, 193). This portrait, which reminds Paul of the other print, is

left inexplicit: is it also of Christ? or a benevolent founder of the

school? Dickens clarified all this in his shortened reading version

of the death by simply giving us Paul growing fond of 'a large engraving

that hung upon the staircase, where, in the centre of a group, one

figure that he knew - a figure with a light about its head - benignant.

mild, and merciful - stood pointing upward', and by altering 'print' in

the boy's last speech to 'picture'."''

The image itselfjis interesting: it is part of the traditional

iconography of Christ, and Dickens may well have had a specific print

in mind, for the image remains a fertile source of religious implication

for him - *0h Agnes, ... so may I ... still find thee near me, pointing
2

upward!' The conventional sense is that the finger points to a power

beyond our vision, usually, although not necessarily, God. It is a

common image in Leonardo da Vinci, for instance; and Dickens may have

1. Charles Dickens: 1'i o Public headings, ed. P. Collins (Oxford, 1975),
pp.142, 152.

2. DC, ch.lxiv, p.877.
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seen da Vinci's 'John the Baptist', a lone, curiously effeminate

figure pointing enimgatically upwards,"'" in the Louvre before or

during the writing of Dombey and Jon, although a more likely source

must be Carlyle's On i eroes and Hero-V.orship (1840), in which John

Knox dies thus: '"Lave you hope?" they asked him in his last moment,

when he could no longer speak. He lifted his finger, pointed upwards
2

\ith his finger, and so died'.

To reinforce the religious impact of Paul's death, Dickens

introduces apocalyptic overtones derived from Isaiah and Revelation:

the whole, vast span of human time is invoked, from the beginning and

the fall, bringing with it mortality, to the last days, when the

3
firmament will be rapped up like a scroll. The term 'old-fashioned'

is, as the , estminster Review suggests, inept, mere verbal trickery,

adding nothing to the sense of the two concluding paragraphs. Yet

in relation to tie overall meaning of the novel, it serves as a reminder

of the eternal truth of death, a truth all must face, no matter how

pot.erful or wealthy. Death is a common bond, acceptance of it implies

an acceptance of humanity, as the responses of the servants of the

Dombey household, and the minions of the City offices, suggests

(xviii, 235-6). But :r. Dombey 'is not "brought down," these observers

think1 (xviii, 236)/' He refuses to acknowledge this tie with

1. Dee Kenneth Clark, :.oonerdo aa Vinci (penguin Books, harmondsvorth,
Middlesex, 1967), plates 34 and 65.

2. Thomas Carlyle, '. n croes and Hero--'orship. 1840 (1872), p.140,

3. Dee Isaiah, 34:4; Revelation, 6:16.

4. Dee also c .ax, p.275, for Mr. Dombey's anger at every one setting
up 'some claim or other to a share in his dead boy'; and compare
Irs. Skewton, ho, 'like any genteel persons who have existed at
various times ... set her face against death altogether, and objected
to the mention of any such low and levelling upstart'.
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ordinary humanity, despite the pain he has evidently experienced

as he has been forced to become aware of his son's final lack of

relation to him:

But this figure with its head upon its hand returned
so often, and remained so long, and sat so still and
solemn, never speaking, never being spoken to, and
rarely lifting up its face, that Paul began to wonder
languidly, if it were real; and in the night-time saw
it sitting there, with fear.

'Ploy!' he said. 'What is that?' . . .

The figure lifted up its head, and rose, and coming
to the bedside, said: 'My own boy! Don't you know me?'

Paul looked it in the face, and thought, was This
his father? But the face, so altered to his thinking,
thrilled while he gazed, as if it were in pain; and
before he could reach out both his hands to take it
between them, and draw it towards him, the figure turned
away quickly from the little bed, and went out at the
door. (xvi, 222)

Mr. Dombey's suffering is all the more sharply felt for the obliqueness

of the point of view, and his reduction to a vague, impersonal object,

a 'figure*, in his son's vision.

V

Prom the scene of Paul's death until very near the end of Dombey

and Son, apart from the great set-piece of Mr. Dombey's train-journey

to Leamington (xx, 275-8), Dickens offers little direct analysis of

Mr. Dombey's inner state. He hides his face at his son's funeral,

and so, too, are his feelings hidden: 'what the heart is, what the

contest or the suffering: no one knows' (xviii, 238). We are meant

to take it that he undergoes continuous inner conflict, as Dickens's
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Preface (added in 1858 to counter criticism of the 'violent change'

in his hero) reveals:

Mr. Dombey undergoes no violent internal change,
either in this book, or in life. A sense of his
injustice is within him all along. The more he
represses it, the more unjust he necessarily is.
Internal shame and external circumstances may bring
the contest to the surface in a week, or a day; but
it has been a contest for years, and is only fought
out then, after a long balance of victory.

This does justice to the relatively realistic conception of Mr. Dombey's

inner life, and confirms, as Kathleen Tillotson has ably demonstrated,

that in his stubborn hero Dickens 'achieves the remarkable feat of

making us aware of the hidden depths of a character, while keeping them
2

largely hidden'; but, strangely, it ignores the one factor presented

to us as most important for his final unbending and change of heart -

his daughter. Of course, Dickens was defending, not explaining;

moreover, at the distance of some twelve years, at a time when realism

of characterisation had become much more important to him, and to

others. So perhaps the lapse is understandable; yet it remains a

little surprising.

The more so, perhaps, when we consider that what seems about to

become the critical 'yielding moment' in his history occurs when he

watches Florence (who believes him asleep), as she sits quietly in

1. D&S, Appendix A, p.834. An example of thejiegative criticism
Dickens faced may be found in /John Eagles/, 'A Few Viords about
Novels - A Dialogue', Blackwood's Magazine. LXIV (Oct. 1848),
468-9: 'The entire change of character in Dombey is out of all
nature ...'

2. Novels of the Ejghteen-Forties. p.167.
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Hid presence after the arrival back in London of her father and new

step-mother, Edith:

There are yielding moments in the lives of the
sternest and harshest men, though such men often keep
their secret well. The sight of her in her beauty,
almost changed into a woman without his knowledge, may
have struck out some such moments even in his life of

pride. Some passing thought that he had had a happy
home within his reach - had had a household spirit
bending at his feet - had overlooked it in his stiff-
necked sullen arrogance, and wandered away and lost
himself, may have engendered them... as he looked, he
softened to her, more and more. As he looked, she
became blended with the child he had loved, and he
could hardly separate the two. As he looked, he saw
her for an instant by a clearer and a brighter light,
not bending over that child's pillow as his rival -
monstrous thought - but as the spirit of his home,
and in the action tending himself no less, as he sat
once more with his bowed-down head upon his hand at
the foot of the little bed. The words 'Florence, come
here!' were rising to his lips - but slowly and with
difficulty, they were so very strange - when they were
checked and stifled by a footstep on the stair.

(xxxv, 483-4)

It is Edith's step, like Destiny, on the stair which carried his son

away, and which will carry his second wife away, too. Her entry

halts his melting conscience, and her affectionate conversation with

his daughter turns him back to thoughts which darken even the shadow

cast upon his face by the growing darkness outside the house. By

an ironic shift of the plot he now begins to experience in his turn

the kind of proud rejection he has inflicted on his daughter, and

even as the possibility of his regeneration seems once again to

disappear, subtle workings which will eventually bring it about are

set in motion.

A further critical factor in Dombey's development is suggested

by the blending :of Florence with his dead child: memory, and the
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associated moral response, guilt. The vital role played by memory

in effecting Fir. Dombey's eventual moral transformation, is suggested

early on, when Florence attempts to embrace her father in his 'utter

loneliness' after Paul's death, only to be met with stern, freezing

rejection: 'Did a mad jealousy and withered pride poison sweet

remembrances that should have endeared and made her precious to him?'

Dickens asks (xviii, 252). Florence utters a low, despairing cry at

her father's response. 'Let him remember it in that room, years to

come' (xviii, 253)s the phrases become a refrain, taken up finally in

the last scene of Mr. Dombey's unrepentant career. Domestic misery

has been followed by commercial ruin, and he 3its alone in the empty

house:

•Let him remember it in that room, years to cornel' He
did remember it. It was heavy on his mind now; heavier
than all the rest.

•Let him remember it in that room, years to come . . .

He did remember it. In the miserable night he thought
of it; in the dreary day, the wretched dawn, the ghostly,
memory-heaunted twilight. He did remember it. In agony, in
sorrow, in remorse, in despair! 'Papa! Papa! Speak to me,
dear Papa!' He heard the words again, and saw the face.
He saw it fall upon the trembling hands, and heard the one
prolonged low cry go upward.

He was fallen, never to be raised up any more. For the
night of his worldly ruin there was no to-morrow's sun; for
the stain of his domestic shame there was no purification;
nothing, than: He von, could bring his dead child back to
life. But that which he might have made so different in
all the Past - which might have made the Past itself so
differont, though this he hardly thought of now - that which
was his own work, that which he could so easily have wrought
into a blessing, and had set himself so steadily for years
to form into a curse: that was the sharp grief of his soul.

Oh! He did remember it! ... He knew, now, what it was
to be rejected and deserted; now, when every loving blossom
he had withered in his innocent daughter's heart was snowing
down, in ashes, on him. (lix, 795-6)
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The process of self-accusation within Mr. Dombey is successfully

dramatised here, and not without hints of religious meaning, disengaged

from conventional, institutional and dogmatic sources: 'He was fallen,

never to be raised up any more'. Mr. Dombey is the Haunted Man whose

memory has returned, to do its holy work, and like the Haunted Man,

his despair leads to a state of self-alienation which brings him to

the brink of suicide (lix, 798-801). But, as with Redlaw, there is

an angel of the hearth ifhose 'teaching of pure love' will 'graciously'

restore him."'" Alone, he cannot save himself, clearly. The earthly

mediatrix of divine love and forgiveness has to come to him, for he

is still himself to the extent that 'if he could have heard her voice

in an adjoining room, he would not have gone to her' (lix, 797).

How is it that Florence is able to redeem her father, and bring

about a change of heart? She has been fiercely attacked, both in
2

Dickens's day and our own, and we have to come to terms with her role

if we are to accept her crucial final impact upon Mr. Dombey. Harriet

Carker brings redemptive hopes to Alice Harwood, and helps sustain

the change of heart which took place in John Carker Junior many years

before; but she is not in herself the embodiment of saving grace, as

Florence apparently is. Florence, like Oliver and Nell, seems the

largely passive child of a divinity which is unable to intercede in

worldly events by any other means. However, to Oliver, all good

tilings come in time; Florence must suffer and endure, pursuing her

1. CB, p.396.
2. See, again,'A Dialogue', Blackwood's Magazine. LXIV, 469: the

'extraordinary affection' evinced by Florence for her father does
not 'spring from any known principle of humanity'; also /.Justin
McCarthy/, 'Modern Novelists: Charles Dickens', Westminster Review,
n.s. XXVI (Oct. 1864), 434-5. A more recent example may be found
in Julian Moynahan, 'Dealings with the Firm of Dombev and Son:
Firmness versus Netness', Dickens and the Twentieth Century, p.130:
'Remove her pall of quasi-religious mystery and Dombey's daughter
is at best a sentimentalist lacking decent self-respect, at worst
a masochist'.
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'sacred purpose' (xxiii, 315) to win her father, and the more she is

rejected, the more she has reason 'for saving him' (xxiv, 338).

Her unspoken call to her father is to 'seek a refuge in my love before

it is too latel' (xxxv, 483). Steven Marcus calls her 'Dickens's

first important representation of female caritas - suffering all and

enduring all - the expression of both a hope and a despair which are

to culminate in Littie Dorrit'."*" In the sense in which charity has

already been discussed, this seems adequate. But it is necessary to

elaborates Florence, unlike Amy Dorrit, must convert her father. It

is not enough that she should (as she does) suffer and endure. As

the chapter heading, 'The Btudy of a Loving Heart' (xxiv, 332) suggests,

she must persist in 'steady resolution' to love her father whatever he

does, hoping that 'patient observation of him and trust in him would

lead her bleeding feet along that stoney road which ended in her

father's heart* (xxviii, 385). The Christ parallel is central.

Like Nell, in fact, she must take on the burden of her erring parent's

sin, and although she-Aloes not have to die in order to save him, she

does have to part from him for a year, while he falls into public and

private ruin, and so is brought into a state in which reconciliation

between them becomes possible.

To begin with, Florence has been totally devalued by her father's

obsessive preoccupation with wealth and the continuation of the family

firm: 'In the capital of the House's name and dignity, such a child

was merely a piece of base coin that couldn't be invested - a bad Boy -

nothing more' (i, 3). Her father's blindness to her value seems

1. Dickens; from Pickwick to Dombev. p.355. Marcus avers that D&S
is'the first of Dickens's novels in which a strong religious impulse
can be felt'. The first?
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absolute. But there is a memory: of Florence and her mother, 'two

figures clasped in each other's arms, while he stood on the bank

above them, looking down a mere spectator - not a sharer vrith them -

quit4 shut out' (iii, 31); and this generates an uneasiness, an inner

tension which will eventually create the potential for salvation,

since he feels that his daughter holds 'the clue to something secret

in his breast, of the nature of which he was hardly informed himself'

(iii, 3l). Florence is the projection of Mr. Dombey's conscience,

and if she is his daughter, she is also a symbolic being, not to be

judged in wholly realistic terms. This becomes clearer at the death

of her brother: she ministers to him, she is locked in the dying

child's arms, he sees her face as his mother's, beckoning to him from

the next world, and her sacred office as a link between this world and

the next is established. But Dickens seems uncertain whether he is

sanctifying Florence or the emotions he gives her. Her desolate,

sorrowful remembrance of Paul, the love she continues to bear for the

dead boy, is not allowed to burn 'so fiercely and unkindly long', for

The flame that in -its grosser composition has the taint
of earth, may prey upon the breast that gives it shelter;
but the sacred fire from Heaven, is as gentle in the
heart, as when it rested on the heads of the assembled
twelve, and showed each man his brother, brightened and
unhurt. The image conjured up, there soon returned the
placid face, and softened voice, the loving looks and
words, the quiet trustfulness and peace; and Florence,
though she wept still, wept more tranquilly, and courted ^
the remembrance. (xviii, 242)

1. See Welsh's discussion of her as the Angel of Death in The City of
Dickens. pp.184-190. And note the 'strange ethereal light that
seemed to rest upon her head ... an expression, such as has been
seen in the dead boy' (xlvii, 624).

2. See Acts, 2:3.
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The 'image* is the product of Florence's imagination, Dickens implies,

not his own. If it seems a little surprising that the Pentecostal

flarae should thus be invoked, it is worth remembering that here again

we have a visual image, which may well have had it3 source in

religious prints likely to be found in children's books, illustrated

Bibles, or upon the walls of their rooms. It i3 the fitting product

of a child's sensibility, if not an adult's.

This is true also of the fairy-tale imagery which hovers about

Florence. It may drift towards whimsy, but it is seriously intended,

drawn from the popular fantasies which sustain belief in areas where

orthodoxy cannot or will not enter. 'Wild, weak, childish', may be

her fancies, her 'enchanted vision' of having a 'kind father' to tell

her of 'their common hope and trust in God'; her 'solemn wonderings

and hopes, arising in the dim world beyond the present life, and

murmuring, like faint music, of recognition in the far-off land between

her brother and her mother', who, she feels, look on her with 'love

and commiseration' as she weeps for her father's 'alienated heart'

(xxiii, 313-4)* But the lonely, 'sacred care* which engenders these

visions in Florence will bring 'a heap of fiery coals' upon her

father's head (xxlv, 338) 8he has 'no Father upon earth ... but

her Father who was in Heaven' (xlix, 650). And so retribution will

come, and not only to Mr. Domboy, but also to the society which has

produced him - that is, unless there is a change of heart, unless we

1. Bee Romans, 12:20. Hot surprisingly, some readers could not
accept the religious overtones with which Dickens invests Florence's
isolation, calling them no more than 'a highly-coloured view of
heathen feeling', and accusing the novelist of writing 'as if the
Gospel had never spoken of llira "who is touched by the feeling of
our infirmities"', and so behaving as 'no neutral, but an enemy
cruising under a neutral flag': £?Coventry Patmore7\ 'Popular
Serial Literature', North British Review. VII (May 1847), 117. On
an evangelical, or, indeed, strictly orthodox, view, this is true
enough.
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all recognise the reality beyond the immediate, the everyday, the

material, in short, the reality represented by Florence. The

mechanical 'habit - the habit of nine-tenths of the world - of

believing that all /IsJ right about /you/' (liii, 712), must be

broken.

The challenging, broader implications of Mr. Dombey's treatment

of his daughter are powerfully present in the narrator's last warning

words to him before domestic and public catastrophe fall on his head:

Awake, unkind father' Awake, now, sullen man! The time
is flitting by; the hour is coming with an angry tread. Awake! ...

Awake, doomed man, while she is near! The time if flitting by;
the hour is coming with an angry tread; its foot is in the house.
Awake! ...

He may sleep on now. He may sleep on while he may. But let
him look for that slight figure when he wakes, and find it near
him when the hour is come! ...

... There was a distant glimmer of something that was not
quite darkness, rather than of light, in the sky; and foreboding
night was shivering and restless, a3 the dying are who make a
troubled end. (xliii, 583-4)

Ruin follows for Mr. Dombey. And yet, there is hope, too, in Florence's

infinite loving forgiveness, movingly expressed on her return to the

lonely, broken figure in his ruined house: 'I have come back to ask

forgiveness on my knees ... Papa, don't cast me off, or I shall die!'

(lix, 801). At last Mr. Bombey feels 'oh, how deeply! - all that he

had done', and begs God for forgiveness (lix, 802). Ho Scrooge to

dance around in childlike glee, exercising a new-found benevolence,

Mr. Bombey is reconciled to his daughter, to the human claims of his

family, but is incapable of more than this. For a time an almost

divine intercessor, Florence takes on the more earthly role of wife

and mother: the imaginative drive towards making her a symbol of
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grace, of absolute values, falters in the end, as perliaps it must

in terns of the deeply Protestant cast of Dickens's vision, hostile

to ritual and oymbololsgy.

VI

The larger, almost cosmic implications of Dickens's warning

message to Mr. Dombey to 'AwakeI' are more than metaphoric. Dickens

is consciously echoing Romans, 13:11: 'now it is high time to awake

out of sleep: for now is our salvation nearer than when we believed'.

He may also be echoing Carlyle's cry to the Captains of Industry in

Past and Present, to search their hearts for the 'spark of the

Godlike' slumbering there: 'Awake, 0 nightmare sleepers; awake, arise,
1

or be forever fallenI' This is, ironically, Oatan's appeal to his

dazed followers in Paradise Lost, itself doubtless derived in part
2

from the Biblical source. 'Our England, our world cannot live as it

is. It will connect itself with a God, or go down with nameless

3
throes and fire-consummation to the Devils'. Apocalypse was in the

air during the eighteen-forties - Dickens satirizes it himself in the

Reverend Kelchisedech Howler's millenarian outbursts (rv, 206: lx,

1. Past and Present. 1843 (1872 p.233*

2. Book 1, line 330. Compare Saint Augustine, Confessions tr ncl.
and ed. R.S. Pine-Coffin (Penguin Books, liarmondsworth, Middlesex,
1964), Book 8, sec.v, p.165, where Augustine quotes Ephesians, 5:14:
'Awake, you who sleep, and arise from the dead, and Christ shall
give you light*. It is a traditional cry.

3* Past and Present, p.233.
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814)^" - and Dombev and Son is also intended to awaken us before it

is too late.

Thus the world of the novel and the reader's world are

explicitly linked in the well-known passage in which we are addressed

directly, and asked to consider the forces which have shaped Mr.

Dombey: 'Was Mr. Dombey's master-vice, that ruled him so inexorably,

an unnatural characteristic?* (xlvii, 619). The novelist's answer,

with intentional paradox, is that pride is unnatural, in that it is

created by man, and not Nature or God, and yet also natural, in that

it is the inevitable consequence of enforced distortions of our society,

our world. Mr. Dombey's perversion represents a perversion in all.

Dickens goes on to attack that 'dainty delicacy' which refuses to

believe the 'world of odious sights' which lies all around us; and he

bids us

Breathe the polluted air, foul with every impurity that
is poisonous to health and life; and have every sense,
conferred upon our race for its delight and happiness,
offended, sickened and disgusted, and made a channel
by which misery and death alone can enter. Vainly attempt
to think of any simple plant, or flower, or wholesome
weed, that, set in this foetid bed, could have its
natural growth, or put its little leaves forth to the
sun a3 GOD designed it. And then, calling up some
ghastly child, with stunted form and wicked face, hold
forth on its unnatural sinfulness, and lament its being,
so early, far away from Heaven - but think a little of
its having been conceived, and born, and bred, in Hell!

(xlvii, 619)

1. See Harrison, The Marly Victorians 1832-51. pp.131-2. As Kathleen
Tillotson points out, Dickens 'restricts his direct reflection of
contemporary religion to minor characters, but these may be as
distinct, and in their way topical, as the ludicrous Mrs. MacStinger
and the Reverend Melchizedeck Howler': Novels of the Uighteon-
Porties. p.126. Mrs. MacStinger and the Reverend Howler, of course,
also represent a brief reuurn to the Mrs. Weller-Stiggins satiric
type, explored at greater length earlier. Captain Cuttle represents
the norm by which we are to judge their 'ranting' excesses.
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On this analysis, Hell is man-made and earthly, while Heaven is that

original goodness and pure innocence from which we have come. There

is a clear continuity here from Dickens's lamentations over the

maltreatment of Oliver, and his consignment of the Devil's manufactory,

as therehis from the figures of Ignorance and Want conjured up in

A Christmas Carol, proceeding to the boy who appears to Redlaw in

The Haunted Man, and, of course, to Jo in Bleak House. It is an

image of dreadful warning to those who carelessly condemn the sinful,

erring outcast, complacent in their own apparently secure knowledge of

Heaven.

But Dickens's vision continues, raising the possibility of a

plague (the fear of cholera was ever-present in the eighteen-forties),

which is also a 'moral pestilence', rising in dark clouds from the

haunts of 'unnatural sinfulness' in the poor quarters of the town, to

corrupt the better, and culminating in a Blakean conception of

•infancy that knows no innocence, youth without modesty or shame,

maturity that is mature in nothing but in suffering and guilt, blasted

old age that is a scandal to the form we bear' (xlvii, 619-620).1
As the emotional weight of the exhortation grows, as the reader is

more implicated in the vision, so Dickens brings out the religious

significance of what he is saying: 'Unnatural humanity!' he cries,

reiterating the key idea,

1. During the outbreaks of cholera 1848-9, Shaftesbury, then Chairman
of the Board of Health, observed that 'wherever neglect, wherever
depression, or vice, or poverty, pressed down the population,
there the pestilence raged with its retributive and warning arm;
the sins of omission and commission were revisited on the lives of
those who perpetrated or permitted them': Hodder, Life of
Shaftesbury, p.417.
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When we shall gather grapes from thorns, and figs
from thistles; when fields of grain shall spring
up from the offal in the by-ways of our wicked
cities, and roses bloom in the fat churchyards
that they cherish; then we nay look for natural
humanity, and find it growing from such seed,

(xlvii, 620)

It is entirely characteristic that the miraculous possibility of a

return to our original nature should be thus expressed in a fusion of

Romantic, nature imagery, and the Scriptural 'Ye shall know them by

their fruits. Do men gather grapes of thorns, or figs of thistles?"

So a change of heart means ultimately a return to one's original,

God-given nature, it seems. But what are the implications for society

as a whole? Dickens expands the vision further, to include a 'good

spirit' with 'a more potent and benignant hand than the lame demon in

the tale', lifting the rooftops of a nominally 'Christian people', to

reveal 'dark shapes' issuing forth 'to swell the retinue of the

Destroying angel' of Revelation, and to rain down 'tremendous social

retributions'(xlvii, 620). After witnessing this, the reader is

brought in to share Dickens's basic conviction of the ultimate one¬

ness of humanity, which can only be rediscovered, as Mr. Dombey

rediscovers it, through gaining an awareness of our ties one to the

other:

1. Matthew, 7:16. This wa3 a favourite allusion of Dickens's: see

Fielding, Speeches. p.107: To the Metropolitan Sanitary Association,
6 Feb. 1850. There is an interesting discussion of this passage,
and the entire chapter, in Janice Carlisle, 'Dombey and Son: The
Reader and the Present Tense', Journal of Narrative Technique, I
(Sept. 1971), 146-158. """"

2. The 'lame demon' is Asmodeus, from Le Sage's The Devil Upon Tv;o
Sticks (1707). Dickens possessed a copy in French, dated 1840, and
he frequently alludes to the work: see Stone, Uncollected .ritings,
II, 488. Le Sage may have derived the image from the Bible, from
Christ being tempted by the devil, showing him the world from a
hill (Matthew,chapter 4). The Destroying Angel of Revelation puts
Dickens in mind of the seven plagues, apparently.
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Bright and blest the morning that should rise on such
a night: for men, delayed no more by stumbling-blocks
of their own making, which are but specks of dust upon
the path between them and eternity, would then apply
themselves, like creatures of one common origin, owning
one duty to the Father of one family, and tending to
one common end, to make the world a better placeI

Not the less bright and blest would that day be for
rousing some who never have looked out upon the world
of human life around them, to a knowledge of their own
relation to it, and for making them acquainted with a
perversion of nature in their own contracted sympathies
and estimates; as great, and yet as natural in its
development when once begun, as the lowest degradation
known. (xlvii, 620)

It is a conviction which rings down the novels of Dickens - and not

only his. Dorothea's dark night of the soul in Kiddlemarch is followed

by an awakening to awareness of her relation to the world of human

life about her in similar terms."1' Yet in Dickens the religious

emphasis is an additional presence. The condition of society is a

direct consequence of the attitudes of individuals; and the

regeneration of those individuals can, Dickens hopes and believes,

bring about changes for the better in society itself. That

regeneration involves a recognition of absolute values, such as love,

present in the individual, who is created by God.

1. Kiddlemarch, 1871-2 (Penguin English Library, 1965). ed. W.J.
Harvey, Bk. 8, ch.lxxx, p.846.



CHAPTER VII

THE SOCIAL GOSPEL: DAVID COPPER-FIELD AND BLEAK ROUSE

'Crouched against the wall of the Workhouse, in the dark
street, on the muddy pavement-stones, with the rain raining
upon them, were five bundles of rags ... I address people
with a respect for the spirit of the New Testament, who do
mind such things, and who think them infamous in our streets'

('A Nightly Scene in London',
Household Words, XIII, 26
January 1856)

•By him that veil was rent asunder which parts the various
classes of society. Through his genius the rich man, faring
sumptuously every day, was made to see and feel the presence
of the Lazarus at his gate ...'

(Dean Stanley, Sermon on the
Funeral of Charles Dickens. 1870)
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I

Most modern criticism of Dickens, while recognising the developing

complexity and seriousness of the social views revealed in his novels

from Dombey and Son onward3, fails to take into account the religious

aspect of those views."'" In fact, Dickens was increasingly concerned

to call upon his audience to respond to the sufferings of the poor

in terms of the gospel demand for forgiveness and charity. As he

reminded readers of the newly-founded household Words in an outburst

prompted, ironically enough, by a plague of begging-letter writers,

they should consider

That the crowning miracle of all the miracles summed up
in the New Testament, after the miracle of the blind
seeing, and the lame walking, and the restoration of
the dead to life, was the miracle that the poor had the
Gospel preached to them. That while the poor were
unnaturally and unnecessarily cut off by the thousand,
in the prematurity of their age, or in the rottenness
of their youth - for of flower or blossom such youth
has none - the Gospel was NOT preached to them, saving
in hollow and unmeaning voices.

One such hollow and unmeaning voice he embodied in the vessel Chadband,

the lay preacher whose confrontation with the starving, destitute boy

Jo lies at the centre of Bleak House (1852-3), the greatest of his

social novels, and also the most powerful expression of this phase of.

hi3 beliefs.

Dickens's religion is always, of course, oriented towards society

and social action. But it was particularly during the early eighteen-

1. Philip lobsbaum's approach in A Reader's Guide to Charles Dickens
(1972) may be taken as typical. Bee, e.g., his account of BH.
pp.149-172.

2. 'The Begging-Letter Writer', HW, I (18 May 1850), reptd. in RP,
p.385. See also Matthew, 11:5.
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fifties that he 3eeos to have desired most strongly the re-enactment

of that 1crowning miracle' of the Hew Testament, the bringing of the

gospel to the poor, despite the 'Gorham controversies, and Pusey

controversies, and Newman controversies, and twenty other edifying

controversies' which were, as he said, driving 'a certain large class

of minds in the community ... out of all religion'."'" If, that is,

that class of minds had any religion to begin with: as the religious

census of 1851 demonstrated, to the horror of church and chapel, the

urban masses which had sprung up in the wake of the industrial

revolution were unprecedently remote from, and ignorant of, organised
2

religion in any form. For Dickens, this could not altogether have

been a surprise, although it must have reinforced his sense of the gap

between the material conditions of the poor and the spiritual message

offered to them. Already in 1843 he remarked the 'monstrous task'

of attempting to impress the children of the poor 'even with the idea
3

of a God, when their own condition is so desolate', and he

subsequently stressed in a public speech his conviction that 'even

Education and Religion can do nothing where they are most needed, until
4

the way is paved for their ministrations by Cleanliness and Decency'.

The continuity of this emphasis on relating the material and

spiritual needs of the poor is clear in Dickens. Hence his incorpor¬

ation, almost word for word, of a key passage from this speech into

1. 'A Sleep to Startle Us', HW, IV (13 March 1852), reptd. in HP.p.541.

2. See Standish Keachara, 'The Church in the Victorian City', VS, XI
(March 1968), 359-378.

3. Pilgrim Letters. Ill, 563: To Miss Burdett Coutts, 16 Sept. 1843.

4. Fielding, Speeches, p.129: Metropolitan Sanitary Association,
10 May 1851.
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a Christmas Story for Household Words two years later. The poor

'nobody* at the centre of •Nobody's Story' responds to the approach

of a 'kind preacher' who 'would have said some prayers to soften his

heart in his gloom' with the same cry Dickens mimicked in the speech:

0 what avails it, missionary, to come to me, a man
condemned to residence in this foetid place, where every
sense bestowed upon me for my delight becomes a torment,
and where every minute of my numbered days is new mire
added to the heap under which I lie oppressed! But,
give me my first glimpse of Heaven, through a little of
its light and air; give me pure water; help me to be
clean; lighten this heavy atmosphere and heavy life,
in which our spitits sink, and we become the indifferent
and callous creatures you too often see us; gently and
kindly take the bodies of those who die among us, out
of the small room where we grow to be so familiar with
the awful change that even ITS sanctity is lost to us;
and, Teacher, then I will hear - none know better than
you, how willingly — of Iiim whose thoughts were so much
with the^poor, and who had compassion for all human
sorrow!

Such eloquence from a dispossessed illiterate would be absurd, were

it not that Dickens is using prose fantasy to appeal to the middle-

class 'missionaries' to recognise the true needs of the poor.

The word 'missionary' conveys more than an ironic allusion to the

gulf any 'kind preacher' or similarly philanthropically-minded being

must cross from his known, civilised world into the dark jungle where

the poor live: it is also a reference to the new interest shown by

the middle-class in the eighteen-fifties in evangelising the benighted

denizens of their slum areas by establishing so-called 'missions'

among them. Such missions had long been a minor feature of religious

activity in the metropolis: the London City Mission, patronised by

1. 'Nobody's Story', Extra Christmas Number, Hff. VIII (Dec. 1853),
reptd. in CS, p.64; and compare Fielding, Speeches, p.129.
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Lord Shaftesbury, was founded in 1835; but it was not until more

recently that middle or upper class urban congregations, Nonconformist

and Anglican, began to support them with enthusiasm.1' Dickens's

interest began early: on 27 April 1844 he wrote to the wife of his

close friend Serjeant Talfourd to say he would not fail to give his

'best attention to the subject of the Home Mission, and its report.

And if its Christian aid be extended to all classes of Believers, and

its Christian instruction be such as all poor creatures may receive,
2

I will drop my mite into its treasury ...' But it was not until

the later eighteen-forties and early eighteen-fifties that the

novelist's interest becomes more passionate and convinced, when he

felt that

Who turns his back upon the fallen and disfigured of
his kind; abandons them as vile; and does not trace
and track with pitying eyes the unfenced precipice
by which they fell from good - grasping in their fall
some tufts and shreds of that lost soil, and clinging
to them still when bruised and dying in the gulf below
does wrong to Heaven and man, to time and to eternity. ^

Not an orthodox version of the Pall, perhaps; but true to Dickens's

understanding of the spirit of the New Testament, a spirit he tried

1. Geoffrey Best, Mid-Victorian Britain 1851-75 (l97l)> pp.190-2.
The 'mission to Britain' movement made revival respectable: under
the Religious Worship Act (l855)» the Bishop of Carlisle conducted
a special evening service for all comers in Exeter Hall on Sunday
24 May 1857; more than three thousand came. See Hodder, Life of
Shaftesbury, p.542.

2. Pilgrim Letters. IV, 114. 'Ismsi Oh Heaven for a world without an
ism. The wickedness of us moles to each other in our ism3 is
enough to have brought a comet on the head of this, a thousand
years ago', Dickens added.

3. The Chimes, Third Quarter, C13, p. 124.
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to further in his relationship with the wealthy heiress, Hiss Burdett

Coutts, whose pious sympathies, 'at first inclined to be restricted

to Church and religious work', he took pains to redirect 'into the

broader channels of philanthropic effort for the masses'.1 By 1847

the Duke of Wellington could exclaim to her: 'You are right and

manifest your good and just sense in your religious notions ...

Christianity wa3 intended to regulate the Social Life of Human
2

Creatures 1'

Yet if this notion of Christianity was beginning to make itself

felt at the Duke's level of society, the fact remained that the poor

were still not being reached by the gospel. If, in 1851, it seemed

easy (as Dickens himself felt) to justify iingland to the Pope, it was

a lot more difficult,in Charles Kingsley's phrase, to justify God to
3

the people'. Kingsley, with the radical lawyer J.M. Ludlow and the

liberal theologian F.D. Maurice, took part in an organised attempt -

the Christian Socialist movement - to popularise a Christian doctrine

of social concern, based partly on the fear of godless continental

socialism entering Britain in the wake of the 1848 revolutions, but

also on the conviction that selfish competition and class division
4

could be replaced by Christian love and charity. Dickens shared this-

conviction, although in other respects he diverged from the Christian

1. Gflara Burdett Patterson, Angela Burdett-Coutts and the Victorians
(1953), pp.151-2. """ ~ ~ "" " " ' " " *

2. Ibid., p.79.

3. Quoted in Asa Briggs, Victorian People (Penguin Books, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, 1965), p.36.

4. See Alec Vidler on 'The Christian Social Movement', The Church in
an Age of Devolution, Pelican History of the Church, vol.5 (Penguin
Books, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1968), pp.90-100.
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Socialists."'" He preferred operating as an individual, rather than

as part of an organised movement, as his involvement with Miss

Coutts's charitable activities suggests: encouraging her in her

'Westminster' project, involving religious, educational and sanitary

facilities for the poor, he observed that there was 'no better way

of doing good, or of preparing the great mass of mankind to think
2

of the great doctrines of our Saviour'.

Dickens's form of 'social' Christianity only really began to

receive full recognition and approval from the Church as it moved

towards the 'Broad' position enunciated by liberals such as Dean

Stanley or Benjamin Jowett. Bishop Fraser of Manchester somewhat

cautiously remarked in Westminster Abbey, three days after the

novelist's death, that 'Possibly we might not have been able to

subscribe to the same creed in relation to God, but I think we should

3
have subscribed to the same creed in relation to man'. The idea

of a 'social gospel', stressing the prime importance of improving

the material conditions of the poor before attempting to bring them

to Christ in any theological sense, only became widely known in the

eighteen-eighties, when a canon of Westminster could claim that what

was preached in the Abbey was essentially the 'Social Gospel of
4

Christ'. Chadwick considers the 'seal of acceptability' to have

finally been set upon this form of Christianity in Britain when

1. See N.C. Peyrouton, 'Charles Dickens and the Christian Socialists:
The Kingsley-Dickens Myth', Dick.. LVIII (Flay 1962), 96-109.

2. Coutts Letters. 206: 14 Sept. 1852.

3. The Times. 14 June 1870, p.12.

4. B.F. Westcott. Social Aspects of Christianity (1888), preface,
p.v.
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Frederick Temple became Archbishop of Canterbury in 1896.For

Dickens, however, the idea of a social gospel expressed as a

continuing deep conviction of our collective responsibility for the

poor and dispossessed was clearly a potent one long before it became

respectable in orthodox religious circles. Touched on inter¬

mittently in Ms works from Oliver Twist onwards, by the eighteen-

fifties it becomes the core belief from which all others radiate.

This is especially true of Bleak House, although the notion may be

seen developing into an essential part of his vision in the Christmas

Books, Dombev and Son and, to some extent, David Copperfield (1849-50).

hard Times (1854) and Little Dorrit (1855-7) reveal, too, the first

fruits of what one might, with Shaw, call Dickens's conversion from

2
a sense of individual to a sense of social sin.

The faith in, or at least hope for, individual regeneration

expressed in the Christmas Books and Dombey and Son was replaced by

a pervasive awareness of social evil, relieved only by the persistence

of semi-divine images of deliverance embodied in the idealised female

characters - Agnes Wickfield, Esther Summerson, Rachael and Amy

Dorrit. These figures resemble icons suggesting a lasting possibility

of personal redemption, although from Bleak House onwards, Dickens's

disillusionment is so strong that it sometimes seems almost to

overwhelm the hopes implicit in them. The tension between the faith

of the first person narrator, Esther Summerson, and the corrosive

despair of the omniscient narrator in Bleak House may well be the

1. The Victorian Church. II, 285.

2. Introduction to Hard Times. 1912, reptd. in The Dickens Critics,
ed. Ford and Lane, pp.125-6. Shaw locates this 'great conversion'
in HT, but the notion seems more widely applicable.
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product of the novelist's ambivalence in this respect.

Hard Times gathers up much said elsewhere, reflecting Dickens's

repugnance towards Benthamism, and his faith in Christian charity

across class divisions, but does not add significantly to the

evolving shape of Dickens's beliefs, so will not be dealt with here.

But David Coooerfield, predecessor to Bleak House, and 'favourite

child'"'" of both author and his public, does require some attention,

since not only does it reveal a necessary taking stock on Dickens's

part, a search for the roots of compassion in personal memory, but it

shows an important aspect of his developing social gospel in the study

of the forgiveness and redemption of 'fallen*women. In a sense, it

reflects the continuing optimism of the novelist's social hopes, since

individual charity is seen to issue in success, whether it is Betsey

Trotwood taking the ragged David Copperfield in, the hero and his

great-aunt helping the Micawbers to migrate to Australia, Mr. Peggotty

taking his redeemed women to the same distant haven, or even the

transformation of the poor usher of Creakle's school into Doctor Mell

of Colonial Salem-House Grammar School. In Bleak Eouse such hopes

are, like Miss Flite's birds, trapped and doomed to die.

1. Preface, DC, p.xii.
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II

In David Copperfield. Dicken3 declares the personal basis of his

struggle against social injustice by contemplating, in fictional

form, the painful rejection and isolation which he experienced as a

child. He thus fulfils the doctrine of The Haunted Man (written

autumn 1848, while he was brooding on David Copperfield). according

to which it is the 'beneficent design of Heaven' that the 'softening

memory of sorrow, wrong or trouble' should lodge in one's mind, there

to exercise a redeeming influence upon the understanding, and one's

actions: to deny the pain of the past is to deny the Heavenly

attribute of forgiveness from oneself, and hence the source of one's

compassion for others."'" This doctrine, intimately related to

Dickens's view of how to cope with death through memory and charity,

is not very effectively realised in The ilaunted Kan, although it is

plain that for some time the novelist's own return to the past had led

to an intensification of his concern for the sufferings of the poor

and outcast, expressed in letters and articles on education, crime,

and other social issues: even as he was engaged on the first monthly

number of David Copperfield in April 1849, he found time for a bitter
2

attack on Drouet, proprietor of the infamous Tooting 'baby-farm',

and further articles followed, until in March, 1850, he founded

Household Words to continue troubling the social conscience of his

readers.

1. CB, pp.378-9.

2. 'The Verdict for Drouet', The Examiner. 21 April 1849, reptd. in
IIP. pp.149-50. Gee also 'Ignorance and Crime', The Examiner. 22
April 1848, reptd. in MP, pp.99-101; 'A December Vision', HW, II
(l4 Dec. 1850), reptd. in MP, pp.279-283.
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But, as several critics have observed., David Coonerfield seems

in the first place intended to offer an account of what one might call,

on the analogy of Wordsworth's great poem (published July 1850), 'The

Growth of a Novelist's Mind'.^ Yet this is to imply pretensions which

are hardly realised, since not only is there little sense of David's

vocation as a writer, but the truncated account of his three-year

sojourn abroad, during which he is consoled by 'great Nature' after

the double loss of his 'bad angel' Steerforth and his 'child-wife'

Dora (lviii, 814-5), can hardly compare with the complex movements of

Wordsworth's moral consciousness. Moreover, in line with his ties to

the liberal, latitudinarian approach of the author most in his mind
2

when he began the novel, Henry Fielding, Dickens is attempting to

pursue a middle path between the demands of feeling and reason, rather

than offer an account of the development of a sensibility in his hero -

hence his emphasis upon David's 'undisciplined heart', for instance at
•z

the death of Dora (liii, 768). David Connerfield is a Romantic

novel insofar as it shows Dickens yearning fruitlessly for individual

self-fulfilment by means of his hero's recurrent sense of an 'old

unhappy loss or want of something', first mentioned when his great-aunt

hints Dora may not offer the consummation he devoutly expects (xxxv,

504), and repeated as a refrain thereafter. As Forster observed, this

yearning took on a new intensity for the grown man who later asked his

1. See, e.g., Ilonod, Dickens the Novelist, p.317; Arnold Kettle,
'Thoughts on "David Copperfield"', RBL, III (July 1961), 65-7;
Lucas, The Melancholy Man, pp.169-170.

2. Forster, Life, p.524.

3. For a full appreciation of this theme, see Gwendolyn B. Needham,
'The Undisciplined Heart of David Copperfield', NCF. IX. (Sept.
1954), 81-107.
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friend, 'Why is it, that as with poor David, a 3ense always comes

crushing on me now, when I fall into low spirits, as of one happiness

I have missed in life, and one friend and companion I have never made?'

It is a kind of Sehnsucht or desire for meaning and security which
2

can never be satisfied, and which has religious overtones. In the

novel, perhaps reflecting Dickens's marital difficulties, perhaps

reflecting his persistent tendency to idealise young, unattainable

women, it is Agnes Wickfield, the love he has blindly ignored since

the days of his youth, who offers David the ultimate happiness:

'Clasped in my embrace, I held the source of every worthy aspiration

I had ever had; the centre of myself, the circle of my life, my own,
"Z

my wife; my love of whom was founded on a rock' (lxii, 864).

Hillis Miller explains this as

a late example of that transposition of religious language
into the realm of romantic love which began with the poets
of courtly love, and which finds its most elaborate
Victorian expression in Wuthering Heights. David has that
relation to Agnes which a devout Christian has to God,
the creator of his selfhood, without whom he would be
nothing.

But this is too modern an interpretation, even if it is generally true

that Dickens's fiction represents a stage on the path of secularisation

in literature begun in the twelfth century. Agnes's exalted self-

1. Forster, Life, pp.557, 639.

2. See J.L. Talmon, Romanticism and Revolt: Europe 1815-1848 (1967),
p. 149.

3. See Matthew, 7:25.

4. Charles Dickens, p.157.
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sacrifice sanctifies her love for David.; but she is not quite the

creator of his 'selfhood', since, as is quite evident to us, if not

to him, he has made himself to a large extent, ploughing through

every 'forest of difficulty' (xxxvi, 520), with the utmost energy and

determination. Dickens has not yet reached the position of a

novelist such a3 D.H. Lawrence, who expresses an entirely secularised

version of the Christian's relation to God, for example in the coming

together of Lydia and Tom Brangwen: '... their flesh was one rock from

which the life gushed, out of her who was smitten and rent, from him

who quivered and yielded'."*" More important in David Cooaerfield is

the role of the woman as semi-divine mediator of 'wisdom or 'truth*

for the chronically insecure young hero, who gropes blindly for the

love and companionship denied him as a child. Agnes points upwards

to Heaven for consolation when David collapses at Dora's death (liii,

768), and it is this image of her which remains with him, a source of

faith and hope: 'Oh Agnes, oh my soul, ... so may I, when realities

are melting from rae like the shadows which I now dismiss, still find

thee near me, pointing upward!' (lxiv, 877)• She has become

assimilated with 'that spirit' which Dickens felt directed his life,

'and through a heavy sorrow has pointed upward with unchanging finger...*,
2

namely, I-iary Hogarth; the words of whose epitaph are echoed in his

description of agnes, 'so true ... so beautiful ... so good' (lx, S39).

As we have seen, this image of a figure pointing upward to Heaven
3

is derived from a familiar Christian ioonographical tradition.

1. The Ra;:»bow. 1915 (Penguin Book3, Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 1971)»
ch.ii, p.75.

2. Forster, Life, p.206.

3. Lee above, Chapter VI, p.328.Carey, The Violent Hffigy, p.171,
pretends to believe that Agnes is pointing to the bedroom!
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Dickens seems to acknovledge this when he shows David consciously

creating the vision of Agnes in terms of his memory of a 'stained glass

■window' in church (presumably Blunders tone church), as vr.H as of a

picture of her dead mother on the stair at her home in Canterbury

(xv, 223). She is thus associated from the first with a static,

timeless, religious aura which, as so often in Dickens, is primarily

pictorial in origin. Interestingly, the young boy David is shown

under the sway of this tendency to recreate the objects of his love

in simplified, visual terms, for instance, when he first meets Emily,

and 'my fancy raised up something round that blue-eyed mite of a

child, which etherealised, and made a very angel of her' (iii, 37);

similarly Dora is more of an 'idea', a bright and distant 'image*, than

a real (and flawed) young woman (xxxiii, 474). David has to learn to

reject these false images, but he goes on to etherealise Agnes, whose

name, suggestive of the iamb of God, indicates that she is, miracul¬

ously, able to fulfil the requirements of his imagination. It is

important to Dickens to show the survival of the childish imaginative

faculty, which persists as an essential part of the adult's ability

to perceive transcendence. 13ven as a child, David, like Oliver or

Nell or Paul Dombey before him, is aware of the,existence of another

world,

the land of dreams and shadows, the tremendous region
whence I had so lately travelled; and the light upon the
window of our room shone out upon the earthly bourne of
all such travellers, and the mound above the ashes and
dust, that once was he, without whom I had never been.

(i, 12)

Dickens characteristically resorts to an evocative blend of Shakespeare,

the Bible and Tennyson, to show how the imagination provides one route
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towards a religious apprehension of reality; a route confirmed by

J.H. Newman, who recalled hi3 own boyish imagination running 'on

unknown influences, on magical powers ... I thought life might be a

2
dream, or I an Angel, and all this world a deception'.

If David Copperfield's early life seems to function at times as a

representative account, this is, as Matthew Arnold observed, much more

the case with Dickens's depiction of the negative, destructive influence
3

upon him of the Hurdstones and their religion. Part of David's fear

of his step-father is based on Oedipal jealousy, as Dickens subtly

indicates, for instance, when the boy is sent from home for his mother

to remarry in his absence, and he wonders if his nurse Peggotty 'were
, , 4

employed to lose me like theboy in the fairy tale* (ii, 27). But

it is also his response to the Murdstones' unrelenting will to dominate

and exploit, a will made worse by being embodied in a religion shown

as blasphemous and extreme. Their creed is revealed as a function

of their personality: 'The gloomy'taint that was in the Murdstone

blood, darkened the Murdstone religion, which was austere and wrathful'

(iv, 52); what they 'miscall their religion, is a vent for their bad

humours and arrogance' (lix, 854). Their rigid, cold insistence upon

1. See Hamlet. Ill, i, 78-80; Genesis, 18:27; Alfred Tennyson, Poems,
1842, 'To J.S.', lines 23-4.

2. Apologia Pro Vita Sua. I864, intro. B. Willey (World's Classics,
1904)7 ch\.i, p.2.

3. 'The Incompatibles', Nineteenth Century. IX (June 1881), 1034-1042.

4. A remarkable anticipation of Freud's use of the myth. The mythic
overtones of the plot in general are discussed in Sherman . Doff,
The liodorn Spanish Hovel (New York, 1961), pp.21-38, and George
Ford, Introduction, David Copperfield. Riverside ed. (Boston, 1968),
p.viii: both critics see a religious significance in David's
search for the Father, as they put it.
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'firmness' towards poor David helps destroy his mother, and, by

implication,helps make him sensitive and vulnerable. Their 'theology'

is based on the assumption Dickens has always opposed, according to

which 'all children' are 'a swarm of little vipers (though there

was a child once : vt in the midst of the Disciples)' (iv, 55), the

parenthetical remafek alluding to Matthew, 18:2, so as to undermine

their position.

The Murdstones bring a rude incursion of Calvinist fervour into

the sleepy Anglicanism of Blunderstone church, picking out the darker

phrases of the traditional prayers (Kiss Murdstone emphasizing

'miserable sinners', from the Litany, with 'cruel relish* (iv, 52};).
It is a long way from Mrs. Weller's 'methodistical' cant, or the

obscure 'ranting' attachments of Mrs. MacStinger: Dickens asks us to

take the Murdstones more seriously, although perhaps realising the

danger of attacking the evangelicals so directly, since he excised an

allusion connecting the bullying headmaster, Creakle, with the same

form of religion."'' Certainly one reviewer, David Masson, had had

enough of the novelist's 'antipathy to Puritanism', the product, he
2

thought, of Dickens's Unitarianism. But to have associated Kurdstonism

with education in this way would have made Dickens's attack upon the

effects of the Puritan ethos more explicit than he desired. What

he does is less direct. Yet what is clear, is the continuity between

the grim religion of the ilurdstones, the form of education they prefer,

and, moreover, the ruthless business attitudes embodied in Murdstone

1. See Collins, Dickens and Education, pp.114-5.

2. 'Pendennis and David Conperfield: Thackeray and Dickens', North
British Aeview. XV (May 1851). 89.
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and Grinby's, where David is sent to be degraded as 'a little

labouring hind' (xi, 154). This experience of the common toil of the

urban working class, feelingly recounted in chapter xi, and evidently

based on Dickens's own sufferings at Warren's Blacking, creates the

man \fho, when he treads this 'old ground* again, seems to 'see and

pity' himself, the 'innocent romantic boy, making his imaginative

world out of such strange experiences and sordid things' (xi, 169).

But to 'see' and thus to 'pity', are the central motives of this

phase of Dickens's art, and the whole movement of David Copperfield

is away from the self-regarding life, towards compassion and service

to others. Agnes provides the selfless exemplar of this ideal in the

domestic world which is the main focus of the narrative; but Mr.

Peggotty shows how it can be expressed in the larger world into which

Emily's 'fall' takes him. Insofar as David Copperfield has attracted

discussion of its specifically religious aspect, this has tended to

concentrate on Mr. Peggotty; his apparent transformation from a

vengeful angry father into some kind of prophet of mercy constituting

'the event with the richest religious significance in the novel'."

In fact, this involves a serious oversimplification of what happens to

Mr. Peggotty: he is by no means a vengeful father-figure to begin

with, even if, as critics who take this line point out, he i3

associated with the Old Testament by name (Daniel) and in the detail

of his surroundings - living with his nephew, Ham, in a kind of 'ark*

1. E. Pearlman, 'Two Motes on Religion in David Cppperfield'.
Victorian Newsletter. XLI (Spring, 1972), 20.Fearlman's tendency
to pick up every possible religious allusion in the novel, from
the trivial to the significant, so as to make it more 'religious'
than it really is, shows a lack of critical and historical perspec¬
tive even more damagingly evident in Vogel, Allegory in Dickens.
passim, which takes DC as the type of all Dickens's 'religious
allegory'.
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with 'common coloured pictures' on the walls, depicting 'Abraham

in red going to sacrifice Isaac in blue, and Daniel in yellow cast

into a den of green lions' (iii, 30, 32). But he has already

fulfilled the requirements of merciful fatherhood, having brought

together into his 'ark* the orphaned and neglected, the outcast and

dispossessed. David asks him: 'Haven't you any children, Mr.

Peggotty?' (iii, 33). And the answer is no, for he has made Emily,

Ham and Mrs. Gummidge his family.

Yet there is a moment when Mr. Peggotty comes temporarily under

the sway of Old Testament wrath, and a desire to punish t e wicked;

and it is at this moment that the underlying theme of th4 development

of forgiveness and charity towards the sinful and outcast makes itself

most strongly felt. Significantly, the moment occurs at the end of

the tenth number, the structural centre of the novel, as Emily's

elopement with Steerforth comes to light. At first Mr. Peggotty tries

to rush out in wild pursuit of his niece, prepared even to drown her

seducer. Ham interposes himself between his adopted father and the

door. Then, in a totally unexpected outburst, the 'lone lorn' Mrs.

Gummidge, up to now always isolated in her self-pity, cries

'Ho, no, Dan'l, not as you are now. Seek her in a
little while, my lone lorn Dan'l, and that'll be
but right! but not as you are now. Sit ye down,
and give me your forgiveness for liaving ever been
a worrit to you, Dan'l - what have my, contrairies
ever been to this! - and let us speak a word about
them times when she was first an orphan, and when
Ham was too, and when I was a poor widder woman,
and you took me in. It'll soften your poor heart,
Dan'l,' laying her head upon his shoulder, 'and
you'll bear your sorrow better; for you know the
promise, Dan'l, "As you have done it unto one of
the least of these, you have done it unto me"; and
that can never fail under this roof, that's been our
shelter for so many, many year!' (xxxi, 454)
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It is left to Providence to drown Steerforth (but, tragically, Ham

as well), in the novel's great set-piece storm. The implication is

clear: 'Vengeance is mine; I will repay, saith the Lord' (Romans,

12:19)."*" And Mrs. Guramidge's appeal is to both memory and the New

Testament, reminding Mr. Peggotty of his past mercies to the outcasts,

and adding Christ's sanction in the words of Matthew, 25:40, where

it is promised that the blessed inheritors of the Kingdom of God shall

be those who took in the stranger, fed and clothed him.

Dickens's concern for 'fallen women' here, as in Oliver Twist and

Dombey and Son before, is derived from a fundamentally Christian

position, reflected equally strongly in his current (and increasing)

involvement with Kiss Burdett Coutts's Urania Cottage. Perhaps, as has
2.

been suggested, the fact that Martha Bndell and Emily do not have to

die, unlike Nancy and Alice Marwood, testifies to Dickens's faith in

the practical possibilitie: of reformation and emigration embodied in
ft

the Home for Fallen V/omen. On the other hand, their fate is also

clearly intended to show the positive strength of Mr. Peggotty's

carrying out of the Christian 'social gospel', made quite explicit by

the hero himself after he and Mr. Peggotty have followed Martha down

to the river where she contemplates suicide: 'In the name of the great

Judge', David says to the. prostitute, 'before whom you and all of us

1. Significantly, Uriah Ileep's most blasphemous act is to seem to turn
the other cheek to David, the 'impious and awful' parallel being
drawn by Keep himself later, when pretending to a penitent Christian
exterior in the 'Model Prison'. Dickens sets up to attack (lxi,854).
David's blow to Heep's cheek has the author's approval.

2. By George E. Kennedy II, 'I omen Redeemed: Dickens's Fallen Women',
Dick.. LXXIV (Jan. 1978), 45.

3. He was also aware of Mrs. Chisholm's 'Family Colonization Loan
Society', many of whose female emigrants were redeemed prostitutes,
and in support of whom he wrote 'A Bundle of Emigrants Letters', HW.
I (30 Mar. 1850), reptd. in Stone, Uncollected Writings. I, 85-96.
See also Coutts Letters, p.165: 4 Feb. 1850.
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must stand at His dread time, dismiss that terrible idea! We can

all do some good, if we will' (xlvii, 686). Martha, in fact, carries

out this hopeful exhortation by saving iiaily from despair and suicide

in her turn, after the girl has been helped by an anonymous Italian

family (whose actions are, says Mr. Peggotty, 'laid up wheer neither

moth nor rust doth corrupt ...', in conscious echo of Matthew, 6:20);

and she helps unite the fallen woman with her foster father once

again (li, 728-9). Mr. feggotty, on accepting back his 'dear child'

in compassionate forgiveness, is reminded of the dust in which 'our

Saviour' wrote 'with his blessed hand' (li, 725), as he carries out

precisely the Christian demand implicit in John, 8:3-11.

Bvil in David Connerfield is essentially found in that turning

'inward', to 'feed' on one's own heart, diagnosed in the Iuurdstones

(lix, 834); while goodness may be found by admitting, as David comes

to admit, the 'human interest' (lviii, 816) which reflects our God-

given, natural tendency to help others. In David Copperfield,

forgiveness and charity issue in hopeful results. But, as the fate

of the fallen Lady Dedlock suggests, in the world of Bleak jxouse there

is little to hope for.

Ill

In Bleak House Dickens pursues his basic belief in a form of

Christianity primarily concerned with relieving the condition of the

poor and outcast by attacking every kind of contemporary religious

activity not immediately helpful to them. With an indignant satiric
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emphasis which has often led him to be criticised for exaggeration

and unfairness, he suggests in this novel that whether 'by high

church, or by low church, or by no church' (xlvi, 627), the urban

poor fail to be reclaimed; and that the Jellybys, Pardiggles and

Chadbands of the world only make things worse by confounding charity

with their own need to dominate and exploit. As we shall see,

despite the claims of offended special-interest bodies, and of the

scholars who unearth their remarks, to the effect that these attacks

concern identifiable groups or individuals such a3 the Puseyites (Mrs.

Pardiggle) or Mrs. Chisholm (Mrs. Jellyby), Dickens largely resists

the temptation to lay the blame on any specific party, sect or church,

preferring the implication that nobody can escape responsibility.

His pessimistic analysis of the social effects of contemporary

religion in Bleak House is, of course, part of a more general indictment

of institutions and their failure to minister to the real needs of

individuals, as many critics have pointed out."^" This indictment is

embodied in the corrupting influences of the Court of Chancery, which

spread like a blight upon the lives of those, from the aristocratic

Dedlocks to the miserable inhabitants of Tom-all-Alone'3, who are

brought into contact with it. It is also an index of some larger,

indefinite but all-pervasive spiritual malaise at the heart of

Victorian civilization, a malaise expressed not only in the overall

futility of the lives of Dickens's characters (with the possible

exception of Asther Suminerson and Allan Woodcourt), but in the

1. , Johnson, Dickens. II, 762-732; Morton Dauwen Babel, 'Bleak
house: The Undivided Imagination', Craft and Character in i odern
Piction, 1957» reptd. in The Dickens Critics, ed. Ford and Lane,
pp. 325-348; R.A. Donovan, 'Structure and Idea in Bleak house
ALII. XXIX (June 1962), 186-201; and heavis, Dickens the Novelist,
pp.123-136.
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persistent imagery of darkness, disease and death which grips the

narrative from the famous fog-bound introductory chapter onwards.

At times, the Chancery case of Jarndyce and Jarndyce takes on the

overtones of some primal curse upon mankind, as it stretches forth

•its unwholesome hand to spoil and corrupt' (i, 5). Sin is not

confined to any single individual.

In fact, Dickens was daring to suggest - at a time when the Great

Exhibition had just made the gospel of material progress most

triumphantly visible - that the whole social organism was in a

precarious state, liable to slide back into a prehistoric chaos in which

it 'would not be wonderful to meet a Kegalosaurus, forty feet long or

so, waddling like an elephantine lizard up Holborn Hill' (i, l)"1" This

grotesque vision sets a tone which, it is not surprising to learn,

induced widespread disappointment among reviewers, accustomed as they

were to the more cheerful views apparent in the earlier Dickens.

Porster himself thought one of the 'many indications of the inferiority

of Bleak House to its predecessors' was its lack of David Copperfield's
2

•generally healthful and manly tone'. The novel came to be seen as

the nadir of Dickens's reputation, with Great Expectations later
3

greeted as a happy exception to the darkening perspective of his vision.

1. Compare 'On an Amateur Beat', AYR, n.s. I (27 Feb. 1869), reptd. in
UT, p.347: 'I looked at him, and I looked about at the disorderly
traces in the mud, and I thought of the drops of rain and the foot¬
prints of an extinct creature, hoary ages upon ages old, that
geologists have identified on the face of a cliff...' J. Politi has
suggested in The Hovel and its Presuppositions. Amsterdam 1976, quoted
in David Lodge. The nodes of Modern Vriting (1977). p.99» that the
opening of BH creates a double perspective by yoking together Biblical
and scientific versions of prehistory, relating the novels pessimism
to the troubling impact of geology upon orthodox belief.

2. Life, p.552.

3. See Ford, Dickens and his Readers, pp.75-109, for the full story.
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Modern criticism has, however, reversed this assessment, hailing

Bleak House, in the language of Shakespeare criticism, as the first

of Dickens's 'Dark Novels'.1 But this is equally misleading.

Although it is generally true that in the eighteen-fifties and

subsequently Dickens's novels reflect a gloomier view of human

possibilities, partly because of the personal strains underlying his

huge popular success, partly because of the unprecedented depth of his

analysis of society, it is equally true to say that as early as Oliver

Twist he expresses a profound despair with the affairs of this world,

coupled with a deep yearning for some other, Platonic realm of ideality

where things may be set right. Richard Carstone's desire to begin

the world anew (lxv, 870-1) may be parallelled by Oliver's dreams of

the heaven in which pauper orphans finally regain the happiness and

security they have lost.

Nevertheless, in Bleak 'louse Dickens does pose a state of

isolation and alienation among his characters that is unique, from the
2

legally non-existent Gridley, to the suppressed and frigid Lady Dedlock.

One of the most important characters in the plot exists only in memory

and in his hand;;ri ting, which he has failed to disguise; appropriately,

he is called Nemo, 'Latin for no one', as Mr. Tulkinghoia explains (x,

133); and, apart from having fathered the illegitimate Esther (who is

thus legally non-existent, the daughter of nobody, filia nullius )5

1. See Lionel Stevenson, 'Dickens's Dark Hovels: 1851-57', Ecv.anee
Review. LI (Summer 1943), 398—409.

2. A full discussion of the theme of identity and alienation in 1311
may be found in Ilillis Miller, Cliarles Dickens, pp.160-224.

5. As Blackstone put it in 1758, a bastard, 'being nullius fxliius.
lie is therefore kin to nobody, and has no ancestor from whom any
inheritable blood can be derived', quoted in Pinchbeck and Hewitt,
Ghjlgrep in Lfiglish oociqty, II, 5&3.
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his main contribution to the story is his death. In a world of such

insubstantialities, it is perhaps to be expected that a solidly

delineated character such as Krook (a parody of the Lord Chancellor)

can mysteriously transform himself into a heavy fall of soot. If,

as some critics suspect,"'' Dickens here reaches for some metaphysical

meaning, some point about the atomisation of the self in urban society,

then it is also and perhaps more significantly true that he has in

mind the destruction of all things evil on the Day of Judgement, the

•appointed time1, when 'all authorities in all places under all names

soever, where false pretences are made, and where injustice is dcyie',

shall come to an end (xxxii, 455-6). This is one of many apocalyptic
2

references, from the opening of the novel onwards.

The apocalyptic overtones of Krook'3 death (placed at the end of

the tenth'number, structurally central) are a warning to all those who

participate in the reduction of human beings to nothing in this world.

Religion is critically involved in this process, although Dickens

continues to draw on his Christian inheritance to give a positive

meaning to his vision. The 'authorities* under 'all names soever',

who create injustice under their pretences, manifestly include the

church and the sects. The 'crowning confusion of the great, confused

city' is the summit of St. Paul's cathedral, so far out of reach of

the degraded crossing-sweeper, Jo (xix, 27l). The Court of Chancery,

1. See Killer, pp.199-200; Goldberg, Carlyle and Dickens, pp.72-7.
The origins and development of Dickens's underlying conception are
most fully discussed in Trevor Blount, 'Dickens and Mr. Krook's
Spontaneous Combustion', Dickens Studies Annual, ed. Partlow, I,
185-211.

2. See, e.g. ch.lv, p.759, alluding to Revelations, 6:15: Lady
Dedlock's strength will be 'overturned and whirled away, like a
le before a mighty wind'.
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located in a converted church building, and supposedly dedicated to

the ideals of equity and justice, represents a false religion which

distorts and confuses human interconnections (as Mark Spilka lias

pointed out"^), with the result that the innocent cannot be recognised,

or even seen, in their suffering - the visual metaphor is central,

whether in the form of 'telescopic philanthropy' (iv, 36), Esther's

temporary blindness (xxxi, 442, xxxv, 488-9), or even her aunt's 'Watch

ye thereforeI' (iii, 19)> as the woman collapses. we need to see,

to pity.

For Dickens, religion becomes meaningless unless it produces a

direct, practical effort to help the victims of society, a point made

most forcefully in the history of Jo, the most outcast and dispossessed
3

of all his characters. Based on an actual boy, but also the embodiment

of that ghastly, stunted being which haunts his imagination as the

visible retribution for society's failure to aid and succour the poor,

Jo is a triumph of pathos and plausibility. He first appears at the

'Inkwich' for Nemo, where his evidence is rejected because he 'Can't

exactly say what'11 be done to him arter he's dead if he tells a lie',

although he can say most exactly what Nemo did for him while alive,

giving him, a fellow-outcast, the price of a supper and a night's

lodging (xi, 148-9). With obvious scorn for the prevailing evangelical

1. Dickens and Kafka (l963)> pp.230-1.

2. See Mark, 13:35-6.

3. George Ruby, whose evidence given in the Guildhall on 8 Jan. 1850
was printed in the Household Narrative for the same month: see
House, 'in. j nickers or Id, pp.32-3; K.J. Fielding and A.N. Brice,
'Charles Dickens on "The Exclusion of Evidence"', Dick.. LX.IV (Sept.
1968), 131-140, and LXV (Jan. 1969), 35-41.
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cant, Dickens sets the 'terrible depravity' of this 'graceless' boy's

inadequacy on a point of doctrine which, as was well known, not even

the most eminent theologians could settle,x against the simple human

compassion of Nemo, the 'nobody'. The point is clinched by the

narrator's concluding apostrophe to Jo, as he sweeps the step to Nemo's

burial-ground:

Jo, is it thou? Veil, well! Though a rejected
; itness, who 'can't exactly say' what will be done to
him in greater hands than men's, thou art not quite
in outer darkness. There is something like a distant
ray of light in thy muttered reason for this:

2
'he wos very good to me, he wosl* (xi, 152)

Robbed of his identity ('Name, Jo. Nothing else that he knows on'),

brutalised to the level of the lower aninal3 (he is compared to a

drover's dog), Jo nevertheless exhibits some faint reflection of the

divine in his response to a single remembered kindness. The Rambler

considered Dickens 'at once the creation and the prophet of an age

3
which loves benevolence without religion'. There is some truth in

this, but one can see how benevolence may be a religion.

1. In Nov. 1055, F.D. Maurice was dismissed from King's College for
the dangerously uncertain state of his views on future punishment
of the wicked; in Dean Stanley's opinion, it was an open question,
since the Articles were silent upon the point. Dickens and many
others would have agreed, dee Rowland E. Rrothero, Life and Letters
of Dean. Jtanley .1895. (1909), p.255.

2. Compare Matthew, 8:12: 'But the children of the kingdom shall be
cast out into outer darkness'. Dickens ironically alludes to Jesus'
warning that those who believe themselves to be the son3 of the
kingdom may find themselves thrust out after all for lack of faith.

5. /James Augustine BtotKert/, 'Living Novelists', The Rambler, n.s. I
(Jan. 1854), 41.
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Jo is rejected a3 a .itness by the lav. and respectable religion.

Yet there is a sense in which he is always a witness, hishpresence

testifying to the hollow sham of a professedly Christian society. In

their reactions to him, both institution and individual reveal the

extent to which they fellow the gospel demand, powerfully expressed

else".:here by Ir. Jarndyco, when he finds the orphan Charley Neckett,

whose landlady has 'forgiven' the rent: 'the time will come' when we

will find that forasmuch as it is done 'unto the least of these '

(xv, 21l)."L Ironically, Jo alone brings meaning to Nemo'3 funeral

in that he recognises the humanity of 'our dear brother here departed',

thus investing the words of the Burial Service with at least a shade of

their original significance. Otherwise the ceremony is empty, worse

than pagan. Dickens plainly feels he is working in terms of a society

not only unchristian, but irreligious. 'Our dear brother' - the

repeated phrase underlines the notion of death as a sacrament to the

brotherhood of all men - is placed in 'a beastly scrap of ground which

a Turk would reject as a savage abomination, and a Caffre would shudder

at', there to receive 'Cliristian burial' (xi, 151,. The blasphemy is

a compound of practical incompetence and unconcern in a society which

permits interment in an over-stocked and disease-ridden graveyard, as

well as outrage against the last and most important ceremony of a

2
man's life. The material and the spiritual cannot be separated, we

'sow him in corruption, to be raised in corruption' (xi, 151) > a

3
further allusion to the Burial Service, suggesting the horror of an

1. Matthew, 25:40.

2. For a full discussion, see K.J. Fielding and A.V. Brice, 'Bleak
house and the Graveyard', Picken3 the Craftsman, ed. Partlow, pp.115-139.

3. As Stephen Gill lias pointed out, 'Allusion in Bleak House: A
Narrative Device', NCF. XXII (Sept. 1967), 148-9. See I Corinthians,
15:42; and the Book of Common Prayer.
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attitude replacing the hope of life after death with a resurrection

of pestilence and disease, 'an avenging ghost at many a sick-bedside:

a shameful testimony to future ages, how civilisation and barbarism

walked this boastful island together* (xi, 151). The avenging ghost

is embodied in Jo, who carries the deadly retributory contagion

(familiar from Oliver Twist and Donbev and Don) to all levels of

society, finally to those who deny or are unaware of their connection

with the dead man - Lady edlock and Esther Summerson, Heme's mistress

and illegitimate daughter.

In this ay Dickens enforces his belief in a social gospel, which

involves recognising the essential ties binding mankind together, even

if only in a community of suffering and death, which may be all that

is possible in this corrupt society. Jo's death-scene, in which a

doctor (not a clergyman), takes him stumbling through the opening of

the Lord's Prayer, and Dickens refuses to allow for mere pathos, stands

as a further indictment:

Dead, your Dajesty. Dead, my lords and gentlemen.
Dead, Right Reverends and V.'rong Reverends of every
order. Dead, men and women, born with Heavenly
compassion in your hearts. And dying thus around us
every day. (xlvii, 649

If there is sentimentality in Jo's death, it is not of Dickens's

making: turning to his audience, turning upon his audience, he

deflates any false consolatory hopes the preceding lines may have

engendered.1 It is in any case an appalling comment on the clergy

1. Critics continue to accept House's rash condemnation of t is scene
in Ti.e oickena '.."orld. p. 132, without being aware of Dickens's irony:
e.g., Gomne, sickens. p.105; Cunningham, /very..here ■-o&hor. ,-ainot.
p.11. Dickens's readers may have been all the more prepared for the
scene by Elizabeth.Barrett Browning's widely familiar 'The Cry of
the Children• (1st publ. Biackvood's ;iaaazine. Aug. 1043), which
includes t/ e lines, 'Two words, indeed, of praying we remo. ber,/And
at midnight's hour of harm,/"Cur father," looking upward in the
chamber,/We say softly for c charm...', reptd. in Vicuri-.u Poetry:
1830 to 1070. ed. ?. Ocott (l97l)» p.30, lines 114-6; as Ocott points

out, this, in its turn, was derived from contemporary reports.
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'of every order' that Jo can only be taken struggling through the

word3 of the basic Christian prayer on his death-bed, and then as a

meaningless incantation, rather than a supplication to God. The only

glimmer of hope is suggested by the fact that people could help Jo,

there is an innate spark of divine compassion in their hearts. If

Dickens did not believe this, it is difficult to understand how he

could have proceeded at all.

Perhaps the most powerful emblem of the final recognition of the

brotherhood of mankind in suffering and death is offered by Lady

Dedlock'3 death on the very step Jo has swept, her head in her

illegitimate daughter'3 arms. By a brilliant stroke of structural

irony, the dual narrative is manipulated so that Lsther arrives at her

father's burial-ground knowing only that a mother is there, a 'distressed,

unsheltered creature' whom she believes to be Jenny, the brickmaker's

•ife (lix, 811-2). .or pity for this woman sanctions her pity for her

own mother. 'Locial' compassion includes, and is even identified

with, 'individual' compassion: they are the same in the end, and any

separation of them means the destruction of both. HenCe, the overall

emphasis on doing what you can for those immediately about you, and

trying 'to let that circle of duty gradually and naturally expand

itself', as Lsther tells Mrs. Pardiggle (viii, 104)• Like her dead

futher, Lsther s! ows true Christian compassion towards Jo: when the

fever-ridden bey is delivered onto her doorstep at Bleak House, she

insists on takii him in, while her foster-parent Jarndyce contemplates

sending him to the workhouse, albeit with the best intentions (xxxi,

432-5). The feckless Skimpole is simply callous: 'You had better
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turn him out', he says."'' Esther provides the ideal, by which we are

to judge the behaviour of others. When her orphan maid, Charley

Neckett, falls ill of Jo's disease, and is nursed by her, the girl

speaks 'of what she had read to her fattier, a3 well as she could, to

comfort him; of that young man carried out to be buried, who was the

only son of his mother and she was a widow; of the ruler's daughter
2

raised up by the gracious hand upon the bed of death' (xxxi, 439).

This simple piety is endorsed, in effect, by her mistress's action;

and Esther, ironically but appropriately, has then to be nursed in her

turn. The Christian spirit of compassion which links these two

orphans is in sharp contrast with the activities of those irreligious

philanthropists whom Dickens satirises with an indignant scorn

explicable only in terms of the seriousness with which he views their

behaviour.

IV

At first, as a result of her severely puritanical upbringing,

Esther is too morally timid to do more than reflect the contradictions

of those who pretend to help others while neglecting the needy. In

the very first number of the novel, she is confronted with the 'telescopic

philanthropy* of Mrs. Jellyby, who seems always to 'look a long way off',

1. There is not the space here to deal with Skimpole, who embodies all
that Dickens despises in the way of impracticality and irrespons¬
ibility, and yet who exerts an odd attraction in his subversive
freedom from the novelist's purposes.

2. See Luke, 7:12; Matthew, 9:18.
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as if there were nothing closer than Africa, where the cultivation

of 'coffee, and natives', is her consuming passion (iv, 36—7)•

Mrs. Jellyby neglects her daughter Caddy and her mournful husband, who

once utters the memorable phrase: 'Never have a Mission, my dear

child' (xxx, 42l). But under Esther's modest tutelage, Caddy Jellyby

becomes a perfect wife and mother, reinforcing Dickens's fundamental

point: charity begins at home, and sometimes ends there, too.

It is now familiar knowledge that Mrs. Jellyby embodies several

features of the woman whose Family Colonization Loan Society Dickens

enthusiastically publicised in household 'Coras. Mrs. Caroline Chisholm;

and that the Jellyby project for settling families in Borrioboola-Gfia,

on the left bank of the Niger, is probably derived from Powell Buxton's

ill-fated Niger expedition of 1841-2, the folly of which Dickens rebuked
2

in The .examiner in 1848. But it is significant that Dickens gives

Mrs. Jellyby no religion, although Mrs. Chisholm was a Catholic, nor

does he suggest any religious ambitions behind the Borrioboola-Gha

plan, although the original Expedition had strong, if diffuse,

intentions to Christianise the pagan. Above all, it is important to

notice that Mrs. Jellyby is given no abolitionist notions, although

these were central to the religious-moral aspect of Buxton's Expedition.

1. The idea of 'telescopic philanthropy* occurred to Dickens long
before: in his 'Report of the Second Meeting of the Mudfog Assoc¬
iation', Bcntlo.v's Miscellany. IV (Aug. 1838), reptd. in SB, p.662,
a Mr, Tickle invents a pair of spectacles enabling the wearer 'to
discern, in very bright colours, objects at a great distance',
but rendering him 'wholly blind to those immediately before him',
so that many can see 'the marvellous horrors on Nest India
plantations, while they could discern nothing whatever in the
interior of Manchester cotton mills'. The influence of Carlyle, so
often insisted upon in this connection, may be less than critics
suppose.

2. House, The Dickens l.orld. pp.87-9; Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at
■ork, pp.194-5; 'The Niger Expedition', The Examiner. 19 Aug. 1848,
reptd. in MB, pp.108-124. See also Coutts Letters, p.166: 4 March
1850: 'I dream of Mrs. Chisholm, and her housekeeping. The dirty
faces of her children are my continual companions ... *
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It was, in fact, the supposed anti-abolitionist message of the Jellyby

episode which attracted the wrath of no less a figure than the former

Lord Chief Justice, Denrnan. A friend of hickeno, and an abolitionist,

he observed that the novelist was exerting his powers to 'obstruct the

great cause of human improvement' by ridiculing Mrs. Jellyby."

But, as Dickens pointed out in a letter to Denman's daughter, no

reference to slavery is made, and, moreover, Mrs. Jellyby's portrait

was clearly intended as an attack on a general vice of the time - the

neglect of 'private duties associated with no particular excitement,

for lifeless and soulless public hullabaloo with a great deal of

excitement', a vice damaging to any objects thus taken up by 'associating

them with Cant and Humbug in the minds of those reflecting people whose

sympathies it is most essential to enlist, before any good thing can be
2

advanced'. ouch people include, it lias also to be said, though only

on certain occasions, Dickens himself. Although he hammered 'the cant

which is the worst and commonest of all, the cant about the cant of

3
philanthropy', he sometimes found the cant of philanthropy where a

more discriminating judgement would have perceived traces of goodness -

in Exeter Hall, for instance ('whatever Mxeter llall champions, is the

4\
the thing by no means to be done' ), where the voices of men such as

5
Shaftesbury, as well as the more extreme Thomas Binney, could be heard.

1. Uncle Tom's Cabin, Bleak House. Slavery and Slave Trade. 1853» quoted
in Harry Otone. 'Charles Dickens and Harriet Beecher Stowe', HCF,
XII, (Dec. • 7957), 190.

2. from an unoub. letter of 20 Dec. 1852, quoted in Otone, NCF, XII,
194-5.

3. Fielding, oueeches, p.132: Metropolitan Sanitary Association, 10
May 1851. Dickens was toasting the courage of Shaftesbury (Lord
Ashley at the tine) in resisting such cant.

4. 'The Niger Expedition', MP, p.108.

5. Who was known to Dickens as the Independent minister he thought had
misbehaved at his friend Hone's funeral: see Pilgrim Letters. Ill,
453-4: To C.C. Pelton, 2 March 1843.
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As the ..cloctic Review rightly remarked, active concern for tie heathen

abroad was generated by the same class, and often the same individuals,

who were most actively concerned for the heathen at home. Dickens

ignores this - unless he means to refer to it in Mr. Jarndyce's futile

attempts to combine both kinds of philanthropy (xv, 204) - although

he must have been aware that Shaftesbury, for example, supported

Ragged schools and City iiissions with as much, if not more vigour as

3
he campaigned against slavery or in favour of the Mission to China.

When Dickens broadens his attack upon 'telescopic philanthropy' in

lileak Mouse with the introduction of Mr. Ciuale (with his 'Brotherhood

of humanity' cant), Mrs. Pardiggle (whose eldest, Egbert, i3 persuaded

to send his pocket-money to the Tockahoopo Indians), and the Society

for the Propagation of the Gospel in Foreign Parts (whose doorstep Jo

sweeps), there is no sign that anybody cares for more than everybody

else's mission (iv, 41; viii, 101; xvi, 221; xv, 202).

But a novel is not an argument, and satire does not function by

looking at every side of the question. Dickens firmly believed

that the 'work at home must be completed thoroughly, or there is no

hope abroad', as he put it in The -ixaminer article; adding, in

1. /Anon/, 'Bleak 'ouse', Eclectic and Congregational hevie1. n.s.
VI (Dec. 1853), 678.

2. Jarndyce may have been based on 'my very particular friend' (Forster,
Life, pp.674-5)> George Hoore: see Samuel Smiles, George oore:
Merchant and Philanthropist (l89l), pp.42-3, 63-4, 66, 107.

3. In 1859 the Ragged School Union took issue with The Times for
endorsing Dickens's treatment of Mrs. Jellyby, by pointing out that
Shaftesbury was typical in being President of both the Ragged
Schools and the British and Foreign Bible Society: see Philip
Collins, 'Dickens and the Ragged Schools', Dick., LV (May 1959), 106.
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unconscious anticipation of Esther's remark on allowing one's circle

of duty to expand naturally and gradually, that the 'stone thathis

dropped into the ocean of ignorance at Exeter Hall, must make its

widening circles, one beyond another, until they reach the negro's

country in their natural expansion'.1 He was, as Edward Wagenknecht
2

says, 'fundamentally out of sympathy' with the missionary movement.

One aspect of Christ's teaching with which he did not seen to agree,

was 'Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing then: in the name

3
of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost'. Hence the whole

emphasis in Bleak House upon mitigating the immediate problem, the

condition of the urban poor in England.

Again, it is Jo who bears witness against what Dickens felt was

false philanthropy, he being 'not a genuine foreign-grov/n savage',

merely the 'ordinary home-made article', and so not qualifying for the

attention of either Mrs. Jellyby or the Society for the Propagation of

the Gospel (xvi, 640-1). As for that august institution, he admires

the size of their edifice, wondering 'what it's all about'; he has 'no

idea, poor wretch, of the spiritual destitution of a coral reef in the

Pacific, or what it costs to look up precious souls among the cocoa-

1. MP, p.123.

2. The Man Charles Dickens, p.219. Livingstone was perhaps one
exception, although he was more of an explorer than a missionary:
see Fielding, Speeches. p.290: Commercial Travellers' Schools,
22 Dec. 1859. For a useful survey of all Dickens's writings on
this and related subjects, see D.FI. Simpson, 'Charles Dickens and
the Empire', Hoval Counaonwealth Society Library Notes, n.s. Hos.
162-3 "(June-July 1970), 1-27.

3. atthe' , 28:19.
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nuts and bread-fruit* (xvi, 221). Dickens's sarcastic emphasis may

have been directed quite specifically at the S.P.G. (as it was, and

is still known), the funds of which grew astonishingly during the

first half of the nineteenth century, and one of whose missionary

recipients was George Selwyn, a man of heroic mould who was

particularly active among the Maoris.' But, as the novelist's reply

to the angry Iteverend henry Christoperson (who called him 'irreligious'

and 'antichristian' for his allusion to the S.P.G.), indicates, the

opposition of Jo and the Society was part of the broad point he

persisted in making:

If you think the balance between the home mission
and the foreign mission justly held in the present time,
I do not. I abstain from draving the strange comparison
that might be drawn between the sums even now expended
in endeavours to remove the darkest ignorance and
degradation from our very doors, because I have some
respect for mistakes that may be founded in a sincere
wish to do good. But I present a general suggestion of
the still-existing anomaly (in such a paragraph as that
which offends you), in the hope of inducing some people
to reflect on this matter, and to adjust the balance more
correctly. I am decidedly of opinion that the two works,
the home and the foreign, are not conducted with an equal
hand, and that the home claim is by far the stronger and
more pressing of the two. ^

Unreasonable as this might seem from another religious standpoint,

this is what Dickens believed, from the time of his depiction of the

'distribution society' ladies in 'Our Parish', to the appearance of Mr.
3

Honeythunder in .Jdwin Drood; and it is in Bleak Ik-use that it emerges

most strongly.

1. Bee S.o. Carpenter, Church and People: 1789-1889. 1933, reptd. in
Three Parts ^1959), III, 429 note 1, 435-442.

2. Dexter .otters, II, 401: 9 July 1852. For Christopherson's remarks,
see Letters of Charles Dickens, ed. /Mamie Dickens and Georgina
Hogarth/ (1893), p.264.Dickens's view was taken by others, of
course: see Collins, x)ickens and Education, p.257, note 45, which
mentions Punch and Disraeli.

3. 'Our Parish', (1st publ. May-Aug. 1855 > Bvening Chronicle), reptd. in
SB. pp.54-9; MD» ch.vi, pp.^3-6.
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A striking ®pect of Dickens's concern for a social gospel

interpreted in terras of aid on the home mission front, is that he

singles out women for censure as the most interfering. In general

in Dickens, benevolence is the province of men, from Mr. Pickwick

onward. The reason must lie at least partly in the fact that it was

a new feature of the period for women to be conspicuously active in

the promotion of good works, while lacking the power of a Pickwick or

Cheeryble or Jarndyce to nave money of their own; but one may go further

and suggest a personal basis for this tendency in Dickens, a fear of

female domination which emerges in his presentation of women almost

exclusively as middle-aged viragos or innocent, wilting maidens, and

which may well have been reinforced at the time of Bleak liouse by his

wife's involvement in the anti-slavery campaign. Catherine Dickens

helped to draw up and sign 'An Affectionate and Christian Address of

Many Thousands of Women' in Britain to their 'Sisters' in America,

urgently pressing them to use their domestic influence in the

abolitionist cause.The appeal was countered anonymously on the same

grounds Dickens would have applied: that charity begins at home, where
2

we have our own slaves - the poor. hhat was the point of petitioning

America when there were so many here 'without the means of instruction

in the religion we profess to believe ... hordes of half-savage human

1. Quoted in Stone, 'Charles Dickens and Harriet Beecher Stowe', IICF.
(Dec. 1957), 199. Stone does not consider the implications for
Dickens's domestic life. The novelist's attitude to women's
emancipation may be gathered from Miss Wisk, who views' the idea of
woman's mission lying chiefly in the narrow sphere of Home' as 'an
outrageous slander on the part of her Tyrant, Kan' (xxx, 423).

2. 'knglis. c an', A Letter to those Ladies who met at Stafford House
in Particular, and to the V-omen of England in General, on slavery
at - ome (1853). by Mrs. Tyler, wife of the ex-President of the
United States, according to kodder. Life of Shaftesbury, p.476.
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beings' whom only the bravest clergyman dared visit?"'"

In .. use, . js. Pardiggle exhibits this kind of bravery, but

in her it becomes what Dickens memorably characterizes as 'rapacious

benevolence' (viii, 100), Critical attention i:as tended, to i'ocus on

her supposed Puseyisa: Joiin butt labelled her the principal Puseyite

in the novel for naming ..or son3 after the saints or heroes of the

primitive church, and for pressing them to join her at hatins, 'very

prettily done' (viii, 102). Other candidates for the Fuseyite label

Butt identified as the ladies who pester Mr. Jarndyce for a

subscription to establish a 'sisterhood of Mediaeval Marys' (viii, 100),

and those fashionable gentry at the Dedlock house who 'talk about the

Vulgar wanting faith', a problem theywould solve by making 'the Vulgar

very picturesque and faithful, by putting back the hands upon the Clock
2

ox* Time, and cancelling a few hundred years of idstory' (xii, I60).'

But Dickens's attack upon Mrs. Pardiggle is not limited to her Puseyism:

rather he wishes to show how she, and those she imitates, avoid or

confuse.the social issue by a distorted religion of outdated formalities,

or 'Dandyism' (xii, 160). To miss the novelist's emphasis here is to

miss the main point. In their arrogant unconcern, the upper class

Anglicans of Ciiesney . old are even further estranged from ie 'Vulgar'

than Mrs, Pardiggle. It is entirely apt that the chapter introducing

her to the reader should be called 'Covering a Multitude o^ dins', in

ironic all usitn to the Dew Testament injunction - 'above all t ings have

fervent charity among yourselves: for charity shall cover a multitude

1. A ...'it ;■ . . p.22.

2. See Butt and Tillotson, Dickens at work, p.130. This also reflects
Dickens's anti-Catholicism, more evident in Chi., which he was
writing at this time, as we have seen.
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of sins'.* A token interest is insufficient, especially when, as

Mrs. i'ardiggle's speed of speech, hyperthyroid eyes, and tendency to

knock over furniture suggests, it involves an aggressive insensitivity to

the real human needs of those taken into 'religious custody' (viii, 107)#

V

The depressing conclusion suggested by Dickens's account of the

failure of charity in his society seems to be expressed by the thoughts of

Jsther Sumaerson" and Ada Clare on their visit to the brickmaker's cottage

with . js. Pardiggle: 'between us and these people there was an iron

barrier, which could not be removed by our new friend. By whom, or how,

it could be removed, we did not know; but e knew that' (viii, 108).

This appears to be Dickens's view, especially since ( s aappens elsewhere)

Esther's usual idiom is temporarily overrun by the narrator's voice. But

then the bricknaker's child dies suddenly, when Ins. fardiggle's back is

turned. Ada and Esther, reluctant as they were to talce part in the

visit, reveal a spontaneous outflo of compassionate: fellow-feeling.

The religion of the heart speaks in a whisper, in stern contrast to Mrs.

Pardiggle's hectoring boom, telling the bereaved mother ' hat Our Saviour

saic f children'; and Ada's drooping hair, 'as her pity bent her head*

over the dead infant, forms a halo, in effect sanctifying her response

(viii, 109-Hl). The static, pictorial quality of the scene, reminiscent

of earlier moments of religious expression in Dickens (Agnes pointing

upward), may repel the sophisticated modern reader, hut, as before, its

primary appeal is to a widespread, popular area of basic Christian belief.

1. See I Peter, 4:8.
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ambivalent figure, associated with the law which is always moving Jo

on, but not unsympathetic to the boy) turns his lamp upon £in infant

in the appalling slum, Tom-oll-Alone's, and his companion Bnagsby

evinces his sympathetic feelings by being 'strangely reminded of

another infant, encircled with light, that he has seen in pictures'

(xx, 32). hut, as Rather says, 'What toe poor are to the poor is

little knoui, excepting to themselves and to GOD', and she and Ada are

virtually alone in sharing at least momentarily in the 'grace of

sympathy' which obtains among the poor (viii, 109). Certainly no

representative, of organised religion comes any nearer to the destitute

Jo toan the cross of St. Paul's, 'so golden, so high up, so far out of

his reach' (xix, 271), and a familiar, almost obsessive image for the

novelist;' while the type of independent, self-styled lay 'minister'

produced by the very class that most needs his help, turns out to the

Reverend Chadband, unctuous, gormandizing hypocrite in the Stiggins

tradition. Like his predecessors, Chadband battens on the poor and

1. Perhaps originating in his childhood experience of being lost in
London, v.hen St. Paul's 'cross of gold' kept attracting his eye:
•Gone Astray', HW, VII (13 Aug. 1853), reptd. in HP. p.397. See
also ■■ u.., ch.xv, p.116; GL, ch.xx, p.155; 'On an Amateur heat',
AYR, n.s. I (27 Feb. 18697, reptd. in UT, p.347.

2. A type of religious hypocrite labelled some time before Dickens
began fie writing career. In ^jJ.G. LockharjjJ 'The Reverend ir.
Irving 'a Orations', ..j lack-wood's Rawrazine. XIV (Aug. 1323), 145,
Irving was scornfully referred to as a member of the 'Gormandizing
School of loquence'; he may, in fact, have been Chadband'c proto¬
type, since he had tie same affected manner, raising his great hand
before edifying an audience with elaborate, bombastic speeches:
see Thomas uarlyle, wow.iniscencea. ed. Charles Rliot Gorton, 1887
( .v.wy, . ' .w wp. 7- ■ 7135,213,217,276. -Lt ; . c. orrry
style of evangelical preaching, which Dickens (and others) disliked ,

ics well-known for its histrionic absurdities: see .'most . Bacon,
fiy.urgoon: eir of t: Puritans (1967), pp.23, 51.
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ignorant, whom he exploits under cover of the fierce, evangelical

cant Dickens despises most, accurately identified later by George

Eliot as 'stringent on predestination, but latitudinarian on fasting'.^
This time it is Mrs. Snagsby, the law-writer1s wife, weak-minded like

Mrs. Nubbles and Mrs. MacStinger before her, who 'likes to have her

religion rather sharp', consequently is attracted to the 'vessel'

Chadband when 'something flushed by the hot weather' (xix, 260).

Dickens hints at sexual frustrations underlying her rigid piety (as

he did with Ilrs. Varden, Miggs and Miss IIurd3tone), through this

'something flushed', and her ludicrous suspicion of supposed infidelity

on Mr. Snagsby's part.

But of course Chadband is more than the farcical object of Ilrs.

Snagsby's overheated religiosity. Addressing the starving Jo while

himself 3tuffed to the brim with sustenance, he discourses clumsily

on his spiritual needs. Why is this 'human boy' unhappy? Because

'you are in a state of darkness, because you are in a state of obscurity,

because you are in a state of sinfulness, because you are in a state of

bondage' (xix, 269-270). Again, it is the doctrine of natural

depravity that Dickens shows being used to batter poor Jo. Just as

Oliver Twist is accused of a hellish origin to justify his treatment

by authority, so too is Jo 'a limb of the arch-fiend', as if to suggest

that his suffering is deserved. This is the final blasphemy against

Dickens's social gospel, which presupposes the goodness even of

bastards, as his choice of the illegitimate Esther for his idealised

heroine suggests. As in Oliver Tv;ist. Esther's illegitimacy, in

1. 'Evangelical Teaching: Dr. Cumming', Westminster Eevicr: , LAIV
(Oct. 1855), reptd. in Essays of George Eliot, ed. T. Pinney (1963),
p.160.
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opposition to the prevailing view embodied in Miss Barbary and Mrs.

Rachael, is no barrier to her being a good Christian, although the

Mosaic, Old Testament assumptions, according to which she should

'pray daily tliat the sins of others be not visited upon your head,

according to what is written', her sense of being 'set apart', even from

those born 'in common sinfulness and wrath' (iii, 17-18),^ no doubt

contribute to her timid, self-denying qualities. As Alex Zwerdling
2

points out in a sensible reappraisal of her role, the crwix comes when

she anticipates her final vindication: 'IE knew I was an innocent of

my birth as a queen of hers; and that before my Heavenly Rather I

should not be punished for birth, nor a queen rewarded for it' (xxxvi,

516). To some extent, her progress represents a search for the

Rather comparable to that of Oliver or David Copperfield: 'it was so

gracious in that Rather who had not forgotten me, to have made my

orphan way so smooth and easy ...' (iii, 27). Mr. Jarndyce is no

substitute either for the Heavenly Rather, or, in the end, for her

earthly husband (Allan oodcourt). Her mother, Lady Dedlock, in effect

condemns herself to the 'earthly punishment' inflicted by contemporary

rxyes, and must die, insisting on being 'beyond all hope, and beyond

all help', keeping her secret for the sake of Sir Leicester's honour,

and not seeking help or forgiveness in her cold isolation (xxxvi, 510-

511).

1. See ;xodus, 20:5. The continued prevalence of the harsh view of
illegitimacy may be gathered from what happened to Mrs. Gaskell's
huth (1853), in which the unmarried mother is sympathetically
viewed, and or bastard child exempt from blame: fellow chapel-
goers burnt a copy of the book (see A.B. Hopkins, hlisabot.a Gaskell:
- er IhL ■. -k ' ork (l952), pp. 125-7). Dickens offered support.

2. 'Rather hmmerson Rehabilitated', RilLA. LXXXVIII (llay 1973)» 435.
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Contemporary critics, especially but not exclusively those

viewing the novelist from an evangelical or Nonconformist standpoint,

found Dickens's 'evident attempt to bring odium on the pastors of the

unnrivi1or:od sects' highly offensive.^ Mrs. Oliphant, in particular,

railed against this further instance of what she called Dickens's

'oft-repeated libel upon the preachers of the poor', recounting in

their defence her own experience of an uneducated dissenting minister

whose odd appearance and errors of expression did not prevent him
2

from reaching 'to the heart of his subject'. But this defence is

qualified by her admission that Dickens could indeed find a Chadband

among the preachers of the poor, only he has 'at least an equal chance
3

of finding an apostle instead'. Again, such a chance is enough for

the satirist, who works by selection and exaggeration, even when he

knows the truth is more inclusive. Dickens probably knew that pious

charity did more than he was prepared to show in Mrs. Jellyby, Mrs.

Pardiggle and Mr. Chadband.

Nevertheless, his attack upon contemporary forms of Christianity

for their failure to develop an adequate social gospel is undeniably

justified. There was a real problem facing the mid-Victorian believer

who wished to bring the message of Christ to those necessary to the new

material prosperity, as -.other's behaviour in the brickmaker'o house

reveals. The poor bricknaker makes the point as well as anybody when

he growls, 'Don't I never mean for to go to church? No, I don't

1. 'Bleak mouse', hclcctic Review. VI, 676.

2. 'Charles Dickens', Blackwood's Magazine, LXXVIlCApril 1855), 465-4.

3. ibicl., .464.
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mean for to go to church. I shouldn't be expected t.ere, if I did;

the beadle's too gen-teel for iae' (vii, 107). and Jo's position

reminds us of the London 'scavenger' who told henry Ilayhew: 'I never

goes to church or chapel ... They're fittest for rich people'.

Similarly, in ru Times, Dickens's next novel, the situation in the

manufacturing towns is bad: the futile jangling of the bells of the

'eighteen religious persuasions' which have built their pious ware¬

houses there, hardly affects the listless loungers who gaze 'at all

the church and chapel going, as at a thing with which they had no

2
manner of concorn'. In - ard Times, there is only the visionary star

which reveals to Stephen Blackpool, the working man, 'where to find

the God of the poor' - in the faint hope of reconciliation between

all men, a reconciliation denied him, as he goes 'through humility,
3

and lorrov, and forgiveness ... to his Redeemer's rest'.

As Kdv/ard Hiall, founder of the nonconformist and ex-Congregational

minister, wrote in his survey of British Christianity in 1849;

But I am bound to say, that in watching the operations
of our religious institutions, whenever I have
endeavoured to put myself in the position of the
humbler classes, and have asked myself, 'What is there
here to interest such?' I have been at a loss for a

reply. I do not arraign architectural magnificence -
we cannot, indeed, boast much of it outside the
,establishment - for in continental countries I am not
aware that it discourages the humblest worshipper.
But here, in Great Britain, we carry our class

London xmr and t- London Poor (1851-62), II, 225.

2. _JT, 3k.I,- ch.v, J>p.2i-5.

3* k, hk.i, c .vi, p..' 74.
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distinctions into the house of God, whether the
edifice be a splendid monument of art, or whether
it be nothing superior to a barn. The poor man
is made to feel he is a poor man, the rich is
reminded that he is rich, in the great majority of
of our churches and chapels. ... Oh J for some
revolution to break down for ever, and scatter to
the four winds of heaven, our pulpit formulas and
proprieties, and leave men at liberty to discourse
on the sublime verities of the Christian faith,
with the same freedom, variety and naturalness wit!
which they would treat other subjects in other
places! *

1. h. Miall, The British Churches in Relation to the British.! People
(1849), PP.210-13T



CHAPTER VIII

DICKENS AND RELIGION: LITTLE DORRIT

'The spirit of Puritanism distinguished, from that of the
established church was mainly this - the former drew its
tenets and character principally from the Old testament,
the latter from the New' (Edward Lytton Bulwer,

England and the Lnglian. 1833»
Book III, ch.v)

*. . . I continue to find in all the English I have met
a secret principle of unhappiness . . . What is the reason

for this? . . . Religion, perhaps'
(Stendhal, quoted G.D. Klingopulos,
'The Literary Scene', Prom Picken3
to Hardy, ed. B. Ford, 1964)
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I

In Little Dorrit (1855-7)» Dickens's work enters a new and final

phase. No longer satisfied with the 'social gospel' of Bleak House

(or Hard Tines), although still indignantly calling in Household VJords

on 'people with a respect for the spirit of the Nev; Testament' to

respond to the plight of the urban poor,1 he now turns to a more

subjective, indeed spiritual concern. That personal, ruminative,

yearning note which runs through The Old Curiosity Shoo. David Conperfield

and certain of the Christmas Books, reappears as a continuous strain in

the meditations of his middle-aged hero, Arthur Clennam, as well as

elsewhere in his writings of this time, emphasizing the more inward

quality of his later vision. This is not to say that the social or

even simply topical dimension of Dickens's fiction disappears. Clearly

it does not. On one level, as many critics since George Bernard Shaw
2

have recognised, " Little Dorrit gives us perhaps Dickens's greatest

satire on contemporary social and political ills, embodied in his

depiction of the Circumlocution Office and the rise and fall of Mr.

Merdle. But, in the words of a recent commentator, John Kolloway, 'in

the end the novel as a whole goes farther, and goes deeper, than any

3
merely social dimension of life'.

1. 'A Nightly Scene in London', HW, XIII (26 Jan. 1856), reptd. in HP.p.576.

2. Shaw called LD 'a more seditious book than Das Kauital': Preface to
Great Expectations. 1937, reptd. in Charles Dickens: A Critical
Anthology, ed. Wall, p.290. For full treatment of this aspect of
the novel, see Johnson, Dickens, II, 883-903; Lucas, The Melancholy
Han, pp.244-286; and, especially, W. Myers, 'The Radicalism of
"Little Dorrit", in Literature and Politics in the Nineteenth Century,
ed. J. Lucas (l97l)» pp.77-104.

3. Introduction, Little Dorrit (Penguin English Library, Harmondsworth,
Middlesex, 1967), p.14.
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Holloway is uncertain how far or how deep Little Dorrit goes.

He rejects, for example, Lionel Trilling's familiar assertion, that

the main intention of the novel lies in its search for some ultimate

religious truth, defined as 'the non-personal will in which shall he

our peace';1 and yet he cannot help expressing his own sense of its

final purpose and achievement in terms of what he goes on to call its
2

'more visionary dimension of life's possibilities and potentialities'.

Holloway's difficulty exemplifies the main argument of this thesis:

that if' Dickens does not seem to be a religious novelist, if none of

his fictional works seem primarily religious in orientation, he nonethe¬

less evidently expresses a religious dimension in what he writ4s. In

the case of Little Dorrit. the religious dimension is both more profound
3

and explicit than in any of the preceding novels. Yet the problem of

defining how far or how deep Dickens goes in any particular novel is

complicated by his independence of easily identifiable systems of

worship, by his intuitive and shifting point of view, and, it should

be added, by his discretion. As we have seen, these qualities have

led to the common criticism that his religion is loose, vague or

unfounded; and a more theologically minded critic, like A.O.J. Cockshut,

not only finds Dickens's form of belief loose and vague, but even

claims that in Little Dorrit. the religion which Dickens 'sincerely
4

held, was the great absentee'.

1. Introduction, LD, p.xv.

2. Holloway, Introduction, Little Dorrit, p.27.

3. As several critics have argued, e.g., Hillis Killer, Charles Dickens,
pp.227-247; J.C. Reid, Charles Dickens: Little Dorrit. Studies in
English Literature No.29 (1967). up.30-2; Gold, Charles Dickens:
Radical Koralist. pp.211-230; but not in the terms adopted here.

4. The Imagination of Charles Dickens, p.154.
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But, as F.R. Leavis insists, Dickens is religious in the same

sense as the great Romantics such as Blake. His 'concern for the

spirit' is such that the 'probing questions that theologically minded

religious critics are moved to put', become 'beside the point, and

unintelligent'."'' This insistence is welcome, although it is perhaps

to Wordsworth rather than Blake that one should look for an analogous

religious concern. Not only did Wordsworth directly influence

Dickens, but the predominantly moral quality of his beliefs seems

closer to Dickens's vision than Blake's more mystical approach.

Leavis's commentary on Little Dorrit in fact oddly fails to give the

substantial, detailed evidence from the novel which his insistence on

its spiritual concern demands. Apart from useful remarks on Mr.

Kerdle's Kammonism and Mrs. Clennam's irreligious Calvinism, the book's

manipulation of Christian metaphor is left to speak for itself, while

the dominant themes emerge as merely incidental to the rendering of

'life'. The religious dimension is not so much clarified as taken

for granted.

In order to clarify this dimension, then, it may seem appropriate

to begin once again with a central theme. As K.J. Fielding has

observed, Mrs. Clennam's 'Old Testament ethic is contrasted with the

2
New Testament spirit of Little Dorrit from the first', a contrast

whicl runs throughout the narrative, and which is brought to a climax

in Book II, Chapter xxxi, with the heroine's offer of mercy and

forgiveness to the older woman when she finally confesses her guilt.

1. Dickens the Novelist, p.274.

2. Charles Dickens, p.184.
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Moreover, Dickens specified in his notes for this climactic scene his

intention to set 'darkness and vengeance against the New Testament*

The hero, Arthur Clennam, may be said to move from the one form of

belief to the other, although perhaps 'form of belief' is the wrong

phrase, for, as in his many earlier allusions to the 'gloomy theology'

of the Old Testament by contrast with the love of the New, Dickens

evidently means the ethos or spirit of the Bible as it emerges in such

contrasting passages as Eaodus, 21:23-5, which gives us the old law,

the lex talionis of blood revenge, and Matthew, 5:38-48, which overturns

the earlier text by demanding a new law of love and forgiveness towards

one's enemies. Of course, this ignores the fact that, although often

taken as the type of vindictiveness, the law of revenge was in origin

a provision of mercy designed to preclude the worse evil of vendetta,

just as it ignores the fact that Christ did not always teach mercy and
2

forgiveness, and 'came not to send peace, but a sword'. And yet,

although the contrast between the two aspects of the Biblical teaching

receives in Little Dorrit a more intense and consistent realization

than before, Dickens reveals in pursuing Rigaud, for example, a

sympathy for that Old Testament ethic of revenge he otherwise rejects.

Associated with his strong interest in contrasting the Old

Testament ethic of Mrs. Clennam with the New Testament spirit of Little

Dorrit, Dickens explores the related themes of self-sacrifice and the

change of heart; but his interest in specific themes such as these,

while of great importance to an understanding of the novel, is part of

1. Paul D. Herring, 'Dickens' Monthly Number Plans for Little Dorrit'.
Modern Philology. LXIV (August 1966), 60-1.

2. Matthew, 10:34; see also Matthew, 23:33, 25:46, and Romans, 6:23
('the wages of sin is death').
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a wider and more profound search for spiritual meaning in a world of

darkness and uncertainty, suggested by the powerful, if intermittent,

evocations of neo-Platonic notions of the unreality of this world in

the perspective of the next, and by his fierce attacks upon the total

falsification of religion by the idolatry and materialism of contem¬

porary society. In an important sense, religion is itself the central

theme of Little Dorrit: it is the first, perhaps the only novel of

Dickens's in whibh plot, character and scene are all closely involved

with religion. If, in the end, Dickens falls back upon a fundamentally,

but not exclusively, humanist approach, it is not without the deepest

struggle to reach a more 'ideal' and transcendent form of belief, a

struggle which paradoxically links his inner life with his times even

when he seems to be moving away from them, as we shall see.

II

At first, the subjective concern of Little Dorrit seems to require

a biographical perspective. Edmund . ilson noted more than thirty

years ago that Dickens's 'personal difficulties make themselves felt

like an ache at the back' of the novel, a view evidently based as much

on Porster's account of the novelist's domestic upheavals before and

during its writing, as on the brooding melancholy of its middle-aged

hero."'" Eore recently, Lionel Trilling has made the further claim that

what Dickens experienced during the mid eighteen-fifties was a 'crisis

of will', most immediately represented In Arthur Glennam's purposeles3-

1. 'Dickens: The Two Scrooges', The ound and the Bor, p.51.
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ness, sense of guilt and awareness of being unloved, all of which lead

to his final 'sickness unto death' in the Marshalsea prison, and which

Trilling goes on to say, suggest 'the familiar elements of a religious

crisis' ,J"

But what was Dickens's state of mind at the time of writing

Little Dorrit? And was he going through some kind of religious crisis?

It would be rash to assume that the kind of self-questioning which

naturally accompanies the breakdown of a marriage as well as the onset

of middle age, should be predominantly, or even at all, religious;

but, despite the vagueness of Forster's reports on the novelist's

condition, there seems to have been a deeper inner crisis which may

possibly be called religious. There is a new urgency with which

spiritual consolation is yearned after, and a new reality with which it

is grasped.

Porster is as reluctant as ever about giving us any 'other

evidences' (as he put it in his account of the earlier crisis of the

mid eighteen-forties) of Dickens 'not having escaped those trying

regions of reflection which most men of thought and all men of genius

2
have at some time to pass through'. At the same time, he leaves

little doubt that the 'unsettled feeling greatly in excess' of what

was usual with Dickens, which gripped him as his home life collapsed,

reinforced other symptoms of inner distress to create a new and

profound despair. A brooding awareness of the possible drying up of

his creative powers, a deep unease over his position as a successful

1. Introduction, LP. p.xiv.

2. Life, p.350.
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novelist in a class-bound society, as well as a growing fear of

'some possible break-down, of which the end might be at any moment

beginning', all led to a desperate yearning for security and some

guiding ideal in life which went far beyond the immediate discontent

engendered by the dullness of Mrs. Dickens, or the reappearance of

Maria Beadnell as a stout, flirtatious matron. Early in 1855, after

re-reading David Copnerfield. perhaps in anticipation of the auto¬

biographical turn he was to take in his new novel, Dickens exclaimed

to Forster: 'Why is it, that as with poor David, a sense comes always

crushing on me now, when I fall into low spirits, as of one happiness

I have missed in life, and one friend and companion I have never made?'

But, as with 'poor David', this yearning is for more than a friend

could provide; it is for a 'rock' on which to base some deeper faith."'"

Moreover, the increased burden of social and political disillusion

pressing down upon the novelist at this time added to his need to

contemplate some individual, transcendent faith. 'I have no present

political faith or hope', he told Macready \*hile at "ork on the 'Whole

Science of Government' for the third number of Little Dorrit; just over

a year later, in a typical remark, he wrote to Bulwer Lytton that

Parliament was 'just the dreariest failure and nuisance that ever

2
bothered this much bothered world*. For the first and last time, he

joined a public political agitation, the Administrative Reform Association,

but despite his admiration for its leading light, Austen . enry Layard,

1. Forster, Life, pp.635-9. Forster later refers to Dickens's constant
turning towards that 'ark of safety', his noble ideal and dream of
Mary Hogarth (p.842).

2. Dexter Letters. II, 6955 4 October 1855; II, 831-2, 28 Jan. 1857.
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and a stream of articles in Household Words during the first half of

1855 attacking government incompetence and implicitly supporting

radical reform, he was soon disillusioned with the results. There

seemed to be nowhere for him to turn except to his work, there to

explore what Forster calls the 'unrealities' he sought."'"

Forster claims that in the end, Dickens failed to 'get the

infinite' out of the 'finite' in this way, that there was ultimately no

'city mind' for the novelist to turn to for relief from these
2

various ills. But these terms themselves imply the spiritual depths

Dickens was plumbing, even if, in Forster's possibly limited view, the

novelist was unsuccessful in finding what he sought. Forster admits

his limitations in this respect when he writes elsewhere that 'the

whole of the inner life which constituted the man' was to be found in

his writings, rather than in the observable acts and remarks on which

3
the biography was based. Certainly the reserved, secretive being

hidden from view in the philanthropist, public speaker, actor-manager

and boon companion of the biography is more tellingly revealed in a

work such as the semi-fictional Christmas Story, 'The Holly-Tree' (1855),

than in anything that Forster is able to report of this period: in

it, Dickens reverts to his sensations some eighteen years before on

the death of Mary Hogarth, and the time when he was perhaps first driven

into himself to contemplate the meaning of life and death, and the

4
consolations which religion might offer.

Life. P.638.

2* Life, p.641.

3. Life, p.816.

4. CS,, pp.106-7.
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Another work to which one might refer to supplement Forster's

account, and to gain some sense of what was passing through the

novelist's mind in the mid eighteen-fifties, might be 'The '.reck of

the Golden Mary', the Christmas Story for 1856, written while he was

in the midst of Little Dorrit. He told Wills: 'I never wrote anything

more easily, or I think with greater interest and stronger belief'.^
This cannot really apply to the Hymn so often mistakenly attributed to

him, but it probably applies to sentiments such as those given to

Captain Ravender when he buries the child Lucy at sea. The shipwrecked

travellers have no Prayer Book (pointed reference is made to this),

so the Captain improvises, with nature offering a characteristically

encouraging sign:

There was a long heavy swell on, but otherwise it was a
fair morning, and there were broad fields of sunlight
on the waves in the east. I said no more than this:
'I am the Resurrection and the Life, saith the Lord.
He raised the daughter of Jairus the ruler, and said she
was not dead but slept, lie raised the widow's son. He
arose Himself, and was seen of many. He loved little
children, saying, Buffer them to come to Me, and rebuke
them not, for of such is the kingdom of heaven. In His ^
name, my friends, and committed to His merciful goodness!'

It is perhaps no coincidence that the Captain's opening words will be

echoed in Sydney Carton's thoughts on the scaffold; nor that this call

on the spirit of the New Testament becomes more evident in Dickens's

writings from the time of Little Dorrit onwards. In this later period,

1. Dexte Letters. II, 811: 13 Nov. 1856.

2. C- p.151.See House's use of the Hymn in The Dickens World. p. 131;-'
it was written by Harriet Parr - Anne Lohrli, Household ord3: ,

ceklv Journal 1850-1859 Conducted by diaries ..dckens. Table of
Contents. List of Contributors and their Contributions (Toronto
and Buffalo, 1973), p.395.
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Christian themes of renunciation, redemption and resurrection are

evoked as part of a continuing search for some religious insight or

consolation to counteract his sense of deepening despair.

In his Prologue to tfilkie Collins'a The Pro sen Peer* (1856),

Dickens suggested that 'the secrets of the vast Profound/Within us, an

exploring hand may sound'.-. Comparing stories such as 'The Holly-Tree1

or 'The .reck', vith earlier Christmas offerings such as Tho Cnines.

one can discern a clear shift away from the intensely topical r. tire
2

of the earlier period towards this more personal and inward bias.

In some ways Dickens's public life was as active as ever, but tnore is

a falling off in his philanthropic work, for instance with kiss Burdett
3

Coutts, after the time of Little Dorrit: and his • ritings reveal an

inner emphasis which remains until the end of his life. The crisis

of the mid eighteen-fifties seems to have permanently shifted Dickens's

attitude towards himself and the world.

Moreover, the extent to which he now begins to affirm that faith

in the spirit of the New Testament, broadly interpreted, .ich in his

earlier works is left to rather muted and indirect ex resoion, is quite

1. Quoted Johnson, Dickens. II, 867.

2. This shift coincides with a notable turning back towards .is pa3t in
c •- .arks Prom no., on; see .J. Pie Id in, , 'sic';. • r ' r, at',
.xperienco in \he Novel; Selected Papers froxj^. .ag-Lux. Institute,
ed. Roy Harvey Pearce (New York and ondon, 1968), pp.108-131.

3. Lee Coutts Letters, p.310 and note 2: 16 Nov. 1055» where we learn
or .ills taking over many of Dickent former duties for kiss Coutts;
and pp.328-9: 15 Nov.'1856, one of several indications t at Mies
Coutts and Mrs. Brown had more strict views than Dickens, perhaps
another reason for the break in their relationship. There seem to
be fewer and fewer references to their common charitable projects
from nov. on.
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striking. This is true not only of Little Dorrit and the novels which

follow it, but also of private and public utterances.; Thus, in

answer to the clergyman who questioned him about the oeliefs of 'The

Wreck of the Golden Mary', he exclaimed: 'There cannot be many men,

I believe, who have a more humble veneration for the New Testament,

or a more profound conviction of its self-sufficiency'."'" Two years

later, in 1858, he retorted to Prank Stone:

alf the misery and hypocrisy of the Christian world
arises (as I take it) from a stubborn determination
to refuse the Lev/ Testament as a sufficient guide in
itself, and to force the Old Testament into alliance
with it - whereof comes all manner of camel-swallowing
and gnat-straining. ^

In a more public statement, uttered 'out of my personal heart', to the

Institutional Association of Lancashire and Cheshire in 1858, he felt

impelled to say that

The Divine Teacher was as gentle and considerate as lie
was powerful and wise. You all know lie could still the
raging of the sea, and could hush a little child. As
the utmost results of the wisdom of men can only be at
last to raise this earth to that condition to which His
doctrine, untainted by the blindnesses and passions of
men, would have exalted it long ago; so let us always
remember that He set us the example of blending the
understanding and the imagination, and that, following
it ourselves, we tread in his steps, and help our race
onto its better and best days. 3

Thus the divine example of Christ's gentleness in the Hew Testament

is central to Dickens's view of what men of his time should aspire

towards.

1. Dexter Letters. II, 818; To Rev. R.H. Davie3, 24 Dec. 1856.

2. Dexter Letters. Ill, 79; 13 Dec. 1858. See Matthew, 23:24.

5. Fielding, Speeches, pp.284-5; 3 Dec. 1850.
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This affirmation of the spirit of the New Testament as Dickens

understood, it is evidently meant as a response to a contemporary

tendency to taint or deny it, and indeed it seems likely that Dickens

was more aware of contemporary attitudes in this respect than he is

often given credit for. Hie retort to Otone was part of a response

to the receipt of some (unidentified) religious discourses, and

there is other evidence of him not having missed at least those aspects

of current religious debate which touched him most nearly. It may be

that his 'crisis' led to such interest during the eighteen-fifties and

later, although one cannot be sure. Certainly when he is put to the

test and obliged to express an opinion, he shows an active and

intelligent understanding of the religious views of the time. when

de Cerjat, his long-time Swiss friend and correspondent, questions him

on the 'Colenso and Jowett matter' in 1863, at a time of intense

wrangling over the liberal view on hell and the Old Testament, Dickens

writes that

The position of the writers of Essays and Reviews is,
that certain parts of the Old Testament have done
their intended function in the education of the world
as it was; but that mankind, like the individual man,
is designed by the Almighty to have an infancy and a
maturity, and that as it advances, the machinery of
its education must advance too... As I understand the

importance of timely suggestions such as these, it is,
that the Church should not gradually shcok and lose the
more thoughtful and logical of human minds; but should
be so gently and considerately yielding as to retain
them, and through them, hundreds of thousands. This
seems to me, as I understand the temper and tendency
of the time, whether for good or evil, to be a very
wise and necessary position. And as I understand the
danger, it is not chargeable on those who take this
ground, but on those who in reply call names and argue
nothing. What these bishops and such-like say about
revelation, in assuming it to be finished and done with,
I can't in the least understand. Nothing is discovered
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without God's intention and assistance, and I
suppose every new knowledge of His works that is
conceded to man to be distinctly a revelation by
which men are to guide themselves... ^

Dickens strongly supports the basic intention of the liberal Christian

manifesto, ■ussays and Reviews (i860), to reconcile Christianity with

the intellectual tendencies of the age and so save religion and the

church. e also enunciates his belief in the notion of progressive
2

revelation put forward by Colenso and Jowett, in terms which suggest

how concerned he was about the appeal of Christian belief to intelligent

and literate men such as himself, although he does want this belief to

spread to the 'hundreds of thousands'. There is little reason to doubt

that he was coming to these views during the preceding five or six

years, when the ideas of the so-called Broad Church (the label dates

3
from 1853) were gaining prominence.

To supplement Porster's account of Dickens's 'crisis' at the time

of Little Dorrit with evidence such as this is to alter the usual

perspective in which that 'crisis' is seen. Not only did Dickens

experience a deep longing for security and some ideal meaning in his

disoriented life, he probably went some way towards finding a form of

1. De::ter Letters. Ill, 352: 21 May 1863.

2. I.e., the belief that God has progressively revealed Hi3 will in
history. Hence the rule of conduct is not as fully revealed in
the earlier periods of revelation as later, when it reaches its
fulfillment in the New Testament, as Christ indicated when he said:
'Think not that I am come to destroy the lav/, or the prophets: I
am not come to destroy, but to fulfil' (Matthew, 5:17). This belief
was expressed by the Unitarians some time before it came to be held
by Churchmen: see, e.g., Channing's 'Baltimore Lermon', orks
(1840), p.309.

3. Lee i .A. Crov.ther, Church Lmbattled: Religious Controversy in Kid-
Victorian ^n/cland (Newton Abbot, 1970), for a sympathetic discussion
of the role of the Broad Church in contemporary thought and belief.
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belief which could accommodate that longing, although not without

doubt and struggle. But if he was never to be free of inner stress,

the novelist may have found in the Broad Church confidence in the New

Testament as supreme moral guide and source of individual inspiration,

the framework of belief on which he could rest from time to time, and

which he expressed as an affirmation of the 'spirit' of the gospels.

Ill

To move away from the biographical to the historical perspective

in dealing with Little Dorrit. even while emphasizing its subjective

and personal concern, is not as arbitrary as it might seem. In one

sense, it would be difficult to 3ay whether Dickens was turning towards

Broad Church ideas or whether they were turning towards him. His

relationship with his age was always complex, and not easily unravelled.

In one respect, Little Dorrit evinces a very closely topical interest,

which at the same time reflects a continuing thread running through

Dickens's beliefs from his earliest writings. This is its attack upon

Sabbatarianism in Chapter iii, which opens with a gloomy sketch of a

London Sunday as it strikes the returned traveller.

Initially, the passage needs to be read as a subjective response

on the part of a character whose Calvinist conditioning is central to

the book, rather than as an isolated contemporary comment of interest

merely for what it tells us of Dickens's direct involvement in the anti-

Sabbatarianism of the time. In fact, it seems probable that the

sketch has its origin in a particular personal experience: on Dickens's

return from a brief visit to Paris (one of his many restless dashes to
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the continent at this time), he was met by a 'v;eeping' London in which,

as he wrote to Sir Joseph Olliffe on Sunday 25 February 1855 > 'the bells

are making such an intolerable uproar that I can't hear myself think'

Of what he did think we do not know, but this could have provided the

germ out of which grew Arthur Clennam's first gloomy impressions. At

the same time, the depiction of London's melancholy streets in their

'penitential garb of soot', steeping 'the souls of the people who were

condemned to look at them out of windows, in dire despondency' (i, iii,

28) is clearly an attack upon the contemporary worship of 'the Lord's

Day'. Dickens begins with those tormenting bells:

In every thoroughfare, up almost every alley, and
down almost every turning, some doleful bell was
throbbing, jerking, tolling, as if the Plague were
in the city and the dead-carts were going round.
Everything was bolted and barred that could by
possibility furnish relief to an overworked people.
No pictures, no unfamiliar animals, no rare plants
or flowers, no natural or artificial wonders of the
ancient world - all taboo with that enlightened
strictness, that the ugly South Sea gods in the
British Museum might have supposed themselves at
home again... Nothing for the spent toiler to do,
but to compare the monotony of his seventh day with
the monotony of his six days, think what a weary life
he led, and make the best of it - or the worst,

• according to the probabilities. (l,iii, 28)

Sabbatarianism is a kind of idolatry; but the basis of Dickens's

opposition to the Sabbatarian view is primarily a moral and social one,

and it is hardly surprising that many contemporary Christians took

exception to it, especially as the Sunday issue had long since become

one of the touchstones by which one could distinguish 'real' or

evangelical faith from the merely 'nominal' brand purveyed by lax

1. Dexter Letters. II, 636.
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latitudinarians. Moreover, at the time when this appeared, many

people were particularly conscious of the issue. It had been a

matter of current debate and agitation from the previous summer of

1855, when Lord Robert Grosvenor attempted to introduce a Bill to

legislate against (or 'regulate1) Sunday trading. John Butt has

indicated the topicality of Dickens's attack upon the Sabbatarians,

but briefly and in one respect inaccurately, so the picture needs some

filling out.A As is well known, Dickens's campaign against gloomy

Puritan Sundays was first launched in 1836, with Sunday Under Three heads.

and was waged again from time to time subsequently, for instance in

'The Sunday Screw* (1850) which appeared in household ords in response

to the stopping of Sunday post. But this represents a ne and strongly

f$£t outburst, and it is worth enquiring why. The best source, again,

as ith the Hew Poor Law, is probably The Times, which may ell have

been where Dickens read about the agitation of 1855-6, and indeed where

he may have derived or at least strengthened his views on to subject.

Lord Grosvenor introduced his Bill to Regulate Sunday Trading in

the House of Commons in April 1855 (not June, a3 Butt has it). Already

on the second reading in May, strong objections were being voiced by

liberals and radicals such as U.J. Pox, who said that the Bill was

class biased, and that it 3hould be altered so as to 'extend the means

of rational enjoyment and instruction' to include 'the great mass of
2

the people'. Shortly after this, public agitation began to make

itself felt. On Oundays during June, demonstrations against the Bill

were held in Hyde Park, and aristocrats in coaches .ere loudly

1. John Butt, 'The Topicality of Little Dorrit'. University of
Toronto quarterly. aaIa (Oct. 1959), 1-10.

2. The Times. 3 May 1855, p.7.
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admonished to 'go to church'."'' The meetings became increasingly

serious, until on 1 July nearly 150,000 people took part in a rally

which ended in pitched battles between members of the crowd and the

police. One man addressed the rally thus: 'His lordship wants to

drive us to church and make us religious by act of Parliament; but it
2

won't do, and we are determined to oppose the measure'. Tie next

day Grosvenor reluctantly withdrew his Bill, but the Sabbatarians, a

powerful and influential group, were by no means defeated.

For, the following summer (1856), they returned to the fray and

opposed the Government's successful introduction of military bands to

perform before the crowds in Kensington Gardens on Sundays. In the

end, Palmerston was forced to stop the bands, although not until after

considerable public hue and cry was raised. The Times commented:

'So Exeter-hall has triumphed, and the working population of the
3

metropolis is driven back to the public house'. Precisely Dickens's

sentiments. He had attacked the restrictions which Grosvenor attempted

to impose in an article entitled 'The Great Baby' in Household Words

on 4 August 1855, not long after the Bill's failure, suggesting that the

people were being treated like 'great babies' who were unable to look

after their own affairs or to behave responsibly. Whatever the

'Monomaniacs' might do in trying to influence Parliament, he said,

whether it is 'the Reverend Single Swallow' trying to recommend the

closing of public-houses on Sunday, or 'the Reverend Temple Pharisee'

The Times. 25 June 1855, p.10.

2. The Times. 2 July 1855, p.12.

3. The Times. 14 May 1856, p.8.
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who supports him, or 'Mr. Monomaniacal Patriarch' likewise, all of

whom desire to restrict 'the rational wants and decent enjoyments of

a whole toiling nation', the 'Great Baby' is growing up and will not

have it.x Before the Sunday music issue was resolved, Dickens had

the journalist Sala write an attack upon the Sabbatarians in ousehold

,/ords. arguing again for the right of the people to enjoy their
2

'natural' recreations on the seventh day.

Perhaps it is not surprising in the light of Dickens's public

support for the anti-Sabbatarians that he should have been buttonholed

by J. Kenny, who had appealed to Palmerston to resist the Sabbatarian
3

outcry against the Kensington concerts, and who asked the novelist to

attend a meeting on the subject. Dickens politely declined, but 3ent

£10 in. support of the cause, remarking: 'I thoroughly agree with you

that those bands have afforded an innocent and healthful enjoyment on

4
the Sunday afternoon, to which the people have a right'.

1. 'The Great Baby', Hi,', XII (24 Aug. 1855), reptd. in MP. pp.552-9.

2. /George A. SalaJ, 'Sunday ilusic', HW, XII (13 Oct. 1855), 261-4.
Other articles in KB testify to a continuing editorial interest in
the oabbatarian issue: see William Duthie's two pieces showing how
much freer and happier the workers were on Sundays abroad: 'Some
German Sundays', KB, XIII (19 April 1856), 320-5; 'More Sundays
Abroad', XIlfTlO May 1856), 400-4.

3. See The Times. 26 Kay 1856, p.6.

4. Dexter Letters. II, 774: 19 May 1856. The extent of Dickens's
actual involvement in the anti-Sabbatarian movement is unclear:
he is supposed to have been of assistance to R.M. Morrell, founder
of the National Sunday League (see Dick.. VIII (Nov. 1912), 303-4,
but otherwise, apart from his novels and journalism (surely enough
for any one nan), his 'protest against the doleful way of keeping
Sunday' was reported by G.J. Holyoake to have consisted of a friend
or two in the garden of Tavistock House, a tray of bottled stout,
'churchwardens' and tobacco: see 'Old Fleet', /j.W.T. Ley7> 'Dickens ,

;iazzini, G.J. olyoake, and Sunday Observance', Dick.. XV (Oct. 1919),
208-9.
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The sketch of the dreary London Sunday in Little Dorrit was both

influenced by, and closely related to, contemporary agitation over the

proper use of Sundays, This much was immediately recognized by early

reviewers. On the appearance of the first instalment of the novel,

the new monthly Review of Literature. Science, and Art noted 'with some

regret that we find a great social question introduced merely for the

sake of heightening the gloom attributed to our national observance

of that day, the repose and stillness of which need not necessarily be

associated with all that is dreary and forbidding'.1 Hot surprisingly,

the Church of Scotland Edinburgh Christian Magazine was rather fiercer,

adopting the tone one might expect of the stricter and more evangelical

end of the religious spectrum in its remarks upon Dickens in Kay 1856.

It denounced him for joining the advocates of a 'pystem of anticreeds'

and nature worship by 'the position which he has lately so boldly

assumed as an advocate for Sabbath desecration', in Little Dorrit and

2
•some numbers' of household Words. Significantly, as the -Edinburgh

Christian Magazine in fact recognizes, Dickens's attitude towards the

Sabbath question does not stand alone, it is part of a system of

beliefs, 'anticreeds' in their view. For them, Dickens's beliefs are

not Christian, because they lack that distinctive belief in the

doctrines of utter depravity, the saving grace of Christ, verbal

inspiration and the third commandment, which marked the true evangelical

believer; but they were Christian or at least religious from other points

of view. A3 we have seen in relation to the earlier novels the response

1. /Jnon/., 'Little Dorrit Ho.I' Monthly Revie: of .dtorEturo, Dcience
and Art. I (Jan. 1856), 41•

2. 'A.W.', 'The "Working Classes" and their Literature No.II',
Edinburgh Christian Magazine. VIII (Kay 1856), 40.
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depends on the religious approach of the critic. The earnest

evangelical Peter Bayne wrote in 1857 that Dickens had 'never really

in any sense known what true evangelical Christianity' was, hence the

delights of the 'sabbatic calm' were not ones he could appreciate.1
But on the other hand, a writer in George Henry Lewes's Leader praised

Little Dorrit in the following fulsome terns:

Ee soars above all considerations of sect, above all
narrow isolations of creed; and, though a more deeply
religious writer is not to be found, in all those
elements of religion which rise eternally from the
natural emotions of love and reverence, he is never ^
disputatiously theological or academically dogmatic.

The powerful appeal of Dickens's broad, humanist form of Christianity,

drawn from both liberal and Romantic sources, i3 quite evident. This

appeal lay not only in his opposition to Sabbatarian gloom, but in his

attack on the whole range of restrictive and oppressive attitudes to

religion which, in Little Dorrit. he associates with hrs. Clennam.

The continued currency of evangelical attitudes even while the

Broad Church opposition grew should not be forgotten. Indeed, after

the 'papal aggression' of 1850, the evangelicals way be said to have

entered a decade of nev? power and influence, evident not only in the

continuity of the Sabbatarian cause, but in the rise of such popular

preachers as Charles Haddon Spurgeon, the Baptist whose stem

Calvinism couched in lively but simple images made him the most famous

preacher of his time. Dickens knew of Spurgeon, naturally enough, but

1. Peter Bayne, 'The Modern Novel', in Jssavs in Biowraohy and
Criticism. 1st Her. (Boston, 1857), pp.587-8.

2. /anon/., 'Little Dorrit', Leader. 27 June 1857, re:td. in hickens:
The Critical oritago. ed. Collins, p.365.
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'was no friend' of his.^ Rather his affections lay in the direction

of progressive Christian thought. Significantly, when Owen Chadwick

expounds the views of what he call3 liberal Christian thinkers in the

tradition of Coleridge and Dr. Arnold during the eighteen-fifties, he

feels obliged to mention that Dickens 'hated the Old Testament and loved

the New as best of all books', making him typical of that trend in
2

religion. The vulnerability of the Old Testament was becoming more

apparent to thinking men, although for Dickens, like Thackeray, who

shared his opposition to the evangelical Judaism of the time, antagonism

towards the Old Testament ethos seems less a result of theoretic than

of personal moral objections grounded in early experience. . e know
3

that Thackeray's mother was sternly evangelical, but all the evidence

regarding Dickens's parents suggests simply that they were both rather

lax when it came to religious observances. However, some 'female

4hand' made him suffer under the 'dismal and oppressive' Boanerges Boiler

with the frightening and lasting impact which we have seen expressed in

1. Although he agreed with Spurgeon's scepticism about sacraments such
as baptism: see Jerome Heckier, 'Some Household lords: Two New
Accounts of Dickens's Conversation*, Dick.. LhXI (Jan. 1975)» 5.
Spurgeon himself was 'not unacquainted' with Dickens, though he
•much disliked' the novelist's 'anti-Dvangelical bias': Bacon,
Spurwecn, p.109.

2. The Victorian Church. I, 532.

3. Ray, Thackeray: The Uses of Adversity, p.110. Dee also The Letters
and Private Papers of lilliam I-Iakeneace Tiiackeray, ed. Gordon N.
Ray, 4 vols (1946), IV, 55; To the Baxters, 31 Octi-27 Nov. 1857,
where it is revealed that Thackeray lost the election at Oxford
because of 'the Sabbath question'.

4. 'City of London Churches', AYR. Ill (5 lay I860), reptd. in UT
pp.85-4.
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so much of his writing. But, whatever the true origin of the novelist's

deep and personal opposition to the wrathful God of the Old Testament,

the end result was to place him very much in line with progressive

Christian thought as it developed in the eighteen-fifties and later.

Moreover, his ties with radical and Unitarian thinkers in the preceding

decade must have enabled him to anticipate this development.

It is surprising, therefore, that no critic discussing the events

and attitudes of the period of the writing of Little Dorrit has noted

that, for example, 1855 saw the publication of Stanley's and Jowett's

Pauline commentaries, and Rowland ' illiams's Rational Godliness.

These works significantly advanced the Broad Church movement to which

Dickens's views increasingly approximate.^" With their publication,

the dismissal of Old Testament wrath and hellfire along with the

encouragement of increasingly free interpretations of the New Testament

became more respectable. One could hold such views and remain almost

happily within the Church, as, indeed, Dickens appears to have done.

One reason for Dickens allowing hi3 ties with Unitarianism to lapse

after 1850 (and he seems to have performed what public acts of worship

he did perform within Anglican walls from this time onwards), was that

it was no longer necessary to look towards an unorthodox denomination
2

for a religious framework 'in which to doubt'. As Forster puts it,

in time the novelist found himself able to 'accommodate' himself to the

Church. For a man who never placed much emphasis on public affirmation,

1. See Crowther, Church rcubattied, pp.29 ff.

2. Geoffrey Rowell, hell and the Victorians (Oxford, 1974), p.60.
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is

this/reflecjad in the more frequent and. more serious assertion in his

works of his belief (as he put it in his will) in the 'teaching of

the New Testament in its broad spirit', placing 'no faith in any man's

narrow construction of its letter here or there',' and leaving it to

others to judge where exactly this placed him.

IV

However such biographical and historical perspectives must not be

allowed to distort the effect of the novel itself, which is to suggest

not only the development of a New Testament vision out of the Old, but

the need for a more spiritual or religious view as such. On one level,

Little Dorrit is a sustained attempt by Dickens to show that one can

free oneself from the imprisoning forces associated with a narrow Old

Testament faith of stern self-denial and wrathful vengeance by means of

the broadly redemptive, loving spirit of the New. As we have seen,

this contrast has both personal and social or historical impiic<ai(|*»e .

But it is first expressed in terms which transcend the immediately

personal or social, emphasizing from the very beginning the fundamentally

spiritual nature of Dickens's concern here.

as in Bleak house, but with this significantly different emphasis,

the appearance of the main protagonists of the novel (the Clennams and

the Dorrits) is anticipated by a crucial introductory chapter which

both sets the prevailing tone of spiritual oppression and creates the

1. Forster, Life, pp.298-9.
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narrative's basic metaphors, of imprisonment, darkness, and, paradox¬

ically but hopefully, light. In this chapter the contrast later made

more explicit in the depiction of Amy Dorrit and Mrs. Clennam is

anticipated by fundamental contrasts to do with the very nature of man.

As the stunningly vivid sequence in Marseilles implies, man is

typically housed in a gloomy prison shut off from the light which but

imly penetrates to him, but towards which he is instinctively drawn.

It is a notion familiar from the long religious and literary tradition

initiated by Plato's allegory of the cave in Book VII of The Republic,

and it is only the first of several such Platonic hints scattered

through the narrative to underline Dickens's sense of the human

condition in an apparently fallen world seeking after spiritual

fulfilment.

The shift away from the 'social gospel' of the earlier novels

should be clear. In Bleak House, the opening sequence turns almost

at once into an account of the institution which lies at the heart of

its indictment of mid-Victorian society, the Court of Chancery, although

its fog-bound first paragraphs do of course provide some sense of the

spiritual chaos running through that society; whereas in Littia Dorrit.

the 'villainous prison' with which we begin, far from being immediately

related to any specific institution or individual, is left to define

a state of spiritual imprisonment which, as we shall see in what

follows, is embodied in corrupt and corrupting forms of society, from

government down to debtor's prison, as well as in the individual psyche.

Even before we come to the Marshalsea, we are presented with at least

two more kinds of imprisonment: the quarantine island in Marseilles

harbour which temporarily holds the returned travellers, Arthur Clennam,
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the Meagleses and Hiss Fade; and the gloomy London house containing

Mrs. Clennam in her self-imposed incarceration.

The story of course goes on to tell of the young woman, 'Little

Dorrit', born in the Marshalsea prison, the youngest daughter of the

ruined .illiam Dorrit, whose long imprisonment has led to moral and

spiritual, as well as financial, bankruptcy. He is known as the

•Father* of the place, but like Hell's grandfather or Mr. Dorabey b( fore

him, he is no father to the child whose inspired devotion alleviates

his lot. Amy's self-sacrifice continues even when Kr. Dorrit changes

from being pathetic to arrogant on the family's unexpected inheritance

and release from prison. Meanwhile, this patient Griselda has

conceived a deep love, at first unreturned, for the middle-aged hero

Arthur Clennam, who befriends the Dorrits in his search for the hidden

crime he suspects lies behind the self-imprisonment of his grimly

puritanical mother. With impressive symmetry of plotting on Dickens's

part, Clennam is finally in his turn brought to the Marshalsea a

debtor; there he is found and consoled in his sickness and despair by

the angelic Amy, who also helps partially redeem Mrs. Clennam at the

same time. After his release, they marry in the neighbouring St.

George's Church (where Little Dorrit was made welcome in her lonely

nights outside the prison), with 'the sun shining oh them through the

painted figure of Our Saviour', after which they go 'quietly down into

the roaring streets, inseparable and blessed' (il, xxxiv, 825-6).

This concluding religious note, characteristically drawing on a

popular, visual metaphor to express the divine origin of the love and

forgiveness which has brought about their modest consummation, is

present from the start, if not throughout the narrative. It is
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Dickens's v;ay of conveying his continuing, if muted hope in the true

faith which can bring light to man in his imprisoned state of

irreligion and false belief, hatred and evil; a s.tate which, as the

end of t first chapter implies, is as deep as that deep hush upon the

sea, vhft&Hl 'scarcely whispered of the time when it shall give up its

dead' (i, i, 14).^" Only in the apocalyptic end of time prophesied in

the Book of Revelation shall we see the light of that reality,

Dickens is more specific about the spiritual condition of man as

he conceives of it now. The prison in karseilles contains, amidst the

'descendents of all the builders of Babel' (a phrase signalling the

universality of the vision), two 'vermin', Cavelletto and Rigaud (i, i,

1-2). Their condition, like that of humanity as we shall encounter it

later in the novel, is one of deep degradation and isolation; they have

the taint of the fallen:

A prison taint was on everything there. The imprisoned
air, the imprisoned light, the imprisoned damps, the
imprisoned men, were all deteriorated by confinement. As
the captive men were faded and haggard, so the iron was
rusty, the stone was slimy, the wood, was rotten, the air
was faint, the light was dim. Like a well, like a vault,
like a tomb, the prison had no knowledge of the brightness
outside, and would have kept its polluted atmosphere intact
in one of the spice islands of the Indian ocean. (l,i, 3)

The impossibility of avoiding this primal stain is reinforced in the

depiction of .illiam Dorrit, and Dickens even suggests that Amy Dorrit

is touched by the corrupting 'taint' when she tells Arthur her father

ought not to have to pay his debts 'in life and money both': it is the

first and last speck Clennam ever sees 'of the prison atmosphere upon

1. See Revelation, 20:13.
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her' (i, xxxv, 422). Yet there is a false note here, which suggests

that Dickens is too close to the middle-class morality of his hero to

realize quite how his assumption of superiority compromises him,

despite the underlying metaphoric insistence on money debt as a

spiritual state."'"

For Dickens, humanity cannot be irredeemably tainted or fallen,

although in passages such as this he comes close to saying e Indeed,

when amy Dorrit tells Mrs, Clennam that '..e cannot but be right if we

put all the rest away, and do everything in remembrance of - in' (II,

xxxi, 792), as James Kincaid has pointed out, she appears to endorse a

2
darkly pessimistic vision in which this world is of no account. But

Dickens retains, tenuously perhaps, but no less deeply in the end, a

belief in the need to act here and now, which implies that this world

is far from totally depraved. Arthur Clennam's desire tc repair the

wrong he dimly feels has been done by his family is expressed as 'Duty

on Earth, restitution on earth, action on earth; these first, as the

first steep steps upward* (l,xxvii, 319). In context, this is intended

in opposition to the falsely conceived other-worldliness of the 'fierce

dark teaching of his childhood' (I, xxvii, 319). But it is also an

expression of the broadly optimistic and practical view Dickens drew

from the New Testament, and in particular the Gospel according to St.

Matthew. For he tells of the difficulty facing Arthur in his attempt
" ' 1 11 1 1 ■■ ■■ i. .. ■ 1

1. Perhaps the literal and metaphoric lines have become crossed;
perhaps also there is the point that William and Amy Dorrit seem
unaware of the simple social obligation to pay back what one owes,
a point which Dickens, always eager, if not unrelenting personally
about the repayment of debts (and not without reason), may well have
felt deserved more than usual stress here.

2. Dickens and the Rhetoric of Laughter, p.193; and see Luke, 22:19.
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to act in this world, by reworking several passages from Matthew, in

particular (and ironically), that which is usually taken to show the

exclusiveness of the Christian way and the certain destruction of those

who do not follow it, Matthew, 7:13-14. But Dickens omits these

unwanted meanings by taking only the first words of each of the two

key verses on hich to base his exhortation: 'Strait was the gate and

narrow was the way; far straiter and narrower than the broad high road

paved wit:; vain professions and vain repetitions, motes from other men's

eyes and liberal delivery of others to judgment' (i, xxvii, 319)• "*"

Pence an important distinction is drawn between the two prisoners

in their cell in Marseilles: one is potentially good, while the other

is downright evil. Rigaud represents the utterly deprrvpd, he is a

murderer beyond redemption. Dickens gives him the familiar, traditional

diabolic attributes from morality play and melodrama: hook nose, hair

shot with red (like Fagin), gentlemanly pretensions find a self-

dramatizing air. He also exhibits a sinister tendency to deny

Providence by always claiming to be where he is by the mere shake of

'destiny's dice-box' (l,i, 9); although, as one would expect of the

devil, he always manages to appear just when the evil desires of others

seem to require it - his arrival at the Clennam house Paving been nicely

anticipated by Affery's fearful speculations during her mistress's

'ferocious devotional exercises' that 'some dark form' would turn up

to 'make the party one too many' (I, xv, 186). Rigaud is important in

that he reminds us of Dickens's continuing belief in the possibility of

absolute evil, even if, as a character, his merely occasional liveliness

does nothing to give him the conviction invested in predecessors such

1. See Matthew, 6:7, 7:1-2, 13-14.
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as Fagin, Sikes, Quilp or even Carker. Indeed, Dickens is so eager

to enforce this view that he creates the little scene at the Break of

Day inn in which a Swiss pastor is made to affirm that very 'philoso¬

phical philanthropy' the novelist himself supports elsewhere against a

very Carlylean French landlady. Ironically, the subject of the

discussion, Rigaud, is present in one of his disguises as Lagnier. The

pastor reasonably proposes a charitable attitude towards the unknown

sinner who, as Dickens could have written in the full flus of his

'social gospel', 'may have been the child of circumstances. It is

always possible that he had, and has, good in him if one did but know

how to find it out*. But the landlady, and Dickens, will have none of

this: 'I know nothing of philosophical philantliropy' she says,

But I know what I have seen, and what I have looked in
the face in this world here, where I find myself, ^uid
I tell you this, my friend, that there are people (men
and women both, unfortunately) who have no good in them
- none. That there are people whom it is necessary to
detest without compromise. That there are people who
must be dealt with as enemies of the human race. That
there are people who have no human heart, and who must
be crushed like savage beasts and cleared out of the
way. They are but few, I hope... (l,xi, 127)

And, appropriately, Rigaud is smashed to atoms by the collapse of the

house of iniquity at the end of the story. This is no new note in

Dickens, although, like Carlyle at this time, he was coming to sound it
2

more vehemently. It is also a typical manifestation of the side of

1. And compare Book II, ch.xiii, p.571.

2* See Carlyle's remarks on the substitution of 'indiscriminate
Philanthropism' for the 'silent divinely awful sense of Right and
'rong', in 'Model Prisons', hatter-Day Pamphlets. 1050 (lo72), p.43.
And compare Dickens's 'The Demeanour of Murderers', Htf. XIII (l4
June 1056), reptd. in JP, pp.594-8.
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hin which sympathised with those whose "rathful vie-a e night otherwise

disapprove of as part of what he felt was the stern Hebraic ethic.

If the fall of the Clennaia house smashes kigaud, its other

iniiabitants at the time escape retribution or are at least artially

redeemed. Dickens does vi3h to allow for the more optimistic view of

human potential, while avoiding what he felt was the cant of 'amiable

whitewashers'. Thus we are presented with, alongside kigaud in the

prison cell, the more hopefully named John Baptist who, on seeing the

•divine compassion' which lights up the gaoler*3 child's face as it

peeps into his cell, rises and moves towards it, 'as if it wad a good

attraction for hin' (l,i, 5). The child's reaction to iin is similarly

favourable; while her response to the offhand Eigaud, prefiguring that

of Little Dorrit when she meets the mxirderer in that other 'prison' on

the Great St. Bernard Pass at the beginning of Book II, is one of

instinctive revulsion (ll,i, 444-5). It has been said1 t at John

Baptist's name hints at the coming of the Christian vision embodied in

Amy Dorrit, whose initials, 'A.D.', refer to Anno Domini. I is seems

a little absurd, but in a more general way the overta ' t o opening

sequence reverberate through the narrative, and to gaolor'c c ild who

brings the light of her divine compassion to the cell hints at what is

to come, as John Baptist's action does too.

Vhat this reflects is Dickens's deep sense of our instinctive

awareness of the presence of both good and evil in human beings, an

awareness that is beneath or beyond the rationalising intellect that

creates the dogmas of formal religion, and that is so easily ; isused to

1. By Gold, . . r-LCs -deigns; ^dicd . .cranio U p.211.
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create a religion which, as in Mrs, Clennan, can reverse the truth and

substitute vil for good. Powerful contrasts weave their way through

Little horrit. suggesting both the darkly inprisoned state of man, and

his searc.i for the goodness and freedom of the light, culminating in

that well-known passage in which the rising sun is visualised slanting

its 'long bright rays* across the awakening city, 'bars of the prison

of this lo or world* (II,xxx, 763)» Tie hopeful context of this image

is often forgotten; both Arthur Clennam and his mother are about to be

redeemed by Little Jorrit, and when this happens, the sharp distinction

between Li t and dark is made to disappear in the tviligat associated

with the eroine's undying forgiveness and love: 1Prom a radiant

centre, over toe whole length and breadth of the tranquil firmament

great shoots of lig t streamed among the early stars, like signs of the

blessed later convenant of peace and hope that changed the cro n of

thorns into a glory' (II, xxxi, 793).x Coming at the climax of the

novel, when the spiritually imprisoned are released by the divine

agency of ,y worrit's love and norcy, this coalescence of natural' and

Christian imagery has great power and conviction.

The nature of the technique adopted here, as v.-ell as the very

fundamental faith to which this climax alludes, indicate Pickens's

intention of conveying a religious vision as such, rather than a

particular set of beliefs - although, of course, the Hev Testament

element is t: ore to confirm that aspect of his concern. This intention

is embodied in the more general, neo-Platonic intimations scattered

througr the text, appearing even in the Ileagleseo' morbid idem of Pet

1. See dirk, 13:17; I Peter, 5:4.
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having a kind of ideal hovering about her in the form of her dead

twin, living on in some other world as a reality toiirards which she

aspires (i, ii, 19). The stars come out at the conclusion of the day

on which the novel opens, to be 'mimicked' in the 'lower air, as men

may feebly imitate the goodness of a better order of things' (l,i, 14).

Life, it is suggested, is like a dream, as opposed to the reality 'far

beyond the twilight judgments of this world, high above its mists and

obscurities', to which Mr. Dorrit and his brother approach as they go

to be 'before their Father' (II, xix, 652).^"

That this use of neo-Platonic imagery, derived no doubt from

traditional literary and religious sources, is more than a literary

device for Dickens is suggested by the fact that it is rooted in personal

experience and memory. In particular, the opening image of the

Marseilles prison is strongly reminiscent of a specific experience

dating back to the summer of 1844, when a visit to the dimly-lit

dungeons of the Papal Palace at Avignon provided D:iskens with a lasting

impression, lich so dominated his consciousness that he could think of

little else, 'then, or long afterwards'. It was an impression of the

sun penetrating the 'Infernal Well' of the dungeons, an impression

reinforced merely days later by the first sight of Marseilles, where a

•staring white' light darted 'fiercely aslant' into the cells of the
2

mad-house. The dominant image of Little Dorrit. in all its richly

1. Compare Look II, ch.xix, p.649s 'his poor maimed spirit... cancelled
the dream through which it had since groped'. To Amy Dorrit, the
whole foreign tour is like 'a dream - only the old mean Marshalsea
a reality' (ll,iii, 464), and at her father's death, even that
becomes a dream.

2. PI, 'Lyons, the Rhone, and the Goblin of Avignon', 'Avignon to
Genoa', pp.278-282.
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varied application from the opening sequence onwards, represents a

controlled and complex recreation by Dickens of an intuition into the

condition of man which first came to him many years before.

V

The same might be said of the character and fate of Arthur Clennam,

whose life gives a particular siiape to the imprisoning evil which

dominates human affairs, as well as to the hope for at least individual

salvation. Clennam is ultimately based upon a personal intuition the

novelist ha3 come to in relation to his own past. as in "..avid Cp-pperfield.

Dickens focuses on a hero who is an alter ego, sensitive, emotionally

wounded, scrupulous to the point of being a prig, but redeemed by a

generous and forgiving heart. Like David, he has to go through a

critical change of heart, which brings a new and saving perception of the

realities around him, in particular the nature and identity of the woman

who offers him her love. Unlike David, he remains to the end self-

aware and doubting, and, instead of material success to seal his

achievement, he loses everything and marries a woman as poor as himself.

lie is Dickens's most modern hero. e is also t e character in Dickens's

work who reveals the most convincing glimmer of a genuine religious

sensibility, searching for a meaning in life on the profoundest level,

although, like his creator, doomed to desire more than lie can find.

Like David before him - and Pip after - Arthur Clennam is the

victim of the 'gloomy theology* derived from the Old Testament, here

seen in all its repressive glory, the greed and materialism underlying
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its pious pretensions made most explicit:

1 am the only child of parents who weighed, measured,
and priced everything; for whom what could not be
weighed, measured and priced, had no existence.
Strict people as the phrase is, professors of a stern
•religion, their very religion was a gloomy sacrifice
of tastes and sympathies that were never their own,
offered up as part of a bargain for the security of
their possessions. Austere faces, inexorable
discipline, penance in tliia world and terror in the
next - nothing graceful or gentle anywhere, and the
void in my coved heart everywhere - this was ay

ldhood, i
it to such a beginning of life. (l»ii, 20-1)

This is the heart of the Victorian paradox imagined in personal terms:

the paradox of an evangelical spirit which denied the world, tie flesh

and the devil, while compromising itself with a thoroughgoing, dutiful

materialism. 'Thou shalt have one God only; who/lould be at the

expense of two?*1 ; rs. Clennam always balances her 'bargain . ith the

Majesty of heaven* (l,v, 50). This Puritan, book-keeping conscience

was evident long before: as Matthew Arnold observed, the aiglish

middle class had entered the 'prison of Puritanism.', . ore t o 'key*
p

was 'turned on its spirit', some two hundred years ago. Lnt kittle

Borrit may bo said to witness the end result. ■ The mingling of God

and .lammon is familiar from Dickens's earlier works, sue. as artin

Cnuzalewit. but it reaches its apotheosis in this novel.

Little Lorrit appeared at a tine when material prosperity vaa

being widely celebrated, and yet the underlying tensions bet\ eefl

vorldliness and spiritual goals were beooning all the more suarply

apparent. The 'dhole Duty of Man in a commercial country', according

1. A. . Clough, 'The Latest Decalogue', written 1848-52, reptd. in
Victorian Poetry, ed. Scott, p.60, lines 1-2.

2. ' einrich cine', 1st publ. Aug. 1863, .ssavs in Criticir ., 1st Ser.
( verya:.'s Library, 1966), p. 123.
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to Pancks the rent-collector, is keeping everybody 'at it* (l,xiii,

160), a vie.- Dickens does not completely oppose, even as he undermines

it with that allusion to illian Lav 's famous devotional manual. In

Bard Times it - .ad been 'clearly ascertained by philosophers' that the

maximisation of profit comprised the 'whole duty of raan';^ not long

after (but before starting Little Dorrit). Dickens remarked that he

objected to having the Crystal Palace 'crammed' down his throat, as if
2

it rare 'a mo .a,- in Mho Lholr Duty of Han to go there'. Practical

devotion to God has become devotion to material prosperity. Mrs.

Clennan's impact upon Arthur reveals the private side of this corrupt

religion, but there is a public side too, &3 Pancks's remarks suggest.

Later, bot o and Clennam are infected (the metaphor returns from Bloak

house) by t. e fever of speculation surrounding Mr. Herdle, who is

presented as a deity worshipped by society, Pecksniff's 'golden calf of

Baal' writ large.

There is no sign that F.erdle lias any personal religion, ;:iuch less

that he shares Mrs. Clennam'a particular brand of Calvinist hypocrisy,

although it is perhaps significant feat he also 'imprisons* himself in

guilt by that tell-tale liar cuffing gesture Dickens gives him. More

i ■

, wh

reflect its own Mamonisia and idolatry:

All people knew (or thought they knew) that he had made
himself immensely rich; and, for that reason alone,
prostrated themselves before him, more degradedly and
less excusably than fee darkest savage creeps out of his

pitiate, •'■■■: a tile,
the Deity of Ids benighted soul.

1. ...iX, Ci .x, p. 115.

2. Dexter Letters. II, 602: To Hon. Mrs. R. .atson, 1 l>*ov. 1654.



Kay, the high priest3 of this worship had twis
man before them as a protest against their meanness.
The multitude worshipped on trust - though always
distinctly knowing why - but the officiatora at to
altar had the man lsabitually in their view. They sat
at his feast3, and he eat at theirs, (ll,xli, 556)

This richly ironic and bitter passage hints at a ide variety of

Corruption and hypocrisy, nil seen to : *.vc its source i: t enr.e basic

denial of Christian ideals. The allusion to pagan idolatry relates to

a recurrent emphasis, revealed, as we liave seen, in the idolatry of

Sabbatarianism, but also in comment upon lire, Cletmam'o ir it ty:

Verily, verily, travellers itave 3een many monstrous
idols in many coin:tries; but no human eyes ' avo v r seen
more daring, gross, and shocking images of the hivino
nature, titan we creatures of the dust make in our own
likenesses, of our own bad passions. (II,xxx, 775)

The contemporary impact of such attacks should not be ignored.

It is clearest in the depiction of Herdleisn. The period from 1855-6

saw several large bank failures, including that of t e .oy.l British

Bank referred to in Dickens's Preface in support of in pier, for

recognition tiiat 'a bad design will sometimes claim to be a good and

an expressly religious design';"'' and it saw the suicide of J< m

kadleir, the acknowledged original for herdlo.^ As The h>w miner

pointed out, if 1856 'had any religion, it was tie religion of the

dirtiest of divinities, who had never before counted sue' a est of

enthusiastic rogues in ids services'a decade later ha i remarked

1* Preface to First hdition, May 1857, BP. p.xvii.

2. nee hutt, hrdver-Ity of Toronto p rtorly. l-h '.

5. Quoted in The Tines, 5 Jan. 1857, p.9«
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that what the country still needed to be saved from was not the rule

of the :;.ob or changes in social and political ideas, but the 'religion

of gold'.1

..erdle is, in fact, a Dombey beyond redemption, a hollov. man

created by his time: 'Tne name of Kerdle is the name of the age', the

newly weult y illiau , orrit informs his entourage, hrs. General bowing

her head 'as if she were doing homage to some visible graven image'

(11,v, 48j5-4). Mrs. deneral, by definition, accepts whatever the

current social clichd" and hypocrisy is and moulds herself find those in

her cliarge to fit it, if she can. lilliam Dorrit fits it because he

has, by one of the central ironies in the book, replaced one form of

imprisonment, his delusions of gentility while living in poverty, for

another, a delusion of freedom while living in riches. lie is enslaved

by those riches, forceci to bov down to the same graven in.f-.ges ; orshipped

by the rest of society. Only in death is there any release for him

from the imprisoning taint of this world, inside or outside the

. arshalsea.

Bickens appeals to specifically Christian ideas in judging .x.

i.erdle: he is the rich man, 'who had in a manner revised the New
2

Testament, and already entered the kingdom of Heaven' (ll,xvi, 614)

1. Quoted in Briggs, /ictorian People, p.103.

2. As H.P. Sucksmith joints out, Bickens dares to make an ironic
identification of Kerdle and Christ here and elsewhere in his
•satiric deification' of the man, but he may have held back from
making an even more immediate visual association with Hclman Hunt's
famous inting by calling hin 'the shining light of ti a > orld',
altered in MS to 'the shinipg light of the time' (ll,vii, 513):
'Dickens among the re-iiaphaeiites: Kr. Kerdle and dolman hunt's
"The Bight of the . orld"Pick.. LXAII (Sept. 1970), 158-103.
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When he goes up the stairs in his house, 'people were already posted

on the lower stairs, that his shadow might fall upon them when he came

down. So were the sick brought out and laid in the track of the

Apostle - who had not got into the good society, and had not made the

money' (ll,xvi, 614).* The allusion to St. Peter also glances at the

truckling of the Church to Merdle: 'Bishop', who attends at the

'innermost sanctuary' of the Merdle 'temple' (ll,xii, 559), unctuously

supports the projected purchase of political influence, especially if

it includes 'some half-dozen church presentations of considerable

annual value' (l,xxi, 251); and asks that a little largesse be shed in

the direction of 'a mission or so to Africa', not to mention the

•Additional Endowed Dignitaries' (l,xxi, 252). Dickens adds a personal

thrust by giving Bishop a High Church aura (ll,xii, 560).

Then, as with William Dorrit, it is death which brings reality

into this world of fantastic yet dangerous corruption. With his

suicide, Merdle's aura is 'the shining wonder, the new constellation to

be followed by the wise men bringing gifts, until it stopped over

certain carrion at the bottom of a bath and disappeared' (ll,xxv, 710).

Merdle's death is Classical, and starkly pagan, without hope of a

hereafter. If the rest of his life has been some monstrous delusion,

he has finally reached the truth, which is revealed as no more than

'the body of a heavily-made man, with an obtuse head, and coarse, mean,

common features' (ll,xxv, 705). It is the kind of truth glimpsed by

few, such as the Physician, who always brings "something real' with him

wherever he goes, and who alone officiates at Merdle's death, and who

1. See Matthew, 19:23-4; Acts, 5:15.
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alone exhibits any personal emotion over it. There is an element of

the spirit of the New Testament in what he is and what he does: 'his

equality of compassion was no more disturbed than the Divine Master's

of all healing was. He went, like the rain, among the just and

unjust, doing all the good he could, and neither proclaiming it in

the synagogues nor at the corner of streets' (ll,xxv, 702).'*'

VI

With Merdle, the worship of false gods as a public blasphemy

corrupting society is made complete. But, even more important for

Dickens, Little Dorrit traces the subtle psychological origins and

effects of perverted religion; the fate of the individual spiritual

life is central, even if it is inevitably tied to a more general concern

as well. The Clennam house is described from the first in terms

expressive of the irreligious nature of the woman in it: hidden away in

the darkness beyond a 'Congregationless Church' (as ever, city churches,

apart from St. George's perhaps, have nothing to offer), it is a

tdouble house, with long, narrow, heavily-framed windows', in which

Mrs. Clennam sits at her desk as if performing at a dumb church organ

(l,iii, 31). She is the presiding genius of a kind of ungodly church.

The atmosphere within is charged with the cruelty and vengeance

breathed by the bloodier portions df the Old Testament. Typically, on

the Sunday of Arthur's return, she prays that her 'enemies' might be

'put to the edge of the sword, consumed by fire, smitten by plagues and

1. See Acts, 10:38; Matthew, 5:45, 6:2.
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leprosy, that their bones might be ground to dust, and that they

might be utterly exterminated' (l,iii, 35). The grimly comic list of

anathemata, reminiscent of Hiss Murdstone's responses in Blunderstone

Church (and similarly identified v/ith no sect outside the Church),

revives all the 'dark horrors' of Arthur's lost childhood.

Even Mrs. Clennam's attendant, Jeremiah, seems named after one of

the darker books of the Old Testament; one which may well have provided

the pattern for her character, containing as it does a series of dirges

on sitting in solitary bitterness, having 'become as a widow* in

affliction and misery, beset by treacherous enemies, begging God to 'do

unto them, as thou hast done unto me for all my transgressions'.^"
Mrs. Clennam echoes this last plea when she opposes Arthur's request

for understanding and forgiveness: 'Smite thou my debtors, Lord, wither

them, crush them', she cries; 'do Thou as I would do, and Thou shalt

have my worship; this was the impious tower of stone she built up to

scale Heaven' (l,v, 47). But the true religion, as Little Dorrit will

tell her, involves being generous and forgiving, if we in turn hope to

be forgiven, being 'guided only by the healer of the sick, the raiser

of the dead, the friend of all who were afflicted and forlorn, the patient

Master who shed tears of compassion for our infirmities' (ll,xxxi,792).

In fact, Mrs. Clennam's religion is evil even in terms of the Old

Testament, for it reflects that pagan idolatry which was the basic sin

of the peoples of the earlier dispensation, and for which they merited

the misery and pain of alienation from God. The contrast is between a

1. Jeremiah, I:1-22.

2. See also Matthew, 6:12; Genesis, 11:4.

3. See Matthew, 8:17.
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false view of the Old Testament and a true one of the New.

Significantly, Phiz's illustration of Mrs. Clennam confronting

Arthur reveals a print above her taken from Joshua, 10:12-13, where the

sun and moon stand still to enable the children of Israel to avenge

themselves upon the Amorites. Time itself is stopped to allow

vengeance to take place, an idea evidently repeated in Mrs. Clennam's

self-imprisonment in an invalid chair, 'like Pate in a go-cart*, as

Flora Pinching irreverently puts it (l,xxiv, 284). She has immured

herself from the outside world in what wo learn is a desperate attempt

to defeat change, trapping herself in a rigidly mechanistic conception

of sin and guilt so as to 'pay' for withholding the codicil which would

have released the Dorrits from servitude.

In ironic parallel, Arthur Clennam must be imprisoned too, partly

of his own will, to pay the time price of reparation in an act of

'real atonement' (ll,xxvi, 715). In doing so, he becomes a scapegoat

for the sins of society, making his imprisonment in the Karshalsea in

some ways 'symbolic of the crucifixion, lasting as the main ordeal

does about three hours of deepest agony'.1 But Arthur is not Christ,

and it is more important that this experience reflects Dickens's

continuing belief in the idea tiiat a profound crisis may precipitate

a change of heart, bringing a new, redeemed vision; with Amy Dorrit

(like Florence Dombey), acting as his ministering angel.

It is fundamentally a Christian paradox that Arthur Clennam's

deepest failures, his blindness to love as well as his involvement with

the Merdle enterprise, bring him to the point where he can be saved.

1. Angus ^isson, 'Finance and Religion in "Little Dorrit 'f TLondon
Review. Ill (Autumn 1968), 7.
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His uncertainty is the inevitable product of a fiercely Calvinistic

and self-denying upbringing, more convincingly than ever before the

root of character. The familiar charge is made against the

evangelical tendency to 'hold the source of inconceivable mercy and

1
goodness1 before children as a vengeful God. The dreary ounday

bells remind Arthur Clennam on his return to London of a 'long train

of miserable Sundays', beginning with

the dreary Sunday of his childhood, when he sat with
his hands before him, scared out of his senses by a
horrible tract which commenced business with the

'

poor child by asking him in its title, why he was
going to Perdition? - a piece of curiosity that he
really, in a frock and drawers, was not in a
condition to satisfy - and which, for the further
attraction of his infant mind, had a parenthesis in
every other line with some such hiccuping reference
as 2 Bp. Thess. c.iii, v. 6&7. (l,iii, 29)

The reference is apt, alluding to Paul's injunction not to walk

•disorderly', which lias a literal meaning taken up by those who march

him to chapel later, 'morally handcuffed' to a companion.

Mrs. Clennam, too, was 'brought up strictly and straitly',

reminded always of 'the corruption of our hearts' (ll,xxx, 774).

Dickens for once suggests the fearful continuity of an 'appalling
2

system of religious terrorism', which survived by becoming an essential

part of the inner lives of those it shaped. The precise theology of

Mrs. Clennam's version of Christianity is of little interest, what

matters is how she lias absorbed the wrathful, Hebraic ethos: she

sits facing her young son 'behind a Bible - bound, like her own

1. Pilgrim Letters. I, 568: To ?Mrs. Godfrey, 25 July 1839; and see
Chapter III above,pp. 154-8.

2. W.E.H. Lecky, A History of England in the Eighteenth Century. Hew
cd., 7 vols. (1892), III, 77.
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construction of it, in the hardest, barest, and straitest boards',

and leama him with no more 'real knowledge of the beneficent history

of the New Testament, than if he had been bred among idolaters' (l,ii,

29-30) - which, of course, he has been. Like Kiss Havishara in that

she has 'reversed the order of the Creation' (II,xxx, 775J1 in her

proud isolation, she has gone contrary to the divine plan according to

which we are essentially social beings. She las substituted the views

of tnen for the truth of the Bible, talcing support from a 'commentary',

in which 'pious men, beloved of the Lord' have cursed their sons, in

order to threaten her own (l,v, 50). Reliance on supposedly evangelical

interpretations of Scripture in place of honest attempts to get at the

plain, reasonable meaning (not always possible, of clurso), was a trap

peculiar to their viewpoint, as the evangelicals recognised: 'Wise-

headed Calvinists', in their consciousness of 'superior spiritual merits',

could too easily forget that

True Christians, through the remaining evil of their
hearts, and the subtle temptations of the enemy, are
liable, not only to the workings of that pride which
is common to our fallen nature, but to a certain kind
of pride, which, though the most absurd and intolerable
of any, can only be found^among those who make pro¬
fession of the Gospel.

This kind of pride is familiar in Dickens's writings, from Stiggin3 to

Chadband; but its inner workings are nowhere more effectively shown than in

Mrs. Clennaa.

It is possible to place too much emphasis upon Mrs. Clennam. She

1. See GE, ch.xlix, p.370.

2. John New ton, Viorks. 6 vols., 1810, quoted Brown, Fathers of the
Victorians, p.417. See also James Stephen, 'The "Evangelical"
Succession', Essays in Ecclesiastical Biography. 1849 (i860), p.387.
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is a static figure until her release from self-imprisonment, and her

ultimate significance is determined more by what she is than by what

she does. When, finally, she reveals the manifold justifications for

her behaviour as i*ell as the complex of inter-relationships behind it

all, little is added to our understanding of what she represents.

Diciaens seems to have wanted to get in everything he most detested about

that distorted religion, from its rationalization of maltreating a

•love-hhild' such as Arthur according to the dubious doctrine of double

guilt enunciated earlier by Esther Summerson's godmother, to Mrs.

Clerinam's hypocrisy in blaming her hatred for Arthur's true mother (who

was a singer) on 'those accursed snares called the arts' (ll,xxx, 779).

VII

In the end, it is Mrs. Clennam's effect upon her son which is of

prime importance. The heart of the novel lies in his slow regeneration

as he frees himself from the negative, imprisoning forces she has

exerted upon him, turning him into 'such a waif and a stray everywhere,

that I am liable to be drifted where any current may set' (l,ii, 20).

This image of a drifting current seems to have been a potent one for

Dickens, who noted six months before starting Little Dorrit a vision

of the ferry-man 'on a peaceful river', who never leaves his post,

growing old and dying while 'the same tune is always played by the

rippling water against the prow';"'" and three months before his death,

1. Forster, Life, p.748.
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the novelist enthralled the company at George Eliot's by telling them

of Lincoln's remarkable premonitory dreams of being in a boat on a

great river all alone, ending with the words, 'I drift - I drift - I

drift'.* The strange power of this idea may be felt in that moment

of deep disillusion for Arthur Clennam when he contemplates the

apparent ruin of Ms hopes for Pet Keagles's love drifting away with

the Thames at Twickenham: at first he experiences a consoling

Romantic vision of the inner peace and divine calm mirrored in the

merging of 'the real landscape and its shadow in the water', a merging

in effect of all the sharp contrasts between reality and ideality which

run through the novel (l,xxvili, 332); then, as the trees darken and

the light fails, he learns that he must give up his hope3 and resign

himself to the worst, imprisoning himself in a new delusion, as the

roses from her breast, 'Pale and unreal in the moonlight' float away

upon the flowing river; 'and thus do greater things that once were in

our breasts, and near our hearts, flow from us to the eternal seas'

(I,xxviii, 338).2

This dream-like, visionary element in the novel, familiar from

some of Dickens's earlier attempts to suggest the participation of

thi; world in the next, is present also in Arthur Clennam's own

meditations, and suggests the saving apprehension of a truly religious

view of life as opposed to the false religion of Mrs. Clennam.

1. Cross, Life of George hliot. p.460: letter to Sara Hennell, 13
June 1870.

2« The scene is like some landscape by Caspar David Friedrich, heavy
with archetypal overtones. Dickens attacks sham Romanticism in
this novel to show he is aware that such moments and the value of
•feeling' inherent in them, can be compromised: Mrs. Kerdle is in
thi3 way like Mrs. Skewton (see LP. Book I, ch.xx, pp.239-240).
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Although he tends, in his isolation and disillusion, generated by his

meeting with Flora Finching and then this experience with Pet Meagles,

as well as by the whole nature of his Calvinistic and self-denying

upbringing, to meditate obsessively on his 'disappointed mind' (l,xiii,

165), Arthur retains a belief in others and in his obligations to

them. He is rescued by what one might well call his religious sens¬

ibility, his visionary ability to seek out the true faith which will

actually be embodied in the form of Amy Dorrit, the woman who serves as

the at first unconscious but then eventually fully realised focus of

his life.

One scene in which this is made quite clear occurs fairly early on

in the narrative, fitting the general tendency in this novel of scenes

to look forward ahead of themselves continually in their deeper

implications, creating an inevitability which resists the hero's own

conscious uncertainties and hesitation. One night late as he sits

before the dying fire in his lodgings, gazing at the blank vistas lying

behind and, apparently, before him, his mind moves into a dreamy,

prophetic vein of reflection which reveals how he has turned away from

the deadly impulses of his childhood and youth:

He was a dreamer in such wise, because he was a
man who had, deep-rooted in his nature, a belief in
all the gentle and good things his life had been
without. Bred in meanness and hard dealing, this had
rescued him to be a man of honourable mind and open
hand. Bred in coldness and severity, this had rescued;
him to have a warm and sympathetic heart. Bred in a
creed too darkly audacious to pursue, through its
process of reserving the making of man in the image of
his Creator to the making of his Creator in the image
of an erring man, this had rescued him to judge not,
and in humility to be merciful, and have hope and
charity. (l,xiii, I65)
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This concluding redemptive realisation, to be almost too opportunely-

underlined by Amy Dorrit'a sudden entry, is, significantly, expressed

in terms derived from, on the one hand, the Old Testament (Genesis,

1:27 on pride), and, on the other, the New (Matthew, 7:1 and I

Corinthians, 13:13» on mercy and forgiveness).

Arthur Clennam's mind, we are told, is too 'firm and healthy' for

such morbid introspection, but will leave him in the darkness of

disappointment to rise 'into the light, seeing it shine on others and

hailing it' (l,xiii, 165), a somewhat confusing allusion to Luke, 11:

34-6, suggesting, perhaps, some uncertainty about the value of dreamy

self-analysis, and Dickens's preference for 'manly' action. Of

course, Arthur Clennam's diffidence and occasionally morbid but never

really (as with Miss Wade,the placing contrast) self-tormenting or

self-destructive introspection, will issue in a strong desire to unravel

the Dorrit mystery, even to the point of leading him to penetrate the

corridors of the Circumlocution Office with that mildly persistent

'I want to know*. But, in the end, Arthur is unsuccessful in all

except the true purpose of finding his only medium of salvation in

this world, Little Dorrit; and in the process he is revealed as one of

Dickens's most convincing good men, as well as, perhaps, the only

one to evince persuasively an inner life of religious, even Christian

tendencies.

Beside Arthur Clennam, who is close (sometimes too close) to the

central consciousness of Little Dorrit. there is the icon-like figure

of the heroine. It is most interesting, in the light of Dickens's

creation of Agnes before her, that he tries to make Clennam reason
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himself out of turning Amy into another 'domesticated, fairy'; but,

despite a strong attempt to give her her own 'individuality', the

terms of that individuality augur the worst: the Mary Hogarth ideal

lives on in that 'youthful and ethereal appearance', that 'timid

manner', the supposed 'charm of her sensitive voice and eyes' (l,xxii,

259). There are moments when she lives: at their first meeting on

the Iron Bridge, the 'little creature' glances at Arthur with 'parted

lips', and he looks away so as not to (he thinks) embarrass her; and

thus they emerge onto the quiet bridge, beyond the 'roaring streets'

(l,xix, 96). The subtle hint of sexuality to which the repressed

Clennam cannot respond is sharply felt; and yet, as the anticipatory

echo of the end suggests, when the two of them go down into the roaring

streets again, Dickens will not allow her to be violated by such a

thought, and she remains an etherealised figure. As she begins, the

bright light shining behind her as she steps from the dark prison door

in the title-page vignette, so she will continue."'' Perhaps the

problem that Dickens fails to solve lies deeper than his personal

impulses and contradictions: 'Goodness has only once found a perfect

incarnation in a human body and never will again, but evil can always

find a home there. Human nature is not black and white but black and

, 2grey'.

1. Again, Dickens typically uses a visual metaphor, probably derived
from the prints common in illustrated Bibles and elsewhere, to
suggest an idea of simple, universal spirituality. See also the
illustration opposite Bk.I, ch.xxiv, p.293, of Amy's face lit up
by the sunset; and the child's picture book recalled by Arthur
Clennam when a shaft of light penetrates his gloom (l,xxiii, 267).

2. Graham Greene, 'The Lost Childhood', Collected Essays, p.17.
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This seems to me Dickens's final and most profound working out

of that vision which finds a glimmer of hope in a world ineradicably

blighted by evil. from m Tale of Two Cities, his next novel, to

hdv.-in Drood. his last, redemptive possibilities sue! s those offered

by Little Dorrit are either ignored or relatively weakly invoked, as

in Sydney Carton's scaffold vision, or Pip's reading of the New

Testament to the dying hag-witch. It is altogether a more desperate

vie'.r which permits only the dying this kind of affirmation; and it is

significant that the hero in both cases has no female mediator

offering the grace of her love and self-sacrifice. Little Dorrit,

for all that 3he remains trapped in Dickens's inability to create a

character who both lives and transcends the world of the living, does

confront us with the demand for a hope or faith in absolute goodness.
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CONCLUSION

'The only other news you know as well as I; to wit, that the
country is going to be ruined, and that the Church is going
to be ruined, and that both have become so used to being
ruined, that they will go on perfectly well*

(Letter to M. de Cerjat,
26 Aug. 1868)

'I now most solemnly impress upon you the truth and beauty of
the Christian religion, as it came from Christ Himself, ar>d
the impossibility of your going far wrong if you humbly bye
heartily respect it* (Letter to his son, Edward

Bulwer Lytton Dickens,
26 Sept. 1868)

•I have always striven in my writings to express veneration
for the life and lessons of Our Saviour; because I feel it...
But I have never made proclamation of this from the house tops*

(Letter to John Kakeham,
8 June 1870)
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I

There is no more profound or original expression of the religious

aspect of Dickens's imagination than in Little Dorrit. so I shall offer

only the briefest critical comment on its successors, important as

these are from other points of view. To do more than touoh on a few

points in the last three complete novels, indicating how one might

proceed with them, would be to extend this thesis intolerably.

Moreover, my main aim lias been not to give an exhaustive account of

Dickens's religion from every aspect, but to establish an approach, a

method of reading and analysis, by which we can understand and respond

to what is essentially a religious dimension to Dickens's fiction.

As should be evident by now, this cannot be as easily dismissed as

certain critics, especially those with a religious or intellectual axe

to grind, have assumed.

Of course, such critics have always been plentiful. In Dickens's

lifetime, objections continued to be made to Dickens's 'gospel of

geniality', as it was characteristically - and condescendingly - called

by a learned clergyman, George Stott.1 Sir James Fitajames Stephen,

well-known for his campaign against Dickens, seemed to relent on the

publication of the first series of essays from All the Year Round:

'pleasant, witty, shrewd and unhackneyed•, they revealed 'an excellent

popular critic of English institutions'; for instance, in the novelist's

account of Sunday preaching in theatres. But, Stephen went on, when

Dickens

comes to give his view of what preaching ought to
be, he at once betrays that he does not care to

1. 'Charles Dickens', Contemporary Review, X (Jan. l8:S9)» 224-5•
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reflect deeply on the matter. He is content to
take up with the modern delusion that Christianity
is a scheme for making things pleasant; and this
notion runs throughout all his books. It is indeed
a true notion within very narrow limits, and it is
the only notion perhaps that can harmonize with the
facetious view of life. We do not quarrel with it
as a popular way of thinking. But that it should
satisfy a man of vigorous mind shows that this mind n
is only concerned with the superficialities of things.

To attack Dickens's religious position in this way becomes an attack

on his vision and his art. But Stephen, himself a confused combination

of rational Utilitarianism and Calvinist Evangelicalism, alv/ays opposed

the liberal, latitudinarian Christianity of his contemporaries, from

John Seeley to Matthew Arnold, with the reminder that 'Christian love

is only for a time and on condition. It stops short at the gates of
2

hell, and hell is an essential part of the whole Christian scheme'.

From such a standpoint, Dickens's reiterated belief that the

commonest among us could work out our salvation by 'simply, lovingly,
3

and dutii$*lly following Our Saviour', might appear facile. But it

is the sincere expression of a broad and humane Christian faith, held

to at a time when the novelist felt despair for all aspects of society,

including the Church. Significantly, Stephen felt obliged to admit

the novelist's 'vigorous mind', even as he dismissed it for pandering

to popular belief. He cannot allow himself to appreciate Dickens's

Broad form of belief which views every human being of importance and

1. 'The Uncommercial Traveller! Saturday Review. XI (23 Feb. 186l),
194-6, reptd. in Dickens: The Critical Heritage, ed. Collins,
pp.408-412, where it is attributed to Stephen. On Stephen's earlier
attacks on Dickens, see Ford, Dickens and his Readers, pp.103-5.

2. Quoted in James C, Livingston, 'The Religious Creed and Criticism
of Sir James Fitzjames Stephen', VS, XVII (March 1974), 286.

3. 'Two Views of a Cheap Theatre', AYR. II (25 Jan. I860), reptd. in
UT, p.37.
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equal in the eyes of God and which, in fact, lies at the heart of the

Christian tradition and its continuing appeal:

What is your changed philosopher to wretched me, peeping
in at the door out of the mud of the streets and of my
life, when you have the widow's son to tell me about,
the ruler's daughter, the other figure at the door when
the brother of the two sisters was dead, and one of the
two ran to the mourner, crying, "The Master is come,
and calleth for thee"?

It is an appeal which runs through all the writings of the last phase
2

of*Dickens's career.

II

Angus Wilson has observed that Dickens's last novels present

'essentially a Christian New Testament world, with transcendental

overtones', sharing the emphasis of Little Dorrit on 'personal
3

relationships as the salvation of the world's evils'. This is

largely true, but with the reservation that the last novels do not

share quite the conviction of Little Dorrit. At the peak of his

career, Dickens was experiencing a painful and exhausting series of

reading tours, illnesses, separations (he broke finally from his wife

in May 1858), and the deaths of relatives and close friends, which was

to end only on 9 June 1870. If, as Forster claiss, his childhood

sigferings had taught him 'the inexpressible value of a determined

1. Ibid.. p.59. See Luke, 7:12; Matthew, 9sl0; John, 11:28.

2. Including his journalism: sec; 'The Shipwreck', AYR. II (28 Jan.
I860), reptd. in UT, pp.5-17; ' Zapping Workhouse', AYR. II (l8
Feb. I860), reptd. in UT, pp.18-28; 'The Short-Timers', AYR. IA
(6 June 1863), reptd. in UT, pp.209-219, for examples.

3. The . orld of Charles Dickens, pp.262-7.
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resolve to live down difficulties ... the habit, in snail as in great

tilings, of renunciation and self-sacrifice, they did not teach*.1
That he nevertheless yearned unceasingly to attain this *habit', is

implied by the pervasive presence of the themes of self-sacrifice

and regeneration in A Tale of Two Cities (lC§9)» Great Expectations

(1859-60), Our I.utual Friend (l864-5)> and, as far as we can tell,

Edwin Drood (1870). The religious dimension to these works is more

deliberately evoked than before, even at times to the point of becoming

contrived. Key-phra3es from the Bible or the Book of Common Prayer
2

play an important part in their structure. Thus Sydney Carton goes

to the guillotine to the repeated accompaniment of * I am the Resurrection

and the Life, saith the Lord'; Pip reads the Bible to Magwitoh during

his final illness and, at his death, exclaims '0 Lord, be merciful to

him a sinner!'; while in Edwin Drood. the 'key-note' is struck at the

end of the first chapter, when Jasper hurriedly joins the cathedral

choir, and the 'intoned words, "v/HEN THE KICKED KAN -" rise among the
3

groins of arches and beams of roof, awakening muttered thunder'.

Cur Mutual Friend longer, more discursive and densely textured,

nevertheless reveals an insistent religious impulse, formulated by

Lizzie Hexam's prayer to 'grant, 0 Blessed Lord God, that through poor

1. Life, p.635.

2. As K.J. Fielding has pointed out: Charles Dickens, p.247.

3. T'TC. Bk.III, ch.xv, p.357; GE, ch.lvi, p.436; ED, ch.i, p.4. And
see John, 11:25 (the opening of the Burial Service, in the Book
of Common Prayer); Luke, 18:13; Szekiel, 18:27 ('when the wicked
man turneth away from his wickedness that he hath committed and
doeth that which is lawful and right, he shall save his soul alive*;
also the opening of Homing and Evening Prayer, in the Book of Common
Prayer). Dickens refers to the intended 'key-note' in the number
plans: ED, Appendix B, p.220.
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me he /Eugene V; raybur/7" may be raised from death". *
It should not be a surprise, then, to find that some, at least, of

those contemporary periodicals formerly most antagonistic to Dickens's

religion now "cheerfully' expressed the conviction that his writings

were 'more free from objectionable material' than before, when they had

suffered 'serious disadvantage' for their lack of 'the religious

element' - an element newly present, apparently, to the extent that

Dickens could yet become 'as eminent for the religious tendency of his
2

writings, as for their moral effect*. The novelist was no more

orthodox loan he had ever been; nor did he hesitate to anathematize

the unctuous, bullying, evangelical Christianity used to torment Pip
<7

(who recovers) and George Silverman (who does not).J But there is a

toning down of the open dislike of evangelical hypocrisy, puritanism

and Sabbatarianism; ludicrous religionists of the Stiggins or Chadband

stamp disappear, to be replaced by favourable portraits of Anglican

clergymen such as Frank Milvey and Septimus Crisparkle (although Mr.

Honeythunder, the sham philanthropist of Edwin Drood. continues the

satiric tradition in a minor way); and there is an undeniable prominence

of Christian allusion; all of which could not but please.

1. OHF. Bk.IV, ch.vi, p.701. Daleski, Dickens and the Art of Analogy,
p.272, considers it 'not only the greatest of Dickens's novels and
his most poetic... /but/ also his most religious work', in its
dramatization of spiritual rebirth.

2. 'Charles Dickens' Great Expectations*; Eclectic and Congregational
Review, n.s. I (Oct. 1861), 459; 'The Collected Works of Charles
Dickens', British Quarterly Review. XXXV (Jan. 1862), 158-9 . Bee
also 'Kr. Dickens's Romance of a Dust-Heap', Eclectic and Congre¬
gational Review, n.s. IX (Nov. 1865), 476.

3. See 'George Silverman's Explanation', Atlantic Monthly. Jan.-March
1868, reptd. in RP, pp.726-756. Q.D. Leavis, in Dickens the
Novelist, pp.282-6, unaccountably calls this morbid and uncertain
tale one of Dickens's 'best written and most accomplished works'.
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III

The more explicit, even systematic expression of Dickens's religious

views in his last novels is most obvious - damagingly so - in A Yale of

Two Cities, and least obvious in Great Expectations. This deserves

some comment. The pious manner of Sydney Carton's final moments has

led critics to call A Tale of Two Cities one of Dickens's most

patently Christian novels.1 But it is hard to know how far Dickens

really holds the belief expressed at the end, or, indeed, what it is,

exactly, that he is trying to convey. The repetition of the famous

refrain from the Gospel of St. John in itself reveals little. Carton's

death does not leave us unmoved, insofar as it concludes the otherwise

self-centred, self-pitying, dissolute and purposeless life which has

been transformed by a secret love for the golden-haired Lucie Manette,

'last dream' of Carton's degraded 'soul' (ll,xiii, 144). But his self-

sacrifice is fundamentally as improbable as the resemblance between

himself and the shadowy Darnay. Kore convincing is the moment of

sympathetic identification with fellow humanity embodied in the anonymous

seamstress who chances to go with him to the guillotine: 'But for you,

dear stranger,' she tells Carton,

I should not be so composed, for I am naturally a poor
little thing, faint of heart; nor should I have been
able to raise my thoughts to Him who was put to death,
that we might have hope and comfort here to-day. I
think you were sent to me by Heaven.'

'Or you to me,' says Bydney Carton. 'Keep your
eyes upon me, dear child, and mind no other object.'

(Ill,xv, 356)

The seamstress' expression of faith and hope is more persuasive than

1. E.g., Fielding, Charles Dickens, p.200; and, most recently, John
Helperin, iJgoism and Self-Discovery in the Victorian Novel (New
York, 1974), p.108. ~ """"
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Carton's consciousness, projected by the narrator as 'I am the

Resurrection and the Life*. And, as John Gross has noticed, the last

words of the novel imply rest rather than resurrection. Dickens

cannot really go much further than the doctrine of subjective

immortality reflected in his early work, and which he here affirms in

terms of Carton's memory continuing to live on in the hearts of

generations of Darnays (lll,xv, 358). Moreover, it is Nature, rather

than Revelation, which encourages him, throwing a 'bridge of light' to

span the air between his 'reverently' shaded eyes and the sun, as he

emerges from the dark Paris night (lll,ix, 299). Lucie Manette, like

Florence ombey, inspires the 'better' feelings of the fallen man, -

a potential lover, rather than her father, which may reflect a personal
2

element, in Dickens's relationship with Ellen Ternan, but, more

important, which also suggests the extent to which Dickens continues to

envisage regeneration, as much as resurrection, in personal, unorthodox

terms.

Carton's 'prophetic' concluding vision, of 'a beautiful city and

a brilliant people arising from this abyss' (lll,xv, 357), suggests

that his act of renunciation is intended to reflect a deeper, divine
3

justice at work in history. But the narrative fails to offer more

than a sketchy outline of the connections between individuals and their

time, leaving this vision somewhat empty. It is not enough to add

only to the 'popular and picturesque' understanding of the French

1. 'A Tale of Two Cities', Dickens and the Twentieth Century, p.192.

2. As Johnson suggests, Dickens. II, 973•

3. Dickens defended Madame Defarge's accidental death as 'an act of
divine justice': Forster, Life, p.731.
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Revolution, leaving it to Carlyle to provide the 'philosophy•

Compared with Bamabv Rudge. Dickens's earlier attempt to show the

inevitable social consequences of suffering, oppression and indiffer-
2

ence, A Tale of Two Cities is thin, uncertain. Even his characteristic

humour is deficient, apparent only in the antics of Jerry Cruncher, the

Quilpish 'Resurrection-Man' who enacts a lame parody of the main action

through his conversion during the Terror (lll,ix, 292-3), and who

attacks his sober 'serious' spouse for 'flopping' in prayer (ll,i, 52-3).

Mrs. Cruncher's zeal does not reflect any new sympathy on Dickens's part,

if the depiction of Mrs. Joe in Great Expectations is any guide: Mrs.

Joe, Pip tells us, 'was a very clean housekeeper, but had an eaquisite

art of making her cleanliness more uncomfortable and unacceptable than

dirt itself. Cleanliness is next to Godliness, and some people do the

same by their religion' (iv, 20). Her self-denying hypocrisy is typified

by her refusal to hear Christmas carols because she claims to be fond of

them (iv, 19). But the full effect of her evangelical rigidity may be

felt in the results of Pip's 'bringing up by hand', a series of

'punishments, disgraces, fasts and vigils, and other penitential

performances', which left him 'morally timid and very sensitive' (viii,

58).

1. Preface to the First Edition, Nov. 1859> TTC. p.xiii. On Carlyle's
influence on this novel, see Oddie, Dickens and Carlyle. pp.61-85.

2. Note Dickens again attacks popular superstition and credulity as a
feature of past and present, alluding to the pseudo-revelations of
Mrs. Southcott and the 'rapping' of the Cock-lane ghost (l,i, l).
On 'rapping' and other spiritualist activities in the years preceding
TTC. and Dickens's scepticism towards 'the awful unseen world being
available for evening parties at so much per night' (Dexter Letters.
II, 673: To Mrs. A. Trollope, 19 June 1855), see N.C. Peyrouton,
'Rapping the Rappers: More Grist for the Biographers' Mill', Dick..
LV (Jan.-May 1959)> 19-30, 75-93. And compare Pip moving the table
'like a Medium of the present day, by the vigour of my unseen hold
upon it', GE. ch.iv, p.25.
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This has an autobiographical feel, enhanced, of course, by

Dickens's use of the first person form, which suggests, again, the

return of a memory of that powerful 'female hand' which dragged him as

a young child to chapel, to be steamed by Boanerges Boiler.1 The

autobiographical element in Great Expectations seems strong, a function

of more than its setting in Kent of the eighteen-twenties: no wonder

Dickens reread David Copperfield during its creation, to ensure he fell
2

into 'no unconscious repetitions'. Paradcsically, he felt he was

expressing an 'idea* which had taken 'complete possession* of him in

writing A Tale of Two Cities, whereas the much more personal and

convincing story of Pip began quite casually, as a 'little piece', which

happened to embody the 'very fine new, grotesque idea' of the boy's

relation to the convict Magwitch, and which he subsequently expanded

into a full-length narrative under pressure of the need to boost the
3

flagging sales of All the Year Round. Yet the result was one of his

most moving and profound achievements, on a par with Little Dorrit as a

critique of Victorian civilisation (although less comprehensive), and

going beyond it in the sublimity of its humour.

1. 'City of London Churches', AYR. Ill (5 May I860), reptd. in UT,
pp.83-4.

2. Forster, Life. p.734. The minor writings of the last years reveal
an increasingly autobiographical element: see, e.g. 'Dullborough
Town', AYR, III (3 June I860), reptd. in UT, pp.116-126; 'Some
Recollections of Mortality', AIR, IK (l6 May 1863), reptd. in UT,
pp.188-198; 'Medicine Men of Civilisation', AYR. X (26 Sept. 1863),
reptd. in UT. pp.280-288; 'Mr. Barlow', AYR, n.s. I (l6 Jan. 1869),
reptd. in UT, pp.338-344.

3. Preface to the First Edition, TTC, p.xiii; Forster, Life, p.733.
See also Philip Collins, 'A Tale of Two Novels: A Tale of Two
Cities and Great Expectations in Dickens' Career', Dickens Studies
Annual. ed. Robert B. Partlow, II (l97l), 336-380.
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In religious terms, however, Great Expectations does not reveal

any new development of the novelist's position, relying on the familiar

'Christian ethical pattern' of sin, repentance and regeneration as the

basis of its plot,"*" although the new inwardness with which Dickens

treats this brings a more deeply felt sense of belief to it than is

apparent in either A Tale of Two Cities or Our Mutual Friend. Pip's

necessarily indirect account, shot through with a remorseful, brooding

irony, of his 'fall' through pride and desire, leading to his 'change

of heart' through disillusion and physical trial (by fire and water),

is very persuasive. But the themes are, or should be, familiar by

now. In fact, and important part of the effect which the novel has

upon us, is derived from our sense of the self-conscious way in which

Dickens seems to be reflecting upon many of his earlier interests and

obsessions, as it were casting in ironic light upon them. Hence, for

example, the reappearance at the very start of the novel, of that

favourite festival of the Dickens religion, Christmas; only this is a

Christinas for the fallen, a bleak, inhospitable time, highlighting the

contrast between :ug, conventional piety within (Mr. Uopsle saying

grace 'with theatrical declamation' (iv, 22)), and the desperate,
2

hungry outcast without. Only Pip, in childish, unwilling opposition

to the morality of his sister and her friends, can bring these worlds

together - although Joe, whom he later recognises as 'this gentle

1. As has been adequately demonstrated by G. Robert Stange,
'Expectations Well Lost: Dickens' Fable for Ilis Time', College
English. AVI (Oct. 1954), 9-17; and Ruth M. Vande Kieft, 'Patterns
of Communication in Great Expectations'. NCF, £V (March 1961),
325-334. See also Robert Barnard, Imagery and Theme in the Hovels
of Dickons (Oslo and New York, 1974), pp.106-119.

2. For a development of this point, see my 'The Novel and Religion:
Great Expectations'. Proteus. I (Nov. 1977), 12-15.
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Christian man' (lvii, 439). also pities the poor convict. Pip

himself undergoes a new version of the Parish Boy's Progress of

Oliver feist, a spiritual pilgrimage in which the metaphysical overtones

of the earlier novel are internalised, and more closely.related to both

individual and social reality. But, like Oliver, Pip does not fail

to recognize the existence of a higher reality, most notably at moments

when death is very near: as a personal threat, trapped by Orlick in

the sluice-house, when he 'humbly beseech/eg/" pardon ... of Heaven'

(liii, 404); or at Magwitch's deathbed, when he prays Cod for mercy on

the convict.

Mercy, forgiveness and reconciliation predominate. The fundamental

Dickens faith in the essential brotherhood of mankind emerges as the

main preoccupation of a novel in which even the brutal, slouching Orlick,

who bludgeons one person to death, and attempts to murder another, is

permitted to escape the vengeful, retributory pursuit of evil-doers

so characteristic of Dickens's fiction, and he simply disappears from

the novel (to a spell in prison for robbing Pumblechook). When Orlick

suggests to Pip that 'It was you as did for your shrew sister' (liii,

404), he implies a complicity in guilt which, though distant, is true

to the sense the novel conveys of nobody being immune from the

contamination of evil. But this does not mean that Dickens accepts the

evangelical doctrine of the depravity of human nature, peddled by those

who insist that pc r Pip is 'naterally wicious' (iv, 23); rather, it

means that he believes we share the universal potential for evil, just

as wc share a potential for good. This is the true religion, impressed

upon us most strongly, perhaps, when Magwitch and thirty-one others

are sentenced to death:
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The sun was striking in at the great windows of
the court, through the glittering drops of rain
upon the glass, and it made a broad shaft of
light between the two-and-thirty and the Judge,
linking both together, and perhaps reminding some
among the audience, how both were passing on, with
absolute equality, to the greater Judgement that
knov/eth all things and cannot err. (lvi, 434)

True to his Romantic conception of religion, Dickens manipulates both

natural and Christian"1' imagery here, although in context it is the

Christian aspect which dominates: "My Lord, I have received my sentenoe

of Death from the Almighty, but I bow to yours', says Magwitch,

redeemed now from the pagan, irreligious man, brought up to be 'a

warmint', who knows the Bible only as a 'charm' on which to swear others

to fidelity (xl, 311,315).

Significantly, it is Pip who, very discreetly - since Dickens

wants, above all, to avoid sounding like one of his own Chadbandian

religionists - ha3 made it 'the first duty of my life to say to him,

and read to him, what I knew he ought to hear', namely, the Bible

(lvi, 432). The compassionate hero of Great ihcnectations is perhaps

the only male character in Dickens to act as a lay mediator of

spiritual truths. In Our Mutual Friend. Lizaie Hexam and Jenny Wren

take on this saving role, although it is Jenny in particular who is

vouchsafed that intuitive access to the other world which is always

possible in Dickens. Lizzie, a more down-to-earth icon than we have

grown to expect from Agnes Vickfield or Amy Dorrit, literally saves

Augene I rayburn from drowning by virtue of the strong arms she

developed in helping her father in his trade, plucking corpses from the

1. Gee, e.g., 1 John, 3:20.
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river for their money; but she prays, too, for aid from God, as her

corrupt, upper-class suitor struggles through his ordeal by water (IV,

vi, 698-702). When Eugene recovers consciousness, his first request

is for Jenny Wren to have her 'fancy' for him, before he relapses, and

the crippled dolls' dressmaker understands: 'You mean my long bright

slanting rows of children, who used to bring me ease and rest? You

mean the children who used to take me up, and make me light?' (IV,x,

736-7). It is a potent vision, in the popular, visual idiom preferred

by Dickens," and what this reveals is that it is available to others

too, becoming a means of consolation and hope for them, perhaps even a

way of escaping from the suffering imposed upon us by our earthly
2

desires. As Garrett Stewart lias suggested, Jenny's paradi3al vision

is to be understood as the product of the imagination which miraculously

transcends this death-haunted world, ensuring the potential for rebirth

to which Dickens clings, even as his consciousness of the money-

grubbing, materialistic civilisation to which we belong grows more

despairing. For Dickens, the artist's eye, in a fine frensy rolling

from dust-heaps to angels, is able finally to offer us a saving insight

into our condition.

1. Derived, perhaps, from a print of Jacob's dream, Genesis, 28:12:
see also PCS, ch.lii, p.389; BH> ch.xii, p.154.

2. Dickens and the Trials of the Imagination (Cambridge, Mass., 1974),
pp.209-214. Stewart's stimulating account of Dickens's vision
suffers, like Hillis Killer's before it, from a tendency to treat
the novels as if they were all written at the same time;
significantly, both critics are at their best on OMF, Dickens's
most 'modern' novel.
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IV

In Kay 1868, two years before his death, and while recuperating

from a well-publicised breakdown suffered during the penultimate

series of public readings, Dickens received certain admonitory remarks

from an unknown clergyman who had, as he put it, become 'vicariously

religious' on his behalf. The clergyman's remarks implied, the

novelist wrote with pained irony,

that I had not, as I rather supposed I had, lived a
life of some reading, contemplation, and inquiry:
that I had not studied, as I rather supposed I had,
to inculcate some Christian lessons in books; that
I had never tried, as I rather supposed I had, to
turn a child or two tenderly towards the knowledge
and love of Our Saviour; that I never load, as I rather
supposed I had had, departed friends, or stood beside
open graves; but that I had lived a life of 'uninterr¬
upted prosperity,' and that I needed this 'check, over¬
much, ' and that the way to turn it to account was to
read these sermons and these poems, enclosed, and
written and issued by my correspondent!' 1

Dickens was normally very reticent about religion, especially about

those aspects of it which he expressed in his works. Yet even he

could be provoked into public confession, albeit of a modest, indirect

nature, by the presumptions of others. We may be far from assuming

that the novelist had lived a life of 'uninterrupted prosperity',

much less that we ourselves have the answers to the problems he faced.

But we could do worse than be warned by the presumption of this

clerical correspondent.

Dickens's religion was probably neither very exceptional nor very

profound, but it was sincere and deeply felt, and did pervade his life

1. 'A Fly-Leaf in a Life*, AYR, n.s. I (22 May 1869), reptd. in TO.
p.555.
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and. work. He had, as he says, 'lived a life of some reading,

contemplation, and inquiry*; and we have seen how he was affected by

the crises of his life, from the death of his young sister-in-law, Mary

Hogarth, shortly after his marriage, an event which had a life-long

impact upon him and his views on death, immortality and the survival of

of virtue, to his troubled last fifteen years, with the break-up of his

marriage and the deepening of his sense of social despair. The

radical possibility of a change of the individual personality, first

strongly apparent during the eighteen-forties, survives that time, but

seems increasingly dependent upon extreme, even miraculous conditions -

serious illness, or the immediate threat of death - and the presence of

some transcendent power. If we are to believe what he told the dying

Lady Lovelace (and there is no reason why we should not), and what he

wrote to two sons departing from the parental wing, he prayed daily.

Lis knowledge of the Bible, especially the preferred New Testament, and,

in particular, the Gospel of St. Matthew, as well as the Book of Common

Prayer, is testified to by familiar, accurate and often surprisingly

relevant allusion throughout his works.

His beliefs were personal, and very Protestant; and he refused,

with a single exception (Prank Kilvey), to draw a favourable portrait

of a priest officiating at one of the many deaths which occur in his

fiction. It is given to lay mediators, such as the doctor, Allan

Noodcourt, who tries to teach Jo the Lord's Prayer at the boy's demise,

or the 'fortunate legatee' who reads the Bible to the dying Chancery

prisoner, to suggest Christian hope. Like Carlyle, or Leigh Hunt,

1. Blanohard Jerrold, 'Charles Dickens. In Memoriam', Gentleman's
Magazine, ns. V (July 1970), 231-2; Dexter Letters. Ill, 667-8,
673-4: To Edward Bulwer Lytton Dickens, 26 Sept. 1868; To Henry
Fielding Dickens, 15 Oct. 1868.
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Dickens subscribed to a Romantic redefinition of Christianity which

by-passed the traditional 'forms' or rituals, although he did not

ever seem to want to break entirely his connections with broadly

Anglican faith and practice. Returning to the town of his childhood,

Rochester, in his last, incomplete novel, we find him musing, in almost

the last words he wrote, on the morning light shining gloriously in on

the old place from gardens, woods and fields, to 'penetrate into the

Cathedral, subdue its earthy odour, and preach the Resurrection and the

Life'.1 'Natural religion' serves the Christian faith.

Of course Dickens attended church and chapel, although rarely with

much enthusiasm that we know of, but taking the matter seriously enough

to leave the Church of England for the more congenial if less orthodox

or respectable Unitarians during the eighteen-forties. Later he

returned, at least nominally, into the fold. Clergymen of whom he
2

approved were mainly of the Sydney Smith stamp, worldly, urbane and

cultured latitudinarians, who shared his dislike of Calvinist theology

and the puritan spirit (satirised almost throughout his fiction), and

yet who were equally urgent on behalf of the poor and oppressed,

evangelicals, or churchmen inclined to dogma or ritual, he disapproved

of, as he did of the often unseemly quarrels which broke out between

these different camps. But he always supported a man he knew to be

1. ED. ch.xxiii, p.215. On a visit to Canterbury in the summer of 1869,
Dickens was very upset by the 'seeming indifference of the officiat¬
ing clergy' to the 'proper rendering of our beautiful Cathedral
Service': Dolby, Charles Dickens As I Knew Him, p.426.

2. Or Chauncy hare Townshend (1798-1868), dedicatee of GE, who appointed
Dickens his literary executor, with the result that the novelist had
to 'pick out the materials' for a book of the clergyman's 'desultory
and incomplete' religious thoughts (Dexter Letters. 11,689: To W.
Rarrer, 21 Dec. 1868). Townshend held a loose, undogmatic Christianity,
opposed to eternal punishment, and stressing the saving qualities of
Christ: see Religious Opinions of the late Chauncy hare Townshend
(1869), passim.
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doing good, such as Lord Shaftesbury, even while disagreeing with his

doctrine."*" when men like Dean Stanley or the fictional Septimus

Criaparkle became more prominent in the Broad Church of the eighteen-

fifties and later, he undoubtedly found Anglicanism more amenable.

It would be wrong to think of him 'lapsing' from the Church; his faith

was positive, even earnest, as the occasional tendency to sound as

evangelical on behalf of his beliefs as the evangelicals themselves,

suggests.

To 'turn a child or two' towards the 'love and knowledge of Our

Saviour*, he wrote his simple life of Christ for his family, who had
2

'never been hampered with religious forms of restraint', and the

Christmas Books. Perhaps his strongest feelings on religion were

roused by any attempt to impose the doctrine of depravity upon children,

or to teach them in such a way as to leave them 'as absolutely ignorant
3

of the sublime history, as if they had never seen or heard of it'.

The open grave was indeed no stranger to him (especially where children

were concerned), although he was in this respect, as in others of a

serious nature, always capable of mockery: four or five dead children

once 3een laid out, side by side, could remind him of so many pigs'
4

feet in the greengrocer's.

1. Bee, e.g., Fielding, Bneeches. pp.43,132: The Sanatorium, 29 June
1843; Metropolitan Sanitary Association, 10 Kay 1851. Ml aftesbury,
in his turn, thought Dickens may have been 'as much a servant of the
Most high as the pagan Uaaman... God gave him... a general retainer
against all suffering and oppression': Rodder, Life of Maftesbury.
p.650: Diary entry, 20 Dec. 1871.

2. Dexter Letters. Ill, 674.

3. OKI'. Bk.II, ch.i, p.215.

4. 'Dullborough Town', AYR. Ill (30 June I860), reptd. in UT. pp.H8-9«
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Dickens had, as he affirms, studied to 'inculcate some Christian

lessons in books'; but without didacticism or ocplicitness. His

moderate and humane form of belief, largely though not exclusively

drawn from the teachings of Christ, v/as a vital, if not always fully

thought out part of his vision. His views persist: an inescapable

presence, elusive, indirect, at times contradictory; but always there.

T.S. Eliot supposes that in that phase of the secularization of the

novel to which Dickens belongs, the novel simply 'took the Faith, in

its contemporary version, for granted, and omitted it from its picture

of life'.1 But, as ve have seen, religion, in the different aspects

in which Dickens felt and expressed it, was an important part of his

picture of life. It was probably more important for him than for most

of his;major novelist contemporaries, from Thackeray to Hardy (the

Brontes amy be an exception). He shared Thackeray's and Trollope's

disdain for evangelical cant and hypocrisy, but he went much further

than either in pressing for the recognition of another dimension to

existence, as well as in urging a 'social gospel'. Unlike George

Eliot, Meredith or Hardy, he never entirely discarded hie basic

Christian faith. Any exploration of his imaginative universe which

ignores these facts must remain incomplete, finally a distortion of

his outlook and its expression.

1. 'Religion and Literature', 1935, reptd. in Selected Prose of
T.o. Eliot, ed. F. Kermode (1975), p.100.
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